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    Terri Marie 
 
Hello. I’m Terri Marie of White Wing Entertainment. I’m going to be your guide on 
this journey. It’s your project, so you get to decide where you wish to go with it. 
When you learn how, to make a Hollywood style film that can really promote your 
business and make the film that is in your heart…WOW! You will be unstoppable! 
 
That is my goal - to help you get your film or documentary from your mind into your 
camera. Then we’ll get it onto those bits and bytes that will create your 
masterpiece, so that you can bring your vision to the world. 
 
Who Am I? 
I am an award-winning producer with over two decades of experience. Years ago I 
hosted and produced an exercise program called “The Great Body Escape” on 
cable TV. We made dozens of episodes. I went on to produce and direct over 38 
documentaries, 7 Public Service Announcements and infomercials. I started at the 
very bottom rung of the ladder…maybe where you are too. I had to learn to climb 
up which for me was PBS and ABC. I can show you the steps of the filmmaking 
process. Actually, it’s not like a ladder – it’s more like climbing a tree. That was 
tricky, but I’m going to bring that ladder to the tree so you can climb up a lot easier 
and I’ll hold your hand all the way. You’ll still have to do it, but I can help you make 
the process a lot easier and faster. I’ll show you the best and easiest to make your 
film and give you a great view of the whole filmmaking process. 
 
How Did I Get Into Making Films and Documentaries?  
It was after a car accident, where I was ironically coming back from filming a 
segment for my exercise program at a chiropractor’s office. I was hit from behind 
on the freeway and pushed into the car in front of me. There went my exercise 
program that ran on Cable. Now I needed to focus on other people. Initially I chose 
those people who were successful in sports and produced documentaries about 
them. Then I branched out into other areas that I liked or found interesting. 
Although I had a blast making the exercise shows, producing documentaries was 
actually much more fulfilling. It gives me great pleasure to share with you the steps 
to create your best film possible. 
 

          All my best to you, 
Terri Marie 

Welcome to  
“Trade Secrets From an  

Award-Winning Producer” 
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Quickstart Guide 
Your 10 Step Hollywood Style Film Outline 

  
 
PRE-PRODUCTION 
 

1. Define Your Vision:  Select a topic and establish a theme 
2. Decisions on Your Equipment and Crew:  Determine the ideal sources 

for your crew and equipment  
3. Create Your Plan: Budget, fund, schedule and decide on the location for 

your project. Create your storyboards and shots lists 
4. Obtain Needed Elements:  Ensure that proper rights have been obtained 

for all locations and footage and set up interviews  
  

 
PRODUCTION 
 

5. Understanding Basic Filmmaking: Lighting, equipment, interviews and 
more  

6. Film Your Documentary: Utilizing your crew, talent, and location for your 
documentary 

 
 

POST-PRODUCTION 
 

7. Edit Your Film: Piecing together your film 
8. Review Your “Rights”: Ensure that all authorizations have been received 

and obtain any additional rights required at this point 
9. Screen Your Film: Test your product before you market it 
10. Market Your Film: What to do with your completed documentary. Potential 

markets and places for your film 
 
Before You Start 
Making a film or documentary is not something you can get done in one day. It will 
take a concentrated effort on your part and on the parts of the people who will help 
you. Knowing where to start and what to do is the basics of making a great film and 
should significantly ease the process for you. It will be an incredible experience to 
become a filmmaker. 
 

You are now entering the three phases  
of filmmaking and documentary creation 

 
 
 

NOTE:  I will be referring to Hollywood Style Film as Documentary or film to make it easier. Your 
film will have a definite Hollywood look if you follow these steps. Also “film” means both digital and 
film unless I’m talking specifically about film. Thought you’d get real tired of reading film or digital. 
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What is a Documentary? 

Documentaries are stories with a unique point of view 
 

Before you learn how to make a Hollywood Style film documentary, it’s important to 
know a bit about documentaries. (Remember I’m calling all films “documentary”) 
 
 

Documentary 101 
 
Definition 
Documentaries are stories with a unique point of view. The documentary you 
make will be your point of view.  Done well, that viewpoint can be a wonderful 
creation. We can benefit from your take on life when you show us a compelling 
story. Documentaries are not fiction, but they are stories.  
 
Here’s what makes a documentary a documentary: a documentary generally 
needs to be true because people will believe a documentary more than movies, 
television or even the news. Documentaries are thought of as being more truthful 
than other forms of storytelling. 
 
What is “true” can change. Think about it. At the time of Copernicus a statement 
might have been true but a century later it would not. A documentary on “The 
Unavoidable Flatness of the World” or “Why Rome is Fireproof” would have been a 
hit at one stage of history but time changed that. What is true changes because life 
changes. But people know “truth." Give them truth. 
 

Tell Us a Good Story 
 
Do You Have a Good Story?  
Think of aspects of someone’s life that are worth recounting. What is unique to 
them? Everybody brushes their teeth, eats and sleeps, but why are they unique? 
What makes them stand out from everyone else? A documentary captures the 
realism of someone’s experience, through an intriguing viewpoint for us to think 
about or the mystery or knowledge revealed to us. 
 
What Makes a Good Story? 
There are many, many elements that can make up a good story. What is a “good” 
story to one person may not interest another person at all, but the story itself will 
likely contain some standard elements that will make it workable, believable and 
interesting. 
 

 Elements of a Good Story 
• It captures your interest right away and never loses it 
• It is unique 
• It’s believable. It contains an honesty you can feel.  
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• The love or caring shines through 
• There is discovery, an uncovering or suspense 
• It entertains, educates or enlightens 
• The viewer is drawn away from their reality into the story’s reality 
• Leaves audiences feeling expanded 
• It has an excitement factor. People want to tell others about it 
• Moves people emotionally 
• It has just enough detail to describe but not enough to be boring 
• It has a theme and often a sub-theme to hold it together 

 
A good story usually takes the viewer someplace emotionally, builds to a 
crescendo and then places the viewer in a different place than they were before 
they saw the story. If you can do that well, you will have the key to the 
documentary kingdom. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP:  
During your interviews, be sure to listen. That way you will be great at pulling out 
the stories within people. Make listening that your number one rule and you will get 
great stories for your production. 
 
Movies are Storytelling 
Documentaries are evolving continually. Documentaries often go to the far side. 
Some focus on what is elusive, unknown, overlooked or extremely rare. The first 
documentaries were mainly travelogues. Film makers filmed exotic people and 
fascinating lands that most people who actually had TV sets back then were 
unfamiliar with, but curious about. Like “How did the Aborigines live or the Eskimos 
live?” This explains the popularity of films like “Nanook of the North.” People 
seemed to find anything about the natives of an exotic place interesting even if it’s 
a New York neighborhood. 
 
Conflict in Storytelling or Documentaries 
Many documentaries play ping-pong. They take a topic and throw it around. 
For. Against. For. Against.  For. Against. 
Don’t go overboard on this. 
Pick a side and cheer for it. 
I know it’s supposed to be that elusive “conflict” necessary for a good story. But to 
me, if you have too much conflict with no even slight resolution along the way, it 
stretches your audience’s attention too much. One or two cohesive themes and an 
interesting subtheme with a major conflict holding it together will give your 
audience an unforgettable experience instead of whiplash.  
 

Example. Think of Disneyland. Most of you have been there. 
If you go into Fantasyland, there is no “Old West” there. 
There is no jazz in “a bug’s land.” 
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Getting people interested in one thing and then switching doesn’t work for me. It 
annoys me. It shouldn’t affect your documentary if you’d like to do it that way. 
These principles still will work, even if you want to argue a point in your 
documentary. And I still want to help you. I’m giving you my preferences, like my 
choice of vacation spots or restaurants. 
 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
It is the resolution of conflict that is profoundly satisfying. 
 
 
 
You can make things more interesting by having meaningful conflict. True, a Judo 
match might not work without an opponent, but a marriage would. And lots of good 
documentaries give great info. That to me is exciting and interesting enough to 
keep my attention. 
 
Conflict used in intriguing ways can add depth to your project. For instance in a life 
story, what are the obstacles that your subject faced? This is information that will 
be helpful to the viewer. When you show the obstacles a person overcame to get 
where they are, your story takes on a richness. Just don’t do down the deep hole 
or gripe for gripeness sakes. Find the meaning and allow audiences to discover the  
meaning of the conflict and why it was important. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP:  
If you can remember that a good documentary is a good story, and if you can 
create that good story, you will have a great documentary. 
 
Some documentaries are actual and factual. Some are reconstructed. A lot are 
propaganda either for or against something. 
 

The Zen of a Documentary 
When you think of documentary, does your mind envision a British narrator 
describing some foreign scene interspersed with interviews requiring a translator? 
Documentary filmmakers often ask questions that cannot be answered. Sometime 
they just leave those questions unresolved at the end of the documentary. Don’t 
leave your viewer hanging unless you have a sequel. Hint, hint. 
 
Many documentaries have brilliant poetic statements about the enigma of human 
existence. In the beautiful documentary “The Yogis of Tibet” there was a line I 
found enchanting. It referred to the yogis as “human artifacts from the Tibet that 
was.” The footage showed a lone Yogi Master walking off into the distant vastness 
of Tibet like in the last scene in Shakespeare in Love. You may not need to get that 
dramatic but it looks pretty cool. 
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A documentary attempts to discover, reveal, or do something with “the Truth.” It’s a 
journey to get to the truth as the filmmaker sees it. The documentary filmmaker 
sort of gets to play God.  I say sort of because if they really were God they would 
never have cameras breaking, microphones not working, or someone running in 
front of your best shot. 
 
Early documentaries often filmed people that were going through a crisis. That 
sounds like our daily news or reality shows. Some of the best documentaries are 
one “point of view.” Some documentaries give all points of view. It doesn’t really 
matter. It’s your documentary and if it’s done well, that is “the point” you want to get 
across. 
 
Documentarians are curious about something. 
 

Use the Power of Questions 
A documentary contains a lot of questions.  You first have to ask a lot of questions 
to yourself before you start.  Then you ask a lot of questions to other people. Then 
you share what you found with as many people as you can. 
 
A documentary is a huge stack of decisions. And you must make them. Every step 
of the way. 
 
Chronological or Not? 
You don’t need to be chronological in your documentary. Just fairly logical I 
suppose.  For instance, you don’t need to begin a life story when the person is 
born. You can start on a significant event in their life. You could start with their 
meeting of an important person in their life. You can also start at their current point 
in their life journey and go backwards. You can open with what they love and what 
means a lot to them. The possibilities are endless. 
 
 
So why do you want to make a documentary? 
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Why Make a Documentary? 
 

“If it’s in your blood you have to do it.” 
 -- Frank Martin, filmmaker 

 
It takes a lot of work and planning, so why make a documentary? 
You might get… A little fame. A little celebrity. A little luck. It’s kind of like the 
traditional bridal verse. If you make a documentary, you will be married to the 
production for awhile. 
 
You make a documentary because you’ve got to make it. Something inside you 
keeps calling at you to tell a story, reveal a discovery, or release compelling 
information. That drive within you is what calls you to document something 
important. The recoding of that information is a gift from you to those you can 
share it with. The wider the audience: the wider your gift. 
 

  
What Are Your First Steps To Making a Documentary? 

 
Look at the Big Picture 
Why do you want to do a documentary? What are you interested in? That is why 
you want to do this. Get excited. You must have a passion for something. That’s 
what you want to capture on film.  
 
You Have a Passion 
You have got to get yourself to the point where you can feel the emotion needed 
for a documentary inside yourself. Some documentarians do not like to be 
emotional, but I think the best ones often are. Doesn’t matter though. I can take 
you through the process regardless. 
 
The first thing I would ask you is what are you interested in? That would be a good 
topic to make a documentary about. If you have a passion about it, you can ask 
people good questions and be a good listener. That’s one of the important 
elements of a great documentary. 
 
Another thing I noticed is that whenever you do something you are really interested 
in and just go out and take the camera and start filming, magic will happen around 
you. It’s those little things that you will find you have shot, sometimes even as late 
as in the editing process, that will help make your story.  
 
I would suggest starting off with something that you really love to do or are 
interested in. Then you develop your project from there. Then find out HOW you 
are going to do it. Meaning if you are going to talk to people in public, what kinds of 
permits do you need to get? You have to get permits to film in most cities. If it’s 
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private property, you can just film there - assuming of course that you have gotten 
permission from the owner. 
 
The Documentary Seed 
There will usually be a seed that triggers something in you to want to make a 
documentary. And often one documentary will lead to another. I had done a couple 
of projects with the USA Ski Team, and was visiting Deer Valley Resort while I was 
filming the US Ski Team Special. Standing in front of Stein’ Eriksen’s trophy case 
filled with his gold medals, Connie Moore, a Deer Valley representative, told me 
about Stein and his great advice and skiing. She said, “You should think about 
doing a show with Stein.” That’s how that one started. 
 
Not everyone is going to want to do a documentary or a film but if you do there are 
ways to make it happen. You can do this with whatever topic you wish. You can 
figure out a way to do it. If you have a passion for it you can make it happen. 
 

How This Project Began 
This project was sparked at one of Joe Vitale’s events in Texas years ago, though 
it didn’t catch fire until I had a discussion with a master internet entrepreneur and 
speaker, Tom Antion. Back to Texas. Joe asked who wanted to volunteer to write a 
book. I was there to play full out and quickly agreed. Someone interviewed me for 
the book. They asked general questions to start with and then honed in on a topic. 
The topic I chose was how to make a documentary. We got the interview 
transcribed quickly. On Sunday afternoon the little book was completed and was 
presented to us as our “first book” before we left the conference.  
 
There were several titles I had thrown out to the interviewer.  I threw one out as a 
joke. It stuck. “Documentaries R Us.’ Since this was a written translating of an 
audio, they didn’t get the spelling and spelled the R “Are.” The book was bad. Re-
reading when preparing for this course, I laughed hysterically at my comments. But 
there was also some great info and it was my very first book, for which I am very 
grateful. I thought about throwing in one of these little books but then I thought 
again. 
 
Here was some of the best advice from that little book: 
 

“It’s great fun. There is always something new. The creative process on any 
kind of film work is so unique from start to finish because it’s just an idea. There 
have been times I’ve been out on location with all these people working around 
me and I’ll be thinking, ‘This film only happened because I had an idea. All 
these people are here just because of an idea and here it is happening.’ It’s so 
amazing that just a thought can transfer into such a beautiful set. I have friends 
in the business who make feature films. An amazing number of people work on 
a film, and they are all professional in what they do, to make a feature film. 
They are patient but they are also very fast. In the film business there is a lot of 
sitting around and waiting while people get things ready, which takes a lot of 
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time. So you have to have patience and you have to be right on when you are 
called to do something. Those are good lessons: to wait until the time is right, 
but when the time is there and it’s your moment – shine and use it to create a 
wonderful documentary.”  

 
There are so many reasons to do a documentary. You can take people places 
through film. You can share with them what you’ve seen, learned, or 
discovered. You can expand their world while on a fascinating discovery of your 
own. We’re going to have so much fun. I’ll even show you how to get 
equipment for free. Yes absolutely free. We’ll do that later. But first…. 
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Benefits of Doing Documentaries 

 
Once you have made your first documentary no one will have to convince you of 
the benefits of doing one. But until then, here are just a few of the many wonderful 
benefits you can get when you make your great documentary. 
 
First Amendment Freedom of Film 
You have so much freedom in what you can shoot. You can shoot outdoors or 
indoors or in a studio. You can shoot on any topic and with any person who will talk 
to you. You can say whatever you want with your documentary. Of course saying 
something that people are actually interested in will have the added value of 
making it marketable. I’d go for that. Otherwise no one will see your work.  
 
Possible Immortality 
Your film will outlast you. It may be seen by many more people than you could 
possible ever meet or talk to. You can attain what Godfrey Reggio director of 
Powaqqatsi calls “Virtual Immortality.” Years from now your work could shine a 
significant light on a particular area that could be of great value to future 
generations.  Your documentary, if done well, will preserve a moment in time. That 
could be priceless…and immortal. 
 
Possible Awards 
Who knows? Your first documentary could even win an academy award!  However, 
this is not about making the next academy award documentary but making one 
you, your family, or your business can be extremely proud of - a professional 
looking and sounding film that will have value now and for years to come. 
 
Greater Exposure for Your Topic 
Your film could be seen by thousands or even millions of people. Perhaps you will 
create the first documentary that will be seen by billions. Someone will do that. I’m 
sure of it. Your documentary could air on TV. It could become viral via the use of 
the internet. You could get radio interviews, TV interviews, and magazine 
interviews because of it.  
 
Possible Sale to TV, Cable or Distribution Outlets 
With all the new cable stations, and the rise of internet TV just starting, there are a 
lot of program directors who are going to need programming. Yours could just fit 
the bill. There are countless distribution outlets. The major ones on the internet are 
amazon.com and even ebay.com once you get your documentary into its 
marketable form. There are also many specialty distribution outlets for DVDs such 
as sports and other specific topics. 
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Family or Company Heirloom 
You can show your descendants through your documentary how you got started. 
You can document the growth of your career, your business, your product or a 
special trip you have taken.  
 
Discover Something New 
You can document a passion of yours or a specific location that has an intriguing 
story to you. Perhaps there is a cemetery near your home where legend has it that 
a pink lady ghost appears one specific night every year. Your doc could ask “How 
did this rumor begin? Who was she? Who has seen her? You could actually go out 
on that night and film to see what happens. While I didn’t do a documentary on this 
topic, there actually is a place like this near where I once lived. It certainly would be 
interesting to the residents of that city to find out what that documentary would 
reveal. 
 
Greater Appreciation of Other Filmmakers 
If someone is interested in creating a story (which is what a documentary is) they 
want to express themselves through that story and share that experience. They 
have taken a unique angle that they found interesting and put the time in to invite 
you to share that experience. When you are watching documentaries, perhaps you 
will find them more interesting once you know how much work goes on behind the 
scenes. If you are looking at some work that somebody else does, you will see that 
there’s a lot that goes on behind the scenes to get to those gems that you see that 
touch your heart or that spark your interest. You’ll get a lot more out of the 
documentaries and films that you do watch. 
 
Perks 
The perks are not half bad. Such as travel and the ability to meet and work with 
very interesting people, including celebrities 
 
 
Did I do it for the perks? Of course not, but they sure didn’t hurt! 
 
Now what is your main role when you do take on making a great documentary? 
That we will cover in the next section. 
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Your Role as a Documentarian 
 
You are a storyteller. Your job? You must bring people into the heart of that story. 
You give the story its life force. You are the engine and the fuel. Every life is 
unique and every story is unique. Something of great value exists within everyone 
and can be learned from their story. The only thing that will take you into the heart 
of the story is your own heart. Come from there and you can’t lose. (It also helps to 
use the funny bone if appropriate.) The heart of the documentary is a story worth 
telling. It’s an opportunity to open people’s eyes. 
 

Who are You? 
 
You Have a Compelling Vision 
It is your vision which will inspire and guide the whole production from start to 
finish. You will need to go back to that vision often during the months or years of 
production to keep your goal fresh and the reason you are doing this documentary 
foremost in your mind. At the start of your project your energy is high. Your 
enthusiasm is contagious. When you get well into your production and you lose a 
roll of critical film, someone important quits at the last minute, or you get stuck on a 
particular scene, it is that glowing vision you began with that will keep you going 
and on track. That vision must have enough power to carry you through. 
 
You Hire and Direct a Team 
You must be the boss and direct the whole thing. Yet, you must be open and allow 
things to happen. You must never lose control of your vision by someone you hire. 
Don’t let them argue with you. Remember you are paying them to serve your 
project.  
 
If you have a good project, people will get excited to work with you and to work on 
your project with you. Sometimes it means that they will see their own way to do 
this documentary. You must keep the focus. Allow input if you wish, but keep the 
control of the documentaries outcome in your hands. That old “too many cooks 
spoil the soup” thing can ruin a potentially great documentary. 
 
You Are the Producer/Director  
The Producer/Director will be your signature when you sign off on your 
documentary. You must be able to inspire others to want to join you. It will be up to 
you to pull your documentary together and keep it moving. It will be your vision. 
You are the one ultimately responsible for that vision. A good director gives the gift 
of his/her vision to the team but doesn’t lose sight of it.   
 
Even though you are the producer and director, you’ll most likely wear a lot of hats. 
On most of my documentaries I was producer/director/writer/editor. As I learned 
some new task I just kept adding on titles. I’ve recently added “ composer.” You 
can add as many roles as you are capable of, but start off with confidence. Then 
whatever role you play as a filmmaker will be better.  
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You are the Decision Maker 
Get used to it.  Each day on your production you will have to make hundreds or 
more decisions. Those decisions are not all going to be perfect. So what?  Each 
decision moves your production further along. So start making decisions. 
 
You Are the Expert 
Choose your topic carefully. You will become an expert in whatever you do a 
documentary on because you will have to learn it inside and out to be able to make 
a film on it. 
 
Your first documentary could even be the next “Blair Witch Project” or “March of 
the Penguins” and the world would be poorer without having your vision and your 
documentary. 
 
If you’re not already the expert, you can make yourself the expert. You could have 
a really good idea for a story. Let’s say you decide to do a story about people and 
their pets. You could just go to a park and interview people with their pets. Or just 
go walk someplace and find someone walking their dog. Ask them questions. As 
you do that, you will find out even more about your story. Sometimes you will find 
your story will take a completely different angle than what you thought your theme 
was. That’s where the magic comes in. That’s where you can create something 
really wonderful. 
 
There are so many ways to make yourself the expert. If you are passionate about 
your project, that is a great start.  
 
When you do your research you aren’t just doing it for your documentary, you are 
also doing it for your promotion of your documentary. When you get to that stage, if 
you are seen as an expert, your documentary will be that much more successful 
and credible.  
 
I had no idea I would become an expert on life stories. But I made one and made it 
really well. Then I did another and another. My Hero column focused on life 
lessons. Then I did another column taking a slightly different angle on the same 
topic.  Voila. That’s how I became an expert on telling people’s stories. You are an 
expert on something. Use that knowledge and talent of yours. 
 
You Are A Relationship Builder 
Almost every documentary that gets finished does so because of the relationships 
the producer/director has built to make that documentary.  You will need to be or 
become an excellent relationship builder. It’s how you will get your crew, your 
locations, your equipment (and better deals on it) and the many elements your 
documentary will require. Let’s face it. People like to work with people who are nice 
as well as competent and professional.  
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We’ll cover all this and more as we get into the details but first… The Types of 
Documentaries. 
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Types of Documentaries 
 
The type of documentary you choose to make will depend on the goal you select.  
I’ve divided the documentary types in four basic categories – five – if you count 
“historical” as a separate category. I can divide all my documentaries into 
documentaries on Places, Ideas, People and Events. I call this The PIPE.   
 
I’ve created a chart of the types of documentaries and the questions you will need 
to answer to decide which type of documentary you are going to start with.  
Once you choose which type of documentary you are going to make, then focus 
your resources and direct your filming to make sure that all the footage you get 
serves your documentary. 
 
Which type of documentary you choose to make will influence how you direct the 
whole film. The type you make will depend on your goal. The chart lists things you 
will need to consider for your documentary. Use the chart on the following page to 
guide your initial selection of the type of documentary you wish to do.   
 

Style 
Everyone has a special style. You are attracted to what you like. You often enjoy 
certain types of movies and it is no different in documentaries. If you like scenic 
documentaries, start filming a location you love. If you love documentaries about 
famous people or events, choose one that hasn’t been overdone or come up with a 
new angle on it. If you do a documentary in a style that you like, you will probably 
be very pleased with your documentary. 
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BASIC TYPES OF DOCUMENTARIES 
Type of Doc Description Key Questions Factors 

PLACE/ 
LOCATION 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Your documentary is 
focused on the place 
itself 

1. Is this location available? 
2. Is this a place that people will find 

interesting? 
3. Is there special significance or a 

special event that happens here? 
4. Is the location within your budget? 
5. Is there mystery or legend here? 
6. What time of year/day/week 

would be best? 
7. Does this location relate to your 

theme? 

Crew: Go as small as 
you can to cut 
expenses, but as large 
as needed to get 
everything you can. I 
like to take at least two 
crew members. 
 
Budget: larger 

PEOPLE 
LIFE STORY 
(Biography) 
 

Your documentary is 
focused on a person 

1. Can you get access to this 
person? 

2. What is it about this person that 
intrigues you? 

3. Where can you do an interview? 
4. Is there footage or film about the 

person that you can get? 

Crew: Smaller 
 
Budget: Smaller if not 
on location 

EVENT 
 
 
 

Your documentary is 
focused on an event 
taking place now or 
in the past. 

1. When is the event? 
2. Where is the event? 
3. Can you get permission to film 

there? 
4. Can you just do a portion of the 

event? 
5. How long is the event? 
6. Are you going to need multiple 

cameras just to be able to cover 
the event? 

Crew: Depends on the 
size of event and what 
you are allowed to 
film. 
 
Budget: Could be 
smaller if the event is 
already set up. 

IDEA 
 
 

Your documentary is 
focused on a 
thought, concept, 
question, or topic 

1. Can you get the interviews you 
will need to make this doc 
intriguing? 

2. Do you have a unique idea or 
insight about this topic? 

3. Will you be discovering or 
revealing new knowledge of 
interest to people or a specific 
group of people. 

Crew: Depends on 
how extensive your 
idea is. 
 
Budget: This could be 
small or really large if 
you go all out and do 
animation or special 
effects. 

HISTORICAL 
This can be  
any 
combination 
of the above. 
 
 
 

Your documentary 
focuses on a past 
event, or series of 
events, a historical 
figure, location or 
concept. 

1. There are a huge amount of rights 
to get here, especially archival 
footage. Can you afford it? 

2. Can you get access to heirs if 
appropriate? 

3. Is there news media available? 
4. Do you have a strong passion for 

this topic? 

Crew: Usually smaller 
unless you do re-
enactments.  
 
Budget: Footage can 
be expensive. You 
may need to travel. 
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The following are lists of some of the things I did with each type of documentary I 
made. They are divided into the category of documentary. My personal favorite is 
the life story. But in reality I loved doing them all. 

 
The Documentary PIPE-line 

 
PLACES/LOCATION 

I’ve shot on: 
• Ski hills  
• Boats 
• On chair lifts 
• In unique cars 
• On Native American reservations 
• Inside a sweat lodge  
• At a Shakespearean festival  
• At schools 
• A large Rock ‘n Roll production 
• Mountains, deserts, lakes, oceans and parks 
• Sports races of many kinds 
• Studio sets, in offices, on trains 

 
IDEAS 

• The effect of color 
• Creating animations of stories 

 
PEOPLE 

• Olympic champions and champs-to-be 
• Children 
• Handicapped, elderly, babies, politicians, neighbors  
• Athletes, actors, musicians 

 
EVENTS 

• A tobacco-spitting contest  
• Mud baths to massages 
• A mountain biking event at 11,000 ft 
• And I was carried by a king and blew on a crumb horn 

 
These are all the fun things you can get to do when you learn how to make a 
documentary. Or you can choose to focus on serious or life changing things, 
bringing things that are now dark into the light of awareness. I’m going to tell you 
how to do this too. Step by step.  
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The Model of A Documentary 
With Tom Antion 

 

 
 
I produced a full documentary with Tom Antion called, “The American 
Entrepreneur.  The film chronicles the scope of a successful entrepreneur and how 
he accomplished that. Tom felt his success was profoundly influenced by the 
principles his father, Sam,  (also an entrepreneur) taught him while growing upTom 
is full of knowledge, and he now also has a great understanding of the how a 
documentary is actually made… and he’s got a great sense of humor. The 
documentary process will be revealed as Tom takes this documentary journey.  
 
 

Who is Tom? 
 
 
Tom Antion is the creator of a top internet site for Public Speaking. In fact Tom’s 
website has won awards because of the ease of navigation and the immense 
content. Go there. http://www.public-speaking.org and www.antion.com. Tom is 
fun, funny and brilliant. So we should all have a lot of fun together as we learn how 
to make a documentary. 
 
Training people to be successful at business is Tom’s forte. But rather than reveal 
too much about Tom right now, you’ll get to meet Tom throughout the course and 
especially in the videos we have made to explain the process of creating a film.  
You will learn right along with Tom. You’ll love him. 
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Make Your Documentary Evergreen … 
and Ever Valuable 

 
Documentaries are a portrait in time. It will help if you make that portrait timeless. 
You don’t want your documentary to have a short shelf life. What is “evergreen”? It 
is information that will have value indefinitely and benefit people for years to come. 
Your work is needed out there in the world. We need your expertise.  We need to 
learn from you and from the skills only you have. You can share those skills in a 
way that can last a lifetime through your documentary.  
 

What Makes Your Documentary Evergreen? 
People will always be curious. In feeding that curiosity, you can choose a topic that 
will remain interesting years from now, and you will have created evergreen 
content. 
 
Here are some suitable topics for an evergreen documentary: 

o Stories of courage 
o Rags to riches stories 
o Overcoming adversity 
o Basic human emotions 
o Stories with values 
o Stories of family bonds 
o Stories of how someone achieved their success 
o Stories of those who have significantly contributed to humanity 
o How things were discovered or invented 
o Historical reenactments 
o Mysteries and legends, or how they are solved or debunked 
o Heroic figures from the past 
o Famous or infamous trials 
o Animals, especially endangered species 
o Failed expeditions 
o Love stories from the past, present or future 
o Anything secret 
o Space  
o How To’s  

 
Your story will always have value so make sure your documentary does. 
Here are some of the more famous examples of evergreen materials.  
– The Bible 
– The Talmud 
– Rumi 
– Lassie 
– The Christmas Carol 
 
Documentaries are stories, and all stories can be evergreen. You should never 
chop down your documentary tree. As long as it’s evergreen you won’t have to.  
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DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Remember: Good information never gets old. 
 
That said, some documentaries are necessarily far more timely than others, such 
as:  
– A documentary on a city renovation project that may or may not happen 
– A documentary on an upcoming lawsuit or court case 
 
Temporary Value  
Avoid anything that will be easily outdated or considered a passing issue.  Since 
computers and electronics are changing so quickly, you would not want to do a 
documentary on “The Fabulous New Discoveries of Walkie-Talkies”, since 
Bluetooth has taken over. However, a documentary on the rise and fall of Walkie-
talkies might have evergreen appeal.  And a documentary on “How to Fix Your 
Cassette Player” would already be outdated but may have already made its 
creators a fortune. A passing fad could also be a great documentary, for instance, 
‘How the Pet Rock Craze Changed Marketing.”  
(These are all documentaries I made up, by the way.) 
 
On the other hand, if someone sponsors, pays you, or commissions you to do a 
documentary that will have a short shelf life, that is different. Go ahead and do it if 
you want to. They probably have a specific purpose and the long lasting value 
may not be as important to them as the timely value. 
 
And an added bonus for you - if you make your information timeless, it will sell for 
years. It could have value for those people living in the year 2500. They might be 
wondering how we lived back in the old days of the 2000s. You can show them. 
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Make Your Documentary Look Professional 
 

 
Be Professional  
 
Professional looking films will become more and more evergreen. Right now you 
can put junk on Youtube.com, but soon people will start wanting great content plus 
professionalism. Let’s face it. If someone gave me the winning lottery numbers I 
wouldn’t care if they were scribbled on a brown paper bag, but a creation that 
emerges from you, says something about you. It’s like the clothes you wear, but 
even more personal and more emotional. A documentary shows your heart and 
soul, so put your best foot forward, especially if you want to sell your documentary 
someday. 
 
Video on the Internet is in kindergarten stage but it’s evolving. It’s going to grow 
fast. Pretty soon people will want the highest quality. I’m going to show you how to 
get the highest quality so your documentary will be have lasting value. I’ll help you 
make your documentary look more professional. 
 
Get Your Documentary Feet Wet. Get Experience 
I don’t teach a lot of theory. You are going to learn how to do a documentary by 
getting out there and filming one. You will learn by getting in the saddle. And that I 
can show you how to do. 
 
I got my experience from doing documentaries in the documentary trenches and 
learned later some techniques from film school masters of movies in Hollywood on 
the big movie sets.  
 
Making a documentary is kind of like mining. You get your pick and your mining 
tools. Next you go out and dig up some good stuff. Then you polish it. Where you 
go mining depends on what type of raw materials you want to get. Your 
documentary will require a lot of “mining” but it’s a fascinating and sometimes 
challenging journey of discovery. I recommend you take it. It will change your life. 
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Constructing Your Documentary 
 

I’m going to make this as elementary as possible. To make your great 
documentary you will need to do three things. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                       
  
The Plan/blueprint stage is the Preproduction stage. It will determine the 
message of your documentary and how you will accomplish it. 
 
The Filming or Production stage is where you actually go out and get the images 
you wish to work with to tell your story. 
 
The Editing or Post-production stage is when you take all your pieces of film and 
sound and move them around until they make sense.  Until you make your first 
documentary, you won’t know how critical editing is. 
 
Here’s a very quick overview of what a documentary contains. 
 

The Three Main Elements 
Within Your Documentary 

 
The Teaser or Opening of Your Documentary 
If you use conflict, you’ll set up a problem, ask a question or two, and then do your 
best to find an answer. The teaser sets the tone. The tone shows what your 
documentary is about. This is your opening number. 
 
The Body 
The Body is where you put the meat of your production. Your evidence, your main 
interviews, and your discoveries go here.  
 

Plan
Blueprint

Shoot
Construction

Edit
Decorating
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The Conclusion 
You answer the teaser and the questions you set up in your opening. Or you can 
leave your audience hanging with even more questions for a sequel. 
 

Broad or Narrow 
You can start broad and go narrower and narrower and more focused or… 
You can start narrow and then show the big picture. You could always go all 
narrow or all broad on your documentary but it won’t have as much depth. 
 
Broad to Narrow 
The first choice is like giving directions. If someone asks you for directions to get to 
Phoenix from LA, you’ll probably tell them something like this… Take the I-10 to 
the I-17. Then get off at First Street. You go from broad to specific.  You could start 
out your documentary looking for an answer to a specific disease. Then keep 
narrowing it down until you find some potential solutions and why. It’s like starting 
on the whole earth and pulling in to a specific street. 
 
Narrow to Broad 
The second choice is like showing how someone got interested in something very 
specific and from that interest they invented something. That invention grew to 
touch many lives in an enormous number of ways, for instance the impact of the 
telephone or the car. It’s like starting on a street on the earth and pulling out to see 
the whole earth.  
 
On a documentary, you work with 5 senses but you portray with only 2 - Sight and 
Sound. Master them and your documentary will be brilliant.  
 
Here is a little more detail about each documentary stage. 
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3 Phases of a Documentary 
Plan Film Edit 

(Or you could say Pre-Production, Production, Post-Production) 
 
A documentary is like taking a baby from birth through college (its funding and 
promotion stage). That’s where you get it ready to market itself and get the best 
position it can achieve once it‘s finished with college. 
 
A documentary is a lot of fun to make, but it’s a lot of work to get it to grow up 
properly. And sometimes you just have to let it go out into the world and test itself 
in that world. Then your documentary will be out on its own, even though it may still 
come back and need some of your additional input as it grows. Actually, when they 
grow up, documentaries become more like salespeople who will be out there 
earning you money.  
 
Much of the time spent in creating a documentary is in the planning stage, or pre-
production. If you do your planning well, production and post production will be 
much more organized and possibly shortened. Although it appears that there are 
the most steps in preproduction, it is actually the amount of time in up front 
planning that will show up as evidence on your film. Therefore, most of your time 
will be spent in the planning stage. While you may want to get out and start 
shooting, a solid plan will save you time and money, two critical elements of a 
great documentary. 
 
TIME FACTORS OF A DOCUMENTARY 
Generally, in most documentaries you will spend: 

o A lot of time in Pre-Production 
o The shortest amount of time in Production 
o A lot of time in Post-Production  

 
Let’s contrast building a house and building a documentary. The house takes some 
planning for sure, but the majority of time is spent in actual “production,” or the 
building phase.  However, unless you are filming around the world and taking 
years to do it, when you make a documentary most of your time will be spent in the 
planning and post-production stages. The smallest portion of your time will be 
spent in production - although it is absolutely critical that you have planned well. 
 
In a very simple overview of the process, here’s what you do. 
 
1) Plan 
This is where you get all the elements in place for your documentary, including:            

• Determining your goal and theme 
• Researching your subject 
• Setting up interviews 
• Budgeting and fundraising 
• Getting and viewing locations 
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• Obtaining rights, copyrights, permits and releases 
• Choosing and renting or purchasing equipment 
• Deciding the order of shots 
• Scheduling 

 
This is Pre-Production 

• It’s kind of like taking a long trip or vacation. You have to… 
• Plan it.  
• Set-up the travel arrangements.  
• Book things to do while you are there.  
• Make sure all the bills are paid.  
• Pack.  
• Make arrangements for house sitters, dog sitters etc.   
• If you do it well, you won’t have to worry when you’re away. 

 
2) Film or Production 
This is where you will get the majority of your footage for your documentary by 
creating it with your crew and equipment. This should also require the smallest 
investment of your time.  

 
I usually filmed at a ratio of 15 to 1. That means you’ll shoot 15 times as much 
footage as you actually need, because you only want to use the gems in your 
editing sessions. If it’s an hour documentary, you will end up with 15 hours of 
footage. If it’s a half hour, that’s 7 and a half hours of film. These are averages of 
course. You could shoot much more or much less and still create a great 
documentary. 

 
Production is like getting on the plane when you take your vacation. You pretty 
much go with the flow. The itinerary should already be established. 
 

• Make and bring your checklist on production 
• Keep a Log as you go of your footage 
• Shoot stills or photos for editing 
• Get the best audio you can 
• Shoot your establishing shots or the opening shots of your location, or event 
• Film your main footage 
• Get the studio or set ready (if needed) 
• Get to your location 
• Set up the lighting 
• Get your Cutaways 
• Film your B-rolls or transitional shots 
• Make sure you charge and check all your batteries  
• Conduct your interviews 
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3) Edit or Post Production 
This is where you or your editor piece together all the elements of your 
documentary in a cohesive and intriguing manner.    

 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP:  
It usually takes at least one hour of editing per minute of finished film or video.  

 
• Make a detailed Log of your footage with time codes 
• Combine footage, stills, narration and voiceover, graphics, sound effects 

and music 
 

To use college as an example, you’re in college when you shoot your film.  When 
you put the film together, you’ve got your degree and you can do something with it. 
The time before post-production is spent gathering all the things you need for your 
documentary. Now you actually make it. 
   
Post Production is where you get to do something with all the footage you have 
planned and shot. On your vacation trip it’s like all the activities you get to do 
because you planned well.  
 
That’s what it takes to make your documentary. But there is a critical fourth stage 
that I will cover later. It’s not a step in making the documentary. It’s in sharing that 
documentary by what you do with it. 
 
4) Serve Your Documentary to Others  
Now you duplicate, make DVD’s, market, sell, and distribute your documentary.  
 
And of course you can show it off to your friends and family, send it to film 
festivals, TV stations and put it on the internet at places like Youtube. 
 
This phase could last forever, if you’re documentary is evergreen like it should be. 
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Create Your Plan 
 

Over planning is like burnt food. 
 The life, flavor, and nourishment are gone. 

Under planning is too raw. 
 It is like indigestible food to your viewer. 

 
 

Here’s What You Will Learn in This Section 
 

! How to choose the type of documentary you are going to make 
! How to decide your theme and title 
! How to decide the length of your documentary 
! How to choose the location for your documentary 
! How to do the basic research for your doc 
! What to include in a basic treatment and script 
! How to do a storyboard 
! How to choose your camera and equipment for the shoot 
! How to decide and hire your crew 
! How to do your budget 
! How to schedule your shoot 
! How to obtain the rights needed to shoot your documentary 

 
These are in the approximate order you will do them although you will often do 
many of them simultaneously. 
 
There’s a lot of research and work that goes into the planning stage of a 
documentary. In fact, you could almost say the whole documentary is a research 
project.  It will take a great deal of time to plan well, but the time will be well spent.  
A good plan will allow you to minimize your production costs and maximize the 
impact of your project.   
 
Remember, a good plan is flexible.  You want to have structure, but you also have 
to allow yourself to discover things along the way.   
 
The first thing to decide is your goal. Your goal is the critical element you should 
have set in your mind when you set out to make a documentary. You will then 
need to create an outline or possible treatment of your documentary. That is for 
starters. Here is what you will learn to create your plan. 
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Make the Big Decisions  

 
Before you begin, there are a number of foundational decisions you will need to 
make. Let’s get started.  
 
The Decisions  
What are you interested in? What is your passion?  Mine was skiing. It was also 
the great passion of Stein Eriksen. It was a perfect fit for us to make a 
documentary together. 
 
The first decision you need to make is what you will make your documentary 
about. Perhaps you already have an idea and that’s why you’re reading this.  If not, 
you will need to spend some time researching a topic that will interest both you and 
your viewers. 
 
Once you have decided on your topic and your goal, then the magic happens.  
Then you can let the project tell you what it wants to be. You will learn and possibly 
teach others through your documentary. Any documentary is an uncovering, 
discovering process. You are creating a moving book. 
 
One of your main first steps in planning is Research.  
Another critical planning step is Choosing Your Theme.  
It’s not critical but helpful to Choose Your Title now.  
Another step is Writing Your Treatment and Script, and of course 
Budgeting and Getting Funding.  
You may have to Plan for interviews.    
You will need to Select Your Crew and the Location of your documentary.   
Don’t worry. We’ll take it a step at a time.  
 
You’ve got lots of decisions to make. Let’s get you started.  
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What to Shoot With  
VIDEO/DIGITAL VS. FILM 

 
Almost all of you will use digital but just in case. Digital Video is cheaper. Film is 
more expensive. Film is the highest quality. In a nutshell, that is the decision you 
need to make a cost/quality tradeoff. Today all of you will choose digital. 
 
FILM 
Film is more expensive and adds several more steps to the process, including 
development, possible film to tape transfers, and possible color corrections. You 
will not be able to see what you have shot until you have the film transfers done 
which can take a day or two depending on if you overnight them to the film 
development company. The advantage is the warm, clear look film gives. But 
digital video is steadily decreasing the gap between the quality of film and video.  
 
400 feet of film  (called a magazine) – gives you about 11 minutes of raw film. You 
must have access to a very dark place to change your films or your film will be 
ruined. 
 
BETA SP  
For years this was the standard for most television programs. It gives a high quality 
look at a reasonable cost for tapes. However, the cameras are big and expensive 
and being quickly phased out. 
 
DIGITAL  
Most of the cameras coming out today are high quality digital. The tapes costs are 
reasonable. The camera cost is reasonable and the quality is steadily moving 
toward film.  
 
NTSC  
NTSC is the video standard for the US and Canada.  
 
PAL   
PAL is the standard used in most of Europe and some Asian countries Converting 
from NTSC to PAL is not cheap. PAL is higher quality than NTSC but PAL is 
harder to convert to. 
 
I have used all of the above types of cameras and film and each has its purpose 
depending on the project and budget.  
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The Big Goal 
of Your Documentary 

 
Every documentary has a goal, whether it is spoken or not. When you crystallize 
that goal, your entire planning process becomes much easier and clearer.  
 
To decide your goal you will need to answer some questions. Here are just a few 
of the questions you will answer as you decide your goal. 
 

! What are you aiming to do with this documentary? The energy of your whole 
documentary will follow your aim. You must decide this up front. 

 
! What subject, person, place or event interests you enough to spend the time 

needed to make this documentary?  
 
And there are many more. Determining your goal is a process that will require clear 
thinking on your part mixed in with a lot of heart. The rest of the questions on how 
to decide on the goal of your documentary are in your Documentary 101 Film 
Playbook. 
 
That goal will become your rudder and keep you on course for the journey you will 
take as you make your great documentary.  
 
Only you can decide that goal and only you can make that film.  
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Themes 
 

Your theme will be the underlying current of your documentary. The theme is the 
flow of the story.  It’s like water. If your documentary is a good one, your theme will 
flow fluently throughout your documentary. It won’t be distracting, but comforting, 
enlightening, or disturbing, whatever you want that theme to be.  
 
Your title should give a good hint or a direct statement of your theme. The theme is 
very close to your goal. Your goal states WHAT you want to accomplish and your 
theme states HOW you will do it. 
 
Your theme will help you create your masterpiece. It will help you paint the story 
you want to tell. To get started, get your camera to paint your story with, find some 
subjects and choose some possible themes. Some documentaries will require you 
to create the theme yourself, while others may not. For example an event  style 
documentary often has the theme built in but you can still choose the angles to 
your story. 
 
Look For 4 F’s For Your Themes 
Facts: What facts do you wish to discover, expose or portray? 
Fiction:  Legends and mystery are almost always intriguing and good themes.  So 
are good stories or “what if” scenarios. 
Fun: If you can take people to a place and show them some entertainment, 
whether through a venue or great interviews, you could have a hit on your hands. 
Flavor:  If your documentary were an ice cream cone what flavor would it be? If it 
were a decorating style what would it fit in with? What elements add to your overall 
theme? Get the flavor or essence out of your documentary. The theme gives your 
viewer something relevant to relate to. That will help keep them interested. 
 
If someone is shooting a wedding, where the end result is usually a marriage, what 
if you shot it with a theme instead of just “Here they go down the aisle.” This new 
mate will be a major part of their life. He likes golf and she likes painting. Maybe 
you could do a theme of blending golf and painting for these two people. 

 
The Theme in a Life Story  
The theme of a person’s life story will be the color of thread that weaves the story 
together beautifully. For each person that is different. Try to go into the interview 
for a life story with a theme in mind. You will have a whole life’s worth of info. You 
will have to determine how you can narrow it down to something important to that 
person and to the viewers. Usually as you do your research, ideas about the 
influence, loves, or passions of that person will start to become clear. Sometimes 
the character of that person will drive the theme yet with every person there will be 
numerous themes or angles that could be chosen to work with. 
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Ideas and Themes 
Documentaries often have themes of protests against society. Take the movie 
Powaqqatsi by Godfrey Reggio. It’s beautifully filmed and well done, the point 
being to open our eyes to what technologically developed nations are doing to life. 
Some people have always been dissatisfied with the world we live in. Filmmakers 
can use their film to show that voice for potential change. It’s just a different form of 
doing it. Can you imagine the documentaries that would’ve been made during the 
Roman Era if cameras had been around?  
 
Here are a few possibilities: 
 

• Who Needs a Coliseum? 
• The Hidden Gladiators 
• Cleo’s Court Maidens Tell All 
• The Drinking Binges At the Oracles 
• Is Rome Really Fireproof? 

 
Of course other forward thinkers of the past might have also chosen themes such 
as: 

• The Majestic Moon: What if man could reach it? 
• The Case for Undiscovered Continents and how that would change our 

Grecian Society 
• The Search for the Smallest Thing on Earth  
• Leonardo’s Flying Machines: The wave of the future 

 
The theme I have chosen for this documentary is…”How to teach you how to make 
a very good documentary.” 
  
Whatever you are doing now and interested in– whether it is coaching little league 
or helping with hospice – whatever is in your realm, that’s your bubble.  You were 
put in that field for a reason.  What ideas do you want to tell through your story and 
documentary?  What is your style? Your theme will capture elements of all these 
questions. The theme will flow like water throughout your whole documentary. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP:  
Your theme is your 30-second or less elevator speech. If you choose well, when 
you are submitting your film for any sponsorship, award or festival, you will most 
likely know the category or genre because your theme will be apparent. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP:  
Keep your eyes open for consistent “themes” even as you start filming. 
 
Your theme will help you make a net to catch the story you want to tell. The bigger 
the net, the more people it will reach. 
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The Power of Titles 
 
When to Choose Your Title and How 
You can choose your title either at the beginning or the completion of your 
documentary. The timing doesn’t matter as much as choosing a good title. 
However, you can always choose a working title until your creativity takes over and 
you come up with a better one.  Especially if you are trying to get funding for your 
documentary, you will need at least a working title so your project can be referred 
to. 
 
Titles come in all different styles.  The title for a web movie I did, “The Dream” was 
easy. It was Musician, Jerry Velasco’s dream and I just visually added words and 
music to photos, which described the benefits of that dream. “The Dream” pretty 
much describes the whole project. 
 
When you get to the editing stage there are different styles of title fonts and looks 
that will go with your title. At that point you can choose something to match your 
theme and your title. For instance, a childlike font would work for a documentary on 
Traits of Kindergarteners. 
 
Look in your Documentary 101 Filmplaybook for the exercise on choosing titles.  
When you are there, look for any common factors in those titles. You will need to 
decide if those titles are intriguing. Why? Are they descriptive enough to let you 
know of a topic that you’d be interested in? Do they state something new?  
 
Could you adapt a title to your project?  
The Real Da Vinci Code, Breaking the Da Vinci Code, Da Vinci Code Decoded, 
Unlocking Da Vinci’s Code: The Full Story, are all documentaries based on the 
fame of the movie, The Da Vinci Code. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP:  
The important thing is to choose a title that works for your documentary now and 
gives your project some direction. Make sure your title, your goal and your theme 
are all going in the same direction. 
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Treatment 
 
A treatment is a description of your documentary. It’s sort of like wedding vows. 
You promise you will do this and that and behave in certain ways. Of course, living 
up to that promise is another story.  
 
Actually, a treatment is a statement of what you intend to make your documentary 
on and how you intend to do it.  If you had to submit a one-page description of your 
documentary to get funding, that would be your treatment. 
 
A treatment is like an itinerary for your trip. You can still have some free time to 
add in unexpected filming pleasures if you wish, but you have a basic idea of 
where you’ll be and you’ll also know at what locations and times you’ll have room 
to add something to the agenda.  
 
You might not need a treatment if you are going to fund it yourself and have a clear 
vision of what you want to accomplish with your documentary. Then you could skip 
this step. But it’s a good idea to do a treatment. It will give you a visual idea of how 
your film will look. Your treatment helps you clarify your thinking just as a strong 
goal will although a treatment is a little more detailed. 
 
Treatments aren’t usually very long. A page or two should do, if that can explain 
your film’s goal, intent and purpose.  
 
Your treatment needs to include the following: 
 

• The basic idea or premise of your documentary 
• How it will be filmed (format) 
• What will be included in your documentary 
• Where it will be shot 
• The estimated length of your documentary 
• The style and theme of your doc 

 
 
Basically your treatment is a synopsis that includes what will go into your doc and 
how it will look when it all comes out of the documentary process.   
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Script 
 
Your script is a pattern. It is a timeline of the words you will use in your 
documentary. It states the location, the people involved and the content although it 
leaves the camera directions up to the director. That’s his/her call. You may 
occasionally have to include something like, “Start on a long shot of the Smokey 
mountains” to set up the documentary the way you want. In the movie, “Forrest 
Gump” the first line in the script was, “There was a feather.”  There were no 
directions as to what that feather was, whether it was moving or not, where it was 
going and what the feather would symbolize. Actually that call was not made by the 
director but by the title designer Nina Saxon who created the brilliant and 
breathtaking opening to the movie. 
 
A script is a blueprint that changes. If you think it doesn’t change, then you don’t 
understand the nature of a doc. Documentaries are evolutionary creatures. The 
documentary you have in your head is never the same as the one that actually 
ends up on your film. 
 
If you have a specific idea in mind that is key to your style or story, then you put it 
in the script. But like a treatment, you may not need a script either.  
 
You won’t need a script if: 

! You are recording an event 
! You are doing a series of interviews on the fly 
! You are doing an interview with a question list 

 
You may need a script if: 

! You are doing a re-enactment 
! You have specific things you want people to say or do, such as in an 

opening or closing of your documentary 
! You have a narrator 
! You have actors 

 
There are two main types of scripts: the screenplay and the TV script. Screenplay 
scripts look like movie scripts. You read them down the page. They look like a 
story centered in the middle of the page. A TV script contains columns like a 
newspaper. One side describes the visual shots and the right side the audio or 
narration. I mainly used the TV style to keep the audio (the music and whatever 
someone was saying) clear to me. Both styles describe the progression of your 
scenes.  
 
What I learned from doing scripts 
Scripts teach nonattachment. They always change, especially when you are 
shooting.  
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The biggest thing I learned from studying movie scripts and comparing them 
against the finished movie was that even the big budget films make last minute 
changes to the script and sometimes many of them. A director may see something 
that’s not working, an actor may get into a character so well or different that a new 
direction for a line is suggested and any other number of things could occur. The 
writer might be brought back in to rewrite the scene. 
 
On your documentary you may decide to cut a scene for any number of reasons. 
You might come up with a creative new idea that’s triggered while you are filming. 
After all, you are the creative people who make documentaries. It’s normal. Go 
with the flow of your doc and always keep your goal in mind.  
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Be committed to your doc but don’t be married to your script. 
 
To write a script, you need to know what a scene is. 
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Make a Scene 

 
A scene is a section of your documentary pertaining to a specific area. It’s like a 
separate room in your home. It should blend and flow easily with the other rooms 
around it but be individual enough to stand on its own. Scenes are organized first 
in your head and then on paper.  
 
Scenes contain: 

What is to be shot? 
 How it will be shot? 
  Who will be in each scene? 

What is to be said and by whom? 
It’s the “who, what when and where.” 
 

A Scene is a change of time and place. Scenes are the paragraphs (chapters) of 
your documentary. They contain the location, the people at that location and the 
content of what is being done at that location. 
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Opening Scenes and Closing Scenes 
 
The opening scene is like the entry to your home. Give people an experience the 
first moment they step into your documentary. Make it warm and inviting or at least 
intriguing. 
 
You might want to think through your opening and closing scenes at this point. You 
may not know your opening scene until you get a good look at the footage you’ve 
shot, but it’s always good to have one in mind and shoot it just in case it’s the best 
idea you can come up with. Make your closing scene strong. I call the opening and 
closing scenes my bookends.  When I get my bookends, I’ve got my show. 
 
Don’t be too “Zen” up front. You’ll lose all but the most sophisticated of viewers. 
You won’t have a documentary. You’ll have a lot of explaining to do, if your viewer 
can hang on that long. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP:  
Put your best footage forward. 

 
Although I usually say save some of your strongest stuff for a punch at the end of 
your documentary, you’ve got to knock their socks off with your opening. That way 
their feet will stay glued to the floor and they will watch your great production. 
 
You need to give your viewer the flavor of your documentary at the start. Then you 
go into the title and a possible medley of upcoming scenes. End with a stunning 
medley. 
  
It will be helpful if you decide before you shoot how you will cut up your 
documentary. Then “cut” those documentary pattern pieces out by filming them. 
 
If you take people into a house that is Tuscan style in your entry, modern décor in 
the main house and traditional décor in the back rooms, it’s the equivalent of a 
comedy, a mystery and a drama all in one film. It can really upset the viewer’s 
sense of what you are trying to do. 
 
Remember this advice: “The better you can shape your production around one 
idea, the more your audiences will relate it to their own experiences and get more 
out of it.” 
 
Example Openings and Closings 
For a documentary on the Himalayas… 
Opening: Show climbers well into the struggle of the climb. 
Ending. Another scene from the exquisite moment of reaching the pinnacle, or 
show the climbers back at bottom in their normal life again with image of glorious 
mountain top experience superimposed or blended with them. 
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For a life story on a biker… 
Opening: Show a biker at start of famous race, and then go into how he or she got 
there. 
Ending: Show the biker riding off into his future. 
 
Successful Openings that worked for me. 
 
The opening of the Shakespearean Program: 
I dressed in normal clothes and then “transformed” into a Shakespearean costume. 
A “King” appeared to walk with me to the festival. 
 
The opening of “Understanding Judo”: 
The documentary starts gentle to show the inner power of Judo. The closing scene 
ends with the stunning power, formations and precision of Air force jets!  Other 
than the judo and jet footage beneath the added graphics, the scenes were all 
done in the editing process. 
 
Often I spontaneously “get” the opening and closing. If the opening comes 
naturally like this, it’s a special delivery. I use it…gratefully. But whatever way the 
opening comes for you, make it special and inviting to your audience. 
 
The opening is the first thing someone will see on your film and the closing is the 
last images and sounds they will take with them. Make them breathtaking. 
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Storyboards 
 
You don’t necessarily have to do a storyboard. I didn’t do them on most of my 
documentaries. But I absolutely needed one for a short animation sequence I 
produced. On some projects a storyboard can be crucial, especially if there is a 
script involved.  
 
Think of a children’s story or comic strip. That’s sort of what a storyboard looks 
like. A storyboard is a drawing of what the camera will see and the microphone will 
hear so your cameraperson can follow this visual description and create the story 
for you. It’s the visual pattern for the footage you want.  Storyboards are a bit like a 
page of several PowerPoint slides but they also contain a description of the 
location, what the actors are saying, and they always have a visual image. 
 
You don’t have to hire an expensive artist to do an adequate storyboard. You can 
draw your own storyboard and it will be fine. It doesn’t have to be fancy. It has to 
be readable, however, and provide clear directions.  
 
Most people are visually oriented. So doing a storyboard will help you immensely if 
you have to show your documentary idea to someone to get funding, sponsorship, 
or approval for your project. If you can show what your documentary will look like, 
potential sponsors can get a much better picture of what you intend to make. By 
looking at the way your scenes look on a storyboard it can also help you make 
preliminary changes that could improve your documentary. 
 
Your narration will be included in your script. Most storyboards also list all the 
narration in the storyboard.  
 

Creating a Storyboard 
 

First become well versed with your script. As you reread your script jot down any 
thoughts that pop up in your head about how you visualize that scene taking place. 
 
You will have to take a script and go through it scene by scene to create a visual 
picture. If you are going to do a storyboard here is a brief order of how to do it. I’ll 
walk you through this in the Documentary 101 Film Playbook. 
 

1. Break the script into scenes. 
2. Break the scenes into shots. 
3. Now make drawings of what is happening in each one of these separate 

shots. 
4. Later you will use the storyboard to help make your shot list and that goes 

into your schedule. Yes, it’s work but fairly straightforward once you know 
the steps.  
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In the storyboard you list any dialogue or monologue and any emotions you want 
shown. You’ll also list anything out of the ordinary or that wouldn’t be clear to the 
cameraperson. (They will also have a script to follow in addition to the storyboard.) 
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The Shot List 
 
You will do your shot list after you do your storyboard and script if you have either 
of those to work with.  
 
Think of your shot list as your detailed shopping list for your cameraperson. Your 
cameraperson will look at the list and get shot 1 and shot 2 and so on. It’s like 
getting a loaf of a special kind of bread and some eggs from a certain kind of 
chicken. The shot list has to be more specific and detailed than just bread and 
eggs. 
 
Not every documentary will need a shot list though. Reality based documentaries 
do not. Many event-based documentaries will not. If you are “winging” an event, 
you will want to follow your instincts and what they are telling you to film. Or you 
can follow the action that appears to be the most interesting or exciting at the 
moment. You are documenting what is happening and being the fly on the wall.  
 
If you are doing a documentary that requires you to follow around and record a 
particular group of animals, you may not need a shot list. If you have a script 
however, you will most likely need a shot list. And most life stories will also need 
shot lists. If you don’t have a shot list, your director or cameraman’s job will be 
more demanding as they must make decisions on the spot. That can either lead to 
brilliant filmmaking, or disaster. 
 
The shot list is like a storyboard only the shot list is written, not drawn. A good shot 
list is so concise; it is like following a recipe. You will know exactly how many shots 
you will need and how each shot will be filmed. Of course in any good 
documentary you will make adjustments to what you thought you wanted as you go 
along as you either see something better, or reality hits you in the camera’s face. 
 
Shot lists tell the director and the cameraperson: 

1. What’s in the shot 
2. What camera angle or movement to use 
3. A description of that shot from beginning to end  

 
To do a shot list, you will read your script or if you don’t have a script, the plan of 
your documentary. Ideas will come as you read about how you want to film. Jot 
them down. 
 
Then go back to page one of the script and now do your thinking. You will need to 
decide how to create each shot that you will need for your documentary. 
 
To save costs you can shoot a longer shot instead of a series of shorter length 
shots, which often require the camera to be moved and reset, the lights to be 
moved or readjusted etc. The set up and breakdown of cameras, lights and sets is 
very time consuming. That’s why major films are lucky to shoot several pages of 
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script a day, even though those shots are scheduled and grouped for optimal ease 
of filming. 
 
You can use a computer program to do your shot list or you can use Excel or your 
word processor – again as long as your instructions are clear. There is a simple 
shot list template in the forms section. 
 
To save confusion always title your project and indicate which scene the shot is in. 
Then add a page number to it. 
 
For Example: 
Shot 1. Boy looks at dog.       Camera  Long shot to a pull in on the boy’s face. 
2nd scene of Where’s Fido movie. 
 
 

A Wallpaper Script 
 

A friend of mine put his script up all over his wall. Visually it was easier for him to 
see the whole story. It created a map of his whole documentary. This may be an 
idea that could possibly help you with your shot list. 
 
If you do create a shot list, make it clear and specific enough to show the shots in 
the exact way that you want them captured for your documentary.  
 

Make a List. Check it Twice 
 

Your shot list is important. If you forget something at the store you can always go 
back and get it. Filming isn’t quite that way. Elements often come together for 
unique events or one-time situations. To go back to get something you “forgot” to 
film doesn’t necessarily work. If you miss the Olympics, you miss the Olympics. In 
addition, your footage often will not “match” even if you do get a chance to re-
shoot. Hair, clothes, lighting, will always be different, even if you do get to film 
again. So get the shots you know you will need on that list. 
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Audience 
 
Your audience is the next big reason to make your documentary. The first is that 
passion inside that you feel to create it. But when you can tie your passion into 
something that fills a desire in other people, you will have a winner on your hands.  
 
There is a potential and unique audience for every documentary. What you want to 
find out is if your topic will be able to reach a sufficient number of viewers and how 
passionate or interested they might be in this topic. Your portrayal of the topic is 
another story. 
 
You will have to research and ask: 
 

• Where is your audience?  
• Who are they?  
• How do you find them? 
• How will you reach them? 
• What are they interested in? 
• What will make them really excited about your documentary? 

 
For instance if you have any kind of decent effective product for golfers, there are 
26-33 million in the USA alone. Let them know about your product and they’ll 
swarm you with orders. That number is expected to grow as baby boomers retire. 
Golfers just get more passionate with time. 
 
There are 11 million skiers in the US. That number is declining as skiers grow older 
and snowboarders are taking over 25% of the skiing industry. (There are 35 million 
skiers in Europe – still a not too shabby market for a good product.) 
 
People are interested in so many diverse topics. Sometimes you can tweak the 
potential audience just by changing an angle on your topic. We will cover this in the 
Documentary 101 Film Playbook. Meanwhile, find a way to match your 
documentary with a particular audience. It will help you make it and it will help you 
sell it. 
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Location 
 
The location of film your documentary will be a critical factor in the look, feel, and 
intrigue of your finished work. An interview in an office could be amazing, but that 
same person talking to you out on a boat, showing you his work in trying to locate 
the legendary Cortes bank hundred-foot wave is an entirely different documentary.  
  
Indoors or Outdoors 
Your first choice is whether to shoot indoors or outdoors. Your topic, event, or 
subject may be the determining factor here.  Can you do an interview or series of 
interviews in someone’s home or office and then later add photos or footage to the 
interview? Will that be enough to bring out the essence of your documentary? Do 
you need a studio or a set to make your documentary?  
 
Here are things you will need to scout out and consider for both indoor and outdoor 
shoots. 

Look for electrical outlets (unless you are way out in the boonies and will 
only be using batteries and generators) 
Check the capacity, and the location of the circuit breakers 

 Check the lighting  
 Check the sound 

Get stills or sample scenes 
Get or make sure there is insurance for your shoot 

 
Get Insurance 
On my ski documentaries, we were covered by the ski resorts we filmed at. 
Sometimes I was covered by the cable company that sponsored the production 
because it was their equipment we were using. Sometimes I had to get my own 
insurance. On one occasion however, I was covered only by a wing and a prayer. 
If you’ve got good karma that might be fine... but get insurance. If you’re not 
covered, don’t go. Or get covered. 

 
Some insurance companies will allow your production to be insured up to a certain 
cost or might have restrictions that your production is to be shot only in the US etc. 
You can do a search on Google for documentary or production insurance by state. 
 
Where can you get film insurance? Here are some sources.  
The Truman Van Dyke Company             www.tvdco.com/  
Film and Video Insurance   www.filmandvideoinsurance.com/ 
 

Scouting the Location 
 
Scout out your location before you decide on one if you can. First, check for these 
two main things: Light and Sound. 
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Where is the Light? 
It is very important to you and your cameraman to pre-check the lighting. You must 
know your source of light and whether that light source will change throughout the 
course of the day.  
 
Outdoor 

Like a sundial, know your shadow side 
Be aware of shade and shadows. Know where and when the shade will fall. 
This is especially important for your interviews. Partial sun on the face is not 
flattering. Trying to predict when and where shade may fall is sometime a 
possibility you can plan for when you check out the site. If so, make a note 
of it.  

 
Indoor 

What lighting is available? Can the electrical system handle the light 
amounts you will need? Are there windows? When does the light come in 
those windows? 
 

Where is the Sound and What Will It Do? 
 
Outdoor Sound 
Outdoor sound is much less predictable and much harder to control. Jets, 
helicopters, or even balloons can fly over and trigger the neighbors barking dog. 
When you have your shoot scheduled at a friend’s house it can be the day the 
gardeners come to the house next door or across the street. 
 
A way to avoid this is to check the location that day of the week and the time 
period you plan on filming. You won’t catch every sound disturbance this way but 
you may catch a lot of them. If the Navy decides to fly over the beach you’ve 
selected to film at and do their training maneuvers, oh well.  
 
Indoor Sound 
Indoor noises can still wreak havoc on your production. Air conditioners, heaters, 
doorbells, refrigerators and a host of noises can and will creep into your sound if 
you are not careful. Always get a recording of the ambient sound at your location. 
You will need some of this sound later anyway for the editing process. Might as 
well get it now and see what you are dealing with up front. Crickets anyone? 
 

Get Stills 
 
Shoot some stills at your location, whether indoor or outdoor, so you can 
remember the location and possibly things you may have overlooked - like the 
narrow door that your huge piano or prop won’t fit through. When I’m thinking of 
purchasing furniture, I take photos of the pieces I am interested in. Then I look at 
the photos at home and compare them with the other pieces I already have. If I like 
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it, I buy it. Do something similar with your location. Just having some photos of 
your potential location may give you an idea that could be beneficial for your film. 
Or you might later look at something with your Director of Photography or 
cameraperson that you did not notice before that could adversely affect your 
production if you don’t address it upfront. 
 

Shoot Sample Scenes 
 
Film or shoot the scenes you are thinking of using in your documentary. (Even the 
bride gets cake samples.) You might want to bring your camera and shoot a few 
sample scenes. You are getting a visual and audio record of what is there. You will 
be able to check the light and the sound; the two most important things you’ll need 
to know. 
 
Unless you’re a savant, you won’t remember details about the location. When I 
would be filming, I would think I’d be able to remember some significant detail. I’d 
be positive I’d be able to remember the detail. Then I wouldn’t. And this was when I 
was filming in my late twenties! A digital camera takes two seconds to shoot. This 
simple step could prevent a lot of time and money down the documentary drain. 
 

Location Choices for Your Interview 
 
I like to have an interesting background for people I interview. For instance, one 
man I interviewed was Paul Frizler. Paul was known for his re-enactments of 
famous songs from the 50’s to the 90’s in his famous Rock and Roll shows. They 
were wonderful large productions involving hundreds of performers. I wanted to do 
his interview in a 1950’s car. I called a car lot that sold these cars exclusively. In 
Southern California you can get almost anything you want. The dealership let us 
film inside the car. It was a beautiful, aqua blue and white model with the works; 
tail fins, dice in the windows. It looked like an Elvis car.  
 
Think about adding things like that in your project. Ask yourself what you like. Ask 
what kind of background would work with your documentary to make the interview 
exciting.  A natural setting usually fits the bill for me. 
 

A Presidential Library 
 
I did another project with James Roosevelt. At the time, James was the last living 
son of Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt. Because they were such fascinating and 
diverse people, I thought it would be really interesting to find out what James 
learned from his parents and what they taught him, Franklin had a very different 
personality than Eleanor did. I was able to get the Richard Nixon Library in Yorba 
Linda for our interview due to its historic and presidential significance. That worked 
out very well. 
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Where Can You Film? 
 
There are billions of locations on this earth to choose from. Most City Parks and 
Recreation departments can suggest places near you.  Museums are great.  Don’t 
think too small. If your documentary has merit, many locations will be delighted to 
accommodate your production. 

 
Getting Cooperation 

 
Many people will be very happy to have you film your event at their location. You 
will find that if you have a good idea, you’ll get the cooperation from people around 
you. The Roosevelt show initially aired on a cable station so I was able to get the 
funding through a cable company.   
 
Many locations you might want to film at will gladly give you help. Sometimes they 
will even provide guides like the ones I had at Deer Valley Resort to get us around 
the large mountains. We got to ride around in snowmobiles. We used walkie-
talkies to coordinate groups like the DV8s – the Synchronized Ski Team and the 
USA Ski Team. Once it was summer and even though we were not always 
shooting on the mountain, we sill needed those walkie-talkies to figure out who 
was where. Some interviews and ski drill footage was shot at the University of 
Utah. Some footage was shot at Park City High School’s football field. And some 
was filmed on several mountains, not to mention the different locations we were 
staying at. The ski team’s publicity director actually set up most of the interviews. 
This was the days before cell phones. The point is to ask for the locations help. 
Most of them will be happy to help if they can. 
 

Travel 
 
If you are filming on location you will need to travel, either by plane, train, car, or 
van. How will you get your crew, talent and equipment to the location you have 
chosen in alignment with your budget and time constraints? I was able to get a 
sponsorship from Amtrak. It worked beautifully for both sides. 
 
Lodging 
Here are the considerations for your lodging. 

• Expense (consider asking for comps) 
• Location 
• Ease of carrying in needed equipment 
• Safety of equipment stored in cars or vans 

 
I’ve had my crew stay in a Bed and Breakfast, a five star condo resort, and 
standard hotels. At the Bed & Breakfast, we were offered one cabin. We all had to 
share it. Had I known that upfront I would’ve booked a hotel for us. The whole point 
of doing the show though was to get the wonderful breakfast in the morning. So we 
basically stayed in the same room. Not cool. I don’t recommend it. 
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It’s never a good idea for the producer/director to stay in the same room with the 
crew unless you are in a tent climbing Mount Everest. There was a great exception 
though. During a subsequent filming with Stein Eriksen, I drove to Utah and 
brought my daughter along. I got our accommodations through the Park City 
Chamber of Commerce and asked for one room for me and one room for my 
cameraman, Gary. The Chamber gave me one condo. I balked. They said, “Don’t 
worry there will be plenty of room.” I was very uncomfortable mentioning this to 
Gary. When I did, Gary said he’d be driving back to his home anyway. Knowing 
nothing about the place before the vast internet presences, I got the keys upon my 
arrival in Park City. My daughter, Brooke and I drove up to the condo. It was five 
stories high with an indoor Jacuzzi. Brooke took one look at the place. Then she 
looked me in the eye and said, “Mom, keep doing this work!” 
 
Take As Many Vehicles As You Can 
When we filmed in Park City, Utah, we took two vehicles; my jeep and my 
cameraman Brian’s truck.  We could’ve used more. Weigh the expense of taking 
extra cars or vans versus having access to having additional equipment along. 

 
Where To Park on Location 
Face it. You’ve got lots of equipment to take doing a location shoot. Although you 
or your crew may be strong, you want to make moving that equipment around as 
easy and accessible as possible. Your bulky film equipment gives you a big 
handicap. Always ask about parking. It will cost you much more time and money to 
go back and forth to get a battery, extra cable, or a replacement camera if it’s a 
long distance to get to your vehicle. You’ll wear yourself or your crew out. And if 
you need something quickly in the van or car, it’ll take you longer to get it if you are 
parked further away from your shooting location. That extra time may cost you the 
shot you really wanted to get. If you miss the good light, due to a cloud cover or 
rain because of being parked a long distance away, it will be too late to do anything 
about it. 
 
Of course there is the exception. In Utah I filmed a Tai Chi sequence on a ledge 
overlooking Bryce Canyon. The camera had to be carried quite a distance. It’s not 
always possible to park close, but when it is, do it. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: Give Credit Where Credit is Due 
It is amazing what people will be willing to do to get a credit on your production. 
You can trade “credits” just like baseball cards for rooms, food, props etc. 
 
 
 

Film as Much Footage As You Can 
 
Just film it. All of it. Get everything you can on location. Rest later. After you’ve 
completed your filming for the day, you’ve got a billion things to do to clean up and 
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prepare for the next days filming. Things like - logging your footage, organizing 
your tapes, preparing the next interview questions, and rescheduling what didn’t 
get done or got shifted. The crew gets to rest more than the producer or director 
but they also have to check their equipment and do things like recharge the 
batteries. There are a trillion little things to do each day before a shot. Most 
filmmakers and crew do them the night before. 
 
So get all the footage you can when you are on location. It’s like winning a 
shopping spree. Put as much as you can in the cart. When you get your doc to the 
Film festival you can enjoy you film. Now you must make it. Don’t waste a minute. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP 
Especially on location: 

1. Don’t let your crew get hungry 
2. Don’t let your crew get tired. Though they will probably do both. 
3. Keep your temper even if they lose theirs 

 
Location Challenges 

 
Don’t speed getting there 
Take it from me. I got pulled over for a speeding ticket while traveling to film three 
shows in Wisconsin. I had the cameraman shoot the whole thing. I figured why 
not? This was perhaps not a good idea. I ended up paying a lot of money for that 
footage. 
 
Back up your crew as well as your footage 
When you are traveling, always check into getting back up crew and equipment. 
Before you go see if the location or city has any production crew or equipment. 
Give them a call. Have a company in mind that you trust to call and get equipment 
or crew out to you immediately in a pinch. Paying for express delivery or airfare is 
nothing when your whole budget could be ruined if you don’t get to film a critical 
scene. 
 
Check everything 
Checking = checks = $. If you double and triple check everything to make sure 
everything is scheduled, everything is verified and everything is packed before you 
go, you can save a ton of heartache and stress. Travel by itself can be stressful. 
Travel costs for a documentary can be double or more if you don’t check and 
recheck and recheck.  
 
Bring money 
My son in law is pretty smart. He’s also practical. He always carries a decent 
amount of cash. He travels to New York quite often on business. Once he ran into 
a blackout situation where no flights were leaving New York. All the ATMs were 
down. He needed to get back to the west coast. Cash saved him. He got a cab by 
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paying cash so the driver could drive him to an out of state airport where he made 
the flight.  If you do enough film work, cash will be your friend too. 
 

Remember Those Perks? 
 
Filming on location is fun and exciting. And there are lots of perks that go with the 
territory. 
 
Free Clothes   
I got free clothes from several sporting goods stores and a dance store. Okay so I 
had to give them back, but it was lots of fun picking out what my exercise team and 
I would wear, or what I would wear on location.  

 
Free Rooms   
We’re not talking Motel 6 but the Pinnacle at Deer Valley Resort with a ski hill view. 
Or the Stein Eriksen Lodge, the only five star ski resort in the Utah. 

 
Travel   
My crew and I went First Class everywhere in the USA on Amtrak. All meals and 
private berths were provided. 
 
Free Food  
A delicious breakfast at the Bed & Breakfast for example. 
 
Free Entertainment  
At the Utah Shakespearean Festival we got to watch a great performance of 
MacBeth once it got too dark to film anymore. 
 
Massages   
At the Glen Ivy Hot Springs and Spa, I was treated to a massage and Dan, my co-
host, well… he got a manicure.  
 
My Own Room with a Star on It  
Okay. It was hand made by my crew but it was still a star. 
 
Makeup and Hair  
Someone did my hair for the exercise shows. I had my own room for changing and 
makeup at Group W Cable. 
 
 
 
You Meet and Work with Very Interesting People 
This has to be one of my favorite perks. I got to not only meet, but also to make life 
long friendships with some of the people I filmed or interviewed. Almost everyone 
was interesting. Documentary work gave me a wonderful chance to meet more 
people.  
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The Joy of Camaraderie   
Filming one beautiful summer day in the Mountains of Montana at Stein Eriksen’s 
summer “cabin” with one of Warren Millers’ top cameramen Gary Nate, and the 
guys who bought the Osmond studio in Provo, I had an amazing thought: “This all 
happened because of an idea I had.” We were filming with one of the world’s top 
skiers and had a ball doing it. It doesn’t get much better than that.  

 
Most of all, you have the Joy of creating something that didn’t exist before. That is 
a priceless perk! 
 

Go to your Documentary 101 Film Playbook and fill out the questions for 
location choices.	
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The Documentary Team 
 

Most documentaries require a team focused on the documentaries goals to carry 
out the research, filming, editing and the myriad roles a documentary team needs 
to do. Sometimes you may be the one fulfilling all the roles. You certainly can do it, 
but most documentaries have the following team members to help create the doc. 
 
Following are simple descriptions of each major position: 

• Executive Producer - This almost always means the one who gets the 
funding. They often remain behind the scenes and rarely come to the actual 
filming. 

• Producer – Pulls the elements of the project together. Does the hiring. 
Oversees the crew and the entire production. 

• Director – This is the person who brings your vision to life. On a small 
production this will usually be yourself. You don’t need to hire a director 
unless you have a lot of actors. If you have actors, get a good director who 
can work with actors and bring out their best. 

• Director of Photography (DP)– This person has the responsibility for how 
your documentary will look, what type of tone the filming will have via the 
lenses, shot framing and more. In many documentaries, your DP is your 
cameraperson. 

• Cameraperson – Shoots your documentary. They are the person directly 
responsible for getting the images you want to capture. They are critical 
parts of your team. They have to be very focused just like the camera they 
are operating. Good ones are priceless. 

• Production Manager – They handle the budget and the scheduling of 
budget items. Small productions won’t usually need one.   

• Researcher – If your documentary needs a script, you’ll hire a writer to do 
the research. However most documentaries need research and you may 
hire a researcher to help get the figures, footage and facts you need. Most 
Documentarians do this themselves. 

• Writer/scriptwriter – The person who does the research and writes the 
content of your documentary. On a smaller production someone also has to 
write the treatment if there is one. Often is it the filmmaker. Sometimes the 
writer writes a screenplay if your documentary calls for one. 

• Location Coordinator – They are knowledgeable about locations and will 
suggest locations for your production based on what you need. For 
instance, if you need a cave near an ocean, they can find one and get the 
permits for it. 

• Casting Director – They locate the actors or extras you will need for your 
documentary if it requires them. Most documentaries won’t. If your 
documentary needs to film something from the past, you may require actors. 

• Production Assistant (PA) – Think of them as the administrative assistant 
for your doc. 
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• Assistants for sound, camera, editing, etc. If you can afford them – get 
them. For instance a camera assistant takes care of the camera, which 
frees up the cameraperson to focus on getting the best footage he or she 
can.  

• Sound Person – The person responsible for getting the best audio in any 
form for your documentary including ambient sound. They will adjust sound 
levels and bring the critical element of professional sound to your doc. They 
choose the microphones for your doc. 

• Gaffer – The main electrician who works closely with your director of 
photography on all the lighting and any electrical needs. 

• Grips – They lift and carry the many things that need moving or setting up 
on a production from cameras to lighting.  In a pinch you can use one of 
your assistants unless they are Union.  

• Props and Wardrobe – They locate, store and distribute at the proper time 
any items needed either on the set or to be used by anyone on camera. A 
sword for a documentary on Knights of the Round Table etc.  

• Editor – Takes all the footage and makes a beautiful, enthralling, or 
compelling story out of it. An editor must have a professional knowledge of 
both very technical equipment and the creative “eye” to know how to blend 
and cut your documentary together.  

• Talent – Those working in front of the camera. Hopefully they are talented 
and hopefully those working the cameras are talented enough to capture 
them in a good light. 

• Interviewees – The people who say brilliant, intriguing or outrageous things 
in your doc. 

 
 
There are many, many more positions that can be added to a documentary 
depending on the need and the budget. 
 

The Big Three on Your Team: 
 

• Director 
• Cameraperson 
• Editor 

 
You may be all of them. Oh, and you need money. Make that four. The Producer.	
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YOUR CREW 
 
Your choice of crew will be a critical factor in the look and success of your 
documentary. That crew can range from one – yourself – to dozens. 
 
In programs I produced like The Deer Dance of San Juan I was the crew, except 
for a camera I gave to one of the Native Americans for the beginning of the dance. 
In the studio, we normally had many crew members. Just look at some of the 
credits on the DVD’s that I will show you. Usually I would travel with two crew 
members: a cameraman and a sound/lighting person. Of course, they both needed 
to do anything else that was required, such as carrying equipment and setting up 
lights. When I was paying for a documentary myself, I went with as small of a crew 
as possible. 
 
When I filmed Stein Eriksen, I used just one cameraman at a time. I had several 
throughout the entire production but only one on any given shoot. However, I was 
always supported with a lot of staff members from Deer Valley Resort. 
 
Always choose the best players you can afford. Offer them something of value, 
either cash or something that they will be willing to spend long hard days without 
pay in exchange for. Chet Thomas, an LA filmmaker got the top filmmakers to help 
inner city kids after the Columbine incident just because many people in the movie 
industry wanted to give back in any way they could. 
 

Crew Duties 
 
The Producer/Director  
You will most likely be the producer/director or you wouldn’t be reading this. That 
means you get to make the decisions. It also means you get to pay for it or find the 
funding. You are the one responsible for the overall production. You take that 
responsibility and negotiate the best crew at the best rates. 
 
If you have actors, unless you have worked with actors before, get a good director. 
When you watch a director directing actors, it looks simple. It’s not. It’s a very 
unique skill. Handling an actor is like flying a jet. It’s very precision oriented, very 
creative and needs a huge portion of luck attached to the role. 
 
Camera Operator  
Your camera operator will often be your Director of Photography if your production 
is small. The camera operator will shoot the film or video and help set up shots if 
you don’t have a camera assistant. They select the correct lenses. They may also 
suggest helpful things for your production if you have a good working relationship 
with them (and you better.) 
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Director of Photography 
Your Director of Photography (DP) will be critical in ensuring you get the look you 
want on your film. If you want stunning scenics - don’t choose someone who can 
bring out the best in people in front of a camera. They are two totally different 
skills. Even though someone else will usually be conducting the interview, the 
“eye” behind the lens must also have the ability to work well with people. The talent 
must be comfortable so they trust not only the director, but also the director of 
photography or the camera operator. A good camera operator conveys this. A 
mountain is not going to change emotions based on what the cameraman does or 
does not do. But people certainly do. If the cameraman is grumpy or critical, the 
talent in front of the camera could close up. The camera needs people to be open 
in order to capture their best. Someone being interviewed will not only have to trust 
the interviewer, but must be willing to open up in front of the DP. A good DP makes 
this easier to do. 
 
I had a great DP for all my ski movies. It is a great joy to work with someone who is 
professional, fun and reliable. Gary Nate was the best I had. I was very blessed. 
He was a pro at filming sports and quick movements which basically requires 
shooting a moving target. It didn’t hurt that Stein Eriksen was also one of Gary’s 
favorite people. I worked with Gary for 10 years, though Warren Miller, the great 
ski filmmaker got Gary twenty-five years.  
 
Camera Assistant 
They will help the camera operator in whatever way they can. They will be 
responsible for taking care of the camera and lenses for the camera operator. The 
camera operator is like a nanny for the camera to ensure the safety and well-being 
of your footage. 
 
The Grip    
The grip has a very “Zen” job. They are strong because they must lift, carry and set 
up whatever the director needs. That way the creative team members such as the 
director and cameraperson are free to concentrate on the shots they want to get. A 
good description of a grip’s duties is “Chop wood, carry water” or whatever else the 
director needs lifted or moved.  
 
Almost every production needs at least one grip. Filming equipment, tripods, a 
dolly and cameras, are heavy. Grips get that equipment where you want it, set it 
up, tear it down when you are done and move it back to wherever you got it from. I 
guess the yaks on Mt. Everest are technically “grips.” 
 
The Sound Person   
The sound engineer will select the best microphones for your project and check for 
the best sound levels while you are filming. They will constantly monitor the sound 
setting throughout your production and filter out any extraneous noise that could 
ruin your footage. The sound of your documentary is one of the most important 
factors of your documentary and will make it look either amateur or professional by 
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its sound quality. I worked with a brilliant sound engineer, Jim Dotson. Find 
someone you think as highly of as I did of Jim.  
 
Production Manager 
You will need one if you are doing a large budget documentary, otherwise you 
should be able to handle this yourself. On a large production, the budget needs to 
be broken down into a tight schedule. This is the detail-oriented and focused job of 
the production manager.  
  
The Production Van   
This isn’t a crew member, but your crew will use a van if you have access to one. A 
van allows you to edit on the spot, which is great for a multiple camera shoot and 
sporting events. 
 
Production Assistants 
Not all documentaries have one but these people handle all the detailed business 
work involved with your documentary. They make sure your on camera talent has 
signed their release forms. They arrange for travel and the many details your 
production will need. Again, on a small production you may be doing this because 
of your budget but they usually are not too expensive  to hire. 
 
The Gaffer 
They are responsible for all the crew of electricians. If your documentary will 
require a large amount of lighting or other electrical work, you will need one. Many 
documentaries don’t. Gaffers will need to know all about the sources of electricity, 
and how to tap into those sources if needed. 
 
Make-up and Hair Artist  
You may or may not need them. If you are filming on a set with strong lighting I 
recommend it, otherwise anyone on camera will look washed out. Hair too, is very 
important on camera. Always test your hair and make-up person first or get a very 
high recommendation from someone you trust. They have to be reliable because if 
you are counting on them to do your hair and they don’t show up, you are in a 
nasty bind. The last thing you want is goofy hair when you are doing an important 
interview. If you are doing interviews on the fly or just getting people’s reaction to 
something you may not need makeup or hair done. For instance when I filmed at 
an outdoor event, you take people as they are. You don’t need to do the hair of 
someone in a mountain bike race. Just make sure that if you do need these team 
members, they are reliable and get those references.  
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Your makeup will have to be stronger under the harsh lights of the studio. Men – 
they may ask you to wear some. It’s only so you look normal instead of washed 
out. All the professionals do it. 
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The Editor 
A good editor will make your film sparkle just as a good book editor will polish and 
fix any grammatical and structural errors. But a film editor’s job is more complex. 
They piece together all the sound and visual images of your documentary in the 
best possible order to bring out the essence of your story. A good editor will save 
your butt. A bad editor can destroy your film. Editors need to have a blend of 
excellent technical knowledge, work fast (because they and editing studio time are 
expensive), and have a creative knack.  If you find this person and there are many 
of them, you have struck gold. 
 
The Composer  
A great composer can add a unique feel to your doc. If you can afford one, hire 
them. They will add more value to your work because your documentary will 
contain original music. That is always a boon - assuming you choose a good 
composer. They could also cost a lot of money. Be prepared to have another 
option if the cost is too high. 
 
I worked with composers early on because I needed a theme song for my exercise 
show. This was before I used music the studios provided and before I started 
writing my own music. 
 
Talent   
You may have to hire talent for your documentary. Perhaps you need someone to 
portray a character, conduct an interview, or demonstrate something.  I once 
needed someone to help conduct an experiment we filmed. I called a beauty 
pageant director and was able to get someone from one of the local beauty 
pageants to come out and film with us at a very reasonable cost. She was 
inexpensive, cooperative, and of course, looked great on camera. 
 
You can check with talent agencies, but most cities will have people who can do 
what you need at a more reasonable cost than going through a talent agency. You 
may be able to find them quicker, just by asking a local high school or a local 
theater group – always a good supply of actors there. People love to be part of a 
movie or a documentary. 
 
Narrators and Voice-Overs   
Your documentary may need someone to do some narration or voice-over work.  
Narration is where you add someone recording a scripted vocal to your footage 
(unless you can get someone like a comedian to ad-lib). This is done in post-
production and off camera. A voice-over is basically the same thing. 
The tone of your documentary will determine what kind of voice or narration will 
blend well with your theme.  I think we all do love British accents even though they 
may be overused in earlier docs. A child could work well as a narrator for a 
documentary about the future. You may need a narrator who can do different 
characters or one with a compelling voice that broadcasts authority.  
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A good voice-over artist will be able to read and interpret your script easily and 
know how to work with the various microphones in the studio. Voice over work is 
truly an art and will be an integral part of your documentary. 
 
Casting Director 
A good casting director knows the talent you’ll require for your documentary. They 
know where to find them, who would be appropriate for your production and who 
you can afford. However you may not be able to afford the casting director unless 
you have a big budget. This is a job that most documentarians can do themselves 
because you will have a good idea of what type of person you want to have in any 
particular scene of your doc. 
 
Location Director 
The location director helps the director locate the location, scouts out the location, 
and help you determine the best choices to shoot your film based on what 
elements you need, how accessible it is, and whether you can afford to shoot 
there.  
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP:  
Check references on your narrators. I once hired someone based on his voice 
alone. He goofed around so much in the studio the editor almost threw us out. That 
goofing around also cost me extra time. Make sure your narrators have a 
reputation of being professional. 

 
Whether to Hire or Do It Yourself 

If you have a small budget you may have to handle several or all the roles of your 
documentary. Many documentaries are made with the efforts of one or two people 
and they turn out very well. There will be basically two factors of whether to do it 
yourself or hire someone.  
 
One. Do you have the skill required of that particular crew member? 
Two. Can you afford to hire them? 
 
If you can hire the help, do it. You’ll finish your documentary much quicker and in 
most cases, more professionally. If you can’t, that’s okay too. Do the best you can. 
Pretty soon you will get the hang of almost any job. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: Use Suggestive Persuasion 
When I started out, it was mostly men who were doing most of the filming. Many of 
them didn’t want a woman to “tell” them what to do (even though I had thought 
enough of them to hire them). I had to learn the art of “Persuasive Suggestion.” But 
if someone has too much emotional baggage, let them go, unless you want them 
to drag it around your entire production. And also remember that although you are 
paying them, they are not your slaves. They are your teammates. You must lead 
them so they do their best job. 
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Here are my tips on hiring a crew and a production company. 
 
How to Hire Crew? 
 Checklist        

1. See samples of their work.      
2. Get recommendations. Get several of them. 
3. Get up front fees costs and contracts. Be clear. Make sure you have a 

contract so if they leave you high and dry, they forfeit any payments for their 
unfulfilled work and perhaps even pay for damages to your production. 

4. Go with your gut. You’ve wouldn’t be making this documentary if you didn’t 
trust yourself. Let it serve you well. 

 
EXAMPLE ONE 
When I needed to hire a ski cameraman, I needed someone who had filmed skiing 
before. I asked the following questions: 

1. Can they film a person or people moving very fast and very erratically? The 
DV8s are the Utah Synchronized Ski Team. They ski in various formations. 
It’s choreographed. It looks almost like ballet on the snow, but it’s done by 
very masculine and athletic guys who move all over the ski hill. Somebody 
has to know how to handle that type of quick camera movement and come 
up with a viewable image. 

2. Can they make lots of changes in direction, altitude and weather, doing this 
often in extreme conditions of cold, wind, sun or snow? 

3. Did they have experience doing this type of film work at this location with 
this many people? 

4. Are they in shape to film at high altitudes? 
 
EXAMPLE TWO 
If you are doing a documentary on children, your questions would be different.  

1. Are they sensitive to children’s behavior? 
2. Do they use foul language? 
3. Are they friendly and liked by children?  
4. Have they filmed children before? 

 
Where I Found Crew 
The Yellow pages? I NEVER found crew in the yellow pages.  Not that they’re not 
there, I’ve just never used them. 
 
Here are the sources I used in the order of my success in finding good crew 

1. Word of mouth: The best people I have ever worked with were referred to 
me by someone else who used them. I just asked around. Sometimes 
people told me about them so I called them. Good people in the film industry 
have a good reputation and people know about them. If you don’t know 
anyone, look at a documentary or film similar to what you want to do and 
call the producer and just ask for recommendations. 
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2. Filming locations: I went to places where people were actually filming and 
I talked to them. 

3. Credits: You can also look at documentaries or film work you love and 
watch the credits. This will give you names of the crew and they will often be 
listed in IMDB – The Internet Movie Database 

4. Film schools: There are some excellent, creative students at film schools. 
Get references to make sure they are reliable – my biggest complaint about 
students. If they go out drinking the night before, you’ve just lost your 
production the next day. But I’ve also found absolutely fantastic people this 
way. I am still working with some of them.  

5. Film Commissions: Check with the state or country you will be filming in. 
Many cities have film boards, especially in popular filming locations like Los 
Angeles, CA, or the Simi Valley in California.  

6. IDA: The International Documentary Association, an organization for the 
promotion and support for the nonfiction filmmaker and films.  

 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Demo Reels  
Always ask for them. Be wary if someone pushes one on you though. Remember 
one thing about demo reels - this is absolutely their best stuff. Their “average” 
footage may not look anything at all like the few lucky shots they chose for their 
demo reel. They could do stunning work but you need to see a whole production. 
Make sure you see a finished production or two to judge their overall work. And 
make sure you see a completed version of something similar to what you are 
doing. 
 
Hiring a Production Company 
 

1. Get Samples: Request samples of their work and the final cost of each 
finished production. Most production companies and crew are excited by 
their current project and they’ll usually want to show you their latest. Ask to 
see something from a few years back as well. It tells you if they have 
staying power, if they’ve improved their craft, and if they’ve been in business 
longer than a month or two. 

2. Get Details: Get all details of the production capabilities such as the crew 
size, location access, etc.  

3. What are the Options: What exactly do they bring with them? Ask. Think of 
it like buying a car. What are the options and what’s included? 

4. Are There Hidden Costs: Do they expect to get per-diem or any special 
extra costs or will you provide the food? 

5. What Was the Budget: What was the actual cost of their other 
productions? What were their goals? Who was the crew? Can you use their 
crew? Will they give you access to their contacts and other crew? 
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How to Get Respect from Your Crew 

1. Know what their job involves: This is critical in order to talk their language 
well enough to communicate to them what it is you want them to 
accomplish, or to shoot. You need to know what their skill sets are. 

2. Demand the best work they can do: Your production deserves it. They 
are being paid for their expertise. Expect it of them. 

3. Always respect them: They are your team. They are an extension of you. 
4. Supervise, but stay out of their way: Let them do their jobs. 

 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Don’t let your crew solicit business on your dime. They should not be asking the 
talent or other crew for future work while they are working for you and you are 
paying them.  
 
Each documentary will have different needs for crew. Like snowflakes, no two 
documentaries are alike. Each documentary will have a set of unique questions for 
the qualities of crew that you are going to need to be able to bring out the best in 
people, your talent, event, and location. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
You can’t predict everything.  It’s part of the game. One of my cameramen had 
only the following responsibilities: get up around 9 AM, do some short interviews 
and climb one flight of stairs and he couldn’t handle it. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
As in securing a location, see who’s willing to help you out. It’s amazing what 
people will do for a credit. 
 
YET ANOTHER DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Throughout your documentary, have a great technical person or guide. 
 
Here are the crew and the number of each I used on one random exercise 
program 
 
Producer 
Associate Producer 
Director 
Technical director 
Cameramen - 3 
Studio Engineer 
Flow manager 
Art direction 
Set construction – 4 
Location crew – 5 
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Editors - 3 
Lighting - 2 
Audio 
Key Grip 
Music – all music got credit 
Leotards furnished by Dance Company 
Talent as – the cavemen, Mr. Tuck. Al Capone 
Other actors 
I also had a ton of people to thank. They each got a credit for helping in any way 
with the production. 
Copyright 
 
Choose a great team and you will love working on your documentary and your 
documentary will have a far greater chance of success. Your team can make or 
break your documentary.  
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Talent section 
 
In addition to your crew, the other people you might need to find for your 
production are what’s known as “The Talent.” Anyone you put in front of the 
camera is considered “talent.” But it certainly helps if they actually have some. 
 

Finding Talent 
 
Finding talent is easier than finding funds because people like to be in films. In fact, 
films were made to show off the talents of talented people so it’s a great fit. 
 

Where Can You Find Talent? 
 

Your source for talent will depend on the type of documentary you are doing. If you 
are doing a historical re-enactment, there may be groups that you can contact who 
will already have the costumes and props you need. If you need some extra 
cyclists for a particular scene, call a cycling clubs. Clubs and associations are 
great for finding talent. 
 
If you need a single person as the host or hostess, call your local Toastmasters 
club and ask who they might recommend. 
 
Try these sources to find the talent for your documentary. 
 

• Youth Groups 
• Online ads in the location you will be filming 
• High school drama clubs 
• College and University clubs of all kinds. You can get approval to put a flyer 

on the bulletin boards around the college. 
• Church groups 
• Local acting groups 
• TV stations in the area. They will know many of the local talent. 
• Ask other producers. They will give you the names of the talent they use, 

because most of them don’t hire talent that often and the talent will 
appreciate the work. 

 
Extras - as in people 

 
Your production may need extras. Sometimes you will need people in your film to 
do generic things in your film, like walk down a street, be in a crowd, stand on the 
sidelines, fill up a church, or whatever. These people who often don’t have lines to 
say (although they may have to yell, cheer, or complain), are called extras. 
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Where Can You Get Extras? 

 
Well. There are about 7 Billion people on the planet. Some of them will certainly 
want to be in your film. Look around.  
 
Decide when you will need someone. What type of person and what age person 
will you need? Can you get several people at once or will it be easier to film them 
one at a time? To find children for your film, go to the local schools. Talk to the 
counselor or assistant principle. Make sure you get releases for their parents to 
sign. For a certain type of person, let’s say you need athletes, go to a local fitness 
club and see if you can post a flyer. You can even try Craig’s list or a newspaper 
ad if you want. Think about where the type of person you need and where they 
might be. Then go to them and just ask. 
 
The cheapest way to get extras is to ask your family and friends. If your family and 
friends won’t do this for you, you might want to rethink your project because most 
films have enough redeeming value to warrant your friends being excited to be in 
your film. 
 
You can also call an agency but then you will have to pay the standard “extra” fee. 
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Schedule 
 
The schedule is the list of the amount of time, and the availability of the people and 
locations you plan to use in your production. It lists the dates when you will film all 
the shots for your production, in the order of how you will film them. A good 
schedule will allow you to keep costs down and fit in your key people who have 
their own busy schedules to attend to. A good workable shooting schedule is like 
gold. 
 
Schedules are created differently depending on what type of documentary you are 
doing. If you are doing a documentary on a person such as a life story or 
biography, the people involved will be the main determinant of your scheduling. If 
you are doing a documentary on a place or a location, unless a particular event is 
taking place, you will have a lot more flexibility and can schedule your shoot for 
when travel rates are cheaper, and when your crew is less busy and thus cheaper. 
You can also choose a time when the weather might be better. 
 
To do a schedule you need to know four main things. 

1. How long you will research your project. 
2. How long you will have to shoot your project. 
3. When the location and the key people involved will be available. 
4. How long you will edit your project. 

 
The above steps also depend on your budget. Your schedule can be tight with no 
room for any deviations, or very loose so you can film whenever you get the urge 
to get out your camera. If you have budget constraints you may have to tighten 
your schedule or extend it indefinitely as more money comes in. 
 
Plan, plan, plan, but you’ve got to have something of a magician’s hand to pull off 
coordinating all the elements involved in a good documentary. Sometimes even 
with all the planning in the world, an airtight schedule will develop some leaks. 
You’ve got to do a lot of rolling with the punches in documentary work. 
 

A Scheduling Nightmare… or Nightmare on the Rez 
 
Sometimes the best schedule doesn’t work. I had arranged to get a grant for 
filming The Deer Dance of San Juan from a local cable board. They were going to 
give me all the funding, the equipment, and the entire crew. It was every 
documentarian’s dream project: on location, a wonderful subject, and the financing 
was all taken care of.   
 
Because filming on a Native American reservation is like filming in a different 
country, I had to go to New Mexico to make the initial contacts. While I was there I 
had to get accepted by the tribe (a whole other story) and check out the location. 
That all eventually happened. There was only one thing left to do, set the shooting 
date: The War Chief of the tribe is the only person on earth who can decide when 
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to hold the Deer Dance. He doesn’t schedule this in advance like production crews 
do. He waits until he gets the “urging” to hold the dance. Then he announces, “This 
next weekend we will do the Deer Dance.” That’s it. 
 
One day I got that call from the Governor of the Tribe. He told me that the War 
Chief had decided the date. The dance would be held that coming Sunday. “You 
can come over and film,” the War Chief said. I said, “Let me quickly get a crew 
together and get right over there.” He said just five words that changed the whole 
ball game, “You can come. Just you.” Well, that just didn’t fly with the film board. I 
was used to working with Native Americans before, but the cable board wasn’t. 
Although I met with the board and tried to talk them into going forward on the 
project by telling them how important it was to preserve these dances, they would 
have none of it. It didn’t fit into something called a “schedule” and because they 
couldn’t use their own crew, they pulled out. 
 
Now what would I do?  
 
This occurred just months after I had a bad car accident. I was still in so much pain 
that I couldn’t sleep on a bed yet. I had to lie on the floor with ice packs on my 
back.  So I didn’t think I was up to filming, much less being the only one to haul all 
that enormous equipment over to New Mexico and film the dance  from before 
sunrise to after sunset in the cold wintry mountains of New Mexico.  
 
And there was one more thing. At that time I did not know how to operate one of 
those big professional cameras and had only a few days to learn how to do this 
and pull a whole shoot together. 
  
But I looked at my life and thought, “How often am I going to get a chance to do 
this?” The shoot was all set up. The tribe had approved my project, which was the 
hardest part of the whole documentary, so I did go myself and shot one of the best 
documentaries I’ve ever made.  Although I funded it myself, I now own the rights to 
that footage – which is priceless to me. 
 
By the way, these types of things can and do happen on many documentaries so 
be prepared to have a backup plan or make one as you go. You can still get your 
project done by using something called creativity when your schedule gets messed 
up. 
 

Don’t be Afraid to Reschedule 
 

The first time I filmed with Stein Eriksen, it became apparent while we were filming 
the skiing shots I needed that there would be no time left to do our interview that 
same day. I worried about this all during the shoot. Stein easily solved the problem 
when I mentioned this concern to him. He suggested that we come to Montana, his 
summer home, to film the interview. That was a blessing and gift. I would never 
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have had the production I had without filming the interview outside in a beautiful 
Montana location in the summer. It added immense production value. 
 
Without his busy winter schedule as Director of Skiing at the nations’ top ski resort, 
Stein was much more relaxed for the interview. We even got to film Stein and his 
family playing tennis on their court and later walking down to the river to go fishing. 
It was a great trip. We had gorgeous weather and I had the advantage of working 
with three crew members instead of one. We also had access to a van full of 
equipment from a large studio. This rescheduling worked much better than my 
original plan. 
 
Here’s an overview of how to do a schedule: 
The main schedule will be done in the Trade Secrets Playbook. 
 
People 
Determine when your key talent, interviewees and crew will be available. Put those 
times in your schedule. We will do this in the Trade Secrets Playbook 
 
Place/Location 
Determine when you can get a specific location. Book the location/s for the dates 
you need as soon as you know those times. In order to know this, you will have to 
have a good idea of how much time it will take to do your film, or shoot the 
interviews and scenes you want. 
 
Event 
If a particular event is taking place you will schedule around that event. You may 
be able to get some of your shots before or after the event but your schedule will 
have to be very tight and organized to film an event. You must know when the key 
portions of that event or those portions that specifically relate to your documentary 
will take place. Arrive a couple days early if you can. 
 

Don’t Be Afraid to Hire Help 
 
If your film is has a complicated script or many locations and people, I recommend 
you get a production manager to do a shooting schedule for you. They will have to 
do a script breakdown, which is taking the script scene by scene and figuring out 
all the different locations that will be needed. Then they will group the shooting 
days by location and whether you will film in the day or night, interior or exterior. As 
you see it can get complicated with a scripted shoot. If it gets that complicated – 
get documentary help. However most of you will easily be able to do this yourself. 
 
We will do a complete schedule for your production including a sample in the 
Documentary 101 Film Playbook. 
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Budget 
 
Your budget is your financial plan for your documentary. Your budget will depend 
on how much money you have to spend or how much money you think you can 
reasonable get to do this project. Put it this way, unless you have or can get any 
money to work with, you won’t need a budget. Doing a budget well is one of the 
key elements of the professionalism of your documentary. It tells funding agencies 
or sponsors a lot about the quality of your documentary. For instance, if you have a 
good amount of crew members it usually means better quality as does more and 
better equipment costs. 
 
I debated about how to do this budget section for you because every single 
documentary is different. Every single one. So each budget is different. To top it 
off, any item on the documentary budget can cost from “nothing” to “the sky’s the 
limit.” Unless you film a scene on the exact same day with the exact same 
equipment and the exact same lighting and the exact same camera and the exact 
same sound and so on, which NEVER happens, each documentary’s cost will 
vary. In other words, budgets are like snowflakes, but not all of them are pretty. 

 
 

On many of my documentaries, my budget was whatever I had to spend or 
whatever I could get donated. On other projects, there were 6 figures involved. 
There is no rule of thumb as to what an average documentary costs per minute. 
Some will tell you it costs over a thousand dollars a minute. Some filmmakers 
spend much more. Don’t get scared. I’ll show you how to do it for much less if you 
choose to. 
 

Here is a brief overview of the budget process 
 
Where’s the Money? 
First you determine how much you can spend. 
You have two choices. 
 Use your money 
 Get someone else’s money through funding or sponsorship. 
 
There’s actually a third choice but it can be more difficult. Get everything donated. 
If you know of others who have interest in your project, contact them. I’ve used this 
technique to great success on some of my productions. I’ve received donations 
from family, friends, and companies like sporting good stores, which donated 
clothing for one use on the show. 
 
Think of an empty house. Your house can be any size, from 600 sq. ft. to 5000 sq. 
ft or more. How much furniture, appliances, electronics, wall coverings etc. are you 
intending to put in that documentary house of yours? If you go to IKEA and like a 
simple uncluttered look, your home will cost a lot less to decorate or fund than 
custom window treatments, wall coverings, silk sofas, and artwork. So when you 
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film and edit, if you want a lot of high quality shots cut together in stunning patterns 
to the beat of expensive licensed music, you’ll be paying a lot more and you’ll need 
to budget for that expensive taste. 
 
Your time and your personal style of documentary making will determine your 
budget along with how successful you are at negotiating better prices for the things 
you want to put into your documentary and who you want to work on your doc. 
 
If you have a set amount of money to spend, you first must decide on your “can’t 
live withouts” like a camera (if you don’t already have one, or aren’t a camera 
person yourself) some crew, and an editing bay. You may have location costs and 
film/tape expenses. Film is much more costly as I mentioned earlier. 
 
Determinants of Your Budget 
This is where you will ask yourself and others who know the industry a lot of 
questions. Here are just a few of them. As I mentioned above, every budget is 
different so you will have to analyze your budget for what your documentary will 
require.  

! How many days will your production take? This will require looking at the 
shooting schedule. 

! Will you have to travel? This is a large cost. 
! How many crew members will you need? This is also a big cost. 
! What are you going to shoot? Aerials are expensive. Interviews are usually 

less expensive except it can involve travel. Still photographs are easier to 
shoot. 

! How much and what type of equipment will you need? A dolly and a crane 
are going to be more expensive than a handheld camera.   

! Be sure to add your contingency fund to your total budget. This is like an 
emergency fund for your documentary, Add at least a 10-15% contingency. 
At least. Always. 

 
Budget Categories: 
These are a few budget items that typically cost more: 
Travel 
Anything associated with film 
Cinematographer or Director of Photography (unless that’s you) 
Studio Time 
Editing Bays 
Graphics or Animation 
Sound sweetening 
Licensed footage 
Stunts 
 
These are some budget items that typically have lower costs: 
Assistants 
Grips 
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Tape 
Royalty free photos 
Props (unless you need an elephant) 
 
These are some budget items whose costs can be either low or high 
Writer 
Script  
Music 
Talent (Think a famous celebrity versus a local celebrity or your cousin Bob) 
 
It is very hard to predict a cost for a production unless you know and understand all 
elements of that production. On one of my medium costs budgets $100,000, crew 
costs were 30% of the total budget. Editing was another 31%. Equipment and film 
costs were each around 7%. Usually the smaller the budget, the larger total 
percentage the editing costs will be. On a multimillion dollar budget for a feature, 
editing costs while over a million dollars were a mere 4% of the total budget while 
above line costs were over 30%. (Producers, directors and cast usually want large 
fees for features.)   

 
Sample Budgets 

 
When I first started doing my exercise shows, I will never forget the advice 
someone gave me. He said, “Anyone can do a show with a big budget. It takes 
talent to do something good without one.  Find a way.” This advice kept me going 
when lack of money would have stopped me dead in my tracks. The talent was 
being able to keep going. 
 
The first budget I will show you is a very simple budget. It has the basic essentials, 
kind of like a base model car versus a loaded one. The budget for the more 
expensive documentary is going to be excessive for most of you, so I have listed it 
along with some other budgets and sources of budgeting software in the appendix. 
The long list of items you’ve never heard of in one of these standard budget forms 
can scare a beginning filmmaker like Frankenstein could on a dark stormy night. If 
you just remember one thing – a budget is kind of like a filmmaker’s catalog. 
Whatever you would like to buy for you documentary is listed. Do you want or need 
a camera? Okay, here’s the budget item for camera. Do you want a casting 
director for your documentary on a scuba diving expedition? You might not even 
need one. 
 
Some budget’s have a file number like 1200 or 2400. That’s mostly for the 
accountant’s benefit on a large production. These numbers are for filmmaking 
basic categories although those numbers can vary slightly from budget to budget. 
For example on one of my budgets, 1200 is for the Producers Unit and 2400 is for 
special effects. On another budget the 1200 is the same for the Producer but 2400 
is for set dressing, which is usually just a difference in the budgeting software 
used. In your costs are low you may be able to type up a one sheet budget 
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yourself. Let’s say you have travel costs of $25, if you’re driving down to your local 
park to film, assuming there are no permit or licensing fees for filming there of 
course. That’s all you need to list is the cost. 
 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
The simplest way to prepare a budget is first to understand what you will need for 
your film and then use movie or filmmaking budgeting software. The software 
makes the organizing and math easy for you. You however must still do the 
required thinking to make sure your budget reflects what you intend to create. 
Some budget software programs are listed in the appendixes. 
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SAMPLE BUDGET 

 
Here is a very simple budget that is unbelievably low. 
 
This was for a fairly straightforward documentary that involved an interview and 
lots of footage that I was able to get donated. There was some travel but that was 
given to us free by Amtrak, including meals. I have not included names etc to 
protect the innocent. This budget was expensed for one of the smaller grants that I 
received. These were in 1991 dollars. And yes, I did a really nice documentary with 
this amount of money and all the donations I received. 
 
Total grant requested:        $1353  
 
Tape Stock  

Tape expenses transferred from sports show   $115.40 
(Sometimes the board I was getting the grant from allowed me to carry  
over unused expenses from a previous grant.) 
Other Tape costs       $73.68 

Total tape costs        $176.26 
 
Crew  
Cameraman A        $250 
Grip  (I think he had to carry one thing somewhere)  $12 
Assistant Camera        $20 
Sound person        $20 
Total crew         $302 
 
Rental camera        $145.50 
 
Supplies  
 Copies/printing       $13.52 
 Postage        $21.48 
 Stationary/supplies       $31.96 
Total supplies        $66.96 
 
Travel 
 Insurance        $15.71 
 Train – upgrade       $382.50 
 (Although first class travel was free, I choose to film on 

one of Amtrak’s blackout times so Amtrak covered most, but not all of the 
cost of travel. ) 
Room  (can’t believe I paid this)    $79.38

 Meals  (too busy to eat evidently, ate on Amtrak) $23.98 
 Cabs         $29.95 
Total travel         $531.52 
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Footage rights        $50 
 
Graphics         $85 
 
Total expenses         $1357.24 
 
Note the glaring lack of editing costs in the budget. This grant did not include 
editing costs because the board was providing the editing for me free of charge. 
Because I was able to justify going to a professional studio to finish editing this 
project once the rough cut was done, I was able to go back to the board and 
request additional funds for normal studio editing which cost way more than the 
above total filming project. Remember though, a lot of the budget items were 
donated. You can do this too. 
 

Larger Budgets 
 

A more ample budget will have what is called a “top sheet.”  This is a shortened 
version of the whole budget and just lists the main above and below the line 
categories. It’s like a cover letter only with the total costs very clear. 
 
These budgets require detailed research even though every budget is truly a 
guessing game. You will have to ask such questions as if we research for 3 
months what will that cost? What will my expenses be if we do a 6 week location 
shoot with 20 shooting days? And so on. 
 
Larger production will include an item called a “completion bond.” There are 
special companies that provide these bonds to productions. Unlike the insurance 
you get for your documentary in case anything happens during the filming, the 
completion bond is a bond that insures your large production gets finished so 
investors or production companies don’t lose their shirts. 
 
Two more detailed budgets of mine, one for around $100,000 and part of the 67 
page budget for a $27 million production of mine (not funded yet by the way in 
case you are interested) are included in the Appendix. 
 
 

Double Everything - The Rule of Two 
 
To be really safe on costs - double everything. I call this the Twin Factor.  
One twin is time. The other is money and they each want the full budget. 
Sometimes you can appease one twin by giving your production lots of time when 
the other twin – money - hasn’t been fed in awhile. 
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 Time      Money                    
      

 
 
 

Bargain 
 
The magic word in budgeting is “negotiate.” You can negotiate on almost anything. 
No film fees are set in stone. If a cameraman has a slow season and wants work, 
he could give you a great deal. Even if someone has set fees for equipments or 
tape stock, ask for a discount and explain why they should give it to you. For 
instance, explain that this is your first documentary and you plan to do many more. 
(They love long term clients.) 
 
If you tell a studio that you are just starting out but you want the best quality you 
can get, they may be willing to deal with you. Studios often gave me a break just 
because they liked the project I was doing or the person I was doing the 
documentary on. In fact, a prominent southern California studio owner once gave 
me a great deal. I later asked him (after working on many more projects with them) 
why he was willing to do this? He told me it was two things. First I was a nice 
person and second, he thought I had a chance of going somewhere. So don’t be a 
pain in the butt and make sure you have some potential going for you in your work. 
 

As Above, Not So Below 
 
Sometimes (if you are getting a grant for instance), you will need to separate your 
budget into two categories, above-the-line costs and below-the-line costs. This 
section will be helpful to you if that’s your situation. Most of you won’t need this but 
if you want to impress your friends with your newfound documentary knowledge 
here’s what it means, Above-the-line items are mainly the producer, director, script, 
writers, and licensing costs of the script. It can also include assistants for any of 
the above. These are your set up costs. Like building a house, this would be your 
architect’s fees and drawings and the main contractors set fee. 
 
Below-the-line costs are equipment, travel, crew, etc. – basically everything you 
will use to create your documentary and produce it. In the house analogy, this 
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would be all the materials and crew who actually build the house including the 
decorator you hire once the structure is finished.  
 
So the “line” in above-the-line or below-the-line cut off is sort of like the day you 
actually start filming your documentary.  

 
Who Will Create Your Budget? 

 
You can do your own budget if your production is small. If you hire someone to do 
your budget for you, you will usually hire a Production Manager on a larger 
production. They are called a Unit Production Manager and they handle much 
more than just the budget. But since they must know everything that goes on 
during the production and have it run smoothly, they are the ones who figure out 
the budget. A good production manager isn’t cheap but once you see how much 
they have to actually figure out, they are a bargain. 
 
Frankly on any budget over $100,000 I’d hire someone to do it because you should 
have that expense built into your production budget. You just raise your budget 
amount by their fee – which they will easily do for you since they are creating that 
budget! 
 
When you work with a production manager, they will read through your script or 
production notes and usually review with you costs that are known, anticipated 
costs of other items, and any location or travel expenses. 
 
Next they will do a limited breakdown of your script if you have one, or your 
production notes if you don’t. This gives them a sample schedule of the project, 
which is necessary to compute the number of days at each location, called day out 
days. 
 
This budget can easily run 30 pages or more for a small feature film, which is why I 
don’t do it myself. On smaller productions you can get software to do this for you - 
if you don’t need the shooting schedule and can accurately guesstimate the 
number of days you will be shooting and what you will need to complete your 
documentary. 
 

Funding Your Documentary  
 
Next you have to figure out how you are going to fund your project. You can go to 
various cable companies to get funding. You can go to corporate sponsors or 
Foundations, or network stations, all of which I have done for my documentaries. 
This we cover in the next section. 
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FUNDING FOR YOUR DOCUMENTARY 
 
Somehow you will need to find, secure, or raise funds to get your documentary 
made. How badly do you want to get your documentary made? That’s how hard 
you will look for funding. Although I have made documentaries both ways, starting 
with funds and starting without them, it is enormously less stressful to get the 
funding before you start filming. Here are some possible sources. There are many 
more if you get creative.  
  

• Foundations that give: 
o Grants 
o Endowments 
o Finishing Funds 

• Sponsorships mostly from corporations 
• Televisions stations 
• Join with partners 
• Cable boards  
• Public Access Television 
• Investors who need a payback schedule 
• Fund yourself 
• Crowdfunding 

 
SOURCES OF MONEY 

 
Foundations are often looked to as a great source of funding. They can be, but you 
are competing with many, many other filmmakers who hope to be the recipient of 
the foundation’s magic funding wand. We are talking major and often famous 
directors and filmmakers who look to foundations as a source for their next 
projects. 
 
Every foundation has a different mission and it’s your job if you are looking for 
funding from a foundation to thoroughly research the correct ones to apply to. 
Applying for grants, endowments, and finishing funds takes time and money. 
Before you make your documentary you will have to spend some time and money 
to get funded. After you make your documentary you will have to spend some time 
and money to market and publicize your film. So be sure to give yourself some 
time to accomplish this if you choose the foundation funding route. 
 

Grants 
 
If you have lots of time and patience, grants can be a great way to make a 
documentary. If you have contacts at organizations or corporations that give 
grants, those contacts can benefit you. People and foundations who give grants 
are just the sort of people (often called Angels) who will most likely be interested in 
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the information presented in your documentary and thus be willing to help promote 
the making and airing of these kinds of films. 
 
I have gotten grants from various sources. Unlike the general advice above, some 
of those grants did not take long to get because I knew the people on the boards 
and TV stations that I received the grants from. As a bonus they often aired the 
program for me too. If you know people, grants are much easier to get. Not easy, 
but easier than if you don’t know anyone. Start by contacting foundations you are 
most interested in working with. Look for a good tie in with your documentary and 
their interests or viewers. 
  

Sponsorships 
 
Sponsors can give you money or goods. Both can be valuable to your production. 
One of my sponsors was Amtrak. They gave us lots of free travel plus food while 
we traveled which was a very valuable gift to our production. Another sponsor was 
a popular sporting goods store. Other sponsors gave me cold hard cash which is 
always welcome to a filmmaker. 
 
How much will a sponsor give you? It depends on who you ask. Some will give you 
funds for your whole project. Some will only give you partial funds and then expect 
you to raise the rest.  
 
How do you get a sponsor?  You offer them something of value. It can be airtime 
you negotiated with a station or network, PR (which many of them love), goodwill 
or a connection with your topic or the focus of your documentary that they are 
interested in being associated with. I once got five figures of funding by including 
the daughter of my sponsor in my film. By the way, she was adorable and it made 
a very cute piece or I wouldn’t have done it. 
 

Investors 
 
Each investor is different and they will each want different things from you. If the 
investor is your aunt, maybe just a visit will be enough, but companies and angels 
want to see what you’ve got. Investors may want to see a treatment, your budget, 
a script and bios. You can put this together for them in a proposal package. The 
big key with most investors is that they not only want their money back, they want it 
back quickly and they want to make a lot more. You can research documentaries 
that are similar to your topics and determine if they sold well, got distribution, and 
what kind of numbers they brought in. Investors want to know the burning answer 
to the burning question: “Why should we give you our money for your project?” 
Answer that well and you might just get some cash. If they say no, ask if there is 
an amount they might be willing to consider as a partial investor. Then find some 
more of them. Always deliver what you promise. 
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Finishing Funds 
 

Some foundations offer matching grants, like Women in Film (WIF), which has a 
Finishing Fund for worthwhile projects. That means if you get some money from 
someone else, you can also probably get some from that organization too, if your 
project is the type they fund. You have to have your film in production and prove it 
first. 
 
I did a version of this in high school. I had overlapping classes. Part of my French 
class and my Math Analysis class were during the same time slot. I told my French 
teacher I was at my math class and my math teacher I was at my French class. 
Then I didn’t go to either class. P.S. I figure it’s too late for detention now anyway. 
And I got A’s in both classes because I actually did the work. What I’m trying to tell 
you is that if a foundation or organization has matching funds, you have to start by 
getting a commitment from one of the organizations. Then you tell the other 
organization that the first one has given you the commitment in anticipation that 
they now will join the bandwagon. Then you go back to the first organization and 
get the money so that you can get the money from the second. Make sense? 
People and even foundations just like something that they know someone else is 
going to back too. 
 
For more resources check out The Foundation Guide (your library may have it), 
www.doculink.org also at http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/doculink/, and the 
IDA Fiscal sponsorship program at www.documentary.org including their forums 
where you can ask questions about your documentary.  
 

What’s in it For Them? 
Foundations and donors can reach a very specific targeted audience, usually for 
less than they would pay on a commercial on a network station. They can be 
associated with the goodwill and non-blatant advertising and the more open image 
that public TV projects. By the way, PBS viewers usually have more cash to spend 
and higher incomes. 
 

Underwriters 
Sometimes a corporation will give you funds to air or distribute your program. 
These amounts normally aren’t as large as a grant or a sponsorship but every bit 
helps, especially at this stage when you most likely will have already spent all your 
production money on your documentary and have nothing left to market and 
promote it with.  

 
Larger Sources of Funds 

 
Now if you want to make a huge documentary series, a small grant is not going to 
cut it. I have applied to The Discovery Channel, PBS, ITVS (Independent 
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Television Service, WIF (Women in Film), Native American Foundations and many 
more to get grants. Not all of them have come through. Even if someone says no, 
ask for more information as to why they would not fund your documentary. That 
information will be very valuable to you. You can use this knowledge to fill in the 
gaps in your proposal and submit it either to them or some other organization 
(albeit you may have to wait another year). Believe it or not, sometimes you will put 
in a budget that’s too low. That will scare the grant givers away because they know 
what it usually costs to get a good hour documentary made. If your experience is a 
bit limited and you display that by giving them a low figure on a budget item, they 
will instantly doubt your ability to finish the documentary. They want a finished doc. 
That’s why they give out the money. 
 
Years ago I got a call to come down to the MPCA because they had arranged the 
funding for a project I was associated with. I had no idea who the MPCA was. 
Turned out it was the Motion Picture Corporation of America. Nicole Kidman was 
standing at the counter picking up a script. Arnold Schwartzenagger was driving 
out of the building. I wondered if I had died and hadn’t heard about it yet. Anyway, 
they asked me if I wanted to produce the project. That floored me. They showed 
me a sample of a product with the Columbia Tri-Star logo on it and said they would 
put that on this production. Then they asked me what I thought it would cost to 
produce. This was the question I had been dreading. I paused and gulped. It was a 
smaller production not a feature film. I threw out this figure as if I knew exactly 
what I was doing (which I didn’t at the time). “$75,000,” I said. This project would 
cost about $200,000 today. The MPCA person looked at the other person who was 
there for his feedback. I held my breath, thinking I had blown it. The other producer 
said, “That’s sounds about right.” I exhaled with a look of pure astonishment. 
 

The Big Boys 
 
You can submit your project to the big stations, ABC, NBC, and CBS, but I 
consider PBS to be the highest standard for documentaries there is. If you have an 
agent to submit something for you to the big boys, or an “in” of some sort it will 
make it far easier. PBS’s programming is based purely on the value and quality of 
information rather than commercial sales although a really good documentary 
could be aired just about anywhere if it has a big enough potential audience. 
Sometimes if you take your idea or your completed documentary to your local 
network station, they might agree to air it. If it gets a great response, they may 
send it to other network affiliates or suggest that you do this. You are dealing with 
tight schedules and set programming however, and unless you go into a local 
networks paid advertising time, this is a long shot, but it’s still a shot. 
 
HBO, Discovery, Bravo, the History Channel, and the many other cable stations 
that have arisen are also places you could contact to fund and air your project. If 
these networks are your goal, research the stations you are interested in. Find out 
where you can meet executives or representatives of that station and hang out 
there.  Do your homework. You can bet the filmmakers who have documentaries 
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on these stations have. Go to local film showings or festivals and talk to the 
directors who have films there. They will often answer questions after their film is 
shown. Be there and ask these filmmakers what you want.  
 
Before I got a program on PBS, I wrote for the PBS guidelines and studied them. 
The binder they sent me was like a college course. But if you study the guidelines 
and then make an introductory call, they’ll take you much more seriously and 
possibly help you. You can also spend time talking to someone who has done a 
program that aired on PBS, or talk to the funding committees of stations or 
organizations like this. 
 

Other Ways to Get Funding 
 
You might have to get out the old thinking cap in order to get money for your 
project. Hopefully you have a good thinking cap on so you can make a great 
documentary as well as just getting the money. For instance, PBS once offered me 
an airing of my documentary. No money, but airtime. Airtime is money if you know 
how to use it properly. Along with the airing of my documentary, “Stein: A Man and 
His Mountain” I asked for the rights to offer a sponsorship of the program, PBS 
agreed. I was able to get Chrysler/Jeep to underwrite the program because they 
knew the value of airtime and all those eyeballs that would be seeing the 
documentary when it aired on Christmas Day. Yes it did air on Christmas. That 
was luck. 
 

Some Possibilities 
 
Tie Your Program into Something Educational 
If you can do a really good informative documentary on something in American 
History, you might be able to get the school system interested and thus get 
someone to fund it. 
Check with companies and publishers who have catalogs of materials on historical 
information, including films for secondary education.  
 
Independent Television Service is a US organization that will fund, distribute and 
promote your project if your film is cutting edge and can bring something new to 
the viewing public. ITVS will fund your project if they accept it, but they will own the 
broadcast rights. If that’s agreeable to you, here’s their website. www.itvs.org. Be 
careful about your rights but ITVS is very reputable and respected and it’s not 
always a bad thing to give them the first airing rights because they can heavily 
promote you, you’ll get your documentary made if they really like it and your own 
reputation in the business by being funded by them will increase significantly. 
 
Women Make Movies is a multiracial group that helps fund - get this) - movies 
made by or about women. www.wmm.com. They do it by Fiscal Sponsorship. That 
means they act as the “holding house” so to speak, for funds that could only be 
given to a non-profit status group. If you are not a non-profit but associate yourself, 
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with Women Make Movies to create an appropriate film, now an endowment fund 
that only donates funds to non-profits can contribute indirectly to help you get your 
film made. In other words, it allows you access to much wider funding possibilities 
plus the backing of a well-established organization to go to bat for you. 
 
There are so many organizations like this that I again refer you to google, your 
local library, or just about any film festival for ideas on sponsors if you need more 
sources than I listed here. 
 
Tourist Councils 
You can often get free footage for your documentary which helps your 
documentary budget by going to the tourist boards of the country or state you need 
footage from. If your documentary is feasible and if you have done your homework, 
many of these councils will give you stunning footage of their country sometimes 
for only the dubbing costs. I’ve got brilliant aerials and footage that would have 
cost me tens of thousands of dollars to film by doing this. If you think you are going 
to need some footage from a particular country, get started. Build a relationship 
with them and always deliver on your promises. Give them a glorious credit on 
your project. Remember they are doing this for the publicity. 
 

Your State Film Council or Film Board 
State film boards have a job. It is to help films get made and distributed in their 
states. They need you. I’ve used film boards in several states including Wisconsin 
and Montana. Google “(your state) film board” or commission. 
 
Here’s a bonus idea for you once you get your project funded. 
USA State Tax Credits – Get Rebates for Filming 
If you can use these credits, they are like getting a discount on your entire 
production if you shoot in the states that offer them. For instance, Massachusetts 
currently has one of the best tax credits programs in the country. They give a 
production company – that’s you – a tax credit of 25% of your production budget if 
you shoot at least half of your production in Massachusetts. Bonus two. They also 
exempt you from sales tax on anything you buy for your production while you are 
there. You can get a rebate of 90% of the total tax credit or you can sell your tax 
credits. Any production over a $50,000 budget is eligible. Some states offer tax 
credits for commercials, others for documentaries or movies. Ironically, California 
the state with a definite head start on production and film work has yet to pass 
such a tax rebate law but they are working on it. Weigh the cost of travel to another 
state to the savings of your total production budget with the rebate when you 
consider where to film. 
 
Film in Paradise? 
Hawaii also has tax credits. Their limit is 20% on every island but Oahu, where the 
tax credit is 15%. Check with the state you are interested and get their guidelines. 
You may have to register your production company with the state’s Dept of 
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Commerce. You will have to submit a lot of paperwork well in advance but it is 
worth up to 25% of your budget. That’s a great incentive to get out your pen. 
 
Mention Your Doc 
Sometimes you can just talk to people. You might talk about your idea and they 
might tell you, “That’s a really good idea. I’d like to be part of it.” Sometimes people 
will give you money that way. It’s unique, but it does happen. It’s happened to me. 
Over lunch I got a commitment for five figures just casually talking about our 
project with a sponsor and what we wanted to do. That’s actually how things work 
as you get up to the higher levels. You’ll be working with somebody who has 
access to somebody who has money – which is called – ta da – networking. 
 

Local Cable Boards 
 
If you want to check this out, there are cable boards in many communities as part 
of the Cable Communications Policy Acts of 1984 and 1992. In order to get their 
franchise from the government so they can broadcast, cable companies are 
required to provide the community with training, equipment, and access to 
programming for your completed work. Hey - That’s you! Take your idea to them 
with a nice little written up proposal. I have some samples in the Documentary 101 
Film Playbookt. If the cable board can see that you will follow through, that you 
know what you are doing or that you will hire people who do know what they are 
doing, and that you seem to be a pleasant person to deal with, there’s a good 
chance they’ll say yes! Viola, money for your first documentary! 
 
A portion of the Cable Act states. 
  
"Public access channels … provide groups and individuals who generally have not 
had access to the electronic media with the opportunity to become sources of 
information in  
the electronic marketplace of ideas."  
(This means that they make being on TV available to everyone.) 
 
The cable companies basically make a deal to provide some equipment, training, 
and a studio in order to get their franchise, just like a builder agrees to provide 
roads, parks etc., in order for a city to approve their new development. Public 
access channels are good for getting your documentary feet wet. Here’s what you 
need to know about them. 

 
ACCESS CHANNELS 

 
Basically a cable company usually works with the city in which it is located to 
provide equipment, training, and air time to anyone in that community so that 
everyone can have an equal voice on the airwaves. There are well over a thousand 
of these locations in the USA. 
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• Some cable companies require small membership fees. Some of those 

memberships have decent perks associated with them like discounts on 
dubbing (or copying) fees. 

• Most require certification in using the equipment – always a good idea. Hey 
the training is free!  

• You can even get a series if they like your program and you are easy to deal 
with.  

• You get free airtime.  
• Your programs will usually have to be 30 or 60 minutes in length. 
• Some cable stations give insurance coverage.  
• The downside to using the cable station’s studios, editing bays, and 

equipment is that they often limit you to using their facilities and equipment in 
very small chunks of time - but again, it’s free.  

• You pay for broken equipment. 
• The “rules” at each station vary. 
• If you are experienced, you will still have to take training classes in order to 

use their equipment. Yes, even if your name is Spielberg. 
• To find out where these public access channels are located, search for 

“Community access TV (your area) “ 

• You can also check with Alliance of Community Media at 
www.ourchannels.org. Look in their resource section for information on 
access channel websites in the USA. 

• Cable stations also have government and educational access so if your 
program is educational, or you are part of a school, or on the city council, you 
can get airtime but you will most likely have to use the cable station’s paid 
staff and convince the board to produce your program.  

 
(By the way, you’ve already paid for all this in your taxes.) 
 
So again public access will provide you any or all of the following: 
 

1. Training to get you started. Often you need to take a two hour class to learn 
how to operate the equipment, another class for editing etc. 

2. Studio, equipment and edit bays for your production. This can save you 
a ton of money and allow you to learn as you go without the great expense 
of paying for studio time when you don’t have a clue as to what you’re 
doing. A major studio is not going to spend time training you. They will just 
continue to charge you for the time you have booked whether you use it well 
or not. The equipment the cable stations provide is often up to date 
depending on the area of the country where you are located. 

3. Programming time. Airtime from the get-go of your program. Yes, cable 
stations do have some standards. You cannot air porn, political 
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advertisements or commercials in your program. But you can always make 
your own PSAs (Public Service Announcements) and get other Access 
shows to air your PSAs, thus getting YOU greater exposure. 

 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
If you are interested in starting out in public access, watch a few programs that you 
are interested in. Then contact the producer listed in the credits. They may share 
what they have learned and also some of the trade secrets to getting funding, 
equipment, crew, and more through their contacts. 
 
It’s kind of ironic that the lowest or starting level of TV is public access and the 
highest level is Public Broadcast Service (PBS). 
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RESEARCH YOUR FUNDING AND PROGRAMMING SOURCES 

 
Beginner’s Luck 

 
If you haven’t made a documentary before, don’t think you can’t get it funded. If 
you have an idea, a voice, and a strong story, that means far more to these groups 
than crew, or equipment. They know that with money you can get those elements. 
What they are looking for is the story that will move people’s emotions, or inform 
them, or enlighten them, and the talent and expertise to carry out your vision. If you 
have that, you have gold and they will give that gold to you to make your film. 
 

Local TV (even you live in Los Angeles or Chicago) 
 

Get to know your local TV station program director. Get a meeting if you can. They 
are very busy people under huge amounts of pressure. Don’t take it personally if 
they say no. Find someone else in the local TV arena. They are there. 
 

Get a Letter of Commitment 
 
Don’t be afraid to go to sources you might automatically assume are not for you. 
For instance, Native American sources often have funding for you as long as you 
or part of your crew is Native American. There are excellent Native American crew 
members if you ask around. Chances are, if your project has merit, these talented 
people will gladly get on the bandwagon with you. They will write you a letter of 
intent stating that they will be the Cinematographer, Director, etc. on your 
documentary thus GREATLY increasing the chances you will get funded. 

 
Get a Sample 

 
Ask to see a sample of a funded documentary. Foundations often won’t do this, but 
it will be enormously helpful to see one. If that doesn’t work, look at the 
documentaries that were funded over the past year or two. You should see a trend. 
Stick with the trend unless you know in your heart you have the out-of–the-box, 
knock-their-socks-off kind of documentary that will have people everywhere talking 
about it. That will be you someday!. 
  
Best Length for Your Documentary 
 
What is the best length documentary to get a grant for? It all depends on who you 
apply to. The average length of a documentary that gets aired is somewhere 
around 45 to 59 minutes. Some documentaries are feature length of about 85 to 90 
minutes. For your documentary, you will need to ask yourself how much time you l 
need to tell your story well. That’s the big factor. If you’ve got a potential funding 
source who likes your idea but only accepts 45 minute documentaries and yours is 
90 minutes, try suggesting two documentaries or choose to cut it to 45 minutes. I’d 
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much rather make the 45 minute documentary with guaranteed funds than get up 
to bat again from scratch. Documentary pitchers are few and far between. 
 

Deadlines and Details 
 
Endowments usually have yearly deadlines. They have a certain amount of money 
to give to programs that they must give out that year. Endowments are very 
particular in what they want. They call it “standards.” That means do everything 
they tell you to do, in the order they want it, when they want it, and how they want 
it. The first thing they look for are ways to kick you out, not how good your project 
is. So at first glance make sure nothing is done wrong with your proposal. 
 

Increase Your Odds 
 

There are tricks to getting grants. Fame helps. Especially if your fame is in the 
scholarly, historical or scientific fields. So does being a non-profit. Barring that, 
study the guidelines from the organization you are applying for a grant from. Give 
them every bit of information they ask for. Follow instructions to the “T”. Find the 
budget range and type of documentary this group normally funds. If they specify a 
certain genre of documentary and yours does not exactly fit, don’t try to squeeze 
your documentary into their funding system. You’ll waste your time and theirs. It’s 
pretty evident to people who fund documentaries that you either know what you 
are doing or you don’t. They have the ability to see the “bluffing” versus the 
thoughtful planning and projecting of a film. You can find and ask an experienced 
filmmaker to help you on this. Sincerity helps, so does professionalism and making 
a project that will attract a good audience.  
 

Your Proposal 
 

After you have done your research, you will be ready to write your proposal to get 
the foundation or corporation interested enough in your documentary to fund you. If 
you write your proposal following the research guidelines that each organization 
has requested from you, you have a great start. Always have someone you trust 
look over the final proposal before you send it. Remember, this is very detailed and 
precise work and it’s easy to overlook something simple that will cause your 
proposal to end up in the rejected pile. Since this is where most of them go, 
foundations start by looking at what is wrong with your proposal not what is right 
with it. Play by their rules and you might win at their game. 

 
What could you do wrong? 
Here are a few examples of what might get your project booted out. 

• You omitted something they asked for. 
• You violated something they told you not to do. For instance, the order of 

your submission papers was wrong. You put page D before page C. Or you 
sent 18 copies instead of 19 copies of your total submission (which often is 
a couple dozen pages to begin with.) 
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• Your work sample stinks.  
• No one associated with your project has any expertise. 
• Your equipment costs are too low. 

 
DOC EXPERIENCES: 
Here is the feedback I got when one of my documentary series ides was turned 
down. The Discovery Channel really liked the story idea we submitted. The 
proposal was nicely written. Nothing glared “incompetence” to them. However 
there had been a plethora of recently filmed Old West and Native American 
projects. The market was saturated by the time they got my proposals. Other 
stories had beaten me to the punch. 
 
Things that help your proposal 

• You know someone associated with their board, their directors or the 
scholars who associate themselves with this organization. 

• You convince them that you can do this documentary in a timely fashion. 
(Once you get funded you usually have a year to complete EVERYTHING 
or you forfeit the grant.)  

• You have a killer proposal. It screams “marketable.” 
 
Your proposal will often go through the initial submission. Then it will go to a 
special review committee. Next it will be forwarded to the full board for approval. 
The board may require revisions of your proposal. This is good. They didn’t kick 
you out yet. After the board reviews it, they may reject your proposal outright or 
ask for more clarification. Whatever the outcome, get as much information from 
them as possible. Stay in touch if you feel they are a good fit for your work. 
Sometimes it’s all just about timing or whose boss was in a mood that day. Or 
perhaps they just gave out the last bit of this years funding to the filmmaker before 
you. 
 
To recap: 

• Study the organization’s guidelines 
• Do everything EXACTLY as they request in the EXACT order 
• Do not lowball your production. Request adequate funds to ensure its 

completion 
• Only apply to organization’ where there is a perfect fit on your topic 
• Submit well before the deadline. The dog ate my proposal won’t work 
• Run your proposal by someone in the industry before you submit it. Even if 

you have to pay someone, this is a big investment of your time to get a 
bigger investment to fund your documentary 
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The Package Deal 
 

A package deal is where you offer a “package” of services to potential sponsors. I 
often spent far more time making the package deal nice looking with the right font 
than I did by calling a potential sponsor on the phone and seeing if what I was 
offering could be of interest and value to them. That was a mistake. If you have a 
hot topic, a hot topic watching audience, and a great documentary, chances are 
you can call a few people in the TV industry and get them to agree to air, buy, or 
fund your program without going through the hoopla of creating perfect packages.  
 
Nevertheless, sometimes an organization will really want to see a package. It that 
is who you are dealing with, I will save you a ton of trouble and give you a few 
packages you can use by filling in what you have to offer. This will pay many times 
over the cost of what you have spent on this program with me. You’re welcome. ☺ 
 
Then there is a standby option you can always use and many, many documentary 
filmmakers have done before you. You can… 
 

FUND IT YOURSELF 
 
Everyone wants money for this or that project that they have in mind. But once you 
get bit by the documentary bug, you will want to do the doc of your dreams. I 
decided after doing many documentaries that I wanted to do a project exactly the 
way I wanted to. Not with somebody giving me this kind of budget or certain 
timelines – although I still am and was very grateful for every bit of funding I 
received. So I did fund my own documentary on Stein’s project – A Man and His 
Mountain. It meant there was a lot more time involved and more out of pocket 
costs to me until I found ways to get people to help me with it. I looked for a lot of 
donations. I had to pull together a lot of resources and make deals with people that 
would benefit them. After doing this project by myself for a little while, I decided it 
was going to be way out of my ability to fund it, since we were shooting on film so I 
ended up with a combination of sponsors, underwriters and my own funds and 
time.  
 
Your documentary is unique and somewhere there will be a grant, a foundation or 
a sponsor that will be a good fit. The point is if you really want to make your film, 
there is a way to fund it, even if you have to be the one to get it started. 
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A FEW SOURCES OF INFORMATION FOR DOCUMENTARIANS 
 

 
IDA - The International Documentary Organization 
www.documentary.org:  Provides funding and resources. Includes contacts, festivals, awards, details about 
fiscal sponsorship and a list of grants with and without deadlines.  
 
BBC Newsliner Ticket 
www.bbc.co.uk Headline ticker will automatically update throughout the day with the latest news, sport, travel, 
finance and weather from the BBC. Available for multiple OS platforms.  
 
European Documentary Network 
www.edn.dk: International association for documentary professionals. Background information, publications, 
member list by country, current projects, and links.  
 
Independent Feature Project 
www.ifp.org A non profit organization created to support the courageous work of artists and technicians 
working in independent film. 317,018 
 
Documentary Educational Resources 
www.der.org Dedicated to the production, distribution and promotion of quality ethnographic and documentary 
films from around the world.    
 
Center For Independent Documentaries 
www.documentaries.org Non-profit organization that collaborates with independent producers in the 
production of documentary films and videos. Includes details of films made, resources for filmmakers, 
membership and events.  
 
Docuseek 
www.docuseek.com A searchable database for documentary, social issue, and educational videos. Allows 
you to search by grade level, subject, length, and other specific characteristics.  
 
Empowerment Project 
www.empowermentproject.com Provides support for independent producers, artists, activists and 
organizations working in video and other media.  
 
Spiritual Cinema Alliance 
www.spiritualcinemaalliance,org A resource for filmmakers who want to get involved in the development of 
spiritually exalting films.  
 
Mipcom 
www.mipcom.com International Film and Programme arket for Television, Video, Cable and Satellite in 
Cannes, France  
 
Hollywood Reporter  
www.holloywoodreporter.com. Great industry info. 
 
Variety 
www.variety.com  Another great source for industry news. 
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Getting Rights:  
Licenses, Releases and Permissions 

 
Rights are kind of like the visas for your film crew 

 
Note: This is not legal advice but when and where I have gotten permits, releases, 
and licenses for my documentaries. If in doubt, check with your counsel. If still in 
doubt – always ask and get a permit if necessary. It’s better to ask the authorities if 
you need a permit at the location where you plan to film, than to not ask and find 
out once you get there that you need a permit and it will take two weeks to get one.  
 

Rights, Rights, Rights 
 

It’s not just location, location, location, although this is helpful in a documentary. 
Beautiful locations like Sedona or Montana could certainly add value to your 
documentary, but you cannot film in most places, beautiful or not, without 
permission. Let’s start with what each type of permission you might need consists 
of. 
 
Simple Definitions 
 
Rights: These are statements that give you the permission to use a piece of music 
or a particular shot or image that someone else owns in your production. You often 
have to pay for them.  
 
Licenses: 
These are like rights but licenses usually have a limited term on how long you can 
use the footage, music etc. They spell in far greater detail the context of how this 
“property” may be used. Property can refer to music, footage, etc. 
 
Releases: 
These are documents (usually a page or so) that you will have any person that you 
put in front of the camera sign, so that you can use their image or voice in your 
production. These signed releases are considered “eternal” in this case and they 
don’t have to sign another release even if you intend to show your documentary for 
1000 years. 
 
Permits: 
Permits are given by a location, state, or city to allow you to film on their property. 
They almost always charge for the right to film. Your permit also determines the 
scope, time of day you can or cannot film, and how many crew members etc. you 
can bring to film. Each city, state, etc. determines their own fees and application 
processes for the permit. 
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Why You Need To Get Permits 
 
Unless you are filming on your own property, or a friend or family member’s 
property, there is a very good chance that you will have to get permission to do 
your filming. It is critical to know whether you need permission to film before you 
spend one penny on your production. You will need to get permission to film on 
almost every beach – unless you own it, which is a relatively small percentage of 
us. Any of the following “properties” almost always require permission to use: clips 
from TV programs, video, film, photos, and music.  
 

How to Get Rights 
 

You will need permits from cities and parks and anyone else who owns the land or 
buildings where you want to film. I once filmed at the Nixon Library. Although I 
didn’t need a permit, I needed permission. Question: “Why should we let you in?” 
Answer: “Because I am doing a documentary with James Roosevelt.” Dropping a 
Presidents’ son’s name at a Presidential library usually does the trick. Actually 
James Roosevelt requested we film there. So I simply called the Nixon Library, 
asked to speak to the person in charge of filming at their location and said, “I’m 
producing a documentary on James Roosevelt and Mr. Roosevelt suggested we 
film our interview at your library.” They were very aware of who James was, 
otherwise I would have had to do much more talking. 

 
Usually getting rights will have a cost. For instance the right to use a photo can 
cost anything from nothing to the “sky’s the limit” if someone decides that they can 
charge that much for it. 
 
To get these rights you apply to the owner of the property, or the city, or 
government agency who controls the property like the National Parks. 
 
If you plan on filming at an event, or a specific place, you will need permission but 
not necessarily a permit. I did not need a permit to film the USA Ski Team at Deer 
Valley Resort, or at the International Crane Foundation and many other locales. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Whenever you collect something for either a current or future documentary, note 
the source. It may be important later if you need to get the rights to use it. 
 

 Releases 
 

You definitely want to get releases of the people you film. If they are under 18 
years of age you will have to get a parent to sign the release form. There were two 
little boys skiing on a racecourse in Utah. They were so cute, I was able to quickly 
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find their father and get him to sign a release so we could shoot (referring again to 
film) the boys as they came down the run. 

 
If someone won’t sign your release form, DO NOT FILM them. This is something I 
really stress. If they won’t sign a simple form, they probably would be the first to 
put their name on a lawyer’s form. That is a signature you don’t want to see. There 
are plenty of people who will be delighted to be in your film. Find them instead. 
 
It might be a good thing in your release form to address the issue of future 
technology. For instance, years ago if someone gave you the rights to their image 
for your production and a video resulting from it, today you would also need a 
release to use that same image for any web or internet uses, DVD and digital 
media. If you address this properly in your release form, you should be able to 
adapt your original media and be able to continue to use that footage or audio in 
whatever form future technological advances take. 
 

Sample Releases 
 
There are sample release forms in the Trade Secrets Film Playbook so you can 
download them and print as many forms as you need. 
 

Licenses 
 

If you buy footage you also have to pay for the license and or apply for it. Prices of 
stock footage of photos always vary. Just get the full cost and the correct format of 
what it is you want and how it will be delivered – on a CD, or digitally.. 
 
Licenses are acquired either before or after you film. If you know you need a 
license to make your story work, get it before you film. If you find you need a shot 
when you get to editing that you don’t have, or didn’t get, you’ll do this in Post-
Production. Most of my licenses were acquired in Post-Production. 
 
You might need a license from an artist for any of their work that is included in your 
documentary or for a cover of a DVD for your finished documentary. You negotiate 
each license separately. There usually aren’t any standard fees for this, unlike a 
stamp that costs the same to mail a letter from Chicago to either Boston or LA. 
Each license is different. 
 
You might also get licenses when you get to the distribution stages. We will cover 
those later. 

 
Licenses are usually a little more costly. Not always, but since the Licensor knows 
you specifically want what they have, they often have more conditions than, let’s 
say, a city who issues a film permit to many different organizations all the time and 
has standardized application forms. Licensors will usually have a set price but 
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believe me - even if they tell you that, be willing to ask for a discount. Keep asking 
if it’s too high at first. In addition to prayer and luck, here’s what worked for me. 
 

A License of Olympic Proportions 
 
For one of my skiing documentaries I needed to get permission from the USA 
Olympic Committee for some footage that was filmed at the 1952 Olympics. The 
Olympic Committee did not own the rights to this footage in 1952. The filmmaker 
who shot the footage did and he gave me the rights to use the footage. That was 
cool. However, even though he owned the footage, because it had anything at all 
to do with the Olympics (and it did), anyone who wants to use anything to do with 
the Olympics now, must get not only permission, but also a license to use it. That’s 
kind of like taxing the Native Americans for land we took away from them! But I still 
needed that license. Here’s what I did. 
 
I called the person in charge of licensing at the USA Olympic Committee and told 
her about my project. I knew I would be making more ski films. I wanted to develop 
a good relationship with the Committee and I told her that. Since this was the one 
of three documentaries on skiing that I would do, I explained that I needed a really 
good rate to get started. They, of course, knew of and liked the person I was doing 
the project on so that probably helped. The Olympic Committee gave me a 
workable rate. It took me awhile to get the project ready to do. That’s when I 
contacted her again to actually get the license. She quoted me a whole different 
rate and it wasn’t cheaper! If you keep good records of your communications such 
as emails, this isn’t too big of a problem, but remember - they call the shots. I 
referred back to the email quoting the much lower rate and got an email apology 
back along with the honoring of the previous quote.  
 
A license will usually state very specific terms of its use. For instance, I could use 
the Olympic footage for a certain number of sales of videos and DVDs. When I 
reached that, I needed to renegotiate the license. For some licenses I was able to 
use the footage on DVDs but did not have rights to broadcast the program. If the 
license gets too complicated, contact an entertainment attorney. Many licenses are 
fairly straightforward though, and you should be able to handle the negotiations 
yourself. I did my own license with the Olympic Committee and negotiated many 
smaller licenses to use footage from photographers, musicians, and other 
filmmakers.  
 

How to Get a License from NBC 
 
On the same ski project I also had a wonderful segment of Johnny Carson on “The 
Tonight Show” learning how to ski. It was priceless. NBC who owned the footage 
thought so too. First I contacted Carson Productions. Johnny was still alive and 
had given Stein Eriksen the video of the episode while we were filming. Although 
Stein really wanted that segment in our documentary, I told him the costs were too 
high.  
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A year or so passed after we filmed. A version of the program had aired on an ABC 
station as a Christmas Special. Stein again mentioned that it sure would be nice if 
we had put that segment of Johnny on the program. Since I had already been 
rejected once, I knew I could probably handle getting rejected another time so why 
not ask?  
 
I contacted NBC once more. This time I was quoted a much lower price. Not 
cheap, but workable. So I contacted Stein and said I would put the segment on the 
video version of the documentary. When I got to re-editing it, I contacted NBC 
again to actually draw up the license. A new person was there. She was shocked 
at the previous rate I had been quoted and told me “I never give away (note the 
term she used for me paying them money!) a license for less than….” and she 
quoted me more zeroes than I had expected. Again, because I had kept a written 
quote, they honored their former agreement. There are two points here. Always get 
some form of written agreement from organizations like this. People at these 
companies change positions and the new person won’t have a clue who you are 
and what you may have negotiated. A simple email will do. And two, keep trying. A 
different person, a different day, a different attitude (who knows) could make 
something work for both of you. 
 
By the way, to make this story a little more interesting, the original footage of the 
skiing segment of The Tonight Show had inadvertently been destroyed by a 
workman who threw it in the incinerator. I now had the only copy of the show. 
Guess who wanted the footage now! 
 

Getting a Music License 
 

This is an area that can get complicated and you will most likely need to have an 
attorney to handle these music licenses for you. I have done some simple music 
licenses and I will show you how you can do this cheaply in the DVD section on 
Rights.  First let’s start with some definitions of what licenses you may need. 
 

A sync license is given by the publisher of the music (which can be the same 
as the composer but often is not). This license allows the licensee to use the 
music in connection or in sync with the visual images you will be showing in 
your documentary. 
 
A master use license is for getting the rights to use material that’s already 
been made that you did not publish or compose. 
 
A mechanical license is for when you want to make copies of your film on 
DVD etc. The Harry Fox agency is usually the source for mechanical licenses. 
 

It is doubtful you will need a performing license unless someone in your 
documentary is playing live music that you film. So here is a brief overview of that. 
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The three main sources to license music for Performance including radio play are 
ASCAP, BMI and SESAC. ASCAP, The American Society of Composers and 
Publishers, is the largest. There you can have access to the millions of songs they 
represent. They should be able to tell you if they represent a song you want to use 
and give you the contact information to the record label. But these agencies do not 
have the rights to give you a license to use a song on your documentary.  
 
Here’s why. To make a subject that can get very complicated, very simple, there 
are two things to consider when you want to license music – publishing rights and 
recording rights. Recording rights are often called the “master use license,” and 
they are owned by the record label.  Publishing rights are owned by the publishing 
company. Sometimes both rights are owned by the same company. Usually not. In 
most cases, I owned both publishing and recoding rights for the music I produced 
on the White Wing Label.  
 
For your production you want to get the “synchronization rights” from the publisher 
and the “master use license” from the record label. 
 
To get the license for music that someone else wrote you will usually get your 
license through the Harry Fox Agency in New York.  
711 Third Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10017 
Phone: (212) 370-5330, Fax: (212) 953-2384 
www.harryfox.com 
  
Another source of finding out about a publisher is the Recording Industry 
Association of America (RIAA). They are at: 
1020 19th St. NW, Suite 200 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
Phone: (202) 775-0101, Fax: (202) 775-7253 
www.riaa.com 
 
 

By the way there is no 5 second rule or ten second rule or any second rule for 
using a clip of music or footage in your production. There IS a fair use rule. That 
covers such things as if you are filming an event and there is music playing in the 
background. In order to get your shot and audio you will hear that music. This is 
usually considered “fair use.” But judges have to interpret this rule all the time so 
that’s all I will say about it. I’ve included a fair use statement from some of the top 
filmmaking organizations in the resource section, which better defines the fair use 
rule. Before you include something that someone else owns the rights to in your 
documentary, be sure you check on what rights, licenses and permits you need.  
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DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Send in your own tape stock or DVDs when you get a license for some footage to 
keep costs down unless you get a digital version of the footage. They won’t always 
allow you to do this but ask. It’s much cheaper. 
  

Get Copyrights 
 
Unless it’s in the public domain, you will need permission for the music, photos, 
and stock footage you use. You will also need to make sure you copyright any of 
your own work included in this production as well as the whole kit and caboodle 
itself. Most documentaries will use Form PA. You can get it at www.copyright.gov/. 
Filling out this form will be covered in the Blueprint Workbook and on the DVDs. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP:  
If you have more than one item to copyright of the same genre, copyright them as 
a package, it will save you a lot of money. For instance, when I am copyrighting my 
music, each song will cost $45 plus postage to copyright if I send each song in 
separately. I bundle a group together in a compilation of let’s say 10-14 songs that 
I title as a complete work like an album. That whole compilation which includes and 
protects each song only requires the one $45 fee. This tip alone could save you 
more than you paid for this whole program!  
 
If you can do copyrighting online you will save even more. It’s currently $35. If you 
are doing a documentary and sending in your own music or drawings or anything 
else that needs copyright protection, see if you can group them together. 
 

Royalty Free Music, Videos and Photos 
 
With the explosion of youtube.com, many more sources have arisen to offer royalty 
free elements for your documentary. “Royalty free” means that you usually do not 
have to pay any additional fees once you initially purchase the right to use the 
item. Some music providers will offer a group of various music types or a variety of 
genres so you can have a wide selection to choose from. This is much cheaper 
than having original music written. I’ve paid lots of money to have music written 
and have only done it when it was necessary, like for the opening of my exercise 
program.  
 
Some of the songs I’ve requested to use for my productions wanted a license fee 
of $5,000! That’s just not necessary unless you have fallen in love with a piece of 
music. My suggestion? Fall in love with another piece of music instead.  
 
I once wrote to the agency of a very famous singer and asked for the rights to use 
a two-line parody of a very famous song of hers. It was refused because her 
agents didn’t like something about it. We changed one word of her song – the word 
“need” to the word “make.” Luckily I knew enough to ask first and wrote her about it 
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before spending money on a recording studio. A little word change can be a big 
problem if you don’t check first. If you infringe a protected copyright, the owner’s 
attorneys can stop your production or prevent it from airing, or from getting or 
continuing distribution, and possibly even sue. It’s not worth it. In the above 
example, we found a very creative way to get the same point across without using 
any reference to her music. While it wasn’t our first choice, it worked out fine. Don’t 
get emotionally attached to something you don’t own the rights for unless you want 
to pay dearly for it. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
If a photo says “editorial use only,” it is not royalty free. It is for use by the media, 
newspapers, TV etc. Don’t buy it. You won’t be able to use it for your documentary. 
 
There is a list of a few great royalty free music sources in the music section. 
 

Get Clearance if You Film Overseas 
 

By the way, if you film overseas, be sure to double and triple verify what you need 
to have along, and that your permits and clearances are all good to go. Each 
country has different rules about filming, uses different standard equipment and 
even different types of electrical wattages. Make sure someone on your crew has 
filmed in this country before or at the very least talk to someone who has. And if at 
all possible go there first and check it out for yourself. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Get as many rights as you think you’ll need but only that amount. You might not 
need worldwide rights but you may want festival rights for a few years. You may 
not need rights in all media or for perpetuity but this gets into something you and 
your attorney may need to work out. Every right you pay for makes your 
documentary that more expensive and that much more you will need to recoup. So 
think this through and see if there is another option for you to use if it’s too much 
money. 
 

Where You Can Film – (in general) 
 
You can film anywhere in the world and beyond if you can get there - although you 
probably will need a permit. (Perhaps the moon is up for grabs.) 
 

 
Where You Can Film Without a Permit: 

 
Private property – If you own it or get permission from the owner. 
(Some cities require a permit for all commercial filming within the city. Just ask.) 
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Where You Can’t Film – (unless you have a permit) 
 

• City Parks 
• National Parks 
• State Parks 
• Private property - If you don’t own it 
• Anywhere on public land in a large city. 
• (Almost anything within city limits needs a permit – especially big cities who 

are much more sophisticated in this regard.  (And charge a lot because of 
it.)  

• Any building owned by anyone but you 
• Most beaches – although believe it or not, some beaches on Maui don’t 

need permits. Just check first. 
 

If you have a production that would benefit from filming in one of the above 
locations, contact someone at that location. I have received permission, often free, 
to film at every type of the above locations. 
 
The good news is even some states like California will give you what is called a “no 
fee” permit as long as you follow their guidelines. Some of these “no fee” permits 
are given by, let’s say a county, for an event they are sponsoring or conducting.  
 
Cities and states are mainly concerned about several things. 
 
1. Will you need police to block traffic? This is certainly a concern if you’re filming a 
highway scene. Make sure you contact the Highway Patrol in the area where you 
plan to shoot your highway or freeway scene. A police officer or two may need to 
block streets etc. so keep them totally up to date on what you need. 
 
2. The city will want to know how your production will affect the neighborhoods and 
businesses in the nearby area. You may have to send out flyers to the neighbors. 
The time of day or night you can film will often be restricted. 
 
3. They will want to know the size of your crew – both the crew you bring before 
the shoot to set up and the crew you’ll use on filming days. 
 
4. They will want to know if you will use any special effects or needs– explosions, 
fire, will you need water etc? Although this is mostly for major films you could need 
something like this depending on the production. Let’s say you need a helicopter or 
airplane to follow a herd of elk to their mating grounds. (The insurance required will 
usually be many multiples if your production includes any flying.) 
 
5. Many permit issuing agencies also now require receiving a credit on your 
production as part of the permit giving process. 
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DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: How to Get Fabulous Footage for Free! 
Give credits. Credits don’t cost you anything except for the editing time. Offering 
credits on my productions allowed me to use some fabulous footage ranging from 
beautiful bald eagles from the US Fish and Game Department, to aerials of the 
Bridger Mountain Range from Travel Montana, to buffalo footage from South 
Dakota Tourist council, and the famous fjords from the Norwegian Tourist Board. 
People love to have their credits in a movie or documentary. If they are a Tourist 
Board, you are giving them publicity. Tourists Boards will take as much of that PR 
they can get unless your documentary has the production value of an onion. 
 
If your source of footage is a friend, relative, or co-worker, they will love the 
“notoriety.” They may even let you film in film their car, home, boat etc. in 
exchange for a nice credit. 
 
 

A Final Note – Be Right rather than “Wrong’ 
 

Getting most rights and permits will be pretty clear and straightforward but in a 
historical documentary, or even a life story, these permits and licenses could get 
complicated. Do your homework and ask an attorney if in doubt. There is no way 
we could discuss all the fair use rules etc. in this project, but don’t let that scare 
you either. There are a millions nuances for rights and licenses but you should be 
able to get most of the permits, rights, releases, and licenses you’ll need. Just 
being aware that you might need them, puts you way ahead in the documentary 
ball game. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
No longer right. Once in a blue moon you will have a signed release and 
someone will contact you after you have filmed them and request that you not use 
the footage. Legally you could probably present a case but more importantly you 
have to weigh the cost of what this would do to your production against what it 
would do to your relationship with this person or group. Personally I wouldn’t use it. 
If someone spoke about something they wished they hadn’t said, or misspoke on a 
topic, they would feel bad or resent you. If you can, find a way around this by using 
other footage or reshooting. These things happen. Darn. 
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Can You Do a Series? 
Or Let’s Get Seriesous 

 
Some ideas lend themselves readily to a series. It can sometimes be easier to sell 
a series to get your funding. If your topic gets broader, not smaller, as you 
research your topic, consider breaking up your documentary into a mini series or a 
major series. 
 
Another way to do a “series” is not by filming related documentaries, but by doing 
several different projects while you are out on location. In other words, the topics 
won’t necessarily be related but the location will be. While I’ve done series of ski 
documentaries and exercise programs, I’ve also done several groupings of 
documentaries while I was on the road. 
 
Do a Documentary Marathon 
If you plan to make a documentary while you are out on location, why don’t you 
see if you can do several more? This is especially good to plan in advance, 
because if you are on the road anyway, you won’t have much more travel and crew 
costs involved to shoot this extra footage. And most people are usually happy to 
accompany an out of state film crew.  
 
Once I did these five shows in just one trip to Utah: 

• A National Bike Event in Park City 
• The USA Ski Team 
• The USA Ski Team Injury Prevention 
• Utah Shakespearean Festival  
• The Brianheader (a mountain bike race in Utah) 

 
Then I did these three shows together in Wisconsin:  

• Bringing Back The Cranes 
• Fishing Has No Boundaries 
• A Wisconsin Farm Vacation 

 
I saved time and money by shooting these documentaries all in one trip. I had to 
be very organized to do it, but it was well worth it to come back after a week or so 
with three programs ready to edit.  It didn’t take that much more effort to film the 
extra shows, especially when I was filming events. So if you are going to be 
traveling someplace to film anyway, consider other topics or events that might be 
interesting to film too. This may not work on a really large production, where your 
entire focus will have to be on getting that critical documentary footage. But on 
some smaller ones, it can work great. 
 
When I did The Brianheader I called up to Utah to see if it was possible to film the 
event. The event coordinator told us that they actually had been looking for 
someone to film the event. They were delighted to accommodate us in any way 
they could and provided us with gorgeous rooms and all the staff help we needed. 
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In fact, it may have been our contacts there that suggested we also film the Utah 
Shakespearean Festival and they did the work of making the introductory contacts 
for us. Since we were on the road anyway, I quickly pulled together some possible 
opening and closing remarks, chose a quick theme, and off we went, (or rather, 
down the mountain we went). The Brianheader was filmed at 11,000 feet! Every 
crewmember was huffing and puffing, (and we were younger then and in great 
shape.)  

 
They’ll Love You 

 
As long as you aren’t filming in LA, or Toronto, or one of the other hot film spots 
where the city calls the shots, when someone finds out that film crew is in town, 
most places will be absolutely thrilled and delighted to host you. That is, if you 
follow their procedures, timelines, and forms. Who knows? They may even do a 
news or local TV story on you! 
 
Even if you can’t get all your planning properly done the way you would like to if 
you had more time, in these instances do the best you can. If you can’t use the 
footage, oh well. And if you can, you’ll be at least one step ahead of the game.  
Accept that you aren’t going to get everything on this film perfect and have some 
fun with it. The results may surprise you. It may turn out better than the original 
documentary you went to get. You’ve got to take the opportunities around you. I’ve 
had this work out wonderfully. 
 

TIPS FOR IMPROMPTU FIMING 
• First you’ve got to get rights and permission to film.  Get on the phone. Call. 

Get the OK.  
• Have your releases with you and you’re good to go. 
• Film multiple ways to open and close the program. 
• Get at least 5 ten-minute interviews if you can, so you can cut them together 

for your documentary. 
• Wherever you film, ask if there is footage already shot that you can use. 

 
When I did interviews for the USA Ski Team shows, several of the interviews 
overlapped, allowing me to ask the interviewee about things that would pertain to 
both shows in the same interview.  
 
You could technically say the exercise program I produced was a series. 
Sometimes it didn’t matter which program followed which, but in general, they built 
on each other and each program got more polished and creative. 
 
Perhaps your documentary will also lend itself to a series that could sell well on 
TV.   
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Examples: 
• Documentaries on the civil war and a particular angle of it 
• Documentaries on miners of the 19th century 
• Documentaries on the first postal service in each state 

 
The ideas are endless. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Sometimes you can get funding easier for a series than you can for an individual 
program. This is sometimes true for the larger sources like PBS, and Discovery. 
Not always but well worth the effort to find out before your submit a proposal. Ask 
your funding source about this before you even create your proposal. Often you 
can break your documentary idea into various segments or add on additional 
segments to create a series. Let’s say your doc is on The Eating Habits of Ancient 
Egyptians. You could do a series of The Eating Habits of Ancient Mongolians, 
followed by The Eating Habits of Ancient Siberians etc. If your source sees that 
there is the potential for more documentaries if the first one is a success, they may 
place a higher value on your proposal. 
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Cameras and More  
 
The camera will be your biggest documentary tool. Your camera is your instrument 
for collecting the pieces of your documentary. All the critical elements like 
microphones, lights, and cables, all rely and are based on your camera and how it 
“sees.”  It is your most important piece of equipment and it is helpful to at least be 
familiar with the camera, even if you don’t do any camera work yourself. 
  
I didn’t know how to run a camera, how to do a white balance, or even how to turn 
the camera on when I started making a documentary. I hired camera people. 
 
But I had to learn when: 

! A camera didn’t work. 
! I got horrible footage from someone who didn’t know how to run a camera 

either and I was paying them for it. 
! A camera person got sick or left the shoot. 

 
It’s just smart and good sense if you know how to run a camera. It’s even better if 
you have your own camera but that’s not necessary to get started. It’s like hiring a 
driver, yet knowing how to drive that car if you need to. If you’re just using your 
smartphone – you can skip this, but it’s helpful as you expand into bigger films. 

 
Video or Film? 

 
Very few of you will ever shoot on film but just in case. 
 

Shoot on film if: 
You have an unlimited budget or there is an excellent chance of a theatrical 
release of your documentary.  
 
Otherwise shoot on video  
It’s much cheaper and easier to shoot because there are a lot fewer steps, 
hassles, and costs to the whole process. Film needs transfers, developing, 
and color corrections, which cost many hundreds of dollars per hour. 

 
Where you film your documentary and what type of documentary you choose to 
make will help determine your best choice of camera. If you need a camera that is 
light and easy to maneuver make that factor one of your top requirements. If you 
need a camera that is unobtrusive, put that on your list. If you want to be able to 
change lenses and have many features look for those qualities. List your top 
requirement and start shopping. Some of you may just do this the easy way to start 
and hire a cameraperson with a good camera. 
 
Overall the industry is almost exclusively digital cameras. Many  feature films are 
being done on digital. The quality is much improved and will continue to improve, 
easing much of the gap between the quality of film vs. digital. 
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Cameras to Buy 

 
Brand 
I won’t go into which type of camera to buy or use because in two minutes, that 
advice will be outdated. That said, Sony, Canon, and Panasonic have been around 
awhile, are excellent and I’ve used them all with great results. There are several 
websites listed in the resource section for cameras and reviews. I recommend you 
go to the website of the brand you are interested and research there. Another way 
is to find out what camera was used on a documentary style that you like. You can 
find this out by calling the production company or the cameraperson. Many 
documentaries have a website and they will list the camera used on the 
production. You can call one of the film schools in your area and ask what type of 
cameras they use. Ask also if the camera were donated by the camera company or 
did the film school purchase them with their own funds. One last way to find out the 
latest and best equipment is to join a documentary group and ask around. They will 
know the cameras that will work well for your production.  
 
There are many reasonably priced cameras to start with but a top of the line 
professional camera by Panasonic can cost close to $60,000. 
 
Tapes to Buy  
You may buy tapes for your camera depending on the brand of camera and the 
type of tape or media it uses. If you go online you can usually get these much 
cheaper. If you are doing a large production you can call the company direct and 
see about a discount. 
 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP:  
A wonderful sound engineer once gave me some great advice after our session. 
He told me what audio terms to use so that when I go into another studio to record, 
they wouldn’t take advantage of me. Learn some of the terms about the camera so 
even if you do hire someone else, you can ask “What F-stop are you using for this 
shot?” and they’ll know they can’t pull anything on you. (Even if you don’t have a 
clue what an F-stop is.)  
     
 
Lens 
Every camera needs “glasses.” The lenses are the glasses for the camera. You or 
your cameraperson will give the camera a different “prescription” of lenses, 
depending on how detailed and focused you want to see. 
 
Iris 
The Iris is the camera mechanism you adjust to regulate the amount light for your 
shot. Like your pupil, the iris lets in light and determines the exposure of your shot 
or how bright you want your subject or image to look. 
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Shutter 
The shutter is what slows or speeds up your frame rate. It’s what opens and 
“shuts” the lens. I supposed they could have just as easily called it the “opener” but 
they didn’t. The point is the longer your film is exposed the more light it can 
capture. 
 
This can get technical but here it is. NTSC – the US standard is set at 30 frames 
per second. Basically your digital camera (not film camera) shoots 30 shots every 
second. Europe uses the PAL standard where the frame ratio is 25. That’s why 
these tapes and disks don’t often play on our equipment. They are “missing” 5 
shots per second. 
 
You’d want to learn about shutter speed and frame ratios if you plan on filming a lot 
of slow motion or sports footage. When you shoot at high frame ratios, you are 
shooting more shots per second so each shot is much crisper. This is great when 
you slow down a car, or a horse, or a hockey player. However if you play the same 
footage at “normal” speed, the motion blur (which blends the frames together more 
evenly) is gone so the footage will appear a little jerky. It’s a tradeoff. You’ve either 
got to experiment or hire someone who really knows about shutter speeds. 
Otherwise do not bother with shutter speeds until you know what you are doing. 
 
Monitors  
Many filmmakers love to look at monitors when they shoot, but remember where 
the action is – in front of the camera, not inside the monitor. That said, bring a 
monitor along if you can. And hire someone who knows what kind of monitors to 
bring along to go with your other equipment. 
 
Cables   
Cables are what link all your equipment together so you can get good sound, a 
good picture, and some electrical juice for the camera to drink. I’ve learned to have 
as many kinds of cables as possible. They are the veins and lifeblood of your 
production. No cable juice - no film.  The camera is the heart of your documentary. 
It needs to get energy to and from it without having a coronary doing so. 
 
The Tripod and Monopod 
This is the 3-legged pedestal (or one-leg in the case of mono) the camera sits on 
to give a smooth, steady professional look to your shots. Try using a tripod if you 
never have before. When you test one out, make sure it moves smoothly. Some of 
them are jerky. Get your Director of Photography to show you a tripod shot and 
make sure you are satisfied with it. Nothing looks worse than a bad tripod shot – 
not even a handheld shot. Monopods are easier to move around but they don’t 
stand up by themselves like tripods do. 
 
Time Code  
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Time code is a sequential list of numbers that are recorded on one of your video 
tracks in order to synch up the sound and video on your footage. Time code is very 
critical for editing and logging your footage. Video cameras have two audio tracks. 
Record your footage on separate tracks whenever you can.  
 
Time code looks like this. 00:00:00:00 to start with. Then the numbers change as 
you shoot. These numbers allow you to easily find any shot. 
 
For example: 
Biker rounds corner and falls 00:00:59:.25 
Help arrives to lift biker back up 00:3:29:46 etc 
 
Remember the camera does not see how you see. Your eyeball is amazing.  It can 
fill in the blanks. The camera can’t. The camera only sees what it sees, and then 
only up to its level of technical intelligence. 
 

Camera ABCs 
 
First, learn how to turn the power on. 
Know where the power cords get connected. 
 
How to white balance your video.  
White balancing is where you take a white piece of cardboard or (something similar 
that’s white) and shoot some test footage to see if the camera is configured 
properly to get the right colors. That’s why you see those color bars at the start of 
some programs. White balancing is like tuning a guitar. 
 
Your camera knows what “white” is and once it finds it, it can adjust all the other 
colors so that the color of your color will be standard or the same on all broadcast 
mediums.  
 
You can easily do a white balance if your camera doesn’t have an automatic one. 
Get a piece of cardboard or something nice and white about a foot or two square. 
Hopefully you have someone to hold this but you can easily do it yourself by 
placing the cardboard upright about 5 or 6 feet away. Fill your entire viewfinder 
with the white cardboard. That’s all you should see when you look through the 
camera. Then you press the white balance switch on your camera. It’s like wiping 
the color slate clean so your images will be the right tones. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP:  
If you are going to purchase a camera, when you test the camera at the store be 
sure to do a white balance right there. 
 
 
Autofunctions vs. Doing it yourself 
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Learn some of the camera functions if you are doing your own camerawork. It will 
look much more professional. If not, let your camera settings remain on 
autofunction. In my opinion the most important thing to learn about would be how 
to adjust the lighting features of your camera, like the brightness. Do that by 
reading the manual specific to your camera. 
 
Framing Your Shots 
Framing is what you choose to focus the camera on. Your camera can’t see 
everything you can see so you have to make choices about what you will include in 
the shot. 
 
Focus 
To focus your camera, zoom as tight as you can on an image. Adjust the focus ring 
until the image is sharp, then pull out to where you want to frame your shot.  
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BASIC CAMERA SHOTS 
Or…What to do with your camera 

 
You should know how to do the basic shots. Trust me, this will help you when you 
are doing everything from planning your shoot, to editing. 
 
The Three Main Movements 
There are three basic ways you can move the camera.  
Shoot something by moving the camera back and forth – called a pan or panning 
the camera. 
Move the camera up and down or – called a tilt 
Move the camera lens in and out – called a zoom 
 
Or you can also follow someone around which is like chasing a butterfly. Don’t 
zoom when you are following someone with the camera, unless you want your 
viewer to get seasick. But technically then you are moving, not the camera. 
 
The other way to film is not actually to move the camera. Just hold the camera still 
and steady on the person or image you are filming. 
 
Panning 
This is shooting a scene from left to right, or from right to the left, usually with a 
focus in mind for the end of the shot. In order words, you start on point A and finish 
on Point B. 
 
Tilting  
The up and down shot. Think of a high waterfall. You start at the top or vice versa 
and slowing or quickly bring the camera down.  You will start your shot on one 
point of an object and move it up or down to another point of the object. 
 
Zooming in or out  
Zooming in is getting closer and closer to your image, or Point A. Pulling out is 
getting farther and farther away from Point A. As you zoom in, be aware that your 
shot will be harder to keep steady. Practice this well before you are on your 
production shoot so you know how far you can zoom in and still get a great shot. 
Lots of zooming in and out will be hard on the viewer too. Just be aware of this 
when you are shooting because once you start editing, there’s not much you can 
do with footage that zooms in and out too much. 
  
POV or Point of view 
The Point of View shot is shooting the camera from the point of view of the subject 
you are filming. An example POV shot would be what it feels like to be in a raft 
going down the Colorado River. 
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Practice  
If you’re doing your own camerawork yourself, practice each of the above shots 
before you shoot.  You’ll be far too busy to learn how to run a camera while you 
are doing your first production. Be smooth at first. You can add tricky moves later. 
It’s better to have a richly composed focused shot than an out- of-focus zoom shot 
where you are struggling to find the image you were going for. The viewer will 
struggle to watch too. It’ll feel like a game of cat and mouse. 
 
Multiple Camera Shoots 
For a multi camera shoot, you will need a mixer and a director to choose which 
camera shot he wants to go to. I recommend you do a single camera shoot first. 
Start with one camera and then add another. 
 
Your ultimate goal is to master the technical aspects of the camera and make it the 
friend of, not an intrusion of whomever and whatever you film. 
 
We will cover basic camera angles in the FILMING section. 
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Light 
 
Just to reassure you, for your first production you probably won’t need to know too 
much about lighting. Not that it’s not important. It is VERY important. But you 
probably won’t be shooting outdoor scenes with bulky HMI lights using the sun as 
your key light and blue filters for color correction. Or you won’t need to know what 
a barn door, a scoop, or ENG is. You will most likely have something simpler to 
work with, or you will hire someone who has this critical technical expertise. This is 
an overview on basic lighting and should give you enough tips to light your 
documentary very well. 
 
Remember, a documentary is mainly capturing a reality of your choice. It’s not a 
contrived reality show but a portrait as true, revealing, and compelling as you can 
make it. Therefore, other than the interview or studio shots you might do, your film 
will be mainly shot “as is.”  If you are filming a climber scaling Yosemite, or a racer 
coming across the finish line, you won’t say, “Wait a minute! I need to get the fill 
light in place!” You will just get the best footage you can.  
 
Cameras Work with Light 
Lighting will either wash out and overwhelm your subjects, or give life and richness 
to the images and people you film. It is critical to get someone who knows how to 
do this well or to learn the basics yourself. Lighting can make a subject appear 
magical or deteriorating. Think of lighting like wine. There is cheap, there is 
smooth, and there is heavenly. AH! 
 
Even experienced filmmakers will tell you that lighting can be one of the trickiest 
parts of filmmaking. Hey, I even have someone put up my Christmas lights! 
 
Lighting can be divided into two areas: 

1. Indoor vs. outdoor light  
2. And natural vs. unnatural light 
  

Indoor Lighting 
 
Unnatural (or studio): 
Florescent light is not flattering to the face. It’s not flattering to the film or video that 
it captures your face on either. Natural and unnatural light are like oil and water. 
They are a challenge to use together. 
 
Studio lights are very hot. It will feel like roasting in an oven when you are under 
them for any length of time. Your makeup can run. In a studio setting almost 
everyone needs makeup because those same bright lights can wash out your face. 
Bright lights make your face appear normal. 
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Everything that you want to focus on in your shot has to have enough light that the 
camera can see it well.  Studios have the advantage of being able to really control 
the light conditions. 
 
Natural 
Usually indoor light that is natural comes through windows and skylights. However 
light can also reflect off paintings, open doors, and other things you don’t usually 
think of as sources of light or reflection. In filming you need to think this way. A 
reflective mirror can wreak havoc in your shot. 
 
Windows: 
The light coming through a window can be either flattering or unflattering and there 
is no general rule. It depends not only on the direction the window faces but other 
factors outside coming through the window and inside reflecting that light. The light 
on the west side of my home is more flattering than on the east side. (It could also 
be because the east is where I first see myself after I wake up in the morning.) The 
light on the north side of my house is more flattering than on the west side. This is 
not general advice, however, because of the exterior conditions and interior set up 
of my house. Each building is different. That’s why you’ll have to check each 
location when you scout it out for its special lighting needs. 
 
A way to cover some of the light coming in a window is to use netting found in any 
fabric store. Even Wal-mart has it. It’s very inexpensive. Just cover the window 
with this and it will diffuse the light if the windows aren’t non-glare glass. 
  
Exterior Lighting 
 
Natural (most exterior light you film in is natural) 
Your source will usually be the sun, although you can film at night or in a low light 
situation and use a lighting kit. There may also be other light sources if you film at 
night. You can enhance natural light with reflectors. Sometimes a reflector or two 
alone will do the trick. 
 
Unnatural 
If you are filming at night or in locations that during the day do not have adequate 
light for your needs, you will need artificial light to enhance and even to see your 
shots. The lighting you need depends upon the scope of your project. You will 
need more lights to light a street scene than an intimate setting of a couple on a 
porch swing or a campfire scene. You will need a light kit and possible reflectors. 
 
Here’s the scoop on Reflectors. 

Reflectors  
 

Natural light isn’t always perfect for the camera. Sometimes you will need to 
reduce shadows or create contrast. And sometimes there just is insufficient light. 
That’s when you turn to reflectors. They collapse and store easily and are much 
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lighter than the mirrors early filmmakers used which created harsher light, weighed 
a ton, and not to mention - also broke. 
 
Reflectors add light to whatever you intend to shoot. They can bounce and reflect 
the sunlight or artificial light back to the subject to light up an area of the face or 
image that is darker. Thus you avoid shadows and get beautiful colored natural 
light on the face often without having to bring a light kit. A light kit will contain all 
the things you might need for lighting such as the lights, light stands, color gels and 
umbrellas.  Most Directors of Photography will bring a light kit anyway, but if you 
are out on location somewhere, lights are very heavy. A reflector disk is very light 
and does a great job at filling in shadows. Consider them like light “makeup.”  
 
Reflectors are wonderful to use although you do have to have an extra person to 
hold the reflector. It doesn’t require any training – just a steady hand – as long as 
the Director knows where to place it. They usually come in at least two colors, 
silver and gold. You can also get them in white and black. 
  

Use silver for highlighting something, perhaps more light on a car you want 
to show and sparkle. 
Use gold for a soft warm look. Depending on the shade of gold, it will give 
“Sunset” light and make everyone look healthier. 

 
Reflectors also come in white and black. You can make do with a large white board 
or stretch some muslin over a frame to accomplish the same thing if you are on a 
budget. 
 
Painters during the Renaissance used this technique to light their subjects better 
and early photographers used north facing glass walls for the consistent light. They 
created glass “studios” on platforms that turned like a Lazy Susan to capture light 
for shooting photographs. Thomas Edison had one of the most famous one called, 
“The Black Maria.”   
 
Light is such a big thing in the film industry that early studios had streets running 
north and south so they could use a fuller arc of the sun and shoot longer with the 
strong southern light for backlighting. 
 
Reflectors work well when there is sun. If the sun isn’t out, they may be used to 
amplify another light source.  Of course, then there may not be any shadows to 
worry about anyway.   
 
The enemy of reflector screens? Wind. They are like balloons when the wind 
comes up. You may need two people to hold one reflector screen in the wind. If the 
reflector screen moves, the light will bounce all around the face of your subject. 
 
Both lights and reflector screens and disks work best when they are placed slightly 
higher than your subject or image. 
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DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Oh by the way, make sure none of the lights show up inside your framed camera 
shot. Tacky. 
 
 

Dramatic Lighting 
 

Dramatic light is usually a brilliant or soft focus of light against a deep rich 
background and can be stunning. Exterior landscapes can be gorgeous with deep 
shadows, that are usually unflattering to the face. Having a good lighting pro can 
even make that work sometimes. Outside, shadows can make a scene 
breathtaking.  
 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Light diffuses in squares as it moves. So it you are two feet from a subject and 
move back 4 feet you will only get one fourth as much light.  
 
 
 
How many lights will you need and where should you set them up? Leave 
this to lighting director if you can but here are the basics. 
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BASIC LIGHTING 

 
Here is some of the basic lighting equipment you might need: 
 
Gels  
Gels are transparent films that are placed on the lights to change the color, or 
intensity of the color, or the effect of the light. Gels do not add color but they work 
by removing certain colors. Gels can reduce the intense heat of studio lighting. 
Some gels, such as color effect gels can fix some of the lighting problems with 
fluorescent light, which doesn’t have many red tones. That’s why people look like a 
vampire just got them under fluorescent lighting. Gels wear out pretty quickly with 
all the studio heat. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Do your white balance then adjust your lighting with any color correcting gels.  
Other types of gels are also put on AFTER doing your white balance. 
 
This is just basic lighting only. There are so many technical terms with gels. 
Basically gels control the color and the intensity of color, which helps make 
someone look natural or set a certain mood of light on the set. Your DP should 
know all this including which grips stands to get. You just need to know what it is 
that your DP should know or you won’t be able to hire someone competent. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Do your biggest shots early or late in the day to get the best possible natural light.  
These are the shots you really know could be impressive, like for your opening. 
Then you can shoot the people in your documentary during the day and use 
reflector lights on them to fill in shadows caused by the sun. 

 
Adding Light 

 
Just like lighting in your home, a well placed lamp is not only functional but can 
create great interest and beauty. It can change the look of the entire room. 
 
Studio light is a whole different ball game. There are many lighting combinations 
overhead and with gels that create vastly different looks and set moods.  
 
Here is a very basic set up for any subject you film inside with unnatural light. 
There are 3 steps and it is often called “Three point lighting.” See how logical 
filming is? 
 

1. Determine your main light and where it goes. This is called a “key light” It is 
usually placed about 45 degrees in front of and 45 degrees above the 
subject to give the most flattering look. If the sides of the subject’s face or 
image is equal, (i.e. the subject is directly facing the camera), you can place 
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the light on either side of the subject, If the camera is to the left of the 
subject, place the light to the right where less light is showing on the 
subject. And vice versa. Kind of like that driving on ice rule. Turn in the 
opposite direction you are skidding. 

 
2. Check and adjust this light first. 

 
3. The next light is called a “fill light.” Place this light on the other side of the 

subject, (i.e. opposite the key light.) Make it a little less bright than the key 
light because it’s closer to the subject and thus harsher. Harsh light will 
cause shadows which you don’t want on someone’s face, at least not until 
we decide that facial grooves are as interesting as landscape grooves. 

 
4.  Place the “back light” in back of the subject. Since it is further away and not 

on the face, this light can be brighter. It is usually placed above the subject. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
You can easily adjust light intensity by moving the light source further or closer to 
the subject. Your eye and the camera will tell you what is flattering. 
 
F.Y.I 
Incandescent light is around 3200K which is a cooler looking light. 
Sunlight is around 5400 to 5600K and usually warm looking.  
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
You can’t make anything darker once it is filmed without diffusing all the images, so 
if you need to darken an area, do it now. It is much easier to make things lighter on 
film. 
 
All in all, the thing to remember about lighting is to make sure the light is pleasing 
on your subjects, image or landscape. There’s not much you can do to change the 
lighting on a huge sweeping vista except to come back under more favorable 
conditions when you can get the look you want. But there is plenty that you can do 
to enhance the lighting of your subjects. 
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Microphones 
 
You will almost always use a microphone when you film because the sound on 
most camcorders stinks. Sound is the biggest thing you will need in your 
production to “sound” professional. 
 
There is a plethora of microphone choices with sound aficionados looking for such 
elements as dynamic or condenser. One of my studio sound engineers has a 
whole closet full of great microphones to choose from. Each mic has a different 
function and gives a different sound to the same voice. Some are better for music. 
Some are better for vocals. I don’t pretend to know all about every mic. I let the 
sound engineer choose the right one based on what I tell him I need the sound to 
do. But here are the three basic types of microphones you will most likely use for 
your production and a fourth just in case you need a very mobile mic.  
 
Types of: 

• Lavalier: A lavalier is a small barely visible microphone usually 
clipped to the lapel or collar. Think on air news broadcasts. 

• Handheld: You hold this mic in your hand. On location news. 
• Boom: A large microphone that is extended out in front of the subject 

being recorded. A Boom or shot gun mic is best for when the external 
surroundings are loud such as a baseball game or a street scene. 

 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
If you have an in-camera microphone with your camcorder, turn it off and use a 
separate better qualitymic for getting your great sound. 
 
A Hand Held Mic 
A hand held mic is omnidirectional. That means it’s like the sun. The sound rays go 
all around in a circle of sound. That also means it picks up every little sound. 
 
A Lavalier or Lav  Mic 
A lav mic needs to be close to the subject in order to be heard. Clothes rubbing on 
it sound like hell. So does jewelry or someone accidentally adjusting their collar or 
clothing. The lav mic is also omnidirectional. Remember the word “omnipotent.” 
That may help.  
 
A Boom Mic 
Boom mics are directional. That means if you don’t point the mic directly at the 
subject you won’t get that particular sound. You’ll get the sound of whatever is in 
the direction you’ve pointed the mic at. Think of the sound it gets as a spray or a 
directed arc of sound. Boom mics usually have very fuzzy covers over them. These 
covers help to cut out wind noise. Most boom mics are sensitive (condenser-type 
mics). You will also need a pole to attach to the boom mic and another person to 
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hold the mic steady. Boom mics and poles can get heavy doing a long interview 
and it looks horrible if a boom mic suddenly starts drifting down into the shot. 
 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Point your boom mic next to the subject but avoid getting the mic in the shot 
 
 
Wireless Microphones 
There’s also the wireless mic. These mics were great for doing my exercise 
program. I rarely needed one otherwise. A wireless mic did come in handy on The 
Brianheader  documentary for a portion of the interviews and tan exercise routine 
where I was not very stationary. These mics are wonderful if there is going to be a 
lot of moving around. It’s harder to move the sound and all the mics than to just 
mic the person and let them move.  
 
Remember though, that you have a mic on. Forgetting that fact can cause some 
embarrassing moments. Remind anyone who you mic, what to be aware of if they 
are walking around.  
 
I did have lots of problems with my wireless mic. I had to wear one doing my 
exercise classes on stage at Rockwell International, now Boeing. The sound was 
constantly going out. (Someday I expect to find all that lost sound somewhere 
along with all the single socks that were lost in wash cycles across the planet.) 
With a good sound engineer and the increased technology of our time, I think we 
could’ve fixed that problem a lot quicker today. 
 
There are also boundary mics for conference rooms. They are stationary and are 
placed in the middle of everyone who is taking within a smaller room. 
 
Two Types of the Above Mics 
Dynamic microphones: 
They are more durable. Good for general all round use. Great for location and on 
the spot interviews. 
 
Condenser microphones: 
They are very sensitive, so they are great in the studio. But that sensitivity means 
you can’t throw this mic around. They have a greater range of sound and 
frequency. That makes them more costly. They also need an external power 
source. 
 
VHF and UHF refer to the frequency or bandwidth they are using. 
UHF: Have higher frequencies so they are usually more expensive. There is 
usually less chance of interference using this mic. Use UHF mics IF there are 
many wireless mics and there is a chance of interference from other sources or 
frequencies 
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VHF: Have lower frequencies. VHF costs less. Use VHF if you have a lower 
budget and there is little chance of having more than a couple wireless mics or 
other frequency interferences. 
 
Some Great Names in Microphones: 
Sony, Sennheiser, Samson – The Big Three. There is also Technica, and Azden 
and many more.  Just because it’s not on this list doesn’t mean it won’t give you 
great sound. Ask for recommendations and be sure to test out several mics and 
see which sound you like best. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Make sure you note which mic you have used on which person and the location. In 
case you need to re-record just a portion of this, you can better match the sound. 
 
Test Out Some Mics 
Try a few different kinds of microphones and brands. Some microphones have a 
more lively sound. Avoid those that sound dead or flat to you. Your ear will have to 
tell you this. 
 
Some mics reject or are deaf to sounds from certain directions. If you know what 
you will need in your production, you can choose your mic based on what you 
need it to do. 
 
How to Use a Microphone 
The microphone is built to do the work for you. The best piece of advice I ever 
received about microphones is to talk normal and let the microphone handle the 
volume. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Microphones have on and off switches. Know where this switch is located and how 
to use it on the mic you are using. Make sure the mic is either appropriately on or 
off. You can lose a whole chunk of footage if your mic wasn’t turned on.  
 
How Far Away to be From the Microphone 

 
• Although each mic and type of mic is different, a handheld mic can be held 

close to the mouth but usually not more than a foot away. Think “handheld”  
- about a hand away. 

• A standing (stationary) or boundary mic is usually placed about 18 inches 
away from the mouth, or set in the middle of a conference room. 

• A lav mic is usually on the collar about 6 – 8 inches from the mouth. Start 
with these guidelines and then do a sound test of the mic. See how far away 
you can get and still get great sound. The further you are away from the 
mic, the thinner the sound will be. If you get too close, you’ll pick up so 
much sound that it will be distorted. 
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• Avoid getting in contact with any nearby speakers. Ever had your ears 
blown out by the buzz as someone talks into a microphone and it starts 
squealing like a scared pig? Or someone with a microphone on walks past a 
speaker system. Look out ears. Stay away from speakers (not people 
speakers but stereo speakers), mixers and anything else that projects 
sound. 

• There is a fine line between getting great sound from your voice and picking 
up too much of the outer room or location sounds – ambient noise. See if 
you can locatedthat line and remain just inside it. 

• Remember you don’t need to yell into a mic. It’s there for you to be able to 
talk normally. 

 
What To Do if a Microphone Squeals? 
Other than back up, here’s some advice… 
 
If you are recording near a computer move away.  
 
Always stay behind any equipment or speakers in the room. If you walk in front of 
them, that’s usually when the problem starts. The mic is picking up the frequency 
of that sound instead of yours. This is called feedback. You don’t want this kind of 
feedback. It goes into a feedback loop and you may have to turn off the mic 
temporarily to stop it. Then move somewhere else behind the speakers and have 
the volume of your mic turned down if needed. 
 
To Keep Background Noise Down 
Use a windscreen or a filter if you have one. In a pinch, my crew has used a 
women’s nylon  (which no one wears anymore) or anything that will cover the mic 
but lets most sound go through. 
 
Audio Levels 
Make sure the sound isn’t over 0db. Preferably keep it at -6db or lower. I usually 
use about -10db to -6db. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Make sure the mic remains a constant distance from your mouth for great sound. 
 
Those Popping P’s 
Popping “p’s” “t’s” and even “c’s” and “d’s” are annoying because we don’t normally 
sound that way. The first thing I do when I notice popping p’s after a sound test is 
to be more aware of when I say a word with a “p” in it and try to pronounce it with 
slightly less emphasis. Another solution is to move the microphone back just a tad 
and see if that solves the problem. Lowering the microphone a bit below your 
mouth may help. Try talking so your sound just skims over the top of the mic. 
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Hiding the Microphone 
Some microphones can be more easily hidden. The cables are thin so they aren’t 
noticeable underneath clothing. Even though most viewers are aware that people 
are being mic’d when they talk, they prefer not to see the evidence of it.  A hefty 
cable under a woman’s blouse will be distracting. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Take a few good breaths before you talk and you will sound more natural. 
ALSO: Be very careful taking off the mic, especially lavalier microphones. Many 
people want to rip them off like a tie as soon as they are done with the interview. 
It’s actually a very sensitive piece of equipment. Treat it carefully. 
 
Moving with the Microphone 
Do you need a strong mic with connectors that can handle the abuse if someone 
needs to run to catch the sound in a sports play, a race, or anything moving quickly 
by? Make sure you choose a mic that can handle this or let your sound engineer 
know your needs. 
 
Remind anyone who is mic’d that when they turn their head away from the mic it 
will not pick up the sound. This can happen instinctively when someone is on 
location and they are talking and then they point to something they are taking 
about. 
 
Knowing which microphone to use and how to use it, will not only get you great 
sound, it will save your voice and the voice of those you film. 
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SOUND  
Get the best sound you can before you edit 

 
Sound can be one of the trickiest elements in filmmaking. You can always tell 
amateur productions by the sound – even more so than the image quality. 
 
Think of your sound as having dimensions. You want the sound in your production 
to have the highest dimension possible and the richest and most noticeable 
presence. You also want to cut out and keep any sound intrusions to a minimum. 
 
You will have to determine at the start of your documentary what you want the 
sound elements of your project to be like and what sound design will serve your 
documentary best. Those are key questions that you or your sound engineer 
should ask.  
 
If you are filming for your documentary and you capture no sound, you’ve got a 
major problem on your hands. If you have sound that is too low or sound that cuts 
out, it’s also a major problem.  
 
So the Basic Sound Challenges Are: 

• Not enough sound 
• No sound 
• Unwanted sound/s   

 
Here’s a Few Examples 
 
Scenario A  
Someone clams up as you put the microphone in front of them, whereas a minute 
before they were the most animated thing you’ve ever seen. 
This is not enough sound or no sound. 
 
Scenario B 
As you are taping a show, an interview, or a specific event, a lawn mower starts 
up. A dog starts barking. A helicopter flies over. You hear a fire truck. There go 
some low-flying jets. I’ve had all these sound challenges and many more 
This is unwanted sound. 
 
So what can you do to make sure you will have great sound when you need it and 
no sound intrusions when you don’t? 
 

How to Get Great Sound 
 

1. Scope Out the Location for Noisemakers. (Look for:) 
a. Exterior noises such as motors, water or wind noise.  
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b. Interior noises such as air conditioners, furnaces, clocks and 
refrigerators. 

c. Noises that may only appear during a specific time of day or time of 
week, month or year, such as gardeners or trash pick-up. 

d. Find someone at the location and ask them about the sound situation 
there and if there could be any potential sound problems. 

 
2. Choose the Right Microphone 

The right microphone will keep sound confined to an area you want it to be. 
Or, if you want as much of the ambient sound as possible, the right 
microphone will pick up all the sound you need. Be sure to read the 
Microphone Section.  

 
3.  Instruct On Camera Talent 

Tell your interviewee to not move or make extra noises while they are being 
recorded. Several times during an interview I’ve had to stop because the 
person started tapping on the table or shuffling the papers they had around 
them. Tell your talent before the interview that every sound that our ears 
can automatically filter out, the microphone will not. 
 

4. Hire Great Sound People.  
Having no sound person is like having the bride without the groom. They will 
handle all the sound for your production and create the best sound design 
they can. 

 
5. Do Sound Checks Before You Film 

Look for potential noisemakers before you film. Whenever you film, 
everyday is a potential New Year’s Eve party, look everywhere you can for 
impending noisemakers. Sounds will flock their way to your camera. Be 
prepared to counter a sound attack.  
 

Possible Interior Sound Interruptions or Sources 
 
If you are indoors be sure to check for: 

• Noisy air conditioners and furnaces 
• Fans 
• Refrigerators 
• Clocks. Turn them off. A chiming grandfather may be nice but not on your 

documentary unless it’s part of the story. 
• Noisy floors. You may have to request the crew remove their shoes if they 

need to move around on noisy floors, such as a dance floor, or a wooden or 
tile floor. 

• Cell phones, anyone? 
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When I was in a studio recording music in the summer in the desert, we had to turn 
off the air conditioner during the actual recording. Ouch. But otherwise it would 
have ruined the recording.  
 
Possible Exterior Sound Interruptions 
While interior locations usually can be more controlled, filming outside has many 
additional and potential unforeseen sound interruptions. You have to think like a 
sound sleuth to catch or notice them. 
 
Also check for motors and obvious noises that have the potential to disrupt your 
filming. Even a street or restaurant light can cause a hum that our ears filter out but 
the microphone may not. Silence can be golden. 
 

• If any wind comes up and there are open windows, will anything make 
noise? 

• Look for less obvious but possibly noisy sounds like children walking home 
from school at the time you film. Even people walking their dogs when you 
have your shoot scheduled can create sound challenges. 

 
If you are outdoors and it’s noisy, if you can at least show the viewer why it’s noisy, 
they’ll probably forgive you. For instance, if you are talking to a fan at a baseball 
game, it’s going to be loud. At least show the crowd. Don’t interview the person 
standing next to a bare wall with loud noise flowing around them. The viewer will 
wonder about the additional noise and not pay attention to the person talking. 
 
What Are All the Sounds You May Need For Your Production? 

• The footage you film – your main footage, a-roll, b-roll, interviews, and 
events 

• Music 
• Narration 
• Sound effects 
• Background noise if needed 
 

 
Unwanted Sounds 

• Distorted sound levels 
• Extra noises 

 
Creating Sound Patterns 

Visual pleasing sound vs. visual noise 
 
The sound of your production will have a pattern just like video does. Sound flows 
in different cadences and can become a huge factor in the emotion, or tone you 
portray. 
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Is your Sound Alive or Dead?  
Dead sound falls flat. 
Vibrant sound captivates you and draws you in 
.  
Sound Levels 
Sound should usually peak at -6dB, never more than 0 dB. If it goes over that, the 
sound will be distorted. It’s hard to bump up sound that’s too low and it’s even 
harder to take out distortion if the sound levels are too high. Use your view meter 
to check your audio levels or have your sound person do this. You might not need 
to know all this technical stuff, but here is a bit more of it. 
 
Don’t Use Automatic Gain Control  
Auto Gain control. It really means “auto lose control.” While you are talking, the 
background noise is lower. The camera mic adjusts to the loudest sound - the 
talking. But if you stop talking, auto gain bumps up the background so it is equal to 
the talking you just did. This is VERY hard to edit and it sounds like crap. Unless 
there is just steady talking, it will sound very unprofessional. 
My point? Do sound levels manually or “feminually.” 
 
Headphones and HEADSETS 
You will need headphones during recording and often during editing. 
To output great sound, you must be able to hear it clearly while you are recording 
or editing. Make sure you and your sound person has a good pair of headphones. 
What is a good headset you ask?  
 

Comfort  
You want a pair of headphones that feel good. Look for comfort. Some 
headphones are bulky. Choose a pair that are Lightweight. They are more 
comfortable on sensitive areas like the ears. Some headphones get hot over 
time. 
 
Rich Sound 
Getting rich sonic detail will be imperative for a great sounding 
documentary. You usually want a wide frequency response, meaning 
greater sound range from bass to treble. 
 
Long Enough Cords  
Make sure they are attached to one ear piece not both as there is less 
chance of getting them tangled. 
 
No Sound Leakage 
Some documentarians prefer headphones with an enclosed back for less 
sound disturbance. 
 
Compatible 
Make sure the connectors fit into the equipment you want to use them with. 
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Portability 
Do you need these for studio use only or will you need them to go on 
location and be easy to pack up and unload quickly? 
 
Sound Pressure 
SPL is the pressure felt on your ear by the amount of sound. High sound 
pressure is measured in decibels or dBs. 

 
When Buying: 
Look for fit, comfort, quality, sound range and then the specifics you want. You can 
get automatic tuning. I have no recommendations as technology changes too fast. 
For a current set of headphones, Google “headphone reviews,” or “professional 
headphone reviews” if you want to spend more on your headphones.  
 
Always try before you buy. Test the headphones by using a regular CD or digital 
song  you are familiar with, or use an Audio Test CD. They are pretty inexpensive 
to purchase. 
 
You can also rent a few pairs and see what you like best before you purchase. 
 
Your Choices: 

Impedance 
Higher impedance sets are used in studios but need more power to run 
them. 
Some headphones filter out ambient noise. Some have noise cancellation of 
low tones. 
 
Dynamic or Static 
This refers to a difference in the actually design of how the sound is passed 
through the headphones. 
Static headphones are more expensive but have less distortion on sound. 
Static sets usually have clear and clean sound with little distortion. 
Dynamic headphones are usually less expensive but don’t provide the 
richer nuances of sound the static headsets have. They, however, are more 
durable. 
 
Wireless or Wired 
Wireless: Wireless uses batteries. They use radio signals or transmitter 
boxes placed nearby and allow you the freedom to move father away than 
you could with wired headphones. They act much like a wireless mic in the 
range of movement. You want to check the battery life expectancy. Some 
are very short. 
Wired: They use a cord to connect directly to the audio source. High end 
wired headphones usually deliver the best quality sound although there are 
some excellent wireless headphones coming onto the market now. 
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Sound Quality 
This is such a personal choice. You just have to listen to the sound and see what 
you like. Some people like more bass. Some don’t. Just make sure the 
headphones give a good representation of the sound you or your editor will have to 
work with after you record. You don’t want a thin sound, but a refined and rich 
sound. Check the sound quality of the headphones overall, then on the high end 
and bass reproduction. 
 
Be Aware of Sound Levels Through the Headphones  
Typical sound levels 

• Sirens – 120 dB 
• Jets and noisy rock concerts can go over 100 dB 

If 0 dB is the highest point for creating hearable sound on a sound program think 
what this sound is doing. Be careful not to turn the headphones up too loud. 
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PRODUCTION & FIILMING OVERVIEW 
 

Here’s What You Will Learn In This Section 
 

! The approach to filmmaking 
! How to adjust as you film 
! What to shoot and what you don’t want to shoot 
 

GENERAL FILM BASICS 
! Clothing, backgrounds, where to look.  
! Slating 
! Food 
! The Set 
! Order of shots - Exterior Shots 
! What to shoot 
! How to set up shots  
! How many tapes to use 
! Log 

 
BASIC SHOTS 

! Shoot for Editing 
! Rehearsal  
! Continuity 
! Techniques/Ideas that work- humor, mystery 
! Get into your production 
! Get emotions 
! Get testimonials, create a memory book 
! Get details 
! Contrast or tie shots together 
! Extras 
! Presentations 
! How to get good audience shots 
! People 
! Places - locations 
! Events 

 
These are again in the approximate order you will do them although you still often 
do many of them simultaneously. 
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DEFINITIONS 
FILM TERMS TO KNOW 

 
Here are just a few cool and helpful film terms. These terms can make you sound 
like a filmmaker, but remember, all the terms in the world cannot make you a great 
documentarian. Let your finished documentary do most of the cool “talking” for you. 
 
MOS:  This means without sound. Supposedly a foreign director mispronounced 
“without sound” and the term stuck. This is basically B-roll footage. Your B-roll will 
be visual only, so you do not need to mic these shots. 
 
Takes: Each sequence of the same shot or scene is a “take.” 
 
Cut: This is one of those multi-purpose film terms. Cut means either stop the 
camera, or piece together the doc in editing or throw a shot out. 
 
Log: This is taking notes or inventory on each shot of your footage.  
 
Rushes: If you are doing film, every night you will look at the rushes or “dailies” 
that were rushed to the film house and developed right after you shot so you can 
look at them and course correct what you might need to. 
 
Depth of Field: This refers to whatever is in the range of the camera and still in 
focus. It will be a number. 
 
Jump-cut: When you are editing and you cut from one portion of an interview to 
another portion of the same interview, the footage “jumps” to a different view. It is 
disconcerting most of the time to your viewer unless you are going from a close-up 
of your interview to a long shot or another angle. 
 
A-roll and B-roll: A roll is not a bun. I know we covered this before and will refer to 
it again. A-roll is your main footage and interviews. B- Roll is what you use to cover 
sections of your documentary, add to your interviews, make medleys and the other 
places in your documentary when you just need visual coverage. 
 
If you want to get really technical and “advanced” try telling your cameraperson 
you want a particular shot done with a “Dutch Tilt.” That means that the horizon 
won’t be strictly horizontal but “tilted.” Just make sure you really do want that shot. 
It adds a little bit of either intrigue or discomfort. Hitchcock used it. Better yet, you 
could say, “I just had an idea. Do you think this shot would look better with a 
“Dutch Tilt?” Then watch your cameraperson’s eyes light up. 
 
There are way too many other film terms to list here. There is a reference to a full 
list in the Resource Section. 
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PRODUCTION 

The Getting in the Saddle Stage 
It’s what you aim the camera at that matters 

 
Intro 

 
You won’t really “get” what it takes to make a documentary until you get out in the 
trenches and just do it. I can prepare you as well as I can but it’s like anything else 
you learn. You can watch and learn all about driving a car, watch ski lessons, read 
about horse riding, but once you get in the saddle, “reality” takes over. You just 
have to experience it. 
 
This is where it all happens. Your planning and preparation come together to give 
you the raw materials critical to making a great documentary. Filming can be a lot 
of fun, sometimes very stressful, but also full of excitement of the moment.  This is 
where you bring together the many resources you need to make your doc – your 
crew, set, equipment, props, talent, and sometimes travel. They don’t call this 
“action” for nothing. 
 
It’s somewhat challenging, but very exciting to prepare you for your first shoot. 
You’ll undoubtedly be excited, nervous, and extremely busy. Preparation is the key 
to going into your first shoot with greater confidence. 
 

Approaches to Filming 
 

There are several approaches to filming. Some depend on your style. Some 
depend on the event and its context. A large biking event requires a very different 
approach than a staged theatrical production.  
 

Shot Gun Approach 
 
This is where you randomly film everything you can. The shot gun approach does 
have its place if you have a great eye or a great cameraman or director, and you 
know the goal of your production.  
 
Use this approach when you are filming an event or sometimes a reality based 
documentary. You are there to get as much coverage as you can so the more you 
shoot, the more you can choose from. But please still use discretion. Choose 
images and actions that have some meaning to your overall goal. 
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Aim for a Target 
 
Using a camera is called “shooting.” Most of the time you will need to aim for what 
you intended to film. What you aim at becomes the gem you will polish and reveal 
through your documentary. Choose a good stone. Then cut it well. Again refer to 
your goal. If you have an ambitious shoot you will need a schedule of shots, or 
your shot list to help guide you.  
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP:  
Need it be said that what you say and what you shoot should match. Keep this in 
mind also when you edit. 
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GENERAL FILMING BASICS 
 

Clothing 
What clothes are best to wear when you are on camera? It’s best to avoid prints. 
Solid colorful but not overbearing colored clothes are great. Once you know the 
background of your shoot, you will be able to suggest colors that will stand out 
from the background but also go nicely with it. Make sure you tell your on-camera 
talent what clothes you want them to wear for filming.  
 
If you are filming a sports team, they’ll have their own outfits and colors. If you are 
filming an event, people will be wearing what they are wearing. If you are doing an 
interview with someone, you can suggest colors and clothes that look best on 
camera. Usually the people who have been filmed before will have a good idea of 
what to wear. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
If someone must wear or is already wearing a busy print, compensate by finding a 
plain background to film against if you can.   
 
CHECKLIST FOR ON CAMERA 

• Avoid any clothing that is too tight fitting. You want something that is 
shapely and form fitting, but not clingy. Remember the camera adds 
pounds. That nice tight fitting shirt will make you look heavier on camera. 
(When the person finally designs a camera that takes off pounds, instead of 
adding them, I’m buying stock!) 

• Have a place to clip on a lavelier microphone. Either a lapel or a collar will 
work nicely.  

• Don’t wear jewelry unless it is subtle and doesn’t make any noise. Most 
jewelry will reflect too much light back to the camera. Clanging jewelry will 
cause your soundperson to go nuts. 

• Use a lighter makeup and put it everywhere on your body that will be seen. 
Hopefully that’s only your face. 

• Sit comfortably (if seated) but not sloppily. Upright posture attracts attention 
and portrays energy. 

• For men, bring a couple of ties to choose from. Not busy patterns. 
• For women, bring a few extra lipsticks to choose from. Lipstick color can be 

tricky on camera. 
• If possible take a still of the Talent, or interviewee before the camera rolls to 

see if there are any potential things that need correction. 
• Know the background color of the set or location and avoid wearing the 

same color. 
• Do not buy new clothes or get a new hairstyle right before the shoot and 

decide you hate it. It will show up on your face. Wear something you feel 
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comfortable in and that you don’t sweat too much in. (The lights are hot, but 
the studios are kept very cool for the cameras and crew.)  

• If you wear glasses, you may have to experiment with an angle that does 
not reflect on camera.  

• Don’t wear glittery or very shimmery clothes. It reflects light and by the way, 
adds more pounds to the figure. 

    

Colors for On Camera  
Here are the best Colors for being on camera.  
 
  Good Colors 

Blue. Blue is a great color and usually shows up well on most shoots 
unless you are using a “blue screen.”    
(See “Special Techniques” later in this chapter.)  
Light Colors. Soft pink, purple, blue, and aqua looks great. They are 
flattering to the camera and to most faces. 
Darker Neutrals. Navy Blue, browns, dark purple, and dark beiges 
look good. Navy will look almost black on camera. 
 
Avoid 
Avoid red as a general rule. Sometimes it worked for me but choose 
a different color if you can. Red bleeds into the surrounding images. 
So ladies no red lipstick or it will look as if you missed your lips. 
Avoid white. It’s too harsh and glaring. It will take the focus off the 
talent. 
Avoid black. Again this color is not a first choice because black will 
appear darker and being darker than black is uncool. Black just 
absorbs too much light. 

 
Maybe colors 
Green. Green can work unless you are in a nature setting and even 
then some greens look great. (Sometimes you can break all the rules 
– just do a test on camera first. I once wore a shimmering lime green 
while filming in Utah’s Mountains and it looked fabulous.) 

 
Neutrals. Unless your background is very neutral, these colors are 
classic. They will put the emphasis on you or your talent, which is 
what you want.  

 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Most colors will appear a bit darker on camera. So if you are going to err, “err light, 
but not white.” 
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Backgrounds That Work  
 

Plain but not boring. Most solid color background will look nice.  
 
Nature backgrounds are usually wonderful. But use caution. 
Niagara Falls is a beautiful background and may work but only if you 
have a great mic or you are just adding narration or music later.  
 
The Monet: This is also discussed in the interview section. This is a 
soft artistic background usually of blended pastels, which looks 
lovely. 
 
The Blue, Blue Sky. This background of a sky blue looks great with 
almost any color except…another sky blue. Then you won’t be seen. 
Not only does it look great, but our eyes see this blue as inviting to 
watch, not threatening but intriguing.  
 
Avoid patterns. Even if you think the background does not have a 
pattern, if there are two windows or a panel divider, it can be a form 
of a pattern and very distracting. Anything that chops up the space 
behind the performers, talent, or interviewee should be covered, 
unless it’s part of the set design.  

 
The Set 

 
The set is the “setting” for your story or your interviews. The key elements to a set 
design are making sure you have a background that will be visible from all the 
camera angles you plan to shoot and not allow anything behind or around the set 
to be seen. If your production requires a set, chances are you will hire someone to 
do this for you. You can get inexpensive set designers at a local film school. They 
will love the opportunity to “get in the sandbox” and create something for a film.  

 
An Inexpensive Set 

 
If you have two people, and need a basic interview set on the cheap, see if you 
can get some non-distracting plain screens or panels to place behind several nice 
looking chairs. Remember though, any little break in the background will be a 
break in the viewer’s visual stream.  
 
Put a little table between you for setting a glass of water on. Angle the chairs at 45 
degrees to each other so you are in a position where the main camera can look 
straight ahead and focus a little to the side of both faces. Add a few plants for 
interest.  
 
Most film sets are put up before the shoot and then taken down right after the 
shoot.  On my exercise shows, the crew often worked on the set the night before. I 
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didn’t have to worry about it. Before I became a producer, I was merely the talent, 
a much easier job.  
 
My favorite set belongs to Architect Gary Bastion. Gary designs film schools and 
studios for the big studios. Everyone likes to go to Gary’s office. It’s a hoot, or 
rather a howl. Gary bought the set from the film “The Haunting,” and put it in his 
office. Gary’s office hallways are flanked by huge gargoyles with domed ceilings.  
It’s one of the rare sets that have survived. Most sets are immediately torn down 
after production. Unfortunately Gary moved and ta da – there went the set. The 
sets my designers created included Grecian pillars and a beautiful West Side Story 
set. On my exercise shows, the crew often worked on set the night before, we 
filmed and they tore it down.   
 
If you do need a set, the first step would be to know the intent of the 
scene/interview or scenes that will be filmed. The set designer will talk to the 
director about this. It also involves talking to whoever does the lighting. You will 
have to discuss possibly building a lighting grid over the set. Then a rough sketch 
will be made along with further discussion about whether or not this design will 
work for your script. Next you have the set built. Then you “dress” the set or put in 
the furniture and props you need. And finally, you use the set and start filming. 
 
Make sure there is room on the set for everyone. Action needs to be much tighter 
and controlled on a set. Also make sure that there will be room for the correct 
camera placement for the shots you want. Think about your background for the 
set. It should follow the same “rules” as the backgrounds covered earlier. In a set 
design, there is background and foreground and stage right and on and on. If your 
set is that complicated you will probably be hiring someone to do your set. 
 
On an elaborate set, your set designer will do a model first of the set before 
anything is built. That is for the big budget productions. 
 
You can also rent sets if you are near a large city. 
 

DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Make sure if you build a set that you have a place to store it or move it when 
you need to.   

 
  

DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Make sure nothing puts the focus on the background instead of the images 
you are trying to capture. Avoid people trying to get in the shot.  

 
 
 
Feng Shui Your Background and Set 
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Just make sure there are no distractions in the background. Remove any clutter 
that is not pertinent to the shot. 

Where Should You Look While On Camera? 
Do you look directly at the camera? Why or why not? 
 

When to Look at the Camera: 
• If you are a host talking directly to the viewer.  
• If you are asking for something, especially money. If you film your 

request to get money to make another film…talk to the camera. Give 
them the “won’t you please help the puppy” kind of look.  

• If you are doing a demonstration of something, like cooking, or 
exercising. However, if you’re teaching someone how to play 
baseball, look at the ball. 

• If you are doing an aside to the audience. 
 
Remember the camera is on your face so you will be in the viewer’s face. 

 
When to Avoid Looking at the Camera: 

• Doing an interview. Most interviewees look better when they look 
slightly to the left or to the right of the camera. The viewer then feels 
as if they are getting the inside story and getting to listen in on some 
intimate conversation. That’s exactly what you want the viewer to feel 
like. 

• Almost anytime there are two people on screen, unless it is a 
morning talk show. The point is you should be paying attention to 
each other.  

 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Where the person on camera directs their eyes, that’s where the attention of 
the viewer will go. As always, there are exceptions. Maybe they are talking 
to you from out in the jungle and a panther is bearing down behind them, or 
a large spider is dangling down a tree. The viewer will not be mesmerized 
on the person, but on the potentiality of the scene. 

 
Talk to One Person 
If you are on camera, and talking to the camera, not another person, try to think of 
something, a place, person, or thing that makes you really feel comfortable. It will 
take your mind off the crew and the possible audience that you have with you. 

  
I thought of my dog the first time I was doing a screen test for my exercise show. 
Thinking of her helped me remember to smile and relax. By the way… 

 
Smile 
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Unless you are filming a tragedy or at a tragic site, smile. The camera really is 
candid. Your thoughts will come through on the film. Keep your thoughts focused 
on your message and deliver it with panache. 

 
Breathe and Relax 
Do it now. Ah there. You’ll forget this when you are in the midst of a hectic shoot. 
So I’ve put it on your checklist.  
 
Hands  
What do you do with your hands on camera? Sometimes hands come in very 
“handy” but other times they seem to be in the way. Nothing shows discomfort 
more than agitated hands.  
 
Here are a few handy tips.  

• If you normally talk with your hands – use them.  
• Otherwise keep your hands clasped together, one over the other or 

relaxed on the arms of a chair.  
• You can also rest one hand comfortably on each thigh – the key word 

here is comfortable, not stiff. 
• Practice sitting and talking in front of a mirror. 
• To display something nicely, put one hand behind the object 

(assuming it’s not too large) and the other below the object so the full 
front of the object is shown to the camera. 

• Watch a TV interview show and notice what other people do with 
their hands. Choose the style of someone you like. 

• Use smaller hand gestures so your movements remain on camera. 
 

Food 
Crews need to eat. They like to eat. The movie business feeds crews well both on 
the set and on location. Follow their lead. Even though it was raining and barn 
smelly at the farm we filmed at, I had no problem at all with my crew being bright-
eyed and ready to go after the glorious breakfast we had that morning at the B&B. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Bring a cooler if you are filming at a hot outdoor location. Bring blankets if it’s cold. 
And bring lots of drinks. 
 

Film Exterior Shots First 
 
Do your exterior shots first if you can, because weather can change, people’s 
schedules will change, and innumerable things can come up last minute. So if you 
have the opportunity to get those exterior shots, take it. Obviously if an A-list 
Celebrity is waiting to be interviewed, do that first, but I’ve heard he’s pretty busy 
nowadays. If your camera works and everything else is working, get those shots 
now. Film exterior shots while you can. 
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DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP:  
Opportunities must always be taken immediately when filming. 
 
I had bad weather on ski filmmaker John Jay’s production. It was pouring rain, 
absolutely pouring. Yet we filmed that afternoon in John’s backyard so I did get the 
outdoor interview I wanted. Driving in pouring rain in the morning, if bets were on, I 
would’ve betted against any filming. But I went anyway.  Sometimes the trouble of 
setting up the shoot is worth the gamble no matter what the weather appears to be 
doing. It also rained in Wisconsin at the International Crane Foundation, and many 
other places I’ve filmed. We filmed anyway. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP:  
If time is critical, do your most important shots first.  If time is not as critical, you 
can be more flexible in your shooting order. 
 

What to Shoot 
 
Obviously you’ll want to get all the shots on your shot list. You’re going to have to 
shoot the people, images, places, and events that you want in your documentary 
but how can you make this all look great and be exciting to watch? 
 

Things you might want to shoot: 
 

Use Mystery 
 
People like mystery. Look for mystery in the stories surrounding your topic or in the 
legends about the location or area. We like to discover things we don’t know, or 
are just curious about.  Mystery is the unknown. Something in our brains just 
seems drawn to that which is mysterious. We also like uncovering the truth behind 
the mystery. If you can add that element of mystery, even if you reveal it later, you 
will add interest to your work. If you can consistently bring out what most people 
don’t yet know about, you can pretty much write your own documentary ticket.    

 
Get Into Your Production 

 
Get yourself involved in the event if possible. If there is a way you can participate 
with the subjects in your documentary or become part of the event itself - do it. 
When I filmed at the LA Crest 100 Mile Endurance Run event, not only did I 
interview runners and support staff, but I also ran with one of the runners just to 
show how tough it was to run at 11,000 ft.  
 
In the Utah Shakespearean documentary, I got into costume and “played” with 
jugglers, dancers, and street characters.  While I couldn’t just pop into the actual 
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performance of Hamlet and join along, these other “characters” provided great 
sources for additional good material. By really getting myself involved in the actual 
event, I could provide a much richer idea for the viewers of what it was like to be 
there instead of filming it in a reporter-like style as an onlooker. 
 
If you are at the national kayaking championships, you probably can’t get in the 
kayak and run the race with them, but you could let someone show you how to 
paddle the kayak.  
 
There will be opportunities to get involved in many of your documentaries. Don’t be 
afraid to put yourself into the documentary if it is appropriate.  
 

Film Emotions 
 
Emotions move our lives. Emotions on screen move the viewer to empathize with 
your interviewee or the person or subject being filmed. Since we all have them, 
emotions are a great way to connect to the viewer. But be truthful. Showing 
someone’s heartfelt emotion, or burst of genuine laughter, is a wonderful delight to 
capture on a documentary. If used in the appropriate context, it will add an 
enormous richness to your work. If you take an emotional scene and use it out of 
context to manipulate the viewer into believing something that either didn’t happen, 
or wasn’t the most accurate response, the viewer will sense this and lose faith in 
your work.  
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP:  
Get other people’s emotions on camera. Keep your own emotions out of the way. 
You want your talent to deliver great emotions. You want to stay centered yourself. 
Let their emotions do the speaking. 
 
 

Testimonials 
 
If you can use testimonials or responses or opinions in your documentary, this is a 
great technique. On Subliminal Learning Made Easy, I used testimonials from 
clients of Dr. Taylor about his subliminal CDs. Testimonials about the results 
people have had will add enormous credibility to what you or your subject is 
saying.  
 
Another way to get great testimonials for something is to interview experts in your 
documentary. 
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Create a Memory Book 
 
Take a guest book like those available for weddings, or anniversaries. Film the 
pages, and then intersperse that footage with voice-overs. This gives charming 
testimonials from those who loved the place, event, or the people. In the Farm 
Vacation Show I used a guest book that Donna Justin had her guests sign after 
their stay. I used my neighbors, friends, and family to read the words that a 
particular guest wrote depending on their age and what they had to say. It was a 
delight addition to the documentary. This could be filmed in a variety of creative 
ways in your documentary. 
 

Details 
 

Details bring the viewer in. Viewers like noticing the little things. Your documentary 
may have a broad scope but sparkled throughout it are the details that people can 
wrap their minds around. Details delight when the viewer notices them.  
 
In An Interview with James Roosevelt: Memories and Thoughts, I choose a short 
clip of FDR looking at his hat, checking over details himself. Over a portion of 
narration we focused on the inscription FDR had put in the White House, a 
statement made by John Adams. Franklin Delano Roosevelt also had the 1st of the 
Presidential Libraries. Did you know that one side of the Roosevelt family tree 
pronounced their name “Rose” evelt; the other “Roose” evelt. Get those details. 
People love them. 
 
In Understanding Judo, the National Judo Institute’s “Code of Conduct” made a 
wonderful series of details about what the Judo team must do to become part of 
the team. It isn’t just about skill. Just as important is “character.” 
 
In Calico Ghost Town’s Hullabaloo, I had the cameraman shoot details on the 
crazy western characters that were roaming around the streets. In the Utah 
Shakespearean Festival “Play” Show, we shot a charming scene where a street 
wench was selling biscuits. I played along. We had a delightful exchange. I couldn’t 
have planned this but since I “planned” to stay open to play, the opportunities 
seemed to magically appear. When opportunities do appear, be ready with a 
camera. If possible, have someone else also be on the look out for great film 
opportunities and interesting things to shoot. Make sure they notify you quickly. 
 

Things You Don’t Want to Shoot: 
 
Things can get into your shots that you hadn’t planned on and you don’t want. 
Things like bugs, noise, and unknown people have been known to be very 
attracted to any camera work going on. These are just a few of the potential 
trespassers to your film. In fact, just about anything can, and will try to get into your 
shot. 
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Anything that can make sound or light, can and usually will get in your shot. You 
have to use your documentarian crystal ball to look for potential infiltrators of your 
doc. 
 
When I filmed on at a ski resort, my cameraman wore his Warren Miller jacket. 
This seemed to be a magnet for every skier on the mountain to cut across the hill 
as we were shooting. They were all trying to get on one of the Warren Miller ski 
films.  I’ve never seen anything attract more skiers. Not even snow. 
 
People love to be in front of a camera - the trick is to get them to be comfortable 
when you want them on camera and uncomfortable enough to stay away when you 
don’t. 
 
There is a wonderful section of “Stein: A Man and His Mountain” that always brings 
a smile to my face although it didn’t when I first heard it on the footage. But now it 
reminds me of the joys of filming with all its little quirks.  Stein Eriksen was 
describing the “Stein Turn,” the turn he made famous in the 50’s for its beauty and 
gracefulness. In the background, if you listen for it, you can hear the sound, 
“Weeee!’ That was my daughter and Bjorn Eriksen jumping on Stein’s trampoline. I 
had told Brooke to go with Bjorn on the trampoline. Stein and I thought we’d send 
them away from the filming area to play, not realizing that a peculiar playful sound 
would come with each bounce! 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP:  
Keep your goal and purpose with you. When you get in a pinch, bring it out and re-
read it. Hopeful it won’t be the first time you read it and hopefully it helps you get 
out of a pinch. 
 

How Much Storage Will You Need 
 
In the days of tape, I used around 30 tapes per documentary. Some 
documentaries used a lot less tape stock. Some took a lot more. If you use digital 
cards always err on the side of too many. It is horrifying to run out before you run 
out of event. For “The Heart of Skiing” movie I labeled and logged over 50 tapes.  
 
A Few More Tips  
Many documentarians shoot at a ration of 15 to one. That means you shoot 15 
times more footage than your final documentary length and keep about one shot 
for every 15 shots that you shoot. On a one hour documentary that means you will 
shoot 15 hours of footage. And those 15 hours of footage may take you a week to 
get. 
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Bring a Notebook or Log Book 
Always bring and use a logbook. It tells what you shoot, where you shot it and 
where it’s located either a digital file or external drive. That’s pretty critical info. It’s 
like a bank statement that shows how much money you’ve got and where it is. You 
wouldn’t want to lose that info. Your film information will become priceless to you in 
terms of time and availability. Log it accurately.  
 
“Take Two” or Slating 
Slating is marking the film or video with a sort of brief version of the log-in 
information. It seems every aspiring director wants to be able to say this. You don’t 
need to slate but you can. Does it help? Sometimes. I find it does. 
 
Obviously if you are working on film you will want to slate each roll or magazine of 
film.  On video tape, or digital tape, you will mark your case with the date, time, and 
contents of the tape. Slating takes time and it uses precious film to do. The 
purpose is to make it easy to find which “take” you want to use. It also separates 
subsequent takes. If someone writes down the best take and the time code as you 
film, you will accomplish the same thing.  
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BASIC SHOTS 
Here are some basic shots 

 
With any footage you shoot you are compressing time and looking for what may 
stand out and be important or of interest for your documentary. This can be done 
by the type of shot you film. 
There are two basic types of footage: 
 

A-roll is your story-telling footage. 
This is your main footage. 
It is people being interviewed, an event going on, or a scene is taking place. 
 
B-roll is your story-showing footage. 
This is extra but critical footage you will use to visually explain your A- roll, 
cover “mistakes” in your footage, or blend together various phrases in an 
interview. When someone talks about X, you show X. However, in the 
documentary of “Change Without Thinking” when Dr Taylor talks about how his 
son must think he’s a dinosaur because of the computers he learned on. I did 
not include a dinosaur - that would have been tacky. I included a photo of a 
young man representing his son. 
 

Here is a Brief List of the Main Shots for a Production 
Most of these shots are covered far more extensively in the Interview Section 
 
Cut-In’s   
These are shots you use to cover up a section or further explain it visually. 
 
Reaction Shots 
These are shots of the reactions of people that can be used as cut-ins during 
editing.  
 
Close-ups 
The Close up shot (also in the Camera section) is a shot featuring the upper body 
from the chest up. Usually a shot that is a close up of perhaps, the hand, is called 
a cut-in or a cut away, because you are cutting away from the main interview to 
show this.  
 
The Long Shot  
Long shots are often the establishing shots. They can be used to cover a jump cut 
or used whenever you don’t have anything else.  
 
Establishing Shots 
My advice? Get them. 
An establishing shot sets up the whole scene. They show the location or what is 
happening with an image. They allow you to present to your viewer clear 
information on where this is taking place, who is there, and what is going to 
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happen or has happened.  For a scene in my exercise program we filmed in a 
cave. The establishing shot showed a far away cave from below the mountain with 
two little people in it: Dan my co-host and I. In the Farm Vacation Documentary, we 
used an establishing shot of Don, the owner of Just-N-Trails, and I, sitting out on 
the porch of a log cabin. It was perfect for the interview that followed and showed 
just how relaxing the place was.  
 
You can usually shoot your establishing shots pretty much anytime that is 
convenient to you and whomever you’re filming. 
 
The ZOOM 
Here’s when to zoom:  
Zoom in for intimacy, or detail. 
Zoom out for loneliness, isolation or insignificance. 
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Camera Tips: 
 

Aim for the Eyes  
 

Eyes are interesting. They reveal so much. On camera any movement is 
exaggerated. You don’t have to move as much on camera. That’s why great actors 
use facial expressions to portray emotions rather than arms and legs. It’s the 
power of restraint. I had an acting teacher from whom I learned something I have 
never forgotten. She demonstrated the power of restraint by yelling the line, “I don’t 
like you.” Next she calmly but profoundly stated the same line. It was much, much 
more powerful. It was the same message, delivered without the obvious emotion. It 
used another emotion in a much more powerful way. 
 

Shoot for Editing 
 
You must plan your shots so you can edit them together. One way to do this is to 
hold your shots a few seconds longer so you have extra footage to do your 
dissolves and fade-ins and fade-outs when you are editing. Another way is to get 
several different types of shots so if one doesn’t go well with a transition, you will 
have another version. Sometimes you think a close up is what you want, then you 
find out in editing that a medium shot will transition far better. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
On my ski projects, because of the large expenses involved, there was little 
chance of getting the same footage again due to the high cost of filming, getting all 
the schedules to coordinate with the right crew and the in-demand talent. Because 
of this, I made backups of everything. I protected these films like a mama bear. 10 
years later I’m still reluctant to let them go 
 
 

Rehearsal 
 
You may want to rehearse a scene before you do it. Obviously you won’t rehearse 
an interview or an event. You’ll just shoot that. But if you are doing a re-enactment 
or a scene that requires actors or talent, a rehearsal can save time and tape. 
 
Treat the rehearsal as if you were really shooting. Don’t waste time goofing around 
or letting your actors or on-camera talent waste your production time. You can still 
have plenty of fun on the set or location but the professionals take their work 
seriously when they are in front of the camera. In between takes or after their 
takes, then they can play. 
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During Your Filming Be Aware of: 
 

Continuity 
 
Create your scenes so that your shots blend well. Then no one will notice that you 
may have filmed things out of sequence or even on different days. That means 
having someone with an extremely detailed eye makes sure the shots are filmed 
exactly the same. For instance, if someone is sitting in a living room doing an 
interview and there is a fire in the fireplace, make sure the fire is relatively the 
same size the next time you film the interview, the person is wearing the same 
clothes, and the lighting is the same. In other words, make it look like there was no 
gap of time between when you filmed the first and the second session. You may 
take lunch breaks and things may get moved around. If there is a coffee cup sitting 
on the table, make sure the cup is there again and in the same place when you 
restart filming unless it is clear on camera that someone has moved it. If something 
is in one shot and then all of a sudden it is gone or vice-versa, your viewer will 
focus on that item disappearing or appearing thing rather than the person or scene. 

 
How to Handle the Unexpected Prop Drop 

 
On The Office Exercise Show, I was exercising with a napkin for a bib (don’t ask). 
The napkin fell off while I was exercising around the table. It lay in clear view on 
the shot, but I kept on going as if nothing had happened. Viewers may have 
noticed it, but they quickly went back to the action around the table. Another way to 
handle this would be if I could’ve come up with a clever one-liner, drawing attention 
to the napkin and then getting over it. The worst thing is to look down at it, say 
nothing and then keep glancing at it. It will annoy the heck out of your viewer. 
 

Put Things Back 
 
If you are filming on location and need to move things in a home, library, gallery 
etc., put them back or you won’t be invited back. Your reputation won’t be good 
either in the industry as word gets around quickly. Remember the national park 
slogan, Take only memories. Leave only footprints. Take your memories on film 
and don’t leave footprints if. you can avoid it. 
 

Correcting Course  
 

Adjusting is the name of the film game. You will need to adjust and correct your 
film course on every project. It’s just part of the game. The script that Irvin 
Kershner gave me was an example of this. I was shocked that the final movie that 
was made from that script was very different from the script he gave me to read. 
That happened because someone, normally the director, had the good sense to 
see that something needed to be changed or added and had the guts to do it. 
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Sometimes you need to adjust your plan before the shooting even begins. I had set 
up a shoot in Laguna Beach, CA. On the day of the shoot my crew and I drove 
down to the artist’s studio near the beach. The artist was nowhere to be found. His 
shop was locked and we couldn’t reach him by phone. Luckily one of my wonderful 
and competent crewmembers walked up the street looking for another gallery. He 
came back and said, “We can film at Wyland’s.” Bingo. Even better! Wyland is the 
famous painter of whales and dolphins.  
 
I got some wonderful footage of Wyland’s incredible work. This was a godsend and 
much bigger than our original plan. Although I had no questions prepared for this 
change of plans and no idea of where we were going to set up the actual interview 
in Wyland’s gallery, we improvised. It was lots of fun and far, far better than the 
original artist’s work.  Sorry dude. 
 
You will need to adjust as you go along the filming process. If you are paying a 
studio and they are filming your production for you, always look at your takes. Then 
adjust your filming based on where you are off the mark. 
 
If you have “talent” that is having a problem on camera, sometimes showing them 
their take, and then explaining what you want while you look at the footage will be 
helpful. Once they see the error they are making, they can try to adjust it. Of 
course if you are able to afford an excellent director, they will be able to pull the 
emotions out of people and bring out the best of them, but chances are likely that 
on your first documentary you won’t be able to hire someone of this caliber.   
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Special Techniques/Ideas That Work 
 

Humor 
Use humor if it’s good humor. Okay, humor in documentaries wasn’t my original 
idea, but I have a few ways you can use it.  Here are a few tips, which could be 
appropriate depending on the type of documentary you are doing. I like a little light 
heartedness. Maybe you will too. 
  
1. Look for your humor. A child putting on a mud nose at the hot springs where I 
filmed a documentary was charming and cute. We shot some footage of her. Then 
I added this comment about the mud baths “And there are absolutely no side 
effects!” as we cut to the image of the huge mud nose. 
  
On the Farm Vacation program Donna, the proprietor of Just ‘N Trails, told us 
about the husband-calling contest and treated us to her husband call. We also 
added funny voices to the cow scenes we filmed.  
 
When I interviewed a staff member of the International Crane Foundation, he 
mentioned that the young cranes fight. I chirped in with the line, “So you are 
breaking up chick fights?” Don’t think he thought it was too funny though. 
 
On the Understanding Judo Documentary, I filmed short interviews with some 
young boys. I asked them all the same question, “Do you do Judo?” the answer 
was the same on every interview. “No but I want to.” Every single boy said the 
same thing. So I pieced those together for a little bit of humor and charm. 
 
2. Make your Humor. In the History of Exercise Show, the humor was added by 
wishing for the good old days. We recreated such scenes as Robin Hood 
exercising with Friar Tuck and fighting off arrows, and a man and a woman 
exercising to the fiddle as Rome burned. Pretty silly, but lots of fun. 
 
3. Hire or Buy Your Humor.  I bought the license from NBC to include the 
segment of Johnny Carson skiing on The Tonight Show.  
 
4. Add Music for Humor. By adding funny music to a fast cut group of referee 
shots in the Judo competition, I could add a little humor to the intensity of the Judo 
matches. 
 
There are plenty more humor techniques but these should get you started.  Just be 
aware of what’s happening and you’ll start to see humor in a lot more situations. 
You can find humor as you film, or later it may show up in your footage if you pay 
attention while you are editing. 
 
 
 

Green or Blue Screening 
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Sometimes you will want to shoot someone in front of a green or blue screen. This 
will allow you in editing (or with a live shoot) to put a different background behind 
the person so it can appear as though they are in the middle of a football game, 
climbing in the Himalayas, or anything else you might think of. You can shoot 
someone talking about ocean safety in front of a green screen and add the ocean 
and the ocean sounds behind them. The old TV shows and movies do this all the 
time when they are in a car. They pretend to be driving but the actual scene of the 
road was added. I did this once on an exercise show. You do this by taking a 
camera and shooting out of the back or front of the car. We used a truck. Get 
permission though from the city, town etc. where the road you will be shooting is 
located. 
 

Contrast or Tie Your Shots Together  
 

This area will mainly be covered in the editing process, but you need to plan before 
you are shooting so you can grab opportunities you see as you are filming. The 
editing phase is where you will tie those shots together. But you have to get those 
contrasting or blending shots here, while you are shooting. They will save your 
butt. 
 
Here Are a Few Examples 
 
1. In The Deer Dance of San Juan, I noticed that the feathers, the smoke from the 
kiva, and the telephone lines around the plaza of the Pueblo all had the same 
function – to communicate. So I got footage of each of those to use in the 
documentary. Sometimes you won’t notice these elements until you are actually in 
the editing phase but it’s always good to keep your eye out for things that will blend 
or contrast and capture them during production. 
  
2. In The LA Crest 100 Mile Endurance Run, somehow at 4:00 in the morning, we 
had the presence of mind to notice a rare phenomenon - a line at the men’s room. 
It made it into the finished documentary.   
 
3. In An Interview with James Roosevelt, it was natural to contrast Randolph 
Hearst’s Hearst Castle with the Roosevelt’s family home, Hyde Park. One 
ostentatious. The other more natural. I also contrasted Franklin and Eleanor as 
“The Idealist and the Realist.” 
 
4. In Understanding Judo, I used Air Force jets to blend with the power of Judo. 
Then I used an eagle to blend with footage I shot of the National Judo Institute’s 
director, Phil Porter. Although the jets idea didn’t come until later, it was in 
capturing the power of the footage during the judo event. The idea was that judo 
was like the power within those jets. Since the Thunderbirds, Air Force Base was 
in Colorado Springs, CO, the same city as the NJI, it worked out great to ask them 
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for this footage. The reason I choose the eagle for the Director of the Institute was 
because Phil Porter watched his students with an eagle eye for detail. 
 
5. For the program Success is Happiness, I needed nice smiling faces. I used my 
neighbors. If you need historic re-enactors, find out when they have events and 
where they are. Call and ask if you can film. Re-enactors (note the word “actor in 
the name) love to be in movies. They will already be in costume. It will look 
authentic and high budget and won’t cost you much. Sometimes you won’t even 
have to pay the extras – just your crew time and travel expense. 
 
You can always call an agency, but experienced extras get at least 3 figures a day. 
Many people will be delighted to be part of your production. Just find them.  
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How to Film People, Locations and Events 
 

How to Film People 
 
Every person and every group of people is different. The best advice I can offer 
you on this is to look for things that make this person or group unique. Focus and 
highlight them. If you are doing an interview follow the tips in the Interview Section. 
If you are just trying to capture people on film, look at the essence of who they are. 
If you can get that shot, it’s like a blossoming flower and will always be intriguing. 
Those shots will have that extra special something. 
 
Get close ups to show more emotion. Use medium or long shots to show action. 
Often a long shot can be funnier if shot right. When I shot a scene of the Yoga 
instructor who did a segment on my exercise show and me, we did a funny little 
scene where we were riding a low-seated bike around a lake. We used mostly long 
shots, and then cut to a medium shot of us both running around the bike. I used a 
wipe as we went into the lake. The last shot was a long shot of us riding in the 
lake.   
 
Filming children is also covered in the interview section. Some quick tips. They are 
always unpredictable. You must make it fun, yet stay in control. 

How to Film Locations 
 
Locations being either natural or manmade, offer a great variety of filming 
possibilities. For example you can make an outdoor setting intimate by focusing on 
a small area under a tree, or you can make your shot into an endless vista by 
doing a pan across the countryside. 
 
To Show Vastness 
If you want to show how vast something is, you can do a pan left or right. I would 
choose the more intriguing part of the scene to start the shot with.  
 
To Show Insignificance 
If you want to show how vast but insignificant a thing is in the bigger picture, start 
tight on a small object, and pull out to show a huge vista.  
 
Focus on Details  
If you are going into detail or focusing on a particular element in a vast scene, you 
could start big. Then do a zoom in to the Yak grazing on the hill and the bell on its 
neck that was made by a local artisan who is being forced out of business for some 
reason.  
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The thing about landscape shots is not to just shoot a pretty or breathtaking scene, 
but to have a good reason to put this shot in your film. Where does it help your 
story or explain something further? That reason will be the driving force for the way 
you shoot your landscape shots. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
If you do come across something very beautiful or interesting while you are filming 
on location, and have the time and budget, shoot some of these shots. You may be 
able to use them in an opening scene, credits, or medleys. If something catches 
your eye while you are filming, always try to shoot it. It usually is a subtle nudge or 
indicator that this could be important or workable in your documentary. 
 
Refer again to the location section in the PLAN and PREPRODUCTION stage. 

How to Film Events 
 
Events can be exciting but arduous work to film. They can be simple or take 
enormous coordination. Events often require several cameras to be able to pull off 
an accurate scope of the actual event.  Filming an event is a longer and more 
scheduled affair than an interview.  
 
Examples: 
The RAAM (Ride Across America) event took 8 days just for the winning rider to 
come across the line. 
The LA Crest 100 Mile Endurance Run lasted over 32 hours. More if you include 
prep and clean up time. 
The Deer Dance of San Juan was an all day event. It was extremely cold at 4AM in 
the morning in early February in the San Juan Mountains of New Mexico so this 
event required great stamina. 
 
Will one part of the event be more critical to film than others? For instance, in the 
RAAM event above, it would have been far more critical to show the riders going 
across the country, in the midst of their struggles, than the start of the race. 
However, that was the only part we could film. The cost of covering the whole race 
was prohibitive to my film budget. So I did the next best thing. I filmed the start of 
the race and did interviews with riders and former winners of the race. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP:   
If it’s possible at the event you are filming, get a guide or a person assigned from 
the event itself to assist you. At The Fishing Has No Boundaries event, I was 
assigned a fishing guide who was a godsend. Especially if you are filming 
outdoors, this can be greatly beneficial to your production.  
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How to Film Presentations 
 
Here are some recommendations for shooting a presentation. Do not waste your 
film and your cameraman’s effort shooting the screen of the presentation. There is 
a good chance the speaker will have that presentation on PowerPoint, keynote, 
word, etc and you can get a much better quality of footage directly that way. Most 
screens will not be the same size as the dimensions your camera will shoot. 
anyway Therefore surrounding images will either be in the frame or the 
presentation will be cropped off. It is the footage of the speaker or the presentation 
that is critical. Get as much and as many angles of them as you can for good 
coverage. 
 
If a presenter is making an important point, don’t use a long shot if you can help it. 
Use the close up. The close up will convey that emotion and connect the presenter 
with the viewer much more intimately. If you have a close up, you can hold the shot 
a second or two longer for impact. If it’s a long shot, cut it shorter because the 
audience can’t see the emotion. 
 
Before you film the presentation, ask if there is any special part of the presentation 
that is more critical to capture and when it will happen. See if the presenter or 
someone else can cue you right before that will happen. 
 
If the presenter does not have a PowerPoint presentation to give you, here’s what 
you can do. Cry. Just kidding. Ask the presenter to email or copy the notes he or 
she used for their presentation. From those notes you can create a nice looking 
image for each PowerPoint slide when you are in editing. Just be sure to also 
shoot the screen to have a backup image to create this from. If the presenter 
cannot give you an email of their notes, you can create new images from this 
footage. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
If possible, watch the entire presentation before the actual event and make notes 
of what you need to focus on and look for. Mark the times and the camera angles 
you want to use for this shot. 
 
CRITICAL! Always get extra shots of the presenter. Get close ups you can use. 
Get a few long shots of the presenter and him/her interacting with the audience..  
 

How to Get Good Audience Shots 
 
If it’s a long presentation and the audience might be getting tired, don’t do a 
general sweep across the entire audience or a section of the audience. You might 
catch a person dozing off and it will ruin your entire shot. A good time to do those 
audience pans is at the start of the presentation when everyone is fresh, unless it’s 
6 AM. 
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Audience shots look better when you focus on a few people at a time, Make sure 
they are interested in and showing some type of good reaction to the presentation. 
Get as many of these as you can. In editing, you will need them to cover up any 
glitches, mistakes, or poor footage of the presenter.  
 
Audiences tend to “pose” when they know the camera is on them – so be as 
inconspicuous as possible.  All right, a big camera in someone’s face certainly tips 
them off to your intents. If you can get further away from them and still get a clear 
shot, do a nice zoom in.  
 
Always get signed rights of the audience for their images. This is easily done by 
passing release forms out at registration or entry to the presentation and collecting 
them right away. In a pinch you can mention the event will be taped or filmed at the 
start of the presentation and invite anyone not giving their consent to leave. That’s 
not as courteous but most people will stay. At the same time you could also invite 
them to stay at break or after the event and give testimonials if you need them. 
Many people will be happy to. These testimonials can be of great value to you. 
 
CRITICAL! Get close ups of some audience members.  Look for interested looks 
and smiles. Find an appealing audience member. Do some pans but make sure 
you notice if any audience members are sleeping. (This looks real bad for the 
presenter.) 
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Other Considerations 

 

Timing 
Even if you have a good schedule, time will be something you will constantly need 
to be aware of while you are shooting.  
 
Outdoor Challenges 
Here are some things to consider when you film outdoors. 
Although we covered this in PRE in location, here are some more examples of 
what filming outside requires. You will certainly be guaranteed to have a few more 
to add to the list if you do a documentary because Mother Nature likes to change 
her clothes. You never know what she will be up to next.  
 
In the Utah Shakespearean Documentary, we filmed both outside and inside. We 
filmed outside during the day and the night. It meant we needed a lot more 
equipment. We used a production van for this shoot. 
 
In the LA CREST 100 Mile Endurance Run we had to consider a huge coordination 
effort of cameras, crew, the elements: wind, sun, mountain, pine needles, and of 
course, night time. 
 
In Understanding Judo we filmed a beautiful sequence in the Garden of Gods but 
the sound was so bad we couldn’t use any of the interview. It was heartbreaking. 
 
Lighting 
Lighting will be more critical and harder to control outdoors than indoors. So on 
location you will need to bring along lights and reflectors and have someone along 
that knows how to use them. At the minimum, be aware of the sun and shadows. 
The sun can add great beauty to shots or destroy them. Remember, you are 
playing with fire! 
 
Getting Rid of Shadows  
Add more light to the shadow side. You can use lights or reflectors if they are 
strong enough. If neither of these options are possible, try moving the subject, or 
the camera, to a slightly different angle. Sometimes that is all that is needed. 
 
Sound 
Controlling sound outdoors is also more of a challenge. You must be able to hear 
the event or the person speaking, singing, or whatever sounds they are making, 
but you don’t want to hear all the extra noise that our ears automatically filter out. 
The camera can’t do that.  
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Sound Challenges 

Noises that are constant.  
SOLUTION: See if you can get them turned off for this event. 

 
Noises that come and go.  
SOLUTION: Time them and see how far apart they are and if you can 
fit in your required shots. Some noises only appear at certain times.  

 
The Calico Ghost Town Hullabaloo was an all-outdoor event with wind, lots of 
noises, and people going in front of the camera constantly. There were trains, 
races where we had to catch people and their voices as they ran away from us, so 
sound was a major challenge. We focused on more intimate smaller shots: a close 
up of an arm wrestler or doing interviews. We used the larger scenes and cut them 
to music when we could. 
 
Refer again to the location section in the PLAN and PREPRODUCTION stage. 
 
The filming stage of your production is the part everyone gets excited by. You are 
doing the actual creation or capturing of your documentary here. You are working 
with a (hopefully) cohesive team. You are looking for the magic. And most 
important of all, your documentary is being made. 
 
As a last reminder: 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
You might want to ask this question about anything you film yourself on camera. 
“In twenty years, am I going to be proud or embarrassed by this?”  
 
This should give you a great heads up on the filming process and cover many of 
the things you will run across in your production. So now… here is… 
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Logging in Your Footage  
 
 
If you want to do a documentary, there are a lot of steps to get it done. Being very 
organized is necessary or you’ll go nuts trying to figure out how to complete your 
project. You must log your films so you have your tapes in order for you and your 
editor. Logging in is labeling each tape or film so accurately that you know exactly 
what is on each piece of film, tape or disk you have shot. Make sure all of your 
tapes and disks are labeled to easily identify and find what you are looking for. 
There’s nothing worse than going through a box of films, cards or drives and not 
knowing where a shot is. If you’re organized you can make it so much easier to do 
a documentary. 
 
Logging is easy to do but critical and can be time-consuming. However if you do it 
yourself, on a smaller production, you will really get to know your footage. That 
itself is very helpful. 
 
Be Organized 
Take excellent notes as you go. What if you ran a hotel and didn’t know which 
room who was in, how long they were staying, and how much to charge your 
clients? That’s the kind of chaos that will ensue if you don’t know where a shot is 
on what tape it’s on. 
 
Transcribe Your Footage 
Have all your footage and interviews transcribed. Any footage that has audio 
needs to be transcribed. You will save time later when you are trying to figure out 
what so and so said after they did such and such. You may also want to know how 
long each section of an interview is in case you need to replace one you used with 
a shorter or longer statement.  
 
Name your footage properly 
Choose names for each shot/scene that will be descriptive or help you remember 
it. If you are shooting a scene of a location usually the name is enough. For 
instance, the pier at Santa Monica could be labeled “Santa Monica Pier.” 
Avoid the void of a non-descriptive shot. 
 
Here’s a bad example of naming a shot. 

Skier talking. Who? What are they saying? 
Bikers outdoors. Where are they? How many bikers are there? 
 
Get detailed. It greatly will help your editor. 
 

Here’s a good example. 
 (Name of skier) say how to ski the black diamond slopes 
 3 national racers in Park City Utah riding downhill 
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Add the Shot Type  
I always add the type of shot after the description. I abbreviate. Close up is CU. 
Pull out is PO. I guess a pull up would be a PU but luckily we call it a tilt-up or 
down.  
 
Here are a few more abbreviations. The rest are in the Documentary 101 Film 
Playbook. 
Long Shot is LS 
Medium Shot is MS 
Pan left is PL 
Extreme close up is XCU 
 

Examples: 
Stein describes first flip CU 
Cedar Breaks LS  PL 
Dancers in Blue XCU 
A Biker falls at turn in downhill MS 

You get the idea. 
 
Note Your Good Shots 
Add something to the effect of “Good Shot.” You won’t remember where that good 
shot is unless you write it down, or you’re a savant.  
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP:  
You can also have a special note or two like GREAT, or NO. Sometimes I put 
stars. You know 1 star. 2 stars. 5 stars. Sometimes I just use a question mark if I’m 
undecided about a shot and need to move through the list quickly. Then I come 
back to that shot later.  
 
Annotating Shots 
Basically when you are annotating or logging your shots, you will use Timecode, 
Where it is located, Video (describe shot) and what is being said or the sound on it. 
 
Narration is easier to “log” because you can do it while you are in editing. You can 
use B-roll and photos for that narration. You don’t need to film anyone, just record 
them. Everything here is done in editing except write the script for the narrator and 
that in effect could be your “log in.” 
 
While you are logging in your footage or having it done for you note the following to 
make your job easier in the editing booth: 
 
1. Be aware of any great quotes as you look through your footage.  
 Note where are they on your tape. You can keep a list of great quotes.  

An example: 
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Here’s a quote I loved and used before a medley. In describing the feeling 
of an Olympic champion skier, Stein Eriksen said, “It feels like a new 
experience every time you’re out there.”  

 
2. Note any shots that seem to stand out to you or that you really like. This is 
how some of the academy-award winning editors edit. They will take all the “takes” 
they really like and cut them together when they first start editing. Then they will 
start to eliminate some of them. It’s what I call “The Beauty Pageant approach to 
editing.”  You keep narrowing down the choices until you select a winner. You 
aren’t editing yet, but you are looking for the shots that jump out which will prepare 
you for editing in Post Production. 
 
3. Also note any bad takes or shots that you immediately know you want to 
eliminate.  
Examples: 

When the person on camera goofs up.  
When the car drives by your otherwise perfect shot etc.  

Note them and cross them off now.  
You have too many other decisions to make. Don’t get stuck on stuff your gut 
immediately says “no” to. 
  
4. Note any good background shots or sounds. Background sound can be a 
wonderful blessing to your documentary. You can add this sound to lifeless photos 
or footage and it will come alive. 
 

Be Prepared for a Time-Consuming Process 
 
Logging in is time-consuming. It takes longer to log than you think. I’d say 5X the 
length of the footage you are logging in. So realize that it will take some time and 
be prepared for that. Look at logging your footage as a critical, smart, and time-
saving later step and just enjoy it. Find your treasures here, while you are logging 
your tapes and films in. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Record yourself dictating the log list of your footage. Then have someone like 
Idictate.com transcribe it for you. This will save you some time. 
 
Sorting Your Log Sheets 
If you log into a program like EXCEL you can sort your footage by any data you 
want:  

Time code.  
Scene.  
Actors.  
Locations.  
Your description of the shot or scene.   
You can do whatever categories you want. 
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Why would it be important to do sort your shots by type?  
Let’s say you decide to do a special segment on a particular place you filmed. Or 
you find out more info about a person you’ve just filmed. Or the person you filmed 
suddenly became famous. (This actually happened on several of my projects.) 
That could be very important to your documentary. You’d want all those shots 
pertaining to this category or people together so you can quickly find them. A data 
program allows you to do this very easily. 
 
James Roosevelt passed away shortly after I did the interview with him. I had 
footage of James that many TV stations would’ve loved to have. I just didn’t know 
whom to contact. I knew my footage though. It was organized. Had they called me, 
I could’ve delivered the exact clip they wanted. In fact the Nixon Library did call to 
see if I had footage after they had told one of the networks they did not have any 
footage of Mr. Roosevelt. 
 

Be Organized Now 
 

Finding shots in a large project can be very time consuming and frustrating if you 
aren’t organized. Do it right from the start. It’s like moving all your belongings into a 
house but not into the closets or drawers they belong in. Instead they are dumped 
all over the floor. Now try to find a pair of socks. It’s a nasty image. Not logging 
your tapes in is even worse. But getting this step done accurately will save you a 
lot of headache and money if your time is money. It will make going into Post 
Production a pleasure and something to look forward to, not something to be afraid 
of. Un-logged in tapes will be like a monster in a closet. Get the monster out by 
logging everything in.  
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Transitions That Work 
Bridges, Quotes, Medleys 

 
A transition is anything that smoothly takes you from one scene to another. Every 
documentary needs them. Think of them as hallways or doors to get from one story 
line or room of your documentary to another. 
 
I use three main types of transitions: Quotes, Medleys (my favorite) and On Screen 
talent or segue ways. 
 

1. The Quote 
Using a good quote can be an excellent way to make a transition from one scene 
to another. Adding quotes is easy to do. You find a quote that goes with either the 
end of one scene, the beginning of another or preferably both. If the quote goes 
with both scenes, you’ve hit the jackpot. You may not have to do a fade in or fade 
out as you probably would if the quote only went with one scene. Then you find a 
photo or some footage that goes with the quote. Next you find a font (in the editing 
phase) that goes with the quote and voila – your transition is nicely done! 
 
How to pass the quote test: 
 
Excellent quotes:  

• Stand out  
• Touch an emotion  
• Contain a thought provoking idea relevant to your topic 
• Make you laugh. So is your quote funny? 
 
Ask 
• Is it unique? 
• Is it original? 
• Does it go with the next scene to ease you into it or tell you 

something about what is coming?  
 

2. The Medley  
Medleys tie together or breakup long scenes. They create visual interest and 
relief.  You can use either footage or photos to create your medley. 
Documentaries are perfect for using medleys. You can feel artsy and do some 
fun transitions. Or you can put together some of your best stuff for a showcase 
piece of beauty or emotion. Later you can cut these little pieces out of your 
documentary and put them on www.youtube.com. Like quotes, don’t overdo 
medleys. 
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3. On Screen Talent via Host or Segue Ways 
This is where you have someone introduce your film, and then throughout the film 
anytime you are bridging to another scene or sequence, they come on and lead 
you there via a scripted segway. For instance, if you are doing a documentary on 
trains, your talent might say something like, “Now after the first track was laid, the 
railroad now had to deal with X, Y or Z.” Then you go to X, Y, or Z. Of course you 
tell them what to say. Or you may be able to get the head of Amtrak to be your 
Host. Just get creative and think of who would be a good fit for your documentary 
to do the segue ways. The beauty of this type of transition is that you can write 
almost anything that will link your documentary segments together. I found ways to 
put two segments back to back that might not have ever worked without this type 
of segue ways.  
 
For instance I talked about Hitler in one scene of my ski film. Hitler had taken over 
Norway and prevented the young Olympic hopefuls from racing practice unless it 
was with the Germans. I was able to go to the next segment about fashion by 
talking about a common bond between the two scenes. The ski fashion designer 
was…German. I contrasted the Germans - with one being an huge obstacle, the 
other very helpful. Segue ways can also be done via your footage with a little 
ingenuity.  
 
Get Your Transitions During Filming  
Even though I often don’t get my transitions until I’m in the editing phase, I am 
putting this here so you can think ahead and possibly shoot them with your film, 
saving you time, money and stress. It’s best to plan your transitions beforehand if 
possible. Then you’ll have them. You can always change your transitions later if a 
better idea comes up that is still possible for you to shoot. By thinking this through, 
when you get to editing, you can more easily piece your transition between the 
main flow of your documentary. But you need to plan your transitions now if you 
can. Like the opening and closing segments of your doc, transitions are threads 
that tie your story line together. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: Read Your Transitions Out Loud  
Don’t just write your transitions down. Transitions may sound differently when they 
are spoken. Record your transitions if possible and see if the transition would keep 
your interest if you were listening to it.  
You don’t need to read your transition if you are doing something that is only being 
written on screen like a quote that can be very effective if used judiciously.  
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PROS and CONS of Each Type of Transition 

 
PROS    CONS 

Medley Can be very beautiful/fun  Take the most time to edit and possibly  
        shoot 
Quotes Don’t need to film  Must not overdo them. May not go with    

your theme 
On screen segue ways  via Talent or Host 
  Easy to film   They take extra production time  
 
 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Get extra B-roll of anything unique charming or beautiful while you are filming. You 
may be able to use some of these shots for your transitions. 
 
The right transitions will make your documentary as smooth as a fine wine. 
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Get Your Facts Straight 
 

A Matter of Facts 
People like to discover things. Your facts can provide that sense of uncovering for 
them. For instance: did you know that there are 2500 freshwater lakes in Northern 
Wisconsin and every fish caught there would feed the entire history of early 
civilized man? Well the first part is true but not the second. But it is true that there 
were 88 million fish caught in 2008. And did you know that “Wind from the west... 
fish bite the best!” It may not be life-saving info but many people enjoy this kind of 
stuff. This is the type of fact I had to research when I did the documentary “Fishing 
Has No Boundaries.” 
 
Historical Accuracy  
Use accurate facts when you can. Your documentary will be more believable. With 
the use of the internet, researching the accuracy of your facts is easier so there’s 
no excuse. Do it.  
 
Always Check Quotes   
A quote I attributed to Eleanor Roosevelt was actually in the bible. The reason I did 
this was because so many other people must’ve heard her say this and they 
misquoted it and attributed it to her. I call this a “quote virus.” Now it is much easier 
to check this out.  
 
Pull Facts Out of Your Interviews, Locations, or Event. 
While you are interviewing, notice what is being said that’s interesting. That 
thought may make a nice fact to research and get some footage on.  
 
Before you go on location, you will have many sources of info about that location 
from the location itself – through brochures, kits, the internet, and magazine 
articles. Do your research before you film. Get the facts you need and then put 
shots to go with them onto your shot list. 
 
It’s similar with events. Every event will have some information whether printed or 
on the web. Find it. Pull out the facts that are interesting and that go with your 
theme. Put shots to go with each fact on your shooting list. 
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The Interview 
 

What you will learn in this section 
 
To do an Interview you will need to: 
 

1. Decide who you will interview and how many interviews you will do 
2. Develop your question list 
3. Decide the location of the interview 
4. Determine what to bring to the interview 
5. Know how to ensure a successful Interview 
6. Prepare for the Interview and the camera you’ll use 

a. Best camera angles for interviews 
b. Which reaction shots to get 

7. Learn interview techniques 
8. Overcome challenges of the interview 
9. What to do after the interview 
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INTERVIEW ELEMENTS 
 
The Interview is a critical portion of the look and feel of your documentary, so who 
you decide to interview, where you decide to do the interview, what camera angles 
you use for the interview, and what questions you ask will all be extremely critical 
factors in making a great documentary. 

 
Your film will answer the questions you ask, whether those questions are to 
yourself or to other people. A wonderful way to get the information you need for 
your documentary is through the interview process. Therefore, a lot of 
documentary work is filming people.  
 
Some documentarians don’t like documentaries that contain interviews. I do. I think 
what people say is fascinating. That’s why I love to interview them and talk to 
them. I listen to as many brilliant people as I can. I have interviewed and learned 
from many people. Their “lives” are in my brain. Is that valuable? You betcha! 

 
The interviewing process seems basic at first – you basically decide who to 
interview, where to film, and when to film, then you actually shoot the interviews.  
However, there are many more things you have to do in a production. You have to 
think it through and plan to the end.  
 
Here’s the real quick scoop on interviews. 
 
In an Interview: 

1. Ask intelligent and great questions 
2. Be curious so they explain their answer better  
3. Get a great camera and cameraperson 
4. Get a great mic 
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Determining Who to Interview 

 
Your choice of who you interview will be a huge factor in a great documentary. If 
your interviewee is knowledgeable, relevant, charismatic, and a great 
communicator, you will have put someone in front of your viewers that will get 
through to their hearts and intrigue their minds.  
 
Sometimes you will have a chance before your documentary to decide who this 
person/people will be. Other times, you will be at an event or location and have to 
make snap decisions about which person/persons in a crowd will be the best one 
to approach and put a microphone in front of them. 
 
So how do you make this critical decision? It may differ based on which type of 
documentary (people, places, locations and ideas) you are filming.  
 

People Documentaries 
 
When the Person is Alive 
If you are making a documentary on a living person, they will be your first obvious 
choice of whom to interview. Hopefully they will have enough “camera presence” to 
hold the viewers’ interest. 
 
Another good choice is to interview people that know your interviewee well.  
Use the following as starters: 

• Spouse / significant other 
• Children 
• Parents 
• Good friends 
• Colleagues 
• Students, clients 
• Neighbors 
• Teachers 

 
When the Person is No Longer Living 
If the person you are doing a documentary on is no longer alive, you will have to 
get your information about them through other people. You can start with their 
spouse/s, children and parents, if those family members are alive. Relatives can be 
tricky because you may not always know how everyone got along with each other 
and whether the information about the person is hearsay or if emotions have 
entered the picture. You don’t want a personal vendetta to cloud up your 
documentary unless your documentary is about that personal vendetta.   
 
If you are documenting a historical figure, your best bet is to start with historians 
who specialize in the time period in which the person lived. Next check to see if 
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any living relatives would be willing to talk about this person.  There may be 
historical experts who would also be a great source of information.  For instance 
there are experts in the Renaissance, Egyptian era, war specialists etc. There may 
be people at a museum who could shed some light on your historical figure.   
 
In Dan Bursteun’s documentary “The Secrets of Mary Magdelene”,  Mary 
Magdelene’s relatives may not be very easy to find, so most of the footage of this 
documentary were paintings of Mary Magdelene that were used along with 
interviews with scholars and narration. There were also some reenactments of 
scenes of Mary Magdelene and Jesus. So if the person you are doing a 
documentary on was on this earth a long time ago, artists may have found them 
intriguing enough to paint. Check at museums and see if you can get the rights to 
use those footage or stills of those painting. If you are doing a credible project they 
may grant you access to them even if it’s your first documentary. This has worked 
for me. 
 
Place/Location Documentaries 
For a documentary on a particular location, there are many choices of whom to 
interview. Some people will know the location well. Some will know the history. 
Some will know the geography, the geology, and the legends. All of the above 
could be valuable to your documentary depending on the angle you want to take. 
Here are some excellent choices: 

o A person (or group) who currently owns the location 
o A person who previously owned the location  
o A person who has studied the location 
o A person who knows the laws related to the history or future of the location 
o A person who knows the myths or legends of the location 
o A person who has some interesting stories or facts about the location 

 
Where will you find these people? Ask.  As you ask around in a community, or a 
location, you will start to uncover a picture of who will become the key “players” in 
your documentary. I have found these people by asking on boat rides, secretaries, 
city councils, city information centers, tourist centers, even hotels and spas.  
Information that is not generally well known but would add great interest and value 
to your documentary will have to be searched out. This you do in the planning 
(research) stage. You will get an amazing feeling when one of these “treasure” 
interviews shows up on your radar.  It truly is like searching for a buried treasure. 
The map is your research and your ability to ask the right questions will get you the 
gold. 
 
Here are some questions I asked when I wanted to find people to interview for The 
Deer Dance of San Juan. 

• Who would know about the history of these songs played at the Deer 
Dance? 

• Who could tell me what it’s like to chase a “deer?” (Women weren’t allowed 
to chase one) 
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• Who is the person who makes the decisions about this dance? 
Be creative! 
 
Topics/Ideas Documentaries 
The topic or idea documentary normally offers you the broadest range of potential 
interviewees. Once you decide your angle and theme, you can narrow this 
potential list down quite a bit.  Since your interviewee will be so intimately related 
to your documentary topic, I will give you some general guidelines here, but you 
will have to do the planning, thinking, and research to get the best interviewees for 
your topic documentary. 
 
Start with: 

• Obvious and well-known experts  
• People who are doing interesting things related to that topic, perhaps a new 

invention or theory 
• University professors and educators  
• Museum curators 

 
If your first choice is not available, work your way down from the top, not up from 
the bottom.  It’s much easier to go down the mountain than up it. 
 
Again this is very personal to your documentary. If you are doing a documentary 
on the history of animation, you can draw on not only cartoon animation but also 
go back to the early drawings in Greece and get an expert to relate how the 
Greeks may have animated their work if they had access to the technology we 
have. Or you can show the difference in two animators’ style and why one survived 
and another faded. The possibilities are endless and so are your choices for your 
interviewees. Relate the interviewee to the topic and your theme and all should be 
well. 
 
Event Documentaries 
Every event is different, so whom you interview will be generalized here. Usually 
you try to interview the person who put on, started, or runs the event.  
If the event has celebrities, you can see about setting up interviews with them. 
Often you will have to go through their agent.  
If it’s a sporting event, you might want to interview the top athletes, or favored 
winners. 
If it’s a show or production, you might want to interview, dancers, choreographers, 
singers, musicians or the producers.   
If it’s an annual event, you can go back and do interviews with anyone of interest 
from past events. 
 
Some events are spontaneous. An astute documentarian can get a camera and 
high tail it to the event, get as much footage as he/she can, and interview anyone 
who seems to have a grasp of what is going on.  Let’s say there is a political 
demonstration on a very volatile subject. This could make a great start of a 
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documentary if that is your interest. Let’s say an alien ship lands (remember I live 
part time in Sedona). If you can get a few interviews with the captain and not get 
zapped, your documentary will sell like hot cakes.  What I’m trying to do here is to 
get you to think like a filmmaker. What footage is going to have value? Go for that 
footage. 
 
Choosing an Expert 
Who are the experts? Simple - whomever you put in front of the camera! They will 
be the main characters of your story. When you put someone in front of the 
camera, people will pay extra special attention to them. As a documentarian it is 
your responsibility to make sure you are portraying these experts and the idea they 
are talking about correctly.  
 
Who to Avoid Interviewing  
Who you don’t interview is just as important as who you do. There are some 
people who think they are “experts” as long as you point the camera at them. But 
they aren’t and putting them into your documentary will bring down its production 
value. Usually the people who ask to be interviewed are not good subjects.  Unless 
someone you trust introduces you to them as a great resource, stay away. There’s 
a good reason why.   
 
To Interview or Not to Interview - That is the Question  
If you are filming and someone comes up to you and is very anxious for you to 
interview them, think twice. The only time this has happened to me, I either got 
lousy footage or got into trouble. The people you interview for your documentary 
must be your choice and you must want to interview the person, rather than having 
them approach you to be interviewed. Once in awhile, I’ll be at a location and the 
director or owner of the location may tell me about a person that we didn’t plan on 
interviewing but they would be very appropriate to put in the documentary if we can 
fit it in our schedule and the finished documentary. An example of this was when I 
filmed at Glen Ivy Hot Springs. That day, the former owner of the spa, a wonderful, 
healthy and fit 90-year old man was at the spa. The owner asked if I would be 
interested in interviewing him. Of course I was. Just remember, this is your 
decision.  
 
If you are at an event, you will be open to finding potential interviewees based on 
who is having fun, who is or has done something unusual, who has accomplished 
something significant with this event, (Like the person who won the event last year 
or is the favored winner this year.)  That’s quite different than someone seeking 
you out so they can be in your film. You will be serving their ego, not your 
documentary if you use them. You may also have set up interviews with the key 
people of this event beforehand. I did this on “Understanding Judo.” Several 
interviews were set up before our arrival, such as with the founder of the National 
Judo Institute. 
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Spur of Moment Interviews 
Sometimes you will get an opportunity to do an interview on the spot. Take it. If you 
are truly interested in the other person’s point of view, you’ll think of something 
interesting to ask them. Always bring a sample list of questions along. While those 
questions may not always be appropriate for each interview, they can prime the 
pump. 
 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP:  
You ask people to be in your production, not vice versa.  
If someone does ask you to film them, be gracious. Say that you only have so 
much time today, next week, next millennium, for the shoot. Then run! 
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DEVELOPING YOUR QUESTION LIST 

 
Prepare with a good list of questions  
Divide your questions into at least three groups: 

1. The questions you absolutely must get answered or you have no story 
2. The questions you’d like to ask, but you could live without and still have a 

story 
3. The questions you’d like to ask, but they might be a bit controversial 
4. Ice breakers or conversations starters 

 
Try to have your questions organized in a cohesive order. That said, if you are 
running short on time during your interview and still haven’t got to your main 
questions, sometimes you will have to say “Well let’s change the subject a minute. 
I wanted to ask you about…” The most important part is to get the information you 
need, so don’t hesitate to take control of the interview. 
 
You want to ask questions that are going to give your viewer an interesting 
program but avoid anything that will offend, anger, or confuse the person you are 
interviewing.  That said, many documentaries do exactly that. It depends on what 
the purpose of your documentary is. If you are trying to get answers to a cover up, 
a hard approach might be the only one that works. 
 
The Question of Questions 
I loved asking questions as a child. My friends and I played a game with questions. 
It was a fake talk show we called “Which Would You Rather Do?” I think it would 
go over rather well right now, especially with a celebrity cast. It started out rather 
innocent, but then we got very creative for 10 year-olds. For instance, one of the 
questions I remember was “Which would you rather do? Jump out of an airplane 
and land on a cactus or kiss “so and so?” At 10 years of age no one wanted to 
admit they’d kiss anything. 
 
The best questions to ask? They will be the ones you think of while you are doing 
the interview, paying attention to them, and responding to what your interviewee 
says.  
 
Questions about a Person  

o Who was your greatest mentor? 
o What was the best advice you were ever given? Who gave it to you? 
o Who are your heroes? 
o If you could change anything in the world, what would it be? 
o What is the most valuable advice you could give anyone?  
o How did you first get into (Judo, Ballet, Bowling, Mountain climbing, Spelling 

Bees?) 
o What do you see this person doing in the future with this? 
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Questions about a Location 
o So how long have you been coming to Hawaii, Green Bay, Jamaica (place)? 
o How long have you known about (place)? 
o When did you first get to (place)? 
o What is you favorite thing about (place)? 
o Tell me about (place). 
o Tell me something no one else knows about this location 

 
Questions about an Event 

o Can you explain what is going on with this event, person in the event etc? 
o What happened? Were you there? 
o What did you get from this experience? 
o How did this event come to be? 
o Tell me about this event? 
o Do you remember any funny/sad/significant stories from this event? 

 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: Use Questions to Find the Back Story 
The back story is the story behind the story that people normally tell about this 
topic/person or place. It has sex appeal, because it’s where the story was birthed. 
If you can get to this, you’ve hit solid documentary gold. 
 
The Feeling Question 
Many people don’t like the “How do you feel?” question. But people are curious as 
to what it feels like to parachute out of a plane, beat 300 other people at a race, or 
jump in to a mud pool.  Should you ask someone the “What does it feel like” 
question? Just go with your gut and your “feelings.” I have had that question give 
me very insightful answers and provide the inspiration for medleys. The answer 
just may spice up your documentary. 
 
The Last Question 
The best question is often last question you ask. Sometimes my best questions 
were the ones I threw into the interview just as we were ready to wrap things up. 
Sometimes the questions just popped into my brain. That question was the 
wonderful “last question.” Often I was shocked by the responses I’d get to this last 
question. For instance, I was almost done interviewing James Roosevelt and I 
said, “By the way, which was your favorite of your father’s inaugurations?” 
(Because Franklin had more inaugurations than any other president.) James 
stopped and paused because he didn’t expect that question. James said it would 
have to be his father’s first inauguration. That night James went up to FDR’s room. 
Franklin was still in shock. He’d just won the Presidency of the United States. He 
said to James, “You know, there’s something I would like to ask you to do for me. 
That’s to pray for me every night. Because I’m going to have to make decisions for 
this country. A lot of them are going to be difficult decisions. Some people aren’t 
going to agree with them and some people will. I just want you to pray for me that I 
make the best decisions possible.”  It was such a profound memory. Of the whole 
interview that was the question I almost missed because I almost didn’t ask it. 
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Should You Memorize Questions?  
Earlier in my documentary filmmaking I tried to memorize all the questions. As I got 
more comfortable and polished in interviewing, a simple list to remind me was all I 
needed. I would just decide the beginning question. Your theme will give you the 
basis of many of your questions. If you pay attention, other questions spill from 
there. I often don’t even bring a list anymore. I learn what I can about the person 
and then talk like we’re old friends. That’s usually what we become. 
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THE INTERVIEW LOCATION 

 
The location of your interview can enhance the entire interview or detract from it. 
An intriguing location can add to the flavor of the questions you are asking. For 
example, I interviewed Paul Frizzler in a 1950’s car for The Roots of Rock and Roll 
Documentary as I mentioned before.  
  
Indoor Locations 

You can film in your home, someone else’s home, a studio, church, or 
museum.  Anything that is built and enclosed could be an indoor location for 
your film. You could even do a documentary in an outhouse. Although I can’t 
think of a particular good reason to do that, you might. All locations can be 
effective if done properly. You can usually control the sound and the lighting 
much better indoors.  However, you may find other challenges, such as getting 
a fascinating set or having room to do what you want. 

  
Outdoor  
Outdoor locations give a wonderful look to a documentary, assuming there isn’t 
rain, snow, or wind that blows everyone’s hair around etc. A beautiful scene in the 
background, especially if it ties in with your theme, will be a wonderful 
enhancement for your film. If you are interviewing a person whose great love was 
or is, the sea, check if you can find a location on a sailboat, (even if the boat is 
sitting in  the harbor), a pier, or a home overlooking the ocean. There should be 
something you find out about the person that will give you a clue to their passions. 
The interview will come even more alive when they are in that location. 
 
However, outdoor interviews also face some challenges, particularly lighting and 
dealing with the elements - wind can blow things around, equipment can get wet 
(but shouldn’t!!). Sound control is more difficult in outdoor locations. Filming at 
Oahu’s North Shore would be breathtaking, but you wouldn’t get a particularly 
useful interview without some amazing sound engineering.  While I filmed at a 
Wisconsin farm, I didn’t do the main interview in the barn or in the field where the 
cows were. There was a little too much mooing. 
 
Location Setup 
If your interview takes place in a studio, you may or may not have the option of 
determining the set design. Some studios have the capability to change sets or 
portions of sets. Some do not. If this is important to you, make sure you scout out 
studios for the elements you need.  
 
If you are filming on location, your crew will be responsible for the set up of the 
interview and whatever props etc. that involves. For instance, how many chairs? 
Will you need a desk or table for any demonstrations? Since each interview is 
different, think through any props that might enhance the set, the area, or relate to 
the interview. A broken wagon wheel for an interview with an expert on the Great 
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Migration of the 1800’s might add some nice western ambiance.  All this also 
depends on how playful you can get during the interview. That is a judgment call 
on your part. 
 
The critical thing is that someone gets there early enough to have the location 
completely ready and sound tested, before your interviewee gets there so you do 
not waste anyone’s time and can get right into the interview.  
 
Backgrounds 
Your background will be very important to the look and feel of your interview. A dull 
background can bore people before you even start to ask a question. An ocean, 
mountain, or intriguing set can inspire and even relax your interviewee. 
 
Here are some backgrounds that seem to work well in interviews. 

o The Monet: A non-intrusive artistic background can look beautiful 
o Nature settings: the ocean, a beautiful mountain 
o Nice warm, modern or traditional office settings 

For high energy, choose a place with a lot of activity in the background. For 
example, “So Bill, what are we doing here with all these monkeys climbing around 
behind you?” Then Bill can tell you about his experiment to bring monkeys in to do 
his housework. 
 
There are several things to be aware of in your background.  For example, avoid 
things sticking out of heads - even though that tree branch isn’t really growing out 
of your interviewee’s head, it will sure look like it is. 
 
Avoid white and red as a general rule. Red can bleed into other colors. White can 
wash you out or appear too stark.  Cream is better. 
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WHAT TO BRING TO THE INTERVIEW 
 
The Release 
Be sure to bring your release forms with you on all your interviews. A release form 
is what you have everyone you put in front of the camera sign to “release” their 
image to you. It means they agree to be filmed and later can’t come back and say 
that they never gave you permission to use their image. You have it in writing. I 
include a standard release form in the Documentary 101 Film Playbook. 
 
Your List of Questions  
Be sure to bring your pre-defined list of questions, as well as the list of Safe 
Questions to ask. Some things you can’t prepare for but you can look for. Notice 
what your guest are wearing, holding, or doing, and ask them about it.  
 
Equipment 
Microphones 
Lavalier (lav) microphones are normally best to use for interviews. The reason? 
They are hidden and unobtrusive. Mic everyone you can, including yourself, so 
your questions can be heard too. However, sometimes you can’t mic everyone. If 
there are too many people or there is too much movement for a lav – a handheld 
mic or a boom could work. 
 
A boom mic is a large microphone with a sound enhancer on the end to protect the 
pure sound you are capturing from wind noise.  A boom mic needs another person 
who holds the mic out in front of the person, people, or event being filmed. 
  
You may be walking around getting short clips from people. Use a handheld mic 
for this. Handheld mics may be wireless or attached to the camera with a cable. 
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ENSURING A SUCCESSFUL INTERVIEW 
 

Determine How Will You Use This Interview 
How are you going to use the answers to the questions you will ask? Are you going 
to just look for sound bites or cute or interesting info? Sometimes you will just need 
a few clips of someone saying how much fun they are having or how disgusted 
they are with what’s going on. You may have other footage you will use to cover 
the image of the interviewee while their voice remains on the soundtrack. In that 
case, you won’t have to worry so much about filming this footage with patiently set-
up perfect camera angles as long as you get good sound. You just need the 
message. But if you are going to show both their face and their voice, get the best 
footage you can. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
When you are editing you will cut back and forth to your B-roll footage and the 
footage that demonstrates what someone is talking. But as you are doing the 
actual interview, your interviewee should be your main focus while you are talking 
to them. In other words, they are the ball you must keep your eye on. 
 
How Many Interviews to Conduct 
On average, I’ve used one main interview and 3-5 supporting interviews for an 
average 45-minute documentary.  However, this number is a guideline, and will 
obviously be dependent on your topic, the availability of interviewees, and your 
preference on how to tell your story. Again, each doc will vary but these are my 
stats.  
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP:  
If you interview 2 or more people, here is a unique technique I found very effective 
for getting at extra information.  Have one of your interviewees conduct the 
interview. They will ask the other interviewee questions you would’ve never 
thought of. While you might not be able to ask certain questions because you are 
unfamiliar with the person, sport, or event, they can. Use this for the advantage of 
your doc. Sometimes they can even get away with asking something that you 
would never be able to.  
 
Keys to Getting a Good Interview 
 
Research 
The first key to getting a great interview is to do a lot of research. I read a ton of 
books or anything related to the person I wanted to interview. I get as much 
information as I could. For example, James Roosevelt had written a book, so I read 
that book. Eleanor Roosevelt had written a few books. I read them too. There were 
a ton of books written on both FDR and Eleanor. I read as many of those as I 
needed until the information I was reading was just a rehash of what was in the 
other books. 
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Remember Your Theme 
When you interview someone, you will pick an angle that you want to be working 
on during the interview. Then your questions have a richness to them. If you have 
chosen a theme up front, have at least some of your questions related to that key 
theme. 
 
For instance, with the James Roosevelt documentary, my theme could have been 
many things. James was in the White House during FDR’s presidency as his 
father’s assistant. James also did a stint in Hollywood.  He was a congressman for 
quite a few years, But here is what I chose. I wanted to know what James learned, 
specifically from his parents that helped make him a better person. I wanted to 
know what information they passed along to him that stood out to him. I wanted to 
discover the character traits of the Roosevelt family. That was my theme. That was 
my angle. (Perhaps we could all become better people with the advice of two of the 
world’s best leaders.) 
 
Pause, Then Push the Question 
Let there be some pauses when you are interviewing.  Don’t be too anxious to get 
to your next question. Fully experience the answer to the question you are asking. 
(Few newscasters do that now.) Make sure the person being interviewed is 
finished talking. Then make your comment or ask another question. They may add 
more information that you could’ve missed if you stopped too soon or didn’t push 
the question enough. They will either keep the ball rolling or pass it back to you. 
 
The Best Skill To Have For Great Interviews 
It’s pretty simple to tell you the best interview skill. Maybe it’s a little harder to do. 
That skill is to listen. Put bluntly, “Open your ears. Shut your mouth.” 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
When you are interviewing someone remember the two P’s. Your passion and the 
passion of your interviewee. When you connect your passion with the passion of 
your interviewee, you’ll have a winner. 
 
The Invisible Wall: Documenting/Recording vs. Creating From Scratch 
In documenting, you just turn the camera on and film something. With creating, you 
“lead” the interviewee in a particular direction to explore that person/expert’s 
angles and views of this topic. If their answers are interesting, it can lead to 
wonderful things to put in your documentary. 
 
Sometimes when you are doing a documentary you will want an “invisible wall” 
between your interviewee and the audience. The audience can’t see who’s doing 
the interview and they don’t want to.  Yet you want to get an intimate interview to 
make your documentary richer. Sometimes these two elements will conflict. If you 
choose to create that invisible wall and not show the interviewer, you will have to 
word your questions far more carefully so the answers can stand on their own.  A 
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good interview has an intimacy to it. You will feel as if you are there in the room, 
part of the conversation.  The invisible wall is one you and the viewer pretend is 
not there. Otherwise you take down the wall and invite the viewer to participate 
with you, so they see both you and the interviewee. 
 
Revealing the Questions 
I prefer to keep interviews fresh and not dilute the questions by letting people know 
which questions I will ask them during the actual interview. It’s like opening a 
carbonated drink and putting it back in the refrigerator for later. Much of the 
pizzazz is gone. Sometimes your guest will insist on a question list. Of course, 
honor their request if you must. But if you get to make this decision, save your 
questions for the real thing.  
 
Watch for “Interview Magic” 
Be open to the magic that is unfolding as you tell your story. Everyone you 
interview has a story somewhere inside. Your questions and your ability to draw 
the subject into conversation will help determine how interesting the documentary 
will be to the viewer. 
 
When you are conducting the interview, be open to that magic that happens 
around you. That will happen by listening to the other person that you are talking 
with. You will be asking the questions, but your goal is to capture information for 
your documentary.  You and the interviewee should both have the same goal for 
the interview. If you’ve done your job right, that’s why they’ve agreed to work with 
you. If they know the goal for your project, you are working together for that goal.  
You are creating something more than either one of you could do just by yourself. 
You’re making something new. It is a wonderful experience because it is 
something original.  
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INTERVIEWING AND THE CAMERA 
 
Camera Angles 
The angle you or your Directory of Photography choose to film your interviews will 
be very important. The angle itself will either make your production look polished, 
intimate, conversational and professional, or distracting and clumsy. A good DP 
will advise you on what he/she thinks will look best in your choice of interview 
locations. But you need to know some basics about camera angles going in. 
Certain camera positions will make both you and your guest feel far more 
comfortable and confident. 
 
Here are the Basics Angles for Interviews 

1. Establishing Shot: This shot describes the setting or location you are 
filming at. It’s like showing the picture of the home from the street before 
you show any of the rooms inside. 

2. Over the Shoulder: This is a shot showing only the shoulder, usually of the 
interviewer as the interviewee talks. Do this for both the interviewee and the 
interviewer. 

3. Close Up: A shot that shows only the chest and head of a person. In the 
biz, it’s called t-ts up. Get several close ups of both the Interviewee and 
Interviewer. 

4. Sideways Shot: This is a profile shot. Sometimes one side of a person is 
more flattering than the other. Perhaps for cosmetic reasons you may not 
want to show one side of a person’s face.  People will unconsciously be 
more animated on their good side. If you can intuitively determine this, use 
this shot. Otherwise you may want to avoid it.  

5. Reaction Shot: These are shots where you or your guests are just nodding, 
listening, gasping, laughing, or whatever is appropriate to the interview. 
Show them nodding at you, looking at you, and agreeing with you and vice 
versa. Perhaps a shot where they disagree with you is also appropriate. 

6. Extreme Close up:  This is where only your interviewee’s face or just a 
portion of their face is shown. This is rarely needed this unless you are 
doing a dental documentary. It may work if you need a wink.  And if you are 
interviewing a heart hrob and need a close up of his or her eyes. That’s 
what this shot is for.  

7. The Medium Two Shot: This shows a fairly close up shot of both 
interviewee/er from the waist or hips up. 

8. Full shot. This shot shows both interviewee and interviewer’s full bodies as 
they are engaged in conversation. 

9. Long Shot: This shows the entire scene. 
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DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP:  
When doing interviews, have your cameraman give you different camera angles of 
your questions and the interviewee’s reactions so that you can easily cut together 
the footage.  
 
The Best Camera Angles for Interviews 
Be sure to get an establishing shot, even if you don’t use it.  Then show both 
people. Next do some pull in’s to focus exclusively on the interviewee in a medium 
close up shot.  
All this said, the best angle will depend on your background. Some backgrounds 
will lend themselves better to a medium two shot than a close-up.  
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP:  
Make sure nothing is growing out of anyone’s heads. Nothing is more unflattering 
than a twig sticking out of someone’s head from a bush or fake tree behind them. 
There could also be a pole or any number of things that could “Crop” up out of your 
interviewee’s head. Cut them off or move either the intrusion or the person. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: Don’t Play Find Who’s Talking 
Use two cameras, where possible. In a good interview, the conversation goes back 
and forth. Use two cameras if you can. Get a medium shot of both the interviewee 
and interviewer.  It’s ok to have the interviewers back to the camera while they ask 
the questions. They are not the focus of this scene. 
 
When to Do Your Reaction Shots 
Film your reaction shots last because you will know better after you do the 
interview which reaction shots you will need. If you can have someone keep track 
of what reaction shots will be needed, have him/her make a checklist. Then you 
just follow the list and get the shots you need.  
 
Standard Reaction Shot Checklist 

o Nod and agree 
o Smile 
o Contemplate 
o Little gasp 
o The “ah shucks” shot (think “Isn’t that cute?”) 
o The amazement shot (think “WOW.”) 
o The shocked shot 
o The “oh-no” shot (think “now what?”) 
o The “I’m listening” shot 
o The “I agree with you completely on that” shot 

    
Here’s another reason to get reaction last - to keep your energy focused and “tight” 
for the interview. All those emotions of the good reaction shot need to be held in 
and used during the actual interview so a good DP may catch them. When my 
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great Director of Photography, Gary Nate, was filming my reaction shots in 
Montana doing our interview with Stein Eriksen, Gary made faces at me. Had Gary 
done this before I did the “serious” interview with Stein, it would’ve absolutely 
ruined the mood of the great interview we did get.  
 
You’ll feel like a dork smiling at the lens, nodding or laughing, but you need this 
footage and you will thank me for telling you to get it.  It will save your butt. 
    
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIPS:  
Put your reaction shots on a separate  source if you can. It’s easier to find them 
when you’re editing and need a reaction shot to cover up a jump cut or a bad piece 
of footage. 
 
It’s best not to have your cameraman shoot a close up on the interviewer and then 
immediately go to a close up of the interviewee. Don’t switch back and forth from 
one person to the next, unless your cameraperson is a mind reader, or your 
documentary is perfectly scripted and you know exactly what each person will say. 
Then it’s not an interview. It’s acting.  
 
Here’s why you should avoid this. Just as you smoothly pan over to the one who is 
talking, the other person may start to talk. Then you must either jerk the camera 
over to that person (and probably miss the conversation anyway) as the other one 
quickly responds. You’ll be playing a losing game of catch up. Imagine the chaos 
of doing this with a panel of experts. And you thought interviewing would be easy! 
It can be with some ground rules in place. A second camera can prevent this.  
 
When To Talk Directly to the Camera 
You will usually open an interview by facing the camera and addressing the 
audience.  
“I have with me, “Joe, the king of the World” and today he is going to tell me 
about…” 
 
But most of the time you will be facing the person you are interviewing. That is the 
viewer’s focus. Their eyeballs should not directly gaze into the camera unless it’s 
appropriate. Looking at the audience refers to showing them something but if 
someone is being interviewed, they should be showing you that something and 
looking at you.   
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
I’ve said it before always smile when you are in front of the camera, unless you are 
filming a disaster.  

 
What Shots to Get On Location  
Try to get these extra shots in addition to your interview - unless your entire 
production is scripted and you know exactly each shot you will need and where it 
will go. 
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• An establishing shot that shows the scope of where you are. 
• A pan: Get several pans both ways of your location.. 
• A zoom in or out: Get several of these. They make great leads into or 

between scenes. 
• A shot of the building or the entire location where you are filming your 

interview in. This could be the room, the yard, or the beach.  
• Any interesting elements of that location. A unique tree, flowers, gardens, 

cliffs, or view.  
 
Get Details  
Next look for things in the room or location that might be interesting.   
At the National Judo Institute I scouted out the walls and hallways for anything that 
screamed, “Judo” or lent a unique perspective on the topic. I filmed a group of the 
white judo garments hanging on racks to show the calm before the match and what 
the Judo participant had to find inside themselves. I found a few posters that 
displayed the Judo code of conduct and was able to do some interviews that 
related to the code. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP:  
During the interview, l look for great quotes. If you have a person who can note 
this during the interview, ask them to write down the time of the special quote on 
the tape. It will save time later when you are logging in your footage and arranging 
it for editing. It just makes everyone’s job easier.  
 
The Heart of the Story  
I was introduced to James Roosevelt and given the help I needed to do the 
documentary with him. I was also able to get interviews with other people to talk 
about James. That’s a very effective way to get some of the information you need 
about someone’s life without the person directly saying it. Someone else can more 
easily say, “James was a great guy because he did this and this.” That person (if 
they are great) will not say that about themselves. But someone else can. A lot of 
these people have done amazingly great things. Unless you know absolutely 
everything about what someone has done, you might not get at the heart of the 
story. Someone else can do that for you.  
 
Go with the Flow 
Just go with the flow. If you are really listening to somebody, pick out something 
they say, ask them about it, and you might get a wonderful response back. 
Sometimes you can create your storyline from that one question. 
 
If I do an hour or so interview with a person, I find that from this footage  it is 
usually enough to make the bones of the documentary. Then I go out and get the 
B-roll. That doesn’t always work but has most of the time for me. in Stein Eriksen’s 
project I did this in reverse order. We filmed the skiing first and the interview 
second. It just worked that way, though I had planned it otherwise. 
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REMINDER 
The A roll is the main interview or your main footage. 
B-Roll.  
Remember B-roll? Let’s say somebody in the interview is talking about a trip that 
they took sailing. You film somebody sailing and put that over the audio of the 
person talking about that trip. B-Roll is also covered in the FILM Section 
  
Know When to Fold ‘em  
Once I conducted a series of interviews with a man who became rather fresh and 
controlling in a documentary I was working on. I had received a grant to do the 
documentary but found I just couldn’t continue working with this person. After 
deciding I couldn’t work with him anymore, I went to the board meeting where I 
received the grant and explained the situation. In explain the situation to them I 
was as honest as I could and just told them what happened. They understood. It 
wasn’t a problem even though the money had already been spent on interviews 
that weren’t going to result in a show. This is rare. It only happened to me once. 
But be prepared to let it go if it appears to be the best option.  
 
When to Fold an Interview 

• When your answers get less and less cohesive. The interviewee is getting 
tired. When you can visibly see this in their face, stop.  

• When you have all the information you wanted to get. Ask your interviewee 
if there is anything else they’d like to say. Often they will have something 
they’d like to add. 
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INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES 
 
How to Get Unusual Answers 
For some off-the-wall interesting answers, ask some off the wall interesting 
questions. When an interviewee tells me they’ve never been asked that question 
before, I know I’m onto something good. 
 
 Samples: 

“How did you decorate your childhood bedroom as a boy or girl?” 
“Tell me a story about you and your best friend.” 
“What would someone have to do to impress you? 
“If you could do anything, what would that be? 
“Do you remember the first time you had the feeling you could do anything?” 
“What is the strangest dream you’ve ever had?” 
“What event in your life influenced you the most?” 

 
Getting Stand Alone Answers 
If you need a stand alone answer use this technique. Have the interviewee repeat 
the question you’ve just asked.  

“When did you begin your career?” “I began my career in…” 
This makes it easy to edit, and you won’t need footage of you asking the 
interviewee the question.  However, use this technique sparingly. If you do this with 
every question, both of you will lose interest in the interview and focus on just 
getting the correct parroting going. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: The Magnifying Glass 
Whenever you interview someone, think of it as looking at them through a 
magnifying glass and magnify their experience or their life.  
 
How to Make Your Interviewee Feel Comfortable 
 

• Greet them 
• Connect with them 
• Let them know the timing of the interview, when it will start and end. 
• Tell them where to look 
• Give them details so they will know what is expected of them.  That will 

assure them that all is going to be well and that you will be fun and 
interesting to talk to. 

• Tell them where there is water, bathrooms etc. 
• Ask them a few light questions about their trip there, the weather, the set. 
• Ask them if they have any questions. 
• Just in general treat them as a valued guest and that will make your 

interview go far smoother. 
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Fishing for Stories  
How do you get good stories out of your interviewee?  Any good fisherman knows 
enough to throw out some hooks. 
 
Here are several Good Story hooks: 
Tell them what you admire about their expertise and ask a direct question about it. 

• “There are only 5 experts in the world on the art of Russian Calligraphy. 
What was your influence to follow this path?’  
(I’m making this up by the way.) You can fill in the 5 experts with whatever 
your research has told you about this topic or person. (Any version of the 
above question should get the interview off to a great start.). 

• “You are the first person to clone a rhinoceros. What was your big 
breakthrough in being able to do this?” 

 
How to Prepare People to Give Good Interviews 

 
You want to capture a person at their best. People don’t always feel their best in 
front of a camera that is recording their every facial twitch.  Let your viewers know 
who this person is that you are talking to and why they are so special. That will 
help put them at ease. Get a feel for who the person is. It’s up to you to help make 
the interviewee feel as safe and free to talk as possible. You turn them into your 
friend in order to turn them into a friend on the camera. 
 
How to Dress 
We talked about how to dress earlier. Make sure your guests know the attire you 
wish them to wear if that is appropriate. 
 
How to Act 
Don’t act. Be yourself. Or act normal.  Just tell them to be themselves. That is the 
person you want on film or you wouldn’t have asked them in the first place. Make 
sure you get them to sign your film rights and releases for your interviews. 
Get the correct spelling of their names.  
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
1. Do not drink milk before your interview.  
2. Vaseline helps prevent your lips from sticking to your teeth. It’s an old beauty 
pageant trick. 
 
Interviewing Children  
The best advice I can give you for interviewing kids? Get the parents away from 
the camera. The kids will open up more. Otherwise they will look to their parents 
for their answers or constant approval. They won’t be nearly as charming. Next to 
that, just be open with the children. Treat them as equals. Tease them a bit if 
appropriate.  
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CHALLENGES OF THE INTERVIEW 

 
Your Interviewee Freezes on Camera 
Film needs movement. What can you do when people freeze up? Here’s how to 
help them thaw out. 
 
I once interviewed a very animated woman. I thought she’d be great to film. When I 
put the camera on her, her voice became barely audible. Her body barely moved. I 
couldn’t even tell if she was actually breathing. It’s as though she tried to be 
invisible. In this case, I just asked a few more questions so as not to really 
embarrass her and then cut the interview. Sometimes this just happens. It’s not 
your fault. Don’t get mad at them. If they don’t thaw out quickly, move on, but be 
gracious.  
 
If this happens, stop the interview. Get the cameraman to turn off the camera. Talk 
to them and see if you can warm them up a bit. If they need to take a quick walk, 
around the set or location to regroup, let them. Tell them it’s normal and just start 
again. Often the second time, they can do it. 
 
Your Interviewee starts swearing or getting angry  
Remain calm, but firmly ask them to stop. If they do not, wrap it up immediately. If 
they have any sense of credibility, they will apologize quickly and continue with the 
interview.  
 
Your Interviewee makes inappropriate sexual innuendos 
Cut the interview immediately. Let them know this is completely inappropriate.  I’ve 
never had this turn out well. I’m not talking about normal fun stuff between people. 
I’m talking about something that feels yucky. You’ll know the difference. 
 
Your Interviewee gets sick 
Stop and ask them what they need. Immediately turn off the camera and send your 
crew away for a break. Hold up a 5-minute sign. Sometimes it’s just a case of 
nerves. A few minutes to talk to the interviewee and get them to relax will make 
them feel confident enough to continue. If they are obviously very ill, immediately 
stop the interview and get them medical help. Take the short break to determine if 
it’s nerves, which can be overcome fairly quickly with some soothing and 
distracting talk, or a true illness.  
I’ve had some nerves before some of my big interview, but that was energy that 
seemed to flow once I got into the interview.  
 
Two interviewees start fighting.  
Unless you’re doing a talk show or the 6:00 news, avoid this situation if you can. 
Try to show ways of figuring out solutions, not the overdone human fight. We’ve all 
seen too many of those. Show humanity another way. You, as a documentarian 
can do this. Direct and lead. If they don’t stop fighting, it’s your dollar. Leave. 
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There will be other situations that just can’t be predicted. Do your best to come up 
with a solution. Often, the best way to handle something is to ask the person, 
“What would you like to do?” If they are going off on a rampage or something, the 
question alone may bring them back to their senses. 
 
Put the mouth in front of the camera not behind it 
Your cameraman is a great asset to your production, if he/she stays behind the 
camera. Unless you ask a cameraman for their input, they are to follow you or your 
director’s lead.  Sometimes you work so well with your cameraman that your 
rapport will allow them a little more leeway. They know what you want and when to 
suggest something or when to shut up and let you figure it out. By the way, when 
these situations happen, they have given me brilliant ideas. But I’ve also had the 
reverse. A cameraman who wanted to be producer and director does not work.  
So overall, cameramen should not come out from behind that camera unless 
asked by you for their input, or to give pertinent information about the project.  A 
good example of this is if you have moved out of the range of the camera. 
If a cameraman starts to give advice and in effect start to take over as director, tell 
your cameraman to shut up and become the eyes, not the mouth. Only word it a lot 
better than I just did. I’m saying this strongly here so you get it. 
 
One of my cameramen was directing and shooting with Stein Eriksen one spring. I 
needed some pickup shots and couldn’t coordinate my schedule, with Stein’s 
limited availability and most of all the unpredictable element of weather. We 
needed a fresh snowfall of several feet on the mountain to do our powder 
sequence. Nature still is the ultimate producer. 
 
Unfortunately, the cameraman commented unfavorably about the notes I had 
written about the questions I wanted Stein to answer. Did the cameraman forget he 
was shooting himself, literally in the foot? Everything he said was being recorded 
on the film he himself was shooting. Thus I heard every word! I never used him 
again. 
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AFTER THE INTERVIEW 
 
Thank Everyone 
I always wrote letters to all those who were involved on every project I did. I sent a 
gift book to Francoise Eriksen, because during the short interview I did with her, 
she mentioned something that made me think she would enjoy Ann Morrow-
Lindbergh’s  book the “Gift of the Sea.” She loved it. Little touches show you really 
care. Pay attention to what they say and you will know the best way to thank them. 
 
Getting B-Roll 
You may not get all your B-Roll during the actual interview. If you can do 
everything in one shoot, great. But often you will have to go back out and get your 
B-roll separate from the interview.  
 
When James Roosevelt talked about his fascinating life, he mentioned the 
wonderful times he had at the Hearst Castle. I called the Hearst Castle and got 
some fabulous footage for B-roll. Anybody can do this. When you have interviewed 
someone about something they like to do or something that is special or significant 
to them, call up somebody associated with that area and ask if they might have 
some footage you can use. 

 
The interview can be a fascinating part of your documentary if done right. You can 
get great information with the right questions and rapport, which you can use either 
directly as the actual interview itself or indirectly as written narration. Your care for 
your topic and the person being interviewed will be evident. 
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SAFE QUESTIONS 
To Ask Just About Everyone 

 
Safe questions do not always get you mind blowing information, but they do get the 
conversation rolling. Then you will be on your way to developing the intimacy that 
will get those gemlike divinely inspired answers that will really sparkle up your 
great documentary.  
 
You want to ask questions that are going to give you an interesting program, but 
avoid anything that will offend, anger, or confuse the person you are interviewing. 
  
Asking questions about what someone loves or their history almost always 
works beautifully. 
 

What are you looking forward to? 
Usually some form of who are you? I.e. Tell me about yourself. 
How did you get started? 
When did you know you first wanted to____? 
What is the most challenging thing about (what they do) i.e. car racing, 
running with the bulls, throwing pottery etc? 
What do you get out of ____(this career, event etc)? 
Where can you ____(do whatever they do)? 
Who inspired you to ____(do what they love to do)? 
What is the focus of ____(your career, hobby, passion etc)? 
Who are your heroes? This question always tells a lot about the person 
Name some things you like to do. 
What have you accomplished that has meant the most to you? 
 
Warm up questions 
What is your most important childhood lesson? 
What was your favorite toy? 
What was your best vacation? 
 
Questions I asked children 
What is your favorite color? 
If you could be a color what would you be? 
If you could be an animal what would you be? 
What do you want to be when you grow up? 
 
Questions for Seniors 

Seniors love to talk about the past and they love to pass along their wisdom. 
Anything related to these two topics are usually great unless they start complaining 
about today because they thought the past was so much better. Rather than argue 
with them, divert the topic to one of the above safe questions. 

• Say: “Tell me one of the best things about your life.” 
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• “What words of advice would you like to pass along if you could only have 
one sentence to deliver to the planet?”  

• “What us your favorite memory?” 
 

DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP:  
If you find you don’t get a workable answer, restate the question. But do it in an 
interested manner, not an “I didn’t understand you” kind of way. 
 
AVOID:  
 Age related questions unless the person is two or three 
 Apparent indications of pregnancy. You could be wrong. 
 Religious or political questions unless this is the topic of your documentary 

Hearsay. Make sure if they are offering facts that these facts are credible. A 
few probing questions should discern that information. 
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EDIT or POST-PRODUCTION 
 

Here’s what you will learn in this section 
 
In Editing you will learn: 

• Editing is Making Choices  
• Experimentation 
• Whether to Edit on Your Own or Hire an Editor 
• Basic Editing Transitions 
• The Pace of Edit 
• Two Types of Editing 
• The Rough Cut 
• Logical Order of Editing 
• Keep it Interesting 
• How to Edit the Opening 
• About Titles, CG work, and Sub-titles  
• Editing Pointers – Tried and True Editing Tips 
• What to Cut 

Edit Challenges 
• Definitely No’s 
• Your Edit Decision List (EDL) 
• What to Bring to Your Edit Session 
• How to do Ending Credits 
• Add TRT. Total Running Times 
• After Editing, Show Your Doc  
• How to Check Your Edits 
• Things I Learned the Hard Way 
• How to Blend Shots to Create Magic or Emotion 
• The Key to Finding Photos or B Roll You Need for Your Documentary 
• Recheck Releases 
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EDIT BASICS 
 

Editing is like putting together a puzzle of a 1,000 pieces, only you don’t know 
exactly how the finished puzzle should, or will look until you do the editing.   
 
Editing is blending all your images and all your sounds into something meaningful. 
Some things in editing are structural changes. Those changes take more time. 
That will be like tearing down a wall and moving it 6 inches to the left. A lot is 
required to do that. Some changes are easy, more like moving a chair from the 
wall to near the window.  
 
My 45-minute documentaries contained thousands of edits. My six-minute short 
contain 301 edits – that’s 50 edits a minute These edits include video, sound, 
sound levels, dissolves, film effects, blurs, characters, and text. For a short 
Father’s Day Movie I did on Youtube.com, there were 129 edits. That was the final 
edit count. That means many more edits were tried, retried, and polished. In a 110 
minute project I did, there were over 5,000 final edits. 
What this means is …There is a lot to be done in editing. 
 

The Second Magic Spot 
The Edit Stage is the second magic spot of your film. The first is when you actually 
film. Things will show up when you edit that you hadn’t noticed before. Some of 
them will be great. Some will be irritating. But if you pay attention, this is where the 
images will almost “show” you where they want to be placed and which shot they 
want to sit next to in your documentary. When that happens, it feels like magic. 
 
Edit is Making Choices  
You must make a lot of good decisions when you edit.  
Do you: 

• Use this shot or that shot?  
• Make it this long or that long? 
• Put it here or there? 
• Use this transition or that transition? 

 
It’s a plethora of choices. That’s basically all editing is. And you also have to 
choose all your sound levels. Everything in editing is all your choice. 
 
It was in editing that I learned how to make choices, experiment, and try things 
until I found what made my heart sparkle and my film sing. When you learn to play 
this way, you know that other things in life are also choices. Then you will keep 
going through various possibilities until you find the one that does sparkle, knowing 
all the while that the perfect choice is out there. This means you do not get 
discouraged. You move on. You trust.  
 
Because of digital video (vs. film) you can now shoot just about as much footage 
as you want to without incurring a great expense. The tendency is to film 
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everything you can, but I’ll tell you that will create an editing, logging, and decision-
making nightmare. However, there are a few circumstances where this works, like 
on a one-day shoot for instance, where that’s all the opportunity you will get to film. 
 
Each decision you make in directing your documentary shortens the process in 
editing. So there’s a fine line between getting enough footage and getting so much 
that it’s a burden, not a blessing to your documentary. 

 
Experiment 

 
Sometimes your story won’t fully reveal itself to you until the editing process. As I 
edit, I try different things to be creative. I find that maybe A didn’t work. B didn’t 
work either, but I tried C and it was magical. There are things you won’t know 
unless you just try lots of different shots. Don’t be afraid to do this.   
 
Editing is endless combinations. It is making a pattern and moving shots around to 
find a pleasing pattern that has a flow and adds to the pace of your documentary. 
Like a lock, sometimes the shots just “click” and the door opens.   
 
The good news is that nowadays you can shoot or create anything. Need a Four 
armed pink gorilla? Someone can make one for you. I don’t know what you’d need 
it for but you could do it. 
 

To Edit On Your Own or to Hire and Editor? 
I’ve done my editing myself and I’ve also paid anywhere from $25 per hour to $350 
per hour for an editor. If you can be very organized and tell the editor exactly what 
you want, you can hire an editor. A great editor can pick up and sense the feel of 
your documentary, but you may not be able to afford a great editor at first. So if 
that’s the case, you can also learn how to edit or how to give good instructions to 
an editor.  
 
Are you Documentarian A or B? 
 
Documentarian A says: 
 “I want 5 seconds of this shot with a slow dissolve into 10 seconds of this shot.  
“Put these words under these 5 shots” 
“Fade out at this time for 3 seconds.”  
If you can do this, you’ll be fine working with an editor. You have to give computer-
like instructions to your editor unless you have a genius editor. They are out there 
– usually hired by the biggest and best studios for exactly that reason.  
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Documentarian B sort of knows the feeling they would like to create, but doesn’t 
“see” it up front. They’ll know it when they do see it, but it can take awhile to get 
there. If you are very creative and like to “play” around with your footage, or if you 
cannot “see” the finished effect of the footage in your mind’s eye, you might be 
better off learning how to edit. Other-wise you’ll end up driving your editor and 
yourself nuts trying to make decisions at a very expensive time to do it. 
 
I used to fit into the second description. I usually had a vision of what I wanted to 
create. As I would try to decide which footage went best together and gave the 
“feel” I wanted to the documentary (and trust me sometimes you do not know until 
you get in there and edit) I’d watch the clock time away with one eye and my 
footage with the other. As I was adding up my editing and studio fees in my head, 
I’d start to feel a sort of panic. For good reason.  Often I was paying for the editing 
studio myself. At fees of $175-350 per hour, I was concentrating too much on 
finishing quickly rather than doing the job I came there to do and create the 
documentary I wanted to make. So now, I have learned how to be a combination of 
Documentarian A and B. I can give very detailed instructions to a good editor, or I 
can do it myself and “play” around with getting the feel I want.. 
 
My suggestion is to take a course and learn to edit yourself so you can take the 
time to be creative. The other suggestion is to at least read about editing. If you 
learn to edit yourself, you can be so much more creative with your footage. The 
footage will often come to life for you and reveal itself to you.   
 

Hidden within your footage is magic. A good editor will find it. 
 
Of course, a great editor can do unbelievable magic with your film. Now that I know 
how to edit, I prefer to do the rough cut, or first draft, on my own to get the flavor of 
the documentary I want to make. Then I have an online editor polish it and bring 
the beauty, message, or idea out even further. A really good editor can do that. I’ve 
had some editors who were brilliant and others… well, the 3 year-old down the 
street could have done a better job for 1/10th the fee. 
 
Not everyone will have the skill or the time or the desire to learn editing but it can 
be a very valuable time and money saving tool to at least know how. And you will 
shot a much better documentary if you do. 
 
Basic Transitions 
You can be as creative as you want while you are editing but here are some basic 
transitions. 

1. Cut   
2. Dissolve  
3. Fade  
4. Wipe 
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The Cut 
The cut is going directly from one shot to another. There is nothing else in 
between. No dissolves etc. 
 
The Dissolve 
The dissolve is blending and then gradually replacing one shot with another. Leave 
room for your dissolves. Your dissolves need an extra second or two at the end of 
each shot so they can blend with the following shot. Otherwise your screen will 
show an ugly black space. How can I describe what dissolves are like?  You see 
part of the first shot ending as the next one begins. It’s like putting on layers of 
clothes. You’ll need bigger sizes if you wear more layers. By the way, a dissolve to 
black is a fade-out. Dissolves can be fast, or slower to allow a gentler transition. 
They can also be very slow to blend and ease into beautiful images or moods. 
 
The Fade 
The fade is usually in two parts, the fade-in and the fade-out. The fade-in is going 
from a color, usually back, sometimes white, and then fading in your image. The 
fade-out is the reverse. You gradually go from the full image to black, or whatever 
color you choose. The fade gives a break to the pace of your documentary. It’s 
good for changing scenes. Although you can do any length, a “normal” fade is 
usually a few seconds. 
 
The Wipe 
A wipe is where a new shot appears on one side of the screen. The second shot 
comes across the screen to cover and replace the first image. There is no blending 
of the shots. There are lots of ways to do a wipe. Some come from the top. Some 
from the center. Some from the side.  
 
Don’t Over-Transition 
There are many others ways to transition from one shot to another. Don’t overdo 
any one transition unless it’s the basic “cut” or “dissolve.” Inserting many fancy 
transitions tells the viewer, “Look ma, I know how to do a fly-in.” No one else cares. 
Learn how to do a few fancy transitions if you want and then go back to the basics. 
Most feature films are just cuts with a few dissolves. I love dissolves because they 
create flow and beauty. Fast cuts create action or fun. 
 
The Pace of the Edit 
You determine your pace of the edit at the start of your project. Decide how many 
cuts per minute you want to have.  
 Fast: Good for action, sports, montages, or a sense of desperation. 

Slow:  Can be good for drama, or creating a soft relaxed mood, or 
suspense. 
Slow motion shots: Good for showing detail and really bringing the viewer 
into an almost dreamlike state. 

 Speeding up the shots: Good for having fun with something. 
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Two Types of Editing 
 

The Offline-Edit 
An offline edit is your rough cut. This is the edited version of your documentary 
where you experiment and make the choices that determine the shape of your 
project. You won’t take the time here to make everything perfect, just close to it. 
You might not have your music added at this stage, or your titles, although I 
usually do like to include them in my rough cut. 
 
The Online-Edit 
The online edit is your final edit, and much more expensive to do. At this point of 
the editing game, you will have all your decisions made and your footage looking 
the way you want. The online edit will polish your documentary even further; 
making little tweaks in the sound, resolution, length of shots, and other ideas to 
make your final piece really shine. 
 

The Rough Cut 
 
Do an Outline First 
Unless your documentary is on something like a seminar where you will cut your 
footage the way the seminar was presented, do a quick draft on paper. Organize 
your thoughts about the footage you have, and the ideas you have come up with, 
according to your goals. Make sure you have viewed the actual footage.  
 
Would there be a logical order to your doc? 
You will want to organize your documentary by concepts, time, people, or themes 
and sub-themes. You can always change these preliminary notes. You don’t have 
to do your documentary chronologically. Do what is important based on your goals. 
 

• Is it historical? 
• Is it a life story?  
• Is it a question? Here’s the one I told you about before, “What did James 

Roosevelt learn from his parents FDR and Eleanor Roosevelt? That was the 
theme so it drove the order of the documentary. 

 
Figure out the order that would make the most sense for your documentary. 
Chronological is usually safe but see if you can find some interesting way to 
portray your story. 
 
Know Your Footage 
You’ve got to become very familiar with your footage. You’ve got to understand it 
and let it breathe its essence into you. Then you can edit brilliantly, or at least have 
it look really good. I watched the ski footage so much that I told Stein Eriksen that I 
think no one has watched him make as many ski turns as I have.  
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Digital Editing 
Today you don’t have to start at the beginning and finish at the end of your 
documentary. You can jump right into the editing pool anywhere you want because 
it’s digital. (Note: I don’t cover film editing here. I converted my film to video and 
then edited. Much, much, and did I say much cheaper.)  
 
In the good old days (the early 90’s and before) you had to start at the front of your 
documentary and then add footage, Cutting anything out was tough because then 
you had to redo every, and I mean every shot that came after or behind it on the 
documentary timeline. The shot stayed in the same place once you placed it in the 
timeline. The other option was to copy your film to a new reel and lose a 
generation or two. Not a good idea. (No generation gaps please.) 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Today there are many different formats of your footage and the ways that footage 
can be converted to edit and output it. Because of this great diversity in formatting, 
there can be challenges in getting different formats to cooperate with each other. A 
good editor will suggest the format you shoot in if you talk to your editor before 
hand. Many cameras have a choice. This is changing rapidly with HD  and even 
8HD taking the forefront in broadcast. Just be aware of the format of your footage 
when you do shoot as it will become important when you edit.  
 

Keep it interesting. Keep it interesting. Keep it interesting. 
 

Like real estate with “location, location, location,” your film must be interesting. 
Every bit of it. Or take things out as you edit. You can have poorly shot footage but 
if you’ve got a blockbuster story or content, it won’t matter. People will watch. If 
extra footage of some famous criminals escapades showed up on a home video, 
we’d watch it. 
 

The Opening 
I look for good footage for the opening or closing scenes of my documentary.  
Sometimes in a lighthearted piece, I’ll look for something fun. Nature shots work 
well if they go with your documentary. So does an intriguing statement. 
 
That First Scene 
In the first scene, let your viewer know what your documentary is about and what is 
to come. Pretend you are a tour operator. What would you say if you were taking a 
viewer on a bus tour of your documentary? “Today you’re going to see the most 
fabulous home, location, Indian ruins etc. that I’ve ever seen. I can’t wait to show 
you. We’re going to take the scenic route through these high mountains so get 
your cameras out. We’ll stop for photos in about 10 minutes.” Or… You talk so 
non-stop that you don’t allow the viewer any time to absorb what you are taking in. 
Or you say nothing. 
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Don’t make your documentary that way. Prepare your viewers to like your 
documentary. Show them something interesting. Bring them into the bus and make 
them happy to take that journey with you. Respect them. Unfold something 
meaningful for them through your images and sounds. They’ll love you for it. 
Otherwise they’ll get off the bus at the first opportunity. With a documentary that 
opportunity comes very quickly. 
 
Think of how you can present your goal with the best images and sound. Place 
your work in the best light. Make the viewer so interested that they want to see the 
next shot, and the next, and the next.  
 
Like a good story, a question is a good way to start your documentary. 
 

• Ask “What if?  
Example: “What would happen if we created a new mode of personal 
transportation that including flying packs?” 

• Ask “Why did…?” 
Example: “Why did the Sinagua Indians disappear? No archeologists can 
find a trace of their culture. Will they reappear?” 
 
Or. “Did anyone ever find out what happened to the lost Spanish ship of 
1824? We have several theories and ideas.” 

 
When to Edit the Opening 
If I edit the opening first, I usually make it too long. In our bus example, you need 
to get people in the bus as early as possible. Your viewer will get bored waiting for 
you to get to your point. Don’t make your audience guess what your documentary 
is about. I used to think that a slow revealing process was more “sexy” filmmaking. 
But it can also turn your audience off. Meaning, they’ll turn off your documentary. 
 
Be clear and honest up front about what your documentary is about. You have to 
let the audience know where you’re taking them. You ask them, “Do you want to 
eat Italian? We’re going to an Italian restaurant.”  If they hate Italian, it’s okay. At 
least you told them and they can decide if they want to come along or not. They 
won’t hate you. They’re just not interested. But if you don’t tell them this up front, 
and ten minutes later they find out they are at an Italian restaurant, they will not be 
too happy. There goes not only the credibility of this documentary but probably but 
all the future ones you might make. 
 

Character Generated Titles/Subtitles or (CG)  
First, do a spell check. I can’t tell you how many times the most important 
person’s name on the whole project is misspelled. Also be careful if you hire 
editors from another culture. Spellings that are obvious to you might not be so 
obvious to them. It all looks Greek, or Chinese to them.  
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You also want to put the FBI disclaimer to protect against bootlegging copies on 
any DVDs or digital media you create. This is in the FORMS Section of the 
Documentary 101 Film Playbook. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Add a CG marker to indicate where you will be placing photos, footage etc. It will 
be much easier to find them as you edit with a colorful marker in place. 
 
 
If you are showing your film in a foreign country you will want to use subtitles. 
However, even if your interviewee or characters speaks the language where the 
film will be shown, if they have an accent, they may be hard to understand. You 
may want to do subtitles. There are programs in the Resource Section for doing 
subtitles. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP:  
Be aware of title safe. This is the boundary of the screen that you should 
understand when making any production. Many computer screens and TVs will 
have a “border” that will chop off your images. If your shots, especially your titles 
and subtitles extend beyond this line, they will not be seen. A good editor will know 
this. (Become a good editor if you are doing this yourself.) 
 
 
EDITING POINTERS: Tried and True TIPS 

• Edit backwards. Then you won’t lose your time codes. 
If you edit from the front, every shot will change on the timeline. You will 
have done all that editing for nothing as you search for a shot whose 
position on the timeline has moved. If a shot is 2.58 seconds and you cut it, 
every other shot following it will change by 2:58 seconds too. This will goof 
up all your other edits. If you edit from the back, it won’t happen. 

• Print out photos or stills of each scene. It’s easy to group them together 
for ideas.  

• Ask yourself this question. “How are others going to see this?” 
• Focus on your goal. It is here you will realize it or not. 

 
What to Cut    

 
Don’t be afraid to throw away your best footage. (OK well don’t throw it away, just 
don’t use it yet). Sometimes you’ll have an absolutely beautiful shot. Perhaps a 
landscape shot or a really cute little child, but it doesn’t go with the story. It’s 
heartbreaking to you to have to take it out of the project, but if it doesn’t go, you 
have to take it out. (Kind of like Meryl Streep’s difficult choice in the French 
Lieutenant’s Woman.) Think of it this way. If someone was dressed in a business 
suit and they went to a softball game, they couldn’t play. It just wouldn’t go, even if 
they looked great. That’s the best way I can describe it. 
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I had some footage of a wonderful New Orleans horse statue. I also had a nice 
image of a sea horse. I blended them together in a beautiful shot but found I 
couldn’t use it. It just didn’t make enough sense to include in the documentary. 
You’ll be delighted when you find something like this. But if it doesn’t go, it doesn’t 
go. 
 
When I was editing there would sometime be a particular edit that would be a great 
challenge. A shot just wouldn’t seem to work. I wanted it to work and was trying to 
force it. When I opened up to another possibility instead of the one I had my heart 
set on – maybe the gorgeous sunset shot, the adorable little boy, whatever it was 
that I didn’t want to let go of - the answer came through in such a brilliant way. 
There is a fine line between sticking with something until you get it figured out and 
then having the good sense to let go. 
 
If you must cut your good shots to serve the story, do it. ‘Dem’s the breaks. 
If a scene or section of your documentary bugs you and keeps bugging you for 
some reason, there’s a reason. See if you can find it. Sometimes just cutting it out, 
moving it around will highlight the problems. Do this even if it’s just a little bug. You 
know how annoying gnats can be and every time you watch your film it will bug 
you. Guaranteed. Get rid of it, or fix it. 
 
TIPS: 

• Try to figure out what it is that’s annoying you. 
• Try removing the shot or transition and see if you like how it flows better. 

(You can usually cut out the entire shot without any significant damage to 
your documentary. No one will miss a thing.) 

• Try pinpointing what you don’t like about it. 
• Take a break 

 
It’s okay to leave in similar scenes and groups that you know you will only use one 
shot from as you edit. But cut out the extra shots before you finish and show your 
documentary. Don’t make the audience have to mentally eliminate anything from 
your film or documentary. That’s’ bad news for you. 
 

The More the Scarier 
Remember that 15 to 1 ratio we talked about earlier? Rule of thumb only. There 
are some rules of fingers and hands too. You have to know what to throw out. On 
the very first couple of documentaries I made, I put in absolutely every bit of my 
footage I had, because it was all I had.  As you get better, you start to see what’s 
golden in your footage and what’s not. You can chip away the shots that aren’t 
going to matter to your viewers. 
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DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP:  
In general you keep narrowing the funnel when you edit. Your list starts out very 
wide, then gets narrower and narrower. When I am down to a list of two pages to 
polish on a show, I know I’m on the home stretch.  
 
Use Your Writing Skills 
For my newspaper column, I interviewed people for an hour and transcribed the 
interview. Then I created a story of over 10,000 words. I had to cut this down to 
700-900 words for my column. That was excruciatingly painful. But it was good 
training for documentary editing. If I had learned this before I did a bunch of 
documentaries, all my early documentaries probably could’ve been improved. 

 
 Edit Challenges  
 
Take a Break 
When the edits don’t seem to flow well and you have tried the steps above under 
Tips, just stop editing for awhile if you can. Coming back to your documentary after 
a break can work wonders. 

 
Don’t Over-Edit 
Be aware of over-editing your documentary. You can lose the emotion and rhythm 
of your documentary if you do. It’s like overcooking. It takes out the flavor and 
crispness. Over-editing is like over cooking. You burn the essence out of it.  
 
Definitely No’s 
Get rid of “definitely no” shots as early as you can. They are the weeds of your 
production. They’ll just confuse you. 
 
What’s “definitely not a keeper?” 

• Out of focus 
• Jerky camera 
• Bad lighting 
• Talk that’s just blabber 
• Someone cutting in front of the camera 
• Bad takes 

 
Your Edit Decision List (EDL) 

This is the most critical thing in the editing stage. It is your blueprint of your finished 
documentary The EDL is a list of every edit that you will be making in your 
documentary. It describes each shot, what tape it is on, how long it is, what 
transition is used, and any effects. The computer will be able to read this list and 
piece together your documentary from this EDL once your tapes are loaded into 
the computer program you use to edit. Usually you get a print out from your editing 
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program when you are finished with the offline editing. This list will then be taken to 
your on-line editing and everything will be polished and loaded at the  
highest resolution possible. The off-line edit is done at a lower resolution to save 
rendering time and thus cost. Samples of EDLs are in the Playbook. 
 
A good editor can do miracles but I tell you if you go into an editing session without 
an extremely detailed EDL of what you want your editor to do, not only will you be 
enormously frustrated, but your editor will want to strangle you. And it will cost you 
up the ying yang in time and money for your lack of preparation and decision 
making. 
 

What to Bring to Your Edit Session 
• Your Edit Decision List (EDL) 
• Titles of your documentary and lists of all the CG and text  
• Correct spelling of all the names and places you will be putting in the credits 

and highlighting in your CG  
• A list of the effects you are considering  
• All your footage, your photos, and stills 
• All your Music  
• A Graphics list 
• A Narrator when you are at that stage. And the script for the narrator. 

Narration is usually done last 
• Drawings and graphics 

 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
I’m going to remind you at each critical stage of your production to keep your 
focus. Keep your goal and purpose with you. When you are editing a simple thing 
like refocusing and keeping clear can create cohesiveness where chaos could 
otherwise rule. 
 

Go Ahead and Do the Sweeping Vista Shot 
It seems everyone needs to do at least one beautiful landscape shot in their 
production. It will just make you feel like a real documentarian. Just do it and get 
on with it. Then show the refreshing new images and ideas that only you can bring 
to life on the screen. 
 
Ending Credits 
Think of ending credits as thanking everyone who participated in any way in your 
documentary. Credits are like a very long wedding toast, but they can be very 
revealing. They show how much research you’ve done, how many people were 
involved in the project, where it was filmed, the music used, and lots more. Many 
people today will sit through the ending credits at the movies to see all this 
information. Maybe it’s just the movies I go see, but I’ve noticed an increased 
interest in audiences staying to watch the credits. 
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CREDIT TIPS: 
Needless to say, give credit where credit is due. And always spell names correctly. 
 
Here is the normal order for ending credits  
Producer 
Director 
Talent:  Depending on how “famous” the talent is, they may be listed first 
Director of Photography and then Camerapeople 
Editor 
Music  
Thank all the people who helped. (Those on location, with wardrobe, etc. Always 
thank your sponsors.) 
The last item is the copyright. Put the copyright symbol on each of your 
documentaries in this manner. © Year “Your production company” or you and then 
“ALL RIGHTS RESERVED”.  
Example: © 2018 Reel Mountain Pictures LLC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 
(You can use the next year if your production is completed after October.)  
 
In some special cases a company will not want you to list individual names in the 
credits. They may feel if their employees help you on your production that it was 
their job to do so. I always prefer to add the names but honor their request and 
give a big general thanks to the entire company. Their reasoning is they will be 
playing favorites if you give a credit to the one who was assigned to help you while 
another may have been busy on a different project and not had the potential for the 
exposure that working on yours did. All employees are just as valuable in the 
company’s opinion and a general credit doesn’t no leave anyone out. Still if 
someone goes above and beyond find a way to thank them if the company prefers 
you do not give a specific credit. 
 
File your production with the US copyright office if you are a US citizen at 
www.copyright.gov   
Use form PA and CON if necessary. Usually PA(Performing Arts) is sufficient. 
Refer to the copyright section in the PRE Section.  
 
Label Your Tape and Do a TRT 
TRT is an abbreviation for the Total Running Time of your documentary. List it in 
hours (if it’s that long), then minutes and then seconds. 45.46 (if your documentary 
is about 45 minutes. Label your finished tapes with the TRT. Also label each 
finished tape: Sound track 1 and 2, or mixed. 

 
Store Your Masters Properly 

Store your masters in a safe, dry, and cool place. 
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After You’ve Edited 

 
Show Your Show to 10 Sets of Eyes 

An editor needs 10 sets of eyes to catch the almost infinite possibilities of spelling 
something incurektley. Oops. Incorrectly. Just testing. Most errors won’t be as 
obvious as this was, so be aware. Not all editing programs have spell-check. Even 
if they do, spell-check doesn’t catch certain errors or the spelling of many names. 
Have other eyes see your work. 
 

Check Your Edits Immediately 
Always check your last edit by playing it back immediately after you have made the 
edit. It’s much easier to fix it now than later. A tiny glitch that you can quickly fix 
here, could turn into a major pain in the you-know-what, if you have to go back 
later to find the original footage. Whereas if you fix it right now, you might just have 
to hit “undo.” Much easier. 
 

Things I Learned the Hard Way 
1. Don’t overuse your footage. On some shows I had so little footage I used a 

shot several times but it was boring by the second time. 
2. Don’t show your rough cut to anyone. 
 

I made this mistake. One of my documentaries wasn’t complete yet, but Stein 
Eriksen was very anxious to see it. He loved the first film I did and the second one. 
So expectations were very high. He had only seen the completed versions of the 
other two. I proudly and excitedly exclaimed as I showed him the rough, rough, 
rough draft., “Here’s where I show how you demonstrate the steep slopes 
maneuvers,” Of course nothing was there but the Emperor’s New Clothes. What 
Stein saw was a pink background with a plain graphic on it (so I could easily find 
this section while I edited). I wish I had saved that copy to show you, but you 
probably would've had the same reaction Stein did. So I will spare you that. Stein 
cringed. He just couldn’t “see” the vision that was still inside my head. I had seen it 
so clearly in my head that I forgot others couldn’t. 

 
How to Blend Shots so They Create Magic or Emotion 

Film is an emotional process. The best films make our emotions blossom. Do you 
want to expand fear? Then do a horror documentary like “The Blair Witch Project.” 
Do you want to expand consciousness about a topic? Then do something like “The 
March of the Penguins.” Do you want to expand the great human emotion of love? 
Do a project like “A Beautiful Life.” 
 
Choose unique combinations: This will expand your viewers thinking and visual 
delight in your documentary. I combined rocky mountains (not snow – but rocks) 
with skiing. No one skis on rocks. Don’t try this at home. But it made for a very 
interesting combination and look. 
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Even though a documentary is both visual and audial, some people are more 
audial, some more visual, and some are kinesthetic. Director Irvin Kershner, (Star 
Wars: The Empire Strikes Back) told me that a great film is a kinesthetic 
experience. The film constantly moves the eyes of the audience around the screen 
to create a feeling within them of excitement, conflict, drama, or intensity. 
 

The Key to finding Photos or B Roll  
You Need for Your Documentary 

Often you won’t know what footage you will need, until you get to the editing stage 
and the gaps show up. You’ll need to cover or explain something better visually 
than you currently have footage for. Thus you will need to go buy, beg, or shoot 
some more footage. Check the Resource section for sources of Royalty Free 
photos and videos. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Buy your footage or photos or stills when you do your online edit. Start with comps 
or demos for your offline. Buy only when you are sure you need the footage. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: PHOTO 
Photo size. Using the correct size for your production is important. Think of the 
incorrect photo size this way. You need a rental car to drive you from Los Angeles 
to Phoenix. The company sends over a bicycle. It’s too darn small for the job. It will 
get you there eventually but not without great effort and lots of time. Next they 
send over a semi- tractor trailer. Yes it will get you there too, but it’s really overkill 
and it’ll be hard to work with and very cumbersome. Finally, they send a nice mid-
size car for you and your belongings. Getting the right photo size will feel 
comfortable and it will do the job. 
 

More Releases? 
Recheck for any additional releases you may need in editing. You may have added 
a shot you now need a release for. 
 

More to Come… 
The edit stage is magical. You are using light and sound to deliver a message, to 
communicate something that is of importance to you (and hopefully to an 
audience.) It’s a lot of work, but you are discovering something new about your 
documentary in each edit session and revealing that to your viewer. 
 
The Next Edit section tell how to:  

• Hire a narrator and adding narration if needed 
• Add music and sound sweetening 
• Cut out extra sounds 
• Add photos 
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Narrators and Voice-Overs 
 
Narration is giving additional spoken information that moves your story along so 
the audience can find more meaning in it. 
 
Using a narrator can be a very effective technique to tell a story. You can just have 
action or interviews for the content of your documentary, but sometimes that might 
not be descriptive enough to tell your story. Narration, often called voice-overs, can 
spice things up. You don’t have to have a narrator but it can help. For instance, if 
you are showing a herd of elephants in the jungle, how many people would watch 
an hour long documentary with no narration? But if you add narration to the 
opening scene along the lines of, “This is Mamba. The only baby elephant to 
survive the 500 mile trek when the herd was driven from their homes by predators.”  
 
Sometimes you’ll need words to let the audience in on what you know and what 
the footage of your documentary doesn’t show them. Information that is needed by 
the audience to follow the story but is not intuitive just by watching the footage is 
perfect for narration. If you were taking a trip and the stewardess announced which 
gate you’d arrive at and which gates the connecting flights are at, it would be pretty 
helpful info. Just showing up at the airport won’t tell you that. Your narration may 
have to fill in the gaps of what the information in the footage or the interviews don’t 
tell your audience. 
 
Voice-Overs vs. Narration  
Voice-overs are referred to as narration and that’s how I will use the term here. 
You can hire a voice-over artist or a narrator. Narrators usually like to be referred 
to as voice-over artists.  
 
When to Use a Narrator 
Many documentaries use a third person narrator. It’s a good technique when there 
is a great deal of interesting information about the topic or the person being 
interviewed. If another person talks about your medal of courage, your Nobel 
Peace Prize, or your first place prize in the baking contest, it won’t seem like 
boasting. I’ve told you this earlier, but if a narrator tells the story, it can have far 
greater impact than if the person stated it directly.  
 
Using Multiple Narrators 
Many people will advise you not to use several narrators so you don’t confuse the 
viewer.  But I once got some excellent advice for one of my films from a wonderful 
director. He suggested that I use both a male and female voice and go back and 
forth between the two. It worked beautifully. You can use this technique as long as 
it compliments your program and doesn’t confuse your audience. It’s a viable 
option if used with discretion, skill and care. 
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Here are the PROS/Advantages to using a narrator 
! You might not need to do interviews if you have a narrator. 
! Most narrators aren’t that expensive. 
! It should only take a good narrator an hour or two to of studio time.  
! You can easily change a narrator if one doesn’t work out and your 

documentary won’t suffer. In other words, narrators are fairly replaceable, 
but if you find a great one, be sure to treat him or her like gold.   

! Narrators can give a “documentary sound” to your project.  
! You can even write part of the narration after you shoot your footage. The 

narration can be written to fill in the gaps in your story line. 
! If you have a decent voice, not whiney, high-pitched, or annoying, most 

people can do their own narration.  
 
Here are the CONS/Disadvantages to having a narrator: 

• You’d like to get all your narration done in one studio session but 
often you will need to rewrite something and have to call a narrator 
back in. That is costly. 

• Also if you need to reshoot anything, then you will have to re-narrate 
a section or two.  

• Sound never sounds the same twice. In fact, sound in the morning 
and sound in the afternoon by the same person, in the same room, 
will sound different. It’s much easier to match the look of the footage 
than sound of the footage. 

• A narrator will be another person to pay, schedule, and get a good 
performance from. 

 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Be sure to always number the pages of the narrator’s script. That way either you or 
your narrator will “be on the same page.” And if the papers fall, you can reorganize. 
 

Finding a Narrator 
Documentary narration has taken its cue from modeling. It used to be that all 
models were gorgeous human specimens. Now models are all shapes, sizes, 
ages, and races. Narrators were often males with a deep authoritarians voice, 
perhaps British (or God-like). Today you can use somebody with an appealing but 
real voice and people will love you. On a documentary about the hidden music of 
Appalachia, the voice of a hillside musician could be charming. 
 
A Good Narrator: 

Acts professional 
Can give you readings of several styles of voice 
Listens to what you want 
Delivers a great sounding recording usually on the first try – just like a great 
professional musician 
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AVOID:  
Narrators with a nasal tone, or worse, a monotone. 
Narrators who joke around too much and then do a bad take. (If they joke 
around and do a great take – I’d keep them. They are a gem.) 

 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Don’t be afraid to fire a narrator if they aren’t able to deliver the quality and tone 
you want for your documentary. If you have gotten a sample of their work and 
voice skills up front, and they are nowhere near giving you that expected 
performance, cut your loses. Do it gently. Always get a contract for performance.   
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP:  
As mentioned in the Interview section, when you do your narration, do not drink 
milk before the session. Have water on hand instead. You can also put Vaseline on 
your teeth to keep your lips from getting dry or sticking to your mouth. Gross huh? 
 
When to Have Your Narration Recorded 
I usually do the narration after I shoot and after I do a rough edit. When you edit, 
do your narration last if you can. Then if any extra sections or segments are 
needed, you can write the narration and have the narrator do everything at once. 
Otherwise he/she will need to return to the studio and your costs will go up, not just 
for the narrator again, but for the additional studio time and for your precious time. 
 
Exceptions to Doing Your Narration Last 
If everything is totally scripted and it won’t change, you could record the narration if 
you needed to. It’s easier though for the narrator to actually see the film he/she is 
reading for. But if you have a celebrity narrator or someone with time constraints, 
this is an option.  
 

• In rare circumstances you can do narration on the fly (improvisation) 
as you edit but leave this to the professionals.  

 
Unless you need to stick to a script for some reason, you can guarantee the 
narration will change. Why do it twice and pay for it twice? 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Make sure whoever is doing the narration gets a chance to hear their initial takes 
up front. That way, they (or you, if you are the narrator) can adjust if you hear 
breathy pauses or nasal sounds. Then they can continue the rest of the narration 
session with much cleaner sound. 
 
Scripting the Narration Tips: 

• Don’t tell the viewer what is going on in the shot. It should be clear 
from the shot of John hitting a baseball that john’s hitting a baseball 
or you have already dropped the documentary ball. If you start on this 
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shot, say something like, “John never thought he would be able to 
walk again five years ago.” Now, you’ve got our attention. 

• Try to stick to the theme of your documentary when writing your 
narration. Have the narrator be the thread that ties segments of your 
documentary together with elements or twists of that theme. 

• Try to keep the narrated segments about the same length. It won’t be 
a documentary breaking point if you don’t but it flows better. The 
important thing is to get the info that needs to be delivered to the 
audience to them in a nice interesting sound package. 

• Don’t narrate over another speaker, interviewee, or anyone who is 
talking. You don’t want confusion or competition within your film. 

• Also avoid narrating over a song with words. Choose an instrumental 
that has no driving beat or boisterous music. Save the pounding 
beats for pure medleys or openings. 

• If you are doing the script for the narration after you have seen and 
cut together the footage of your documentary, make sure someone is 
in charge of getting this script written in a timely manner. 

 
P.S You can get extra clues for narration in the Transition Section 
 

Adding Narration to a Finished Project 
I will refer to the short movie “The Dream” again. This little movie was not created 
to include narration but the President of the Amphitheater group wanted a narrated 
version of this movie made. Because reading is slower than listening and the 
editing was already finished before the narration was added, the pacing is a little 
off on the vocal version.  
 
If you are going to do a voice–over or narration, make sure you know this up front. 
You’ll edit your project different. It’s like cutting a dress for a different size woman. 
Once you cut it, it’s really hard to adjust it to fit either someone larger or smaller.  
This is a decision that really must be made before you start editing. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Pronounce and annunciate clearly. Put some life and passion into your voice. 
Breathe and relax in between takes. 
 
Do-Overs. You will often have to go back and do something over. Maybe the 
sound didn’t get recorded or the weather got bad. There could be innumerable 
reasons. The point is, count on it and know that it is normal to do voice-overs over. 
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SOUND DURING EDITING 
 
Hopefully you have captured your sound clean and clear in the production phases. 
Now you get to play with all the bells and whistles. This editing work on sound will 
really make your sound sparkle and come alive. You can add reverb, change the 
tone, add effects, music and mix the sounds together.  

 
SOUND RESOURCES 

 
I want to mention two here. 

Audacity – https://www.audacityteam.org – A free and basic online sound 
editing program 

Audio Acrobat – www.audioacrobat.com. This program isn’t free but it’s 
relatively inexpensive. It won’t allow you to mix your audio, but once you 
have your audio or video completed, you can upload portions of it to be 
stored at this service and download the html codes for the web. You can 
also upload audio from your computer or record by phone. I would consider 
this a possible auxiliary service but certainly not your main sound program.   
 

Sound Programs 
• Pro Tools is still voted the best professional audio program.  
• Final Cut Pro allows you to do some sound editing.  
• Garage Band allows you to record and mix sounds and music with some 

built in software instruments. 
• If you need a cheap program, try Audacity above. It’s so cheap it’s free, but 

decent. You can mix voices, effects, and music. 
 
Sound Mixing 
Sound mixing or sound sweetening, is where all the sounds or audio tracks of your 
documentary are mixed together in a meaningful and appropriate way. Sound 
mixing is very technical because of the knowledge of the equipment it requires but 
it truly is an art to blend a variety of sounds in a pattern that is pleasing to the ear. I 
was blessed with a brilliant sound engineer who could mix audio in a way you 
almost didn’t recognize it, it was that much better. 
 
More Sound Challenges: 
Sound that you may have recorded wonderfully, and edited beautifully, can still 
sound crappy on the wrong playback source including some TVs. I was told by a 
pro to always check anything I did with audio on three different sources. If it’s a 
CD, I use three CD players to see it works. If it’s a DVD, I check on three DVDs. 
That’s usually a good indicator or how it will sound overall but someone, 
somewhere, will probably play your DVD on an incompatible machine and it will not 
sound good. This is an instance of don’t try to please everyone. Just get the best 
sound you can. Even if you have checked your sound on both high and low end 
machines, you still might get some buzzing when Joe down the street plays it. 
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Unless you are doing it all yourself most of this will be handled beautifully by a 
good sound engineer and you won’t have to worry yourself with the following 
details. 
 

SOUND EFFECTS 
Sound effects make your production very professional. A sound effect is anything 
that sounds like something people will recognize or notice audially that you add to 
your original footage to create a more realistic sounding film. You can argue that in 
a documentary you shouldn’t add sound effects, but I argue for them. If they work 
and don’t dilute the power or honesty of your documentary do it. There are several 
more resources for sound effects in the Resource Section. You can also make 
your own sounds. If you hire a good sound person they will know how to create 
extra sounds. Even an editor may be able to do this. Sound effects are what made 
radio so compelling before TV took over. 
 

• A single sound. You might need some single sounds, called “one shots.” 
This is a sound effect (also called a “hit”) like a door slamming or creaking. 

• Ambient or background sound.  
• In bigger production you hire a Foley artist to make new sound effects that 

synchronize with the films action. This is called Foley sound effects. Foley 
sound effect covers it all. It is created sound, usually by the most unlikely 
objects, like leather and toilet paper. Foley artists are notorious for creating 
the footsteps you hear on screen when someone is walking and creating 
steps is probably one of the largest uses of recreated sound in an actual 
movie. The stepping noises are actually not the real steps but a Foley artist 
walking some shoes along a similar surface. Foley artists do this for 
anything from a door shutting to putting a plate away in the cupboard. It’s 
just cleaner and easier to recreate the sounds than to try to get the action, 
the speaker and the sound all perfect during the shoot. Even in a 
documentary you can use Foley sound to make the documentary more 
realistic, which is a big goal of most great documentaries.  

 
Here Are Just a Few Tricks You Can Do: 

• A pair of gloves: If you flap them, they can sound like a bird flapping its’ 
wings. 

• For a crackling fire: Use cellophane and crush it. 
• For a gun sound: Use a large stapler. If you are doing re-enactments, you 

can probably get most of your sounds at the location and shoot specific 
sounds of various lengths.  

• Leather comes in handy. It can be used to put cornstarch in. Something 
leather like an old purse to simulate walking on snow.  You can hit a leather 
jacket to simulate a punch or someone falling.  

• You can put various things in plastic bags to create different sounds. This 
will give crunchy sounds. When we walk across grass our feet crunch. 
When we walk across mud, there is a bit of wet suction sound.   
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• And we all know that coconut shells can sound like horses from Monty 
Python’s “In Search of the Holy Grail.”  

 
Sound Effects 
 
https://audiojungle.net/  
This is one of the main sound effect sources I use. They have everything. Thunder, 
wind, and rain – which the weather is actually doing as I type this. There are many 
categories of effects including, home and office and animal sounds 
www.audiohero.com also has lots of sound effects.  
 
Free Sound Effects 
 
http://www.soundsnap.com/browse  
This site has easy to navigate buttons to find the category of sound you want 
http://www.findsounds.com/ 
 
Background Sound 
Your background sound will usually be music but can also be sound effects. 
Ambient or background sound also refers to the sound behind and around what 
you are filming. Always capture some of this sound while you are filming. Use two 
cameras during your shoot and get continual sound on one. You may need to take 
parts of your ambient sound and blend it with your interviews or main footage.  
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Shoot ambient sound. Always. Ambient sound is the background noise with no one 
specifically talking into a microphone. If you are at a sporting event, the ambient 
noise is quite loud, possibly some cheering, booing, talking, or hawking. If you are 
at a hillside stream, you might have water, birds, and a fly or two. But wherever 
you are get the sound that you would hear if you just walked into that place and 
had no image, just sound. On most productions this ambient sound is a lifesaver. 
 
MUSIC 
Music is sound, but it is so critical I have given it a separate section. 
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MUSIC  
 

Music gives your film life. It can add fire to your footage or sooth out the hard 
edges of a scene. 
 
Adding music is like putting furniture in your home. You can have different styles 
and you will feel different with each style you decide on. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
You cannot use 7 or 10 or even 2 seconds of music without paying royalties to 
copyright owners. None. Zero. Hope I’m clear. Said it before. Ditto. 
 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
You cannot take any section of any piece of music owned by someone else and 
write something to it or add something to it (called a derivative work) without 
getting permission and getting all the rights and license. 
 
MUSIC RIGHTS 
You will need to know about licenses and permissions. This is covered in the How 
to Get Rights section, page 109. Briefly, you will need to get both a publishing and 
a copyright license if you are using someone else’s music. The “p” and “c” you see 
on music copyrights doesn’t stand for your computer. It is the statement of who 
owns the rights and what year they got those rights by creating the music or by 
publishing it. The publisher or copyright owner will give you a license agreement 
and terms of use. 
 
These are some of the licenses you may need to get.  

• A sync license 
• A master use license 
• A mechanical license 

 
I also define these in the How to Get Rights section but you really need an 
attorney to go over the terms unless the music you want to use music is royalty 
free or from a friend who does not have a publisher…yet. Get it in writing. 

 
A sync license is given by the publisher of the music (which can be the same as 
the composer but often is not). This license allows the licensee to use the music in 
connection or in sync with the visual images you will be showing in your 
documentary. 

 
A master use license is for getting the rights to use material that’s already been 
made that you did not publish or compose. 
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A mechanical license is for when you want to make copies of your film on DVD etc. 
The Harry Fox agency is usually the source for mechanical licenses. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
If the publisher or composer or company has a website, go there first and read the 
License Agreement, Rights Agreement, or Terms of Use so you are familiar with 
these documents before you contact them. 
 
Most of the information on music is covered in the Make Your Videos 
Outstanding with Music E-course that comes along with your Trade Secrets 
package. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP 
Owning a CD does NOT mean you own the rights to use that CD in your 
documentary. Period. You also cannot use music from downloadable sites like 
iTunes. 
 
When and Where to Add Music 
  

Add music when you need some extra emotional impact that the footage 
doesn’t completely convey or that needs a little musical enhancement. You add 
music when it can emotionally help the scene. 

 
 Add music when it won’t distract from your documentary but add to it. 
How do you do this? If a scene has plenty of action but no talking, a musical 
background is usually appropriate. Often high-powered music works great here. 
Sometimes you can do the reverse and play soft or classical music in a dramatic 
scene, but you really have to be a master to pull this off. When it is done with a deft 
hand and ear, the effect can be stunning.      
 
 You also can add music anytime there are visuals only. In most cases the 
audience expects music when there is no dialogue. In certain instances, having no 
music can be effective. For example, let’s say your subject is entering a dark cave 
with a flashlight. No one is around. You only hear the tentative footsteps of your 
subject. You could use music. But what if you did this instead? Each footstep 
echoes louder. That’s all you hear. No music. The footsteps continue. You hear a 
drop of water hit the cave floor. The footsteps pause and then continue. The 
subject shines the light ahead, but from behind the footsteps you hear one sound, 
a growl. That growl would shock the heck out of your audience and be all the more 
stunning because of the lack of music. You could also do this with music but it is 
more predictable. What if instead of the growl you heard a laugh? Wouldn’t you 
have your audience’s undivided attention as to what would happen next? 
  

You can add music under voice-overs or narration if it is soft music and 
does not compete with the voice. 
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You will most likely add music under the ending credits. You can pick a 
vocal song here. Unless you have some medleys in your documentary, the other 
music you choose for your doc will mostly be instrumentals. 

 
You will normally add music at the opening and closing scenes of your 

doc. This music is important because the opening sets up the whole documentary 
tone and the ending music is what you want your audience to go away feeling like. 
The ending music can also lead into the credits. 

 
You will almost always use music at transitions and segways. This is an 

audio signal to your viewer than a change is taking place. 
 
You can add music under a whimsical portion of your documentary. It 

can break up tension in an intense documentary so that you can go back and hit 
the serious portion even stronger. 
 
Just make sure any music you add serves a good purpose for your documentary. 
Don’t add a song or music selection just because you like it. It must make the 
documentary better. 
 
Your Fade-ins 
You will usually fade in the music at the start of the music with 1-2 seconds of 
fading up. You can then fade out at the end with a 1-2 seconds fade out at the end. 
 

Adjust the Music Levels 
 
Here are the Basic Sound Levels  
If there is no voice, you can set the music levels higher. Set the levels to -6 to -10 
dB and check to see if this levels works. Adjust from there. 
  
If you put the music under a voice, keep the music lower. Start with -15 dB and 
adjust from there. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Never set any audio levels higher than 0dB. Be kind to your listener’s ears and 
whatever equipment they are watching this on. 
 
How Long Should the Music Be? 
Few documentaries use the whole song except possibly during the credits and the 
opening scenes. Most scenes use short clips of music between segments or as 
leads in’s to a different type of scene. Let’s say an elderly woman slowly walks up 
to her attic and heads toward an antique looking chest. She opens a drawer and 
pulls out a dusty box. The scene instantly changes as she opens the box. There is 
now the scene of a young girl walking in a bright summer meadow. The music for 
the first part of the scene would be very anticipatory. The music for the meadow 
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would be entirely different. Whimsical perhaps. Since there is no talking in either of 
the two scenes, you can have the music be the entire audio focus. 
 
If you are using music just to get you into a scene, follow the guidelines for the 
fade-in. Then place about 5-7 seconds of music at the start of your scene if there is 
someone talking. 
 
What Type of Music Should You Use For Your Production? 
Again there is great detail in the Make Your Videos Outstanding with Music -
course but here is a summary. Have an overall tone that will go well with the theme 
of your documentary. That doesn’t mean you can’t have variety if it’s appropriate 
for the scene. Even a serious story has light moments that could be captured and 
portrayed. You want to vary the rhythms and style a bit to keep the emotional ride 
you take the viewer on exciting and intriguing. If the whole documentary is about 
something uplifting, find a break. Every light story had dark elements to get there. 
 
How to Work With a Composer 
If you can afford a good composer, your documentary will have a greater chance to 
be outstanding. A good composer can compliment and bring out the best elements 
of your documentary. 
 
You can also find music that will work wonderfully for your documentary but a good 
composer will tie all the music together because it will be created by one person 
and it will be that much more cohesive.   
 
First, I recommend you ask around and get referrals from another producer or 
filmmaker who has worked with composers before.  You want to know not only 
what style of music the composer is adept at, but what their working style is and 
how long they usually take to compose a piece.  
 
I worked with some fantastic composers who worked with some fantastic 
musicians. (That’s another clue. The composer has great contacts in the music 
business who also use them). The composers got back to me promptly and gave 
me their best.  
 
There was only one composer I worked with who did not want to do the changes I 
requested (and was paying for) and began to avoid me. I’m 5 ft 2. Hardly 
threatening. We set up a meeting and I arrived at his home. There was a note on 
the door in red ink stating how he couldn’t do those changes and I was asking too 
much of him. That was the last I saw of him. Most composers are professional but 
once in awhile one of these gets into the radar. Remove them quickly from your 
project and find someone delighted to work on your documentary. I can’t tell you 
how rewarding it is to have music that is created especially for the work you are 
doing, when it captures the feeling you want.  
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When you find a composer you like and they are reputable, the composer may 
actually be the one to ask most of the questions. A good composer will want to 
know the tone and theme of your movie and what you want the music to 
accomplish. Do you want it to bring out an emotional element of the scene, lead 
into a different scene, reflect on what is going on in the scene, or just be a neutral 
base to build on later?  
 
It helps to know a few musical terms like the tempo you want, or the pacing of the 
music, the style of music, and what types of instruments they feel might work well 
on your production. If you hate violins say so. If you love cello, speak up. A good 
composer can make it work.  
 
The best composers create musical feelings and open up the emotions you want to 
portray on the film. The same scene with one type of music will feel entirely 
different to the audience than with another piece of music. This is the work for a 
master of music. 
 
If you feel very foreign discussing anything musical at least tell your composer 
what music you like. They will probe further to find out what elements of that 
particular artist or band you most like. 
 
Ask for a few samples of the type of music you want from a composer in addition to 
samples of what they have created before. If you don’t like anything they have 
done before, what makes you think they will give you the style you want now? 
Make the cut before you work with someone you’re not sure of. Or go with other 
musician before you spend a lot on someone whose work is not absolutely thrilling 
for you to hear. 
 
Creative use of music can break every one of the above guidelines I gave you, but 
that is genius. If you find a musical genius your film will explode with richness. 
Don’t be afraid to try something musically with your film as you go along. You just 
might hit a winning combination of film and music that takes your breath away. 
 
Bottom line. Love your music. You will watch your documentary a lot of times. 
Good music doesn’t wear thin. It gets more and more comfortable. 
 
*Music Resources 
This is covered in the Resource section and lists possible sources of Royalty free 
music for your documentary. 
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Emotions and Film  
 
On Camera Emotions 
On camera emotions are the emotions you want from the talent or interviewees on 
your production. Most emotions h are hidden well beneath the ego or psyche or 
wherever emotions hide. Brilliant filmmakers get them out – even on film.  
Blindsight, a documentary about blind children in Tibet who climbed Mt Everest, 
has several show stopping scenes where the emotional impact and feeling of the 
subjects are far more intriguing than the highest mountain in the world.  
 
Emotional honesty is breathtaking when you can capture it on film. Emotions are 
what will connect your viewer to the person on screen. In a documentary this can 
be overlooked because of the desire to capture reality. But I believe that emotions 
are critical to capture on a production unless it would be inappropriate to your 
documentary. For example, the emotion of a top athlete as they must pull out every 
last reserve of their courage and tenacity, or the open delight of a handicapped 
person doing something they’ve never done before. It all works for me. If you want 
your audience to leave with an incredible experience from watching your film it is r 
emotions that will do the job. 
 
Watch Your Back 
Mark W. Travis, author of “The Director’s Journey,” teaches a wonderful course on 
directing at his studio in Studio City, CA.  The first time I took a class from Mark, I 
tentatively walked into the room. I was a little late due to traffic. The class had 
already begun. Looking around the room I saw a place I wanted to sit, walked over 
there and sat down. The class stopped. Everyone stared at me in shock. What 
could this possibly be about, I thought? Mark, the consummate director, paused 
and looked at me. Then he acted intrigued. Mark looked back at the class and said 
in a gently amusing tone, “That’s interesting. She just walked right into the middle 
of the set.” There were doing a scene and I had chosen one of the well-placed 
chairs to sit in. Of course I apologized and moved, but my point is I sensed the 
energy that was pregnant in that scene. It looked like the best place to sit to me. If 
you can sense energy, you will be able to feel emotions more. You will be able to 
direct actors and bring out amazing emotion from within them, emotions that we all 
have. A good director can coax those emotions out. 
 
Mark’s class is where I really learned about on-screen emotions. There was a 
scene that Mark was directing where a woman had to confront a man who was 
being sort of a bully. The scene was set up in the man’s office. Mark staged the 
man and the woman face to face and then say their lines. This was okay and 
sounded fine. Then Mark had the man turn his back to the woman when the 
woman came in the office. He looked out the window the entire time she was 
talking. Although this actress was not A-list, she played the scene 100% better 
because she was so flustered she didn’t know what to do or how to act. Therefore 
she didn’t act…she felt. She said her lines, the same lines as before but now we 
felt the tension in her voice and body, which was the perfect emotion for that 
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scene. This great improvement in the acting was due to one little change in 
direction that amped up the emotions of the scene. That’s why Mark is known as 
“the director’s director.” 
 
When you are directing, even on a documentary, you may need to get a different 
response from one of your actors, interviewees, or subjects. Remember that if you 
can change one little thing, you may get the entire emotion of the scene to shift. 
This can create stunning emotional scenes.   
 
Film is an emotional process. The best films bring a big emotion for that scene 
right up to the surface in a revealing way. Or sometimes in an equally effective 
process, the actors or on camera talent hold their emotions so close to the surface 
that we too, can feel what the character is feeling even though they seem to be 
holding it back. 
 

Behind the Camera Emotions 
 
Keep your head cool, but put a warm heart into your production. You must make 
decisions based on what is best for the documentary not your ego. So you will 
have to let go of a lot of minor little emotional aggravations. They take too much 
energy. If there is a big emotional disturbance that is affecting others on the set, it 
is up to you to stop it, either through your own response or by removing the source 
of the aggravation. Again, you must look at where the energy of your production is 
going. A person with no emotional backbone can destroy a production 
energetically. That shows up on the film. You must pay attention to who is doing 
this. And it better not be you! 
 
There would come a point in every documentary I’ve done where I wondered why I 
was doing the documentary. In addition to the great satisfaction there was a lot of 
intense hard work. That feeling no longer panics me.  I recognize it as an old friend 
who has been working hard for a long time and would like a break. The best advice 
I have here is to just go through it. Take a break if you need to. Realize that it’s a 
temporary feeling and that you really have been working hard. But now is not the 
point to quit. It is the point to reaffirm your commitment to your doc. Don’t worry. 
This feeling almost always passes once you notice it.  
 
Your Crew’s Emotions 
All crew members have a bad day here and there. Cut them some slack. If it’s an 
emotional pattern however, look at how it is affecting the other crew members who 
are handling their work professionally. Don’t let those crew members suffer at the 
expense of an emotional drainer. Talk to the person about their actions first. Ask 
them what can be done, why the outburst or sulking or whatever it is they are 
doing. Offer to help. Tell them you want their full attention on the production and 
ask how that can be accomplished. If they do not open up to you or cut out the 
behavior in a reasonable amount of time, I would let them go. Always give them 
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the opportunity to shape up. But send them to the ship rather than destroy your 
production. They obviously aren’t happy to be there.  
 
How to Look for Emotions and Movement to Film 
I have a very short answer. Ask this question, “How does the shot move you?” If it 
moves it, it will most likely also move the audience. 
 
Some documentarians will want to stay away from emotion, but I have found them 
to be the jewel that shines up the whole production. Just make sure they are in 
front of the camera, not behind it. 
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Documentary Challenges 
 
One of my toughest documentary challenges was when I produced several 
projects. None of the footage was logged in. There were a couple of big boxes 
filled with unlabeled tapes of various lengths and formats. It was my job to figure 
out how to make a documentary out of it. That’s about as hard as if an airline 
dumped together the open luggage of an entire flight and someone had to 
organize it and get it back to the correct people. Actually it was probably even 
harder than that because I worked for a brief stint at an airline sorting out lost 
luggage. 
 
There are many things that can come up during any production and create 
unexpected challenges. That’s normal. Here are a few of the common ones I have 
run across. 
 
1. Getting access to people, events, locations, and information 
The problem with some documentaries is getting access to places to film or to 
people who are willing to talk. Picture doing a film about Germany during Hitler’s 
time. Few Germans would risk it. If you have a controversial subject, people with 
possible knowledge of this subject are elusive or famous so you may have to work 
a little harder or just get lucky. 
 
ANSWER:  
This person probably isn’t a hermit. Someone knows them. This location is on this 
earth. Someone can get you in to them. If the person is famous, try to go through 
their agent or manager. Chances are they will have one. Also contact any other 
board members of any boards they might be on. Most are sitting on a board or two. 
This also works for events or locations. Find a board that serves that event or 
location and go through them. You can also find a writer or news reporter who may 
have interviewed them and they will have contact information. Contact them for 
help. They might even be willing to make the call for you. 
 
2. Inadequate Footage 
Not all of what you shoot can be called “footage” anymore because it’s digital. 
Maybe we can say that some of your footage contained “inadequate electrons.” 
There could be many reasons you didn’t get the shots you planned. People got 
sick. Nature was uncooperative. Strange sounds were too interested in getting 
onto your footage. You ran out of time. A myriad of things happen. 
 
ANSWER: 
Can you use photos instead? Can you use a host to talk about this section instead 
of filming it? I did this on one of my productions when I didn’t have footage of the 
person when he was in the Marine Corp. I went to the ocean (with permits in hand) 
and filmed not only me talking about his stint as a marine but another segment that 
that added something wonderful to the project. 
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Can you reschedule another shoot? Yes it will cost more to do this but if the 
footage you are missing is critical, you could lose everything you’ve already spent 
and not have a documentary to show for it. Or you may create something with what 
you have that would be far inferior without this footage. And I want your doc to be 
outstanding.  
 
Rescheduling   
Remember when I filmed Stein Eriksen and there was no time for our interview? 
Because Stein suggested we go to Montana in the summer I was able to get a 
much better interview with him. It was relaxed and unhurried and added a 
completely new dimension to the film which I could have never anticipated. And I 
had the advantage of a three-crew shoot instead of two. So if your plans get totally 
mangled don’t be afraid to reschedule. 
 
Technical Problems during the Shoot  
Many technical challenges can come up during the course of a documentary from 
a piece of equipment malfunctioning, a light not working, problems with cables or 
even the electrical systems. A good crew is adept at solving many of these but you 
may need to know what to do if they don’t. 
 
ANSWER:  

• Have back ups of everything you can.  
• Bring extra cables.  
• Know how to run the camera.  
• Take an extra digital camera if you can, even bringing a home camera can 

help.  
• Call the shoot if that’s a possibility and you can reschedule and get the 

technical problem fixed quickly.  
• If you can send someone to quickly repair the item or get a new part, shoot 

something else in the meantime. 
• Rehearse the scene to make up time for when they return and you can 

resume your schedule. 
• When I was filming a series of documentaries in Park City, we had some 

technical problems that required getting repairs done in Salt Lake City. I 
sent one of the crew down to Salt Lake and we continued working with the 
other camera until they returned. It involved rescheduling but overall we 
didn’t lose too much time. 

• Try using another electrical outlet. If you have brought extra cables along as 
I hope you would, you might get the equipment to work.  

 
4. The Camera Doesn’t Work 

Here’s what to do  
 

• Start by checking the battery. If you have followed the advice and 
brought along extra batteries, this is a minor delay in production. 
Make sure it is snugly and properly positioned. Sometimes the 
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battery is just in backwards so make sure it’s inserted correctly and 
has a good connection. 

• Make sure there is nothing “locked” on the camera. 
• Check the cables and connectors to and from the camera to make 

sure they are tight and in the right place. 
• Clean all connections and batteries. Clean the old battery if that’s the 

only one you have. There may be a bit of corrosion on it and that 
could stop the connection.  

• Did the camera get wet? Dry out the batteries thoroughly and it may 
still work. 

• Are you sure the settings are right and it is being operated properly? 
Refer to the manual if you are doing your own camera work and 
always bring the manual along. 

 
More About On and Off 
Speaking of “on and off,” that doesn’t just refer to the camera but you too, will have 
on and off times. There will be times when you are really “on,” when everything you 
are filming and doing seems to flow beautifully. Enjoy it. It’s fabulous when the 
footage you are getting is breathtaking, when the answers coming out of an 
interviewee’s mouth are thrilling you and everyone is cooperative and helpful. And 
then you will have days when nothing seems to be working. It rains. The 
cameraman shows up late. The interviewee has to cancel last minute. It’s all part 
of the documentary game.  
 
When a production is flowing well, keep going. Enjoy every blissful minute of it. 
Bask in it. When it’s not, keep going and try to enjoy every minute of it. That’s the 
best advice I’ve got. You will need to film whether you are in the flow or not. Just 
do the best you can when good Ole Murphy shows up and wants to be in your 
production. If you keep your focus, Murphy gets the hint. “Nothing’s gonna stop 
you.” Murphy will eventually leave to find someone he can bother more than you. 
 
5. The Story Won’t Flow 
Sometimes you can sense that even though you’ve prepared well and the filming 
went great, something in the story just isn’t clicking. You’ll usually get this in the 
editing stage after you have filmed. Perhaps there seems to be a missing link so 
the story line doesn’t make sense or portray on film as you thought it would. 
 
ANSWER:  

• If there is a missing element ask what it could be? Go over your outline 
again and just start experimenting with “what if’s?” What if we added 
another interview? What if I took out this whole section where it gets stuck? 
What if we added a medley? What if this and what if that. By also 
experimenting with ideas on paper before you shoot you might get an idea 
that will work by using some of your unused footage. 

• Let it marinate if you can. Perhaps that will bring out the flavor and you will 
know what to do. 
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• Ask a director friend or fellow filmmaker for help on how to solve this. A 
fresh pair of eyes and ears can often see what you are blind to. 

• Sometimes by rearranging your segments you can come up with a solution 
that works. Sometimes by adding a last minute host or narrator, you can fix 
this. 

• One solution that worked for me was to use an appropriate and relevant 
quote to break and lead into a troubling segment. You can also write any 
lead in lines yourself and place them on top of an appropriate image. That 
way you can write a connecting line that may also solve the problem.    

 
Mistakes 

 
Many documentaries explore what they consider the mistakes of someone else. 
This section looks at some of the mistakes you can make during the production of 
your documentary. 
 
I’ve made some bad docs and I’ve made some good ones. Making a bad 
documentary is like falling down while learning to ride a bike. It’s uncomfortable, 
but it gets you further along in the process. 
 
Mistakes on a production can be made by you, your crew, or your talent. Finding 
out about these mistakes by seeing them yourself or by having someone tell you 
about them, is a good thing. Then you have a clearer idea of what to do right and 
can “fix, remedy, polish, or improve it. 
 
I’ll say this about mistakes. They are inevitable. Letting them ruin your production 
is not. Some mistakes could turn out to be blessings. I’ve had this happen several 
times and I thank God for those “mis-takes.” How you handle these mistakes will 
be critical to both your team and your production. 
 
What to Do? 
Look at each new “mistake” situation as a chance to redo that particular element of 
your documentary and do it better. Another way to think about this mistake is to 
ask, “Could there be a better way of doing this than I was trying to do? Is there a 
better person, image, or location to use? Once you and your team get your 
creative juices going again, you will look upon this as a puzzle that will be 
interesting to solve and you won’t let it throw you off course. Some of the best 
discoveries in the world were “mistakes.” 
 
Here are a few mistakes I made that I don’t want you to make. 
 

• Don’t get stuck on an expensive “item,” like a particular piece of 
music. You won’t get your money back. It’s like adding an addition to a 
house. If you choose something that’s personal to only you, like a dark 
room, or a room built like a teepee, others may not want it when you are 
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offering it for sale. Before you spend a lot of money on something, think 
it through. 

• Hiring the wrong people for the wrong reasons. Make sure if your gut 
talks, you listen. Make sure the people you hire are the best people you 
can afford. Make sure you like working with them or can at least work 
professionally together well. You’ll be together in very intense and 
sometimes tense situations. Pick a great team upfront.  

• Trying to get everything perfect. You won’t. So don’t keep trying. My 
friend John Harricharan has a great saying that has helped me in this 
area. “Don’t go for perfection. Go for excellence.” 

 
These aren’t by any means all the mistakes you can possibly make on a 
documentary, but these are a few of the ones I’ve made and I want to spare you 
the experience. 
 

The “What If” Page: 
 
These are not necessarily mistakes but things that could be helpful for you to 
know. No matter how much you plan to have things run smoothly, something will 
come up on your documentary. Expect this. Don’t be surprised and you should 
survive.  
 
I couldn’t possible cover every “what if” for each documentary has its own set of 
“what ifs” but here are a few more common ones. 
 
Here are a couple examples: 

• What if your cameraman doesn’t show up? 
• What if someone freezes up on camera? 
 

Ditched By a Cameraman  
One of my cameramen showed up for my morning shoot, but he had a hang 
over. Another cameraman couldn’t turn on the camera. I suggested he try 
the power button. (And to think I paid these guys!) One of my cameramen 
quit in the middle of the shoot because he didn’t realize that he had to haul 
the camera up any stairs. So I had to. These were the days of enormously 
heavy cameras. But I got the footage anyway.  
 
If any of these situations happen to you, first ask another crew member if 
there is anyone there to help with the camera. Many crew members can 
pinch hit and will know a little bit (or a lot) about the other crew positions. If 
that is not an option and you have at least learned the basics, do the 
camera work yourself. Do the best you can and don’t expect perfection or 
think of the trouble caused because of this. Just get the work done. I’ve had 
to set up interviews and conduct the interview while doing the camera work 
myself. It happens. 
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Here’s what I did. 
• Set up two chairs if you are going to be seated. 
• Get someone to sit in the chair you will be sitting in. Use someone 

about the same height and weight as you are. 
• Position the camera to where you like the look of the shot. 
• Turn on the camera, sit in the chair yourself and start the interview. 
• Stop after short test and check the image. Look for framing and 

sound and see if they are adequate. 
• Turn the camera back on and conduct the interview. 
• You can stop again and reposition the camera to get another angle. 
• Make sure you also get some reaction shots of both you and the 

interviewee to use as cut-aways.   
 
Someone On Camera Freezes Up 
If there are bright lights, cameras everywhere, directions being shouted and 
this was your first time one camera, you too, might freeze up. You may have 
to choose another location where you can have a conversation that is more 
natural with this person than being “on screen” and doing a formal interview. 
Some people just aren’t ready to reveal themselves in a natural way.  
 
You too, then go more natural. Lose some lights, even the entire set if you 
need to. Get someone they trust to talk to them. You are supposed to be 
that person but if they won’t open up to you and their friend, husband, or 
mother is there, ask them to ask the person a few initial questions and prime 
the pump. Help them forget there is a camera in their presence. 
 
Get them into the subject that they are passionate about quickly. That can 
usually relax them. Turn off the camera. Address the issue kindly saying 
something like, “I too, had that problem the first time I was on camera.” Be 
kind and reassuring. When you sense rapport, ask, “Are you ready to go?” 
Signal your crew to start back up.  

 
All in all, don’t focus on the mistakes, the “what if’s” or the challenges. Deal with 
them when they come up and move on. You’ve got a film to make. Making a film 
will give you far more education in life than just about anything else you could do.  
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When to Fold a Production 
 

There are times a production just isn’t going to work. Cut your losses quickly and 
move on.  At the following times it may be best to let this doc go. 
 

• When information about your topic squelches the theory you were going to 
present. i.e. you found out the moon was not made of cheese when the 
astronauts stepped on it in the 1960’s. Okay so we knew before this 
moment that the moon was not made of cheese, but you get the picture. 

• If you were going to do a doc with two people doing an expedition and they 
have a serious argument. Don’t get mixed up in it. You don’t want your 
production paying for it. I have been in versions of this situation. Not fun or 
profitable. 

• If a cost of a particular aspect of your documentary skyrockets. Let’s say 
you need a particular guide to go to a mountain in the Andes, and they 
decided to unionize and up the fees 1000 times, Back out. You’ll get a 
chance to do something even better. 

• A situation in a country worsens and makes it unsafe for you and your crew 
to film there or even be there. 

• The country you need to film in won’t grant you a visa or closes its borders. 
• Any number of unforeseen events could transpire. If they would significant 

change the concept, cost or safety of your production, rethink doing it. 
Sometimes this can be a blessing in disguise. At other times, the gift is in 
letting it go. 
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Special Documentaries  
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How to do 
THE LIFE STORY 
Or Biogramentary 

 
The Life Story is a special kind of documentary. I find them fascinating. Although 
you will follow most of the general guidelines for making a documentary and 
conducting your interviews, I’ve included some special tips here that pertain 
specifically to the Life Story. 
 
Each life is a miracle. I’ve done four life story documentaries. Stein Eriksen, James 
Roosevelt on his parents FDR and Eleanor Roosevelt, John Jay, and now Tom 
Antion. 
 
Life stories are different than other documentaries. The person you are featuring 
may have written a book or been on television, but remember, you still have to do 
your personal take on this person’s life and that could make yours a great 
documentary. 
 
I remember hearing the director of Dragon: The Bruce Lee Story speak. Rob 
Cohen told how Bruce Lee’s widow, Linda was silent after he showed her the film 
for the first time. He was a little concerned until Linda finally spoke. Linda Lee said 
that she was too choked up to speak at first because of how moved she was by the 
film. Cohen said it was well worth the struggle of the movie to get that reaction. I 
had a similar reaction when I showed Stein Eriksen his Life Story: The Legendary 
Skier. Stein finished watching the program with tears in his eyes and then came 
over and gave me a hug. The feeling of capturing the essence of someone’s life is 
incomparable. 
 
With a life story you can usually get things to include in your documentary from 
earlier parts of the person’s life. Most people are interested in how the person got 
from an average baby to a super achiever. These people have used their God-
given talents to the fullest. That, I presume, is why you are doing the documentary 
on them. If this person has other films, shows, or TV interviews they have been on, 
you may be able to get the footage by asking them about it. Their personal 
connections may get you through the hoops quicker.  
 
When someone is still living, their life story has the advantage of true reality. At 
least you can get info directly from the horse’s mouth. That life can be told or 
analyzed by the person themselves, which is always a great perspective.  
Historical information may be hearsay or “updated,” with whatever new power 
came into “power.” 
 
I would have loved to have interviewed Cleopatra and Marc Anthony and filmed 
their stories. Though there is a lot of information, writings, and paintings by 
Leonardo Da Vinci, I would have loved to have interviewed him. There are quite a 
few things I would have liked to have asked him. Such as: 
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• “So Leonardo, let’s end this debate. Who really was the Mona Lisa?” 
• “When did you get your best ideas? While sleeping, walking, or painting?” 
• “They say you were a flamboyant dresser. Who designs your clothes?” 
• “What do you make of this Da Vinci Code story?” 
• “What would you like to have invented?” 
 

I could go on and on. I hope Leonardo would have liked to talk. 
 
What if you could hear Jesus say about how he came into his “gift” and what he 
actually told the disciples? Or the Buddha on why he felt so much better 
renouncing his princehood? To me this is fascinating. It is the opportunity to 
preserve a record of an influential life. 
 
To do a good life story you have to find out everything you can about the person 
before your shoot your documentary. You do this by researching and becoming 
very familiar with the person’s own work and what has been said, written or filmed 
about them. This background information will give you insights into how you can 
create your story about the person. From this research and your own feelings 
about the story, you write your theme. Then you prepare the questions you will ask 
the person during the interview. 
 
Keep the elements of any great documentary in mind when you envision this story 
and remember the special documentary that you are creating. This kind of moving 
portrait is one of the more intimate types of documentaries you can do. You have 
to know what makes this person tick, what they have accomplished and why, how 
they got their insights or motivation, and much more. You must use the highest 
integrity throughout your whole production. This person must trust you. You must 
honor that gift of trust and reveal to the viewer the unique vision and significance of 
this person’s life.  
 

How to Work with Historical Footage 
 
Many life stories will need some historical footage. Here’s how to go about getting 
the footage you need. If they require licensing or permission, follow the guidelines 
in the  page 109 section. 
 
Unless you can get this footage from the person you are doing the story on and 
they own the rights, you will have to get the footage from someone else who owns 
the footage you want. This includes television stations, library archives, and media 
sources. 
 
There are two things to remember; 

1. The research will probably take awhile 
2. It will probably cost a lot – if you can get the permission that is. 
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You may not need much of this footage, but using footage from an earlier era is 
usually important to the telling of a story that takes place years ago, unless you re-
enact it. 
 

Working with Research Libraries 
When I worked with the FDR Presidential library, they were most gracious in 
allowing me access to their archives. I needed to fill out an application and get a 
Researcher ID card, which you will need at most big archival libraries. The FDR 
card was good for one year. It shouldn’t take you that long. I also needed a permit 
to research at the Huntington Library in California and other larger libraries with 
research facilities. The Huntington Library calls you a Reader if you do this. This is 
usually for more scholarly endeavors. 
 
Call and ask the library if they have the materials you wan to research. Apply for a 
research permit and let them know when you are coming to the library if you are 
going in person. They may be able to pull up some materials and have them ready 
for your visit. Look through the materials and mark the selections of those things 
that you want copied if that is possible. They will charge you a dubbing fee for any 
tape or films you want copies of. 
 
Many libraries have something called an Image Center or something similar to this. 
That is what you want to get  - the images of things archived in their library. Talk to 
the library’s archivist. Today much of this can be done online, even the ordering of 
the materials you need. 
 

Other Sources 
There are also other sources for historical footage. If you can reach the person or 
company that owns the footage contact them first. If it is a TV station or news 
footage, you will have to go through whatever department they have set up to 
handle this. Be prepared to spend some money to license the footage and have it 
dubbed. But always, always, ask first if it can be donated. 
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Other Special Productions 
 

THE FAMILY FILM 
How to do a Family DVD or heirloom 

 
This production is something like a documentary. Even if it is shown to fewer 
people than a regular documentary, it can even be more personally important. 
Every life includes a family anyway so this can be a wonderful way to preserve and 
discover things about your ancestors or relatives you didn’t know. 
 
After I did a few documentaries, I decided to do a little film for my parents. The 
Rose and the King was the story I did as a memento for their anniversary. That 
became a little movie that not only is treasured by my parents, but by uncles, 
aunts, brothers and sisters. I’m sure someday, the film will be watched by their 
great- great grandchildren too. Seeing my father recreate the first meeting with my 
mother, where they met and fell in love brought tears not only to my father’s eyes 
but to my own and most of the people who have seen this project. 
 
The title came sort of spontaneously when I was thinking about kind of film to make 
for them. My mother’s name is Rosita, which means, “little rose.” My father’s name 
is Roy, which means “royal.”  I was able to use their names and the meaning of 
those names as a nice theme.  
 
And a benefit of doing a Family DVD is that if it is shown in just your own home, 
you can use any music you buy on it. I was able to use the song that my parents’ 
danced to which gave the dance even more importance and mean. 
 
For a Family Tribute:  
Here are a few Ideas: 

• Get all the important people of the person or family to contribute a small 
video clip or at least a sound clip. They can send this to you if it’s 
inconvenient to travel. 

• Have someone read a poem they wrote about them 
• Have them sing or play their favorite song.  
• Encourage them to tell their best stories 
• Have people tell stories about them and cut them together.  
• Focus on special family trips or occasions. Learn how to turn a trip 

/anniversary into a lifelong memento and a stunning production. 
• Get creative. If the person loved to fish, have that be your theme to “hook” 

the viewer. (Sorry again ☺.)  
 
You can do a birthday video, a wedding video, a bar mitzvah video, or a retirement 
video. These will become cherished mementoes. Yes, I’ve done the wedding thing 
too, but I tried to make it different and get the emotions of the couple, rather than 
the standard shots. I asked people to give the couple a wedding wish for this 
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special occasion and beyond that will be a visual treat that will always be 
cherished. 
 
Have fun while you are doing the family video. You can create a unique and 
wonderful portrait of your special family, or something silly, humorous or even an 
exposé.  
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Truth and Documentaries 
 
Truth just is. Your “truth” makes you the expert. Your truth is your reality. But reality 
and truth are different for all of us so don’t get stuck on this.  
 
If you see a lake at a certain time of the year, you can say, in all truth, that this lake 
has beautiful flowers around it. There are swans swimming in this lake. There are 
lots of flowers and green bushes around this lake. All these statements could be 
true. 
 
If you see this same lake at another time of the year, you can say in all truth, “I saw 
no green bushes or flowers. This lake has no swans. It has ice and ice fishermen. 
There are lots of snowmobilers crossing this lake. That too could be true. 
 
Events and people can be like lakes. 
 
If you meet a particular person and they seemed nice and friendly to you, your 
“truth” of that person would be different from someone who met the very same 
person but under different circumstances. They may have met the person when 
the boss fired half the staff, or they had five angry customers in front of them to 
deal with. The person may have had to wait in line and was late for an appointment 
and thus rude first to the other person they judged as rude. That person could have 
had it up to here and up to there and was rude back. That person could have been 
the very same one you liked  - but every single encounter is different. Although 
people are usually consistent sometimes a very great challenge may have just 
occurred in their life. Don’t put up with a rude overall personality but do cut a little 
slack. One thing I’ve noticed on earth is that we’re all human here. It is a different 
time and a different circumstance. If you remember that when you are filming a 
person, place or event, you will be more in the moment and less likely to state 
something is the ultimate truth. 
 
So be aware of truth in your project but don’t get stuck on “truth” Just ell us a good 
story. 
 
In summary 

1. Don’t lie 
2. Tell us a great story. 

 
And don’t use “truth” as an excuse for poor filmmaking. 
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Ending Reminders 
 
Here’s a question that has helped me really focus when the project seems to be 
going on and on. Will going for the extra 10% of greatness be worth the 90% more 
time you might spend doing this? 
 
The technology for making documentaries will be changing, but the basics of 
making a great documentary won’t. That is: 
 

• Tell a good story 
• Be efficient 
• And get it done 
• Show it to people and get paid 
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Market 
How to Market and Sell Your Documentary 

 
There are many ways to market your film. I’m not going to go into every thing you 
could possible do to promote your film. Marketing and distribution is a whole 
course in itself. But don’t worry, I will give you plenty of ideas to get your 
documentary out to the marketplace and to distributors. Basically you are looking 
to sell distribute, get sponsors for or do trades for your documentary. 
 

• Sell it  
• Sponsor 
• Trade 

 
The resources you will need to do this are the following: 
 

• The Press release 
• The Web: Including Amazon and your own site 
• Make a Trailer Including in the Screening Your Film section pg. 284 
• Film Festivals 
• Distributors 
• DVD Outlets 
• Screenings 
• Free Publicity 
• The Media: You will need to get media interest 

 
Sources of Free Media 
Some media is free. How do you find them? Here’s how to take advantage of that 
media and learn what they want so you get on their radar. 
 
Media likes back stories. What went on during the making of your film? Did you 
use any new techniques? Did your crew get stuck for ten days in a jail in Peru? 
Anything that is newsworthy will make a good lead to the media. They need a 
hook. 
 
Print Media 
Magazine and Trade Journals are good sources for an article or possible 
advertisement of your film. If you can tie your documentary into the theme of the 
magazine, they will be more anxious to talk to you. Call ahead and find out what 
theme the magazine will have around the time your documentary is completed. 
There are plenty of magazines so do a little research. 
 
Trade Print Space for Air Time 
Trade or barter for commercials with local TV stations, or even nonlocal stations by 
giving them some valuable real estate on your DVD case.  
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Contact companies that already reach the audience your want and see about 
partnering with them. 
 
Publicity 
Find those who will promote your film. 
 
Do a Publicity Stunt  
Get the media involved. Get attention from public. Get the public involved. Have a 
contest. Have a unique plane flying over. Have a silly car parading down the street. 
Do something that people will notice. Make sure it is legal. For PR, my alma mater 
had a group of skydivers fly in. Unfortunately one of them landed on me. Oh well. 
That made another story. 
 
Sales and Distribution 
Buyers, end users, and distributors all have different needs. What reason do they 
want your film? Give them good reasons. 
Answer questions about your documentary like:  

• How to (something) – Like what this documentary is about.  
• Have a Hook – A unique selling point etc. This can be your title, if it’s catchy 

or a topic in your film or something common that’s rearranged. What is the 
highlight of your documentary? What will attract the most interest? 

 
The Tag Line 
Like a movie, get a tag line, often called a log line in movie scripts. A tag or log line 
is one packed full sentence that let’s people know what your film is about. It tells a 
little bit of the story and perhaps even the genre of your documentary. Put this one 
line in your press release and other materials about your film. Can you do all of this 
in one sentence? Yes.  
 
Example of a log line: 
 
 A young man named Luke Skywalker along with the help of Hans Solo and 
several likeable robots journeys to rescue Princess Leia from the evil empire of 
Darth Vadar. 
 
Which movie could that possibly be? Star Wars 
From the above one line you could tell that this film is going to be adventurous with 
a little bit of fun and some interesting characters. 
 
Think of how you can describe your documentary this way. If you look through a 
TV Guide you will see a short description of the film or movie for each time slot. 
That is what your tag line should do. Make people want to see the film. The back of 
DVDs usually has a version of a tag or log line. 
 
Things to include in your tag line: 

• Type of doc 
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• Emotions 
• Location 
• Characters 
• Unique events, people or situations 

 
Get Reviews 
People will believe someone else more than they will believe you if you were the 
one who made the film. Most people don’t want to be on the bleeding edge. 
Reviews appeal to our herd instinct and to our need for approval. They think, “If so 
and so liked this, I might too.” 

• Get a camera or equipment manufacturer to review your project. That really 
provides credibility. 

• Don’t be afraid to ask anyone for a review. 
• Look at the magazines or journals where you would like your film listed and 

see if you can get an article. I got a very nice article on several of my 
musicians in a wonderful magazine and they even gave me advertising 
space because I wrote the article for them. 

 
Here’s another technique that the large music companies use. A well-known music 
reviewer did a nice review of one of my CDs. I bought advertising space in a well-
read industry magazine in exchange for the article. It was win/win. The article also 
listed the stores where the CDs were being sold. I called several top stores, said 
“so and so” (the reviewer) was doing an article on these CDs and we wanted to 
know if their store could be listed as a resource for purchasing the CDS. Most of 
these stores said “yes.” 
 
Here are some of the sponsors I got. 
 
Sponsors 

• Roots of Canada  
• Prince Sports 
• Atomic Skis. 
• Amtrak. This sponsor paid for all the travel for my crew.  We also stayed at 

the a very high end resort in Deer Valley. All free. 
• Chicks Sporting Goods. Don’t you love a sporting goods store named 

“Chicks?” So some of my programs were really are chick films…. “he he” 
• FHNB had sponsors of event. Your doc can be an event.   

 
Other Ideas 

• Call the Chamber of Commerce. They might provide you either a great lead 
or even free lodging.  

• Get grants from film boards. Every cable station has them. You can use 
their equipment for free.  

• Put something up on Youtube.com. Direct people to your film site where you 
can market and tell about your film 
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How to get free equipment/rooms/clothes 

Contact the Airlines.  
While airlines didn’t work for me it may for you. I turned to Amtrak. 
They jumped on it. I filmed an opening for every program. Go ahead 
and ask. 

Get sponsors for clothes at local stores 
Call local hotels where you will be filming and ask about free rooms for 
credits 
Ask for free rooms at any film festival you are attending 

 
$$$ The Wallet Factor  
You’ve Got to Show ‘em the Money 
What is the specific info that will cause your sponsor to pull out the old checkbook? 

• A unique story  
• A unique angle to something familiar 
• Evidence of talent and quality in your work 
• Relevant to their cause or business 

Each person or group will have a different element to their wallet factor. Find out 
what that wallet factor means to each one and see if your documentary can fit into 
this and benefit you both. 
 
Your Proposal to a Sponsor 
Here’s what to include in your proposal to get a better chance at it being accepted.  

• Letter of intention  
• Benefits. List unique factors included in your documentary 
• Be specific on numbers. You may have to fudge. Most big deals are 

somewhat of a guess. Although no one has a crystal ball at least be in the 
ballpark. 

• Visual aids 
 
Advertising and TV 
How do you go about getting advertising? First, do some research to find out the 
current rates at each station. Different air times and days will have higher or lower 
costs. Different air times will reach different audiences. People or companies 
interested in sponsoring or underwriting your program will want to know those 
facts. Get them before you approach a potential sponsor. 
 
If you get advertisers interested in sponsoring the airing of your film, then take that 
package to the TV stations. I did a Silver, Gold, and Bronze package deal for TV. 
 
Where is the money flow? Money flows into a TV station mainly through 
advertising. If you can bring a potential advertiser to the table, the station will be 
eager to talk to you. 
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• Talk to a Television station. Ask about ad rates. See if they will air your doc 
in exchange for advertising space. Sell the space to those who would 
benefit by being associated with your documentary. I did this with 
Jeep/Chrysler. 

 
How to Trade for Services  
Sometimes as I said above, I “sold” the show by getting someone other than the 
TV station to pay for the airing of the show. The sponsors and the TV station loved 
it, I loved it. Everybody wins! That’s how to play the game. 
 
The store sponsoring my clothing and supplies also benefited I got a clothing 
sponsor for my exercise show and later for my documentaries. Ladies, wouldn’t it 
be fun to pick out new clothes every week? How cool is that! 
 
One of my most exciting marketing events never happened. But I will tell you about 
it because maybe it can give you some ideas. A top sporting goods manufacturer 
offered to host and sponsor the premiere for one of my films. My film was to be 
shown in New York City airing on a several story high screen in a luxurious and 
well-known building with an invitation to the NY press and other top media contacts 
which they had. It would be all set up. It also would tie in with one of the top 
sporting stores in NY, which could easily promote the event to thousands and 
thousands of my target market. Due to a change in sponsorship of one of my key 
people for this event, we could no longer go ahead with the deal but to me it was 
always one of those big beautiful “What if’s.” 
 
Audience 
Who will watch or buy your documentary? Know their gender, age, income level, 
education level, occupation, religion, and where they live, before your go into any 
meetings or calls with potential sponsors. If your audience has changed from the 
one your profiled upfront, write a new profile based on your completed 
documentary. 
 
Most big directors started out with a very small film or documentary. James 
Cameron, the director of many great blockbusters like “Titanic” made his first film in 
his garage. It was rough, a very rough piece, nowhere near what he does now with 
millions of dollars budgets. I saw that film because the woman who “acted” in that 
first film showed it to me. She was placed by the controls of a huge piece of 
machinery that was actually a tiny model James had created. You would have 
never looked at that film and thought “Titanic” quality. But his dream and talent 
kept him moving up the film ranks.   
Once these people hit it, they hit it big.  
 
Some documentaries do bring in big money 
Networks like HBO go to festivals like Sundance and pick up documentaries there. 
Some documentaries find their way into people’s hearts. “March of the Penguins” 
grossed 77 million, dollars that is not penguins. 
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“Hoop Dreams” brought in 7.8 million. It depends on the film, timing and what the 
public is eager for at the time. 
 
What documentaries like yours have sold? Do a little research and see what those 
filmmakers did to get their doc sold. But I believe the biggest money makers are 
those films who will blaze some new territory for docs and that might just be you. 

The point is you have done a lot of work. After doing this documentary you could 
be considered an expert. Take your knowledge, SHARE IT and get paid.  Give 
others your education. Save them time and the expensive trial and error process. 
Market your baby around and who knows, it just might grow up into a wonderful 
little cash cow. Moo! 
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Distribution Channels for Your Documentary 
 

Each documentary will have its own niche. Look for that niche. Think of creative 
ideas and innovative ways to market and sell your documentary. There will be 
many more channels than are listed here. The most effective channels to distribute 
documentaries probably haven’t even been thought of yet.  
We are in new times for everything including films. There will be new unexplored 
channels for distribution that will work like magic. You might be the one to think of 
them. 
 
The Last One Wins 
Direct sales are an excellent way to market your documentary. You sell directly to 
the consumer. When I was producing a lot of music, we had a saying in the 
business that the one who made the most money was the one that sold it to the 
consumer. So if a label sold to a distributor who sold to a store, and the store sold 
to a customer, the store made the most money, not the artist or the distributor. If 
the CD retailed for $15.95, the distributor would pay 7.19 or so. The store would 
pay $9.95 or so and the customer would pay $15.95. The label had to pay the 
costs of making the CD, the costs of selling and shipping the CD and royalties to 
the musicians on the CD so the store made about $6. The distributor made about 
$2. The artist received around $1. And the label whatever they had left over from 
$7.19 after paying all the costs listed above. In other words, the last one in the 
chain wins. The store made the most money. 
 
When you sell directly to the consumer, YOU are the last one in the chain. You are 
also the first, but the formula still works. 
 
You can sell your documentary at any screenings you hold. You can sell the DVD 
or downloadable files right from your website. You can even sell DVDs by holding 
film parties. If you sell your film on DVD and it retails for $29.95 you can keep as 
much as $28 on each DVD if you purchase the DVD right. Not only that, you will be 
collecting valuable names, addresses and emails for future sales and releases of 
any additional products related to this documentary or later ones you may do. For 
anyone that orders online, you can start making a valuable database for an email 
list. 
 
Retail Sales 
Just because retail stores make more of a profit than you will, that doesn’t mean 
you should overlook retails sales. Every bit helps your documentary gain 
momentum and retail stores can certainly be part of your big distribution picture. 
You might get a 50/50 split with retailers. You might get less. It also depends on 
whether you have a distributor who sells to the retailers for you. Some retailers 
only pay 20%. Amazon pays 45%. You pay for shipping.New sources for retailers 
will certainly be showing up. Some of these might have great deals. Be on the 
lookout for them. 
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Educational Distributors 
This arena can be big. As in big money per sale. Educational copies of your 
documentary can sell for as much as $250. The DVDs sure don’t cost that much to 
duplicate. Colleges, universities, high schools, or trade schools may find your 
documentary is just the ticket to fill an educational need. Remember those college 
textbooks you used to have to pay a fortune for? It will feel a lot better when you 
are on the receiving end of the buck! 
 
Do a Limited Edition of Your Documentary 
A limited edition is just your documentary. You don’t include any extra features or 
any behind the scenes looks at your documentary. There are no interviews with the 
filmmaker etc. It’s your documentary just as if it were shown in a theater. You sell 
limited editions at your screenings or on your website right after your documentary 
is finished. A Limited edition sounds exclusive and collectorish. And it can be 
because you will only print a certain number of them. But actually it is a limited 
version of what you will later add to the film. An added benefit is that limited 
editions are cheaper for you to make. You sell the limited editions for about 4 
months or so after you finish your film. In the meantime, see if you can get a home 
video distribution deal. Then you (and presumably with the distributor paying for it) 
will do a retail edition release with all the extra features you can think of. These 
retail editions can be sold to stores, Amazon, Netflix etc. You can also sell this new 
updated version with all the bells and whistles to the email list you created when 
you sold your limited edition. For example, you can add,  “Now with interviews with 
the Director and never before seen footage.” If your documentary contains a 
subject your market is passionate about, they will buy everything you put in front of 
them. 
 
Museums 
Is there a museum in your area, or in your niche that your documentary could tie in 
nicely with? Is the XYZ museum holding an exhibit on Egyptian mummies and your 
documentary discusses the history of discovering the first Egyptian mummies? 
Bingo. Give them a call. They will probably book a screening, sell the tickets, 
provide the PR and marketing for you, and pay you a fee to speak and your 
expenses. This is cool! You should also be able to sell DVDs to the people who 
attend the event. You will probably have to do some sort of split on the DVD sales 
but this is all EXTRA money. Being associated with XYZ museum should give you 
and your documentary additional credibility and possible testimonials. 
 
Nontheatrical Distribution 
(Theatrical distribution is covered in the screening section In Post Production) 
 
Video on demand (VOD). This is where viewers watch video or programs directly 
on their TVs whenever they feel like it – on demand.  They can fast forward, pause 
or reverse just like a video. This is something like print on demand for books, which 
has gotten very popular. It enables the buyer to rent movies for limited viewing 
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periods. Since 80% of our population has digital cable and half of those watch at 
least one VOD a week, this market is huge. 
 
Netflix and many cable providers have thousands of  video on demand titles. 
  
Television 
You might get a few thousand dollars to license your documentary for TV. Or you 
might hit the jackpot. If your film strikes a national chord you could get several 
hundred thousand dollars. If you didn’t get theatrical distribution, a television airing 
will give your doc greater credibility when you are selling DVDs or selling to retail 
outlets. If you want to get foreign television sales, see if you can get a foreign sales 
agent and make sure your doc will work for a one-hour television time slot.  
 
 
Guard Your Digital Rights 
Try to structure your distribution deals so that you keep your digital rights or at 
least as many of them as you can. Make sure you have the rights to have 
downloadable digital copies of your doc directly available from your own website. If 
you have multiple deals (and this is a good thing) make sure they all work together.  
 
INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTION 
If you have a website for your doc, you will automatically have international 
distribution. 
 
 
Film Festivals 
You can use the festival route to get your documentary some good press and raise 
awareness of your work. Festivals are a great place to attract distributors. This is 
one of the reasons you might want to include festivals in your film market and 
distribution strategy. If your film needs to get to audiences right away because of 
the timely nature (a political election or event) then the festival route would eat up 
that critical time. Pass the festivals by. 
 
Think Down the Road 
You need to plan your marketing strategy as much as you planned making your 
documentary. In making the documentary, you were spending time and money. 
With marketing you will still be spending some time and money but you’d be able 
to make money now on your documentary if you do this step wisely. 
 

STRATEGIES FOR DISTRIBUTION   
 
• Design a good marketing strategy or hire someone to do this for you. 
• Make sure you retain your rights to do direct sales. However if Time Warner 

offers you three million dollars, you might want to disregard this advice. 
Most filmmakers split up their rights. They make separate deals for retail 
home video, television, educational, nontheatrical, and VOD.  

• Make digital downloads available directly from your sites. 
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• Always test and research what is working in the distribution of your film. 
• Partner and team up with large nonprofits, commercial sponsors, other 

websites who can get your film out to their lists, members, and subscribers. 
• Today you get to decide what rights you want to keep or give away to get a 

distribution deal. In the past, the distributors offered you a deal. You either 
accepted or rejected it. You retain control over your marketing and 
distribution. 

• Improve your strategy for your doc as you get more information. 
• Figure out where your target markets and audiences are. Cater to that 

market first. Reach out to those audiences and any partners first. 
• Test and revise your doc strategies step-by-step.  
• Be Audience-wise. Start small. Then go big. Go for a niche first. Get the 

niche excited and talking about your doc. Then reach out to larger and more 
general audiences. 
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Screening Your Film 
 

Once you get your documentary completed, you may want to have a screening of 
your film. It is exhilarating to get your film out to the public for the first time. This is 
where you can test your film’s marketability chops and see for yourself how an 
audience will react to your documentary. It takes a lot of work but this stage of the 
game is just as important as any of them are. You will need a location, date, 
venue, publicity, and possible sponsors in order to get an audience to come see 
your great documentary. 
 
How to Get a Film Screening of Your Documentary  

• Plan your screening 
• Decide the location and venue 
• Pick the date and schedule 
• Arrange for guest speakers and an MC 
• Decide if you need refreshments 
• Get volunteers 
• Get equipment 
• Publicity: Promote your film 
• Contact the media 
• Do a website for your film  
• Fill seats 
• Show and host your documentary your film 
• Follow up and thank all involved 

 
BEFORE THE SCREENING 

 
PLAN  
Planning a screening will take a coordinated effort that involves getting help, 
choosing a location, arranging for speakers, setting the date and many more 
decisions to make your screening a success. 
 
A successful screening will require you to: 

• Plan your key guest list. 
• Send out special invitations. Follow up and do a reminder call the day 

of your screening. 
• Decide if you will serve food or snacks. You will have to have a pretty 

good estimate of your audience size so you do not over spend nor 
run out of refreshments. 

• Determine if your refreshments will be free or if you will be charging 
your audience for drinks, snacks etc. Here are a few ideas to help 
defray costs.  

i. You may be able to get local sponsors, restaurants, grocery 
stores, or even coffee shops to donate food.  
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ii. You may also see if you can find a new caterer in the area that 
is anxious to show off their culinary skills and repertoire. 

• Decide if you will have a discussion after your screening  
• Decide if you will invite any actors or celebrities from your film to 

speak 
• Make sure you get a Volunteer Coordinator 
• Prepare for any printed materials you may need for the event. Get 

them designed. For example, postcards to mail out to the community.  
• Determine if there’s any action that you’d like your audience to take 

after they see your documentary. This needs to be planned up front 
so that you can either include this action in the remarks by the MC (or 
you) or hand out postcards, flyers, or whatever is needed for the 
action you wish to recommend to them. 

• Get key community leaders etc. to sponsor or promote your 
documentary 

• Get the DVD ready  
 
These are just a few questions you need to ask: 

• Is there anything going on before or after your screening? 
• Will you have a Q & A session? 
• Have you gotten all the details you can about the people who going to be 

involved in the program? 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Keep excellent records, especially of all your contacts, the media and the people 
you have invited 
 
 

The Location: Where to Hold a Screening 
 

The location of your screening will have a lot to do with its success. A venue that 
people know about, is easy to find, and has adequate seating will mean a larger 
audience for your film. You will have to determine upfront how many seats you 
think you can sell and how many you can fill. You will need to probably do both to 
get a full crowd.  Start with these ideas for locations. 

 
• Local Theaters:  

Your local theater may be delighted to host your film. Call a few theaters. 
Get quotes and statistics on what numbers other similar screenings have 
received. 

• City Community Centers:  
Check with your city community centers. Local and city official love to brag 
about the talent in the area. Assuming you have a great documentary on 
your hands, they may help you find a venue to provide an airing of your film. 

• Churches, Libraries, Colleges, High Schools, even your home. 
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• Homeowner, Condo or Senior Living Associations:  
These associations sometimes have a large room or even a theater that 
they can rent out. Apartments, condos, and rest homes may have the 
perfect location for your film. Senior living facilities are looking for activities 
for their residents. These facilities have a budget for these activities. Leisure 
World in Laguna Beach, California had a very astute and educated film club. 
Many of the club participants were former industry professionals. They love 
seeing and critiquing new films. I once went to a screening of a film where 
the film club also presented a scholarship to a young filmmaker who I was 
doing a story on. Hint. Hint. A benefit of choosing a venue like this is that the 
association may even publicize to their own members which can provide 
additional audience members for you.   

• Service Clubs:  
Service clubs such as Kiwanis, Rotary, and similar clubs will have members 
and a venue that they use. Club presidents know the pros and cons of that 
location. Be sure to ask the additional questions In the Documentary 101 
Film Playbook related specifically to a screening in that location. 

 
Some of the above locations may even offer the location for free if you can work 
out a partnership with them. Offer them some benefit from showing your film. 
 

Pick the Date 
 

The date you choose for your screening is critical to how many people will attend 
the screening and how much coverage you will get from local media. If there are 
other huge events going on or if the President is scheduled to visit this city, your 
screening might get lost in the shuffle. 
 
Sometimes a concurrent event can work to your advantage if you can tie your film 
in some way to what is going on. Is there a local film festival in your area and your 
film did not get in? You could play this either of two ways.  

1. Avoid these dates…or  
2. Take advantage of the extra crowd. Set up and publicize the heck out of 

your event too. 
 
For your first screening you might want to check a local calendar section of your 
city or area and find out what large events are scheduled. Avoid those dates. Pick 
a date that is out about 8-10 weeks for your first screening. Allow a little extra time 
to learn the ropes.  
Ensure enough time up front to plan and publicize the screening to your intended 
audience. Note any holidays or local big events, such as annual fairs that could 
conflict with your screening. 
 
Make sure that you or any special guest speakers or celebrities that have agreed 
to participate can make it on that date. Another consideration is that if you have 
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sponsors or partners, make sure that the date you choose does not conflict with 
important dates on their calendars. 
 
You may want to have more than one date at any location depending on the crowd 
you think you can get or other factors associated with your film such as celebrity 
guest speakers. But here, we will start with just one screening of your 
documentary. All you need to do is to repeat the process for each additional date 
you schedule to show your film. Obviously, if your screenings are back to back at 
the same location, it can save some coordination, time, and costs. 
 
It is especially important to determine as best as you can, what times and dates 
your potential audience is most likely to attend. 
 
Here’s what you need to do once you choose a location and date. 

2. Fill seats 
3. Cover costs 

 
Arrange for Guest Speakers 

 
Decide if you want speakers at your screening including celebrities or talent from 
the film. Invite them to speak at your screening. Hopefully these people can 
volunteer their time. Make it clear what you would like your speaker to speak 
about. I went to one film festival where a well-known celebrity was scheduled to 
speak. He appeared to be drunk. No one could understand what he was talking 
about or how it related to the film. Worse, he went on and on and on. This was 
embarrassing for everyone. No one had the courage to stop him. So set a clear 
time limit for each speaker. Be sure to enforce it and let the speaker know you will. 
 
Initial Screening Tasks 
At this point you have chosen the location, the date, and any special speakers or 
guests for the event. Now you will need to do things like budget, schedule and get 
some help for your screening. Get as much help as you can. 
 

• Budget for any costs such as equipment, guest speaker expenses, 
refreshments, and location fees 

• Do an agenda about 3-4 weeks in advance of your screening 
• Finalize your schedule and agenda with any partners and the liaison at your 

chosen location 
• Confirm your venue and any technical needs.  Do this 8 weeks in advance if 

you can 
 

Get Volunteers 
 

You’re going to need help. You will have to determine who brings what and who 
does what to make your screening flow smoothly. 
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From MC’s, to guest speakers, to help with tickets and refreshments, you are going 
to need lots of people helping you to make your screening a success. If you have 
built excellent relationships and interest, you should have plenty of people willing to 
support you and your film when you hold your first screening.  
 
Assign at least one person to coordinate all of your volunteers. That would be your 
Volunteer Coordinator. Give your Coordinator detailed instructions, checklists, and 
the times and locations of your screening. Make sure everyone has everyone 
else’s phone and cell phone numbers. 
 
Rent or Borrow any extra Equipment You May Need 
If a screen is not provided, check with a local rental house for one. You can also 
check with a local film festival. They may have extra equipment. If the location you 
choose does not have a screen, they may know of a place where you can get one. 
Do this now. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Confirm, re-confirm, and re-reconfirm again your location and any equipment you 
rent or borrow. Have a Plan B and a Plan C just in case. 
 
 

Publicity 
 

Note: This is also covered in the Marketing Section. I want it to be handy for you 
when you are doing a screening. You can also adapt the ideas in marketing to 
publicize the screening of your film.  
 
You’ve got to get the word out on your film if you want seats filled for your 
screening. Publicity and PR will help you fill those seats. You can do publicity 
before, during, and after the screening of your film. Basically you’re going to need 
some press materials and ways to get them to the people who will want to attend 
your screening. 
 
Press Materials: 
You are going to need good materials to publicize your film.  
 
Here are some of the steps you can do: 

• Design and make movie posters 
• Do your press releases and media kits 
• Design a web site for your documentary 
• Compile a Media list with your top choices for publicity 
• Contact the media people from your list and invite them to your screening 

 
Advertise and Publicize Your Screening 
Contact newspapers, radio stations, local TV. Invite all local media. 
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PROMO IDEAS 

 
Before the Screening 

 
• Flyers 

Design a great flyer. Think of the benefits of your documentary. 
List these benefits in your flyers and website. 
Have the flyers printed as soon as you have them designed and a 
date set and confirmed. 
Put flyers at an event that is taking place before yours, preferably 
at the same venue that you book 
Post flyers everywhere you can for local audiences 

• Use word of mouth 
Call every friend you’ve got. Tell them to bring every friend 
they’ve got. 

• Send Emails 
List the date, time, location, contact info, phone, email and why 
they should attend your screening. Email anyone you have on 
your list 

• Send press releases to local groups who may be interested. 
Give a discount if need be. 

• Do a movie poster  
Sometimes you can get very inexpensive posters through your 
local college. Call and ask. Standard size is 24 X 36” although 
you can do a smaller version to give to local stores and for 
posting on bulletin boards. 

• Get volunteers to help you with publicity 
• Do a Blog for your documentary 
• Do a newsletter or ezine to send updates on your documentary’s progress.  

Make the news exciting. 
• Get articles in papers 
• Get on the radio.  

Do interviews. Give program hosts and the media good reasons 
to interview you. 

• Check the local calendar section of every local paper.  
Note any advertising deadlines. 

• Spread the word about your documentary on Facebook and social media 
 
During the Screening 
 

• Give away small movie posters if you can. Get a local advertising to sponsor 
the cost of the posters. 

• List what your documentary features. For example. “We received exclusive 
rights to film inside Stonehenge, the Taj Mahal etc.” “We have the last 
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interview by (the latest president before his death).” “We filmed the first 
interview given by the two year-old who just finished college.” Okay, I’m 
pushing the envelope but think about what is unique in your documentary. 
That is what will draw out people’s curiosity. 

• Get publicity stills during the screening 
• Videotape the people coming into your screening  
• Get comments from audience and cast members before and after your 

actual screenings. Excitement is highest just before and immediately after 
the screening. The longer you wait, the more energy you lose   

• Shoot long lines if you have them. Look for people touched, moved, or 
excited by your documentary to interview. 

• Have a Guest Book. Get the audience’s email for future screenings and 
updates. Use these comments as testimonials. 

 
Evaluation Forms  
Get evaluations from your audience immediately after your screening. This will give 
you solid evidence of your film’s marketability, which can help with distribution and 
additional promotion or advertising. Plan and print these forms up front. Also 
decide who will distribute and collect the forms. 
 

Contact the Media 
 

Make sure you let every media source you have access to know about your 
screening. You never know where your audience will come from. Some audience 
members will come from flyers, some from radio, some from print, and some from 
emails. In today’s over-exposed world, you need to hit a press ball to each media 
base you can think of. 
 
When to Do a Press Release  

• Write your press release at least six weeks in advance. 
• Contact each media source.  
• Schedule when to send your press release out to each media source. Have 

someone in charge of this. Three weeks before your event is usually a good 
time to send a press release, but check first. Magazines have longer lead 
times. Local magazines may even want to do an article on you and your 
documentary.  

 
Your Film’s Website 

 
A website can be a great friend to your film. Your film’s website can help tell people 
24/7 where your film is going to be shown and give lots of great information to 
entice people all over the world to attend your screening or purchase your film. Be 
sure to use the internet to work for you and help promote your film. It is a powerful 
and constant salesperson for your film.  
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Make sure you have something on your site that draws people back over and over.  
 
33 Great Ideas for Your Film’s Website 

• Make sure you have a trailer or clips that the media can share or post on 
their own sites. Get viral. 

• Have lots of interesting information and facts about your film 
• Tell what is special about your documentary 
• Do you have any unique talent, celebrities, or special locations in your 

documentary? 
• Do you have footage that no one else has? Let people know this. 
• Include, cast, crew, producer and director of the film. 
• List any awards your film has already won 
• List where your film has already been show and where it is booked. For 

example: “Featured in the Telluride Film Festival” 
• Put in some great testimonials about your film 
• The more text with info and keywords, the more the search engines can find 

you. Avoid using text in flash. Any words in a flash presentation will not 
show up in the google search engines. 

• Have an easy to find sign-up form to collect addresses for email updates on 
your film 

• Get yourself and your documentary listed on IMDB 
• Have a press site so the media and potential supporters of your 

documentary can download info and photos for stories.   
• Make sure you have multiple pages to your site 
• Do a credit list page 
• Put the URL of your websites in every email you send to drum up exposure. 
• Do a good summary of your story 
• Have a downloadable pdf of your documentary’s synopsis 
• List any links to reviews or articles of your film 
• Put a version of these words on one of your website pages. “To book a 

screening of this film (or license) in your area contact _____:” 
• Make it easy for someone to purchase your film 
• Give several ordering options: email, check, Amazon, Paypal, credit card 

etc. 
• Have a contest.  
• Do exciting updates or articles.  
• Have a drive to raise funds that can support a cause that your documentary 

addresses. For example: “We have been able to help 510 women fund their 
small businesses.” “We have rescued 396 lost dogs.”  

• You can have music links to any musician’s website associated you’re your 
documentary. If this music is really great, you may be able to make a 
separate CD of the film’s soundtrack and sell that in addition to the DVD of 
the film. 

• List any sponsors or partners. Thank them online. This also has the benefit 
of showing how many people and groups are involved with your film 
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• Have A Photo Gallery: 
! Choose interesting angles for your photographs  
! Get stills.  
! Make it easy to download photos for the press.  
! Do both landscape and portrait photos of your crew and talent 
! Give different photo resolutions. Some media may want these 

photos for their own websites. Some media sources will need 
high-resolution photos for print media. 

! Call your photo page a “Gallery” to give it a little class 
 
Make a Trailer  
While there are some guidelines and technical aspects to doing a trailer, the most 
important thing to remember is that a good trailer makes you want to see the film.   

 
How do you make a good trailer? 
This is covered in detail in the Film playbook but briefly here. First make it short. 
The best length for most web or theatrical trailers should be 2-3 minutes. Some 
can be even shorter; from 15 seconds to one minute depending on where you are 
getting them aired. For a web or Youtube.com promotional video you can vary the 
length depending on what you wish to show. 
 

Get Sponsors 
 

Having a sponsor can really help not just with costs, but also with publicity and 
filling seats. Call restaurants, coffee houses, corporations, caterers, and any one 
else you can think of who could benefit from associating with your film for possible 
sponsorship. Think of your audience and potential supporters and allies of your 
film. Co- sponsorships will increase both attendance and promotion. 
 
If a group seems to have a connection with your film but you’ve contacted them 
and they say they love the film but cannot sponsor it due to budget constraints right 
now, perhaps they can at least tell their members about it and provide some 
publicity or fill some seats.  
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: CHEAP SEATS 
You may have to give away a few tickets to get seats filled. Fill seats first. Then 
work on the profit margin. 
 
Partner with People or Groups 
Does your documentary address an issue that a particular group is already 
associated with? For example: Let’s say your film documents the plight of a lone 
stray dog as it roams through cities and countryside trying to survive. Barely 
escaping danger, the lovable stray animal encounters threats from other dogs, 
people, and vehicles, but the little fellow also brings love and companionship to 
those he befriends along his journey. You could tie this film to any local, regional, 
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or national Humane Society. This is the type of thinking that will help you get a 
sponsor for your documentary. 
 

• Offer to share sales of the DVDs of your documentary with the sponsor in 
exchange for their promotion of your documentary and the screening. 

• Allow your sponsor or partners to publicize your event on their website and 
at their other venues. 

• If you are hosting the screening with a partner, be sure to attend some of 
their events so you are familiar with their organization and can adequately 
thank them during the presentation time of your screening.. 

• Does your film have a memorable slogan? If it does, or if you can think of 
one, perhaps you can make posters with that slogan. Or you could make 
buttons to wear at the screening or even hats to sell.  

• Put a memorable slogan from your film on postcards to give away. 
• Make sure to take photos from the screening. Later send them to your 

sponsors and partners. This will help them publicize their own organization 
or business. It is win/win. 

 
Get Support 
 

• Get local students to support your film 
• Get local groups to support your film 

 
The point is there are many groups, and people who are around and can help with 
your screening.  
 
Audience 
You’ve already thought about the audience and identified potential viewers earlier. 
Now give people a reason to attend the screening of your great film. For example: 
“You will see why such and such topic is headed for disaster if they don’t build this 
bridge, dam etc.” What is in your documentary that will attract and benefit an 
audience. 
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DURING: THE DAY OF THE BIG EVENT 

 
Your Role 
This is your big day. You need to be there to meet, greet, and talk to as many 
people as you can about your film. You need to be available for on-the-spot 
interviews with the media. Make sure someone is assigned to get any material to 
the press including any additional film information or DVD trailers they might want 
to air. Schmooz your heart out. 
 
The biggest thing to remember is to make sure everyone handles their assigned 
roles. Then it should go as planned. But if a kink or two does show up, don’t stress. 
Handle it with grace. Be grateful for the audience that does attend. 
 
Watch the audience as they watch your film. It will tell you a great deal about how 
they are reacting to it and who might be good candidates for testimonials. 
 
Make sure your volunteers are handing our flyers, getting the audience’s email 
addresses, and greeting as many people as they can. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Bring a good tech person along to your screening. If they are on hand, they can 
quickly help you recover from any technical difficulties during the airing of your 
documentary. 
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AFTER YOUR SCREENING 

 
After each screening you will have more experience. You will also have learned 
some things to do and some things not to do for your next screening.   
 
After the Screening 

• Thank everyone involved in the screening of your documentary event.  
• Be sure to thank the audience for coming.  
• Give the audience a “next step” regarding your film.  

o Do you want them to tell other people about your film?  
o Do you want them to sign up for information about your film?  
o Is there any special action your want them to take based on the 

theme of your documentary. For example, do you want them to call 
the local officials and ask that the proposed road not be put in?  

• Do you want to let your audience know about future screenings? Tell them, 
“See our next showing at these locations.”  

• Do you want your audience to tell their friends about your film? 
• Do you want the audience to sign up for your email list or put their 

comments about the film on your website? 
• Do you want your audience to give you a testimonial? Tell them how they 

can do this. 
 

Have a Screen Party 
Make sure you take time to celebrate the film in some way. You have all put a lot of 
work and heart into your project to get it to this point. If a screen party makes 
sense for you and your crew, also invite your sponsors, partners, guest speakers, 
volunteers, and other participants who helped make your screening happen. You 
may be able to hold the screen party at the same place you screened the film or 
you can look for a “cool” location in the area, take photos, and put the party info up 
on the web. You can later send these photos out in an email update. 
 
Enjoy your screening. This is one of the best times you can have in the whole 
documentary process, even though it’s a tiny fraction of the time you’ve spent 
filming and creating it. Now you get to see your film on the big screen, with an 
audience reacting to the emotion and information you put into your documentary. 
Relish every second. 
 
Got popcorn? 
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Film Festivals 
 
Unless you’ve done a documentary for hire, you may want to get your newly 
created documentary out to the festivals and test its cinematic legs. Where do you 
start?  
 
The first thing is to ask yourself why you want to go to a film festival. What are 
YOUR reasons? Most filmmakers go to get feedback on their film and see about 
securing sales and distribution. You certainly don’t have to go this route but 
festivals are fun. You can get great contact with many other filmmakers. You can 
bring your film to the attention of the media and possible buyers. 
 
Strategies to Get to Your Doc into a Film Festival 

1. Determine your festival budget 
2. Research the appropriate festivals 
3. Decide the festival you want to apply to 
4. Prioritize these festivals 
5. Do your press kit 
6. Duplicate your documentary 
7. Send to as many festivals as your budget allows 
8. Follow up 
9. Attend those festivals that invite you and work to market your documentary 

while you are there. 
 
1. Recommended Budget for Festivals 
Not everyone can do a festival circuit for very long without the cash for travel, entry 
submission fees, duplication, and press materials. If you’ve used up your budget in 
making your documentary, hopefully you can get some more funds to get your film 
shown. Even if you can only do a few festivals, go. It’s an unforgettable 
experience. 
 
Your film festival budget will depend on several things: 

• The length of your finished documentary. Longer docs cost more to 
duplicate and just to also let you know, film festivals can fit less of the longer 
documentaries into their schedules. Long docs are more than 45 minutes. 

• If you have any money left over from your main documentary budget you 
must decide if you will put this toward festivals, publicity or marketing. 
Otherwise you need to get additional funds. 

• The submission costs involved with the festivals you submit to and any 
associated travel and lodging expenses. If you are accepted some festivals 
may offer to help with the lodging.  

 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
You may be able to get a sponsor to help you with the costs of the festivals. 
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2. Research 
Devise your strategy for film festivals. Your film will not be appropriate for every 
festival and you wouldn’t have the time to make it to them all anyway. Don’t waste 
you time and money. See what films have played at each festival and how well 
they did there. Are they similar to yours? 
 
3. Narrow Down the Film Festival Field  
Decide which film festivals are appropriate for your film. This will involve more 
research again. There are now over 1200 film festivals so you’ve got to know what 
you want to accomplish at each festival. If you have a film festival nearby, this is a 
good place to start because no matter what the topic, many film festivals like to 
feature local filmmakers. Then you will have to get your submission materials 
ready which will include a copy of your film, normally digitally but sometimes on 
DVD, a press kit, and the paper work that each festival requires. Each festival has 
different requirements. Make sure you fill out the forms exactly as each festival 
specifies. Give them exactly what they want. They are looking for any reason to 
toss your work. Don’t give them one.   
 
What Should You Look for at the Festival? 

Are you going to get a deal? Look for distributors, theater owners. 
Are you there to make contacts? Attend other filmmakers screening, talks 
and any parties that you are invited to. 
Do you want inspiration? Watch the other films. 

 
4. Prioritize the Festivals 
You will have to think through your goals and prioritize each festival. Ask, “If you 
could only do A or B, which would you pick?” Keep doing this for each festival so 
that you are clear about which festivals are most important to get your film into. 
Always start with the best festival you think your film will do well at. Find out what 
the total attendance for the festival is and who attends. Some festivals are better 
for marketing and finding distribution or sales for your documentary. Some festivals 
are mainly to showcase little known films to local audiences. Some festivals are 
big. Sundance is the king of festivals in the USA and Cannes is the International 
King of film festivals, with Toronto not far behind. Sometimes directors of other film 
festivals will attend the large festivals just to find films for their own local events. 
Keep your eye open for them. Most festivals have a documentary category. At the 
end of this chapter is a list for some film festival sites and directories.  
 
Choose Your Premiere 
The first time you show your documentary in public will be its premiere. If you feel 
you have a shot at any major awards, really think through who you will give your 
baby to. It’s almost like a marriage proposal. If you accept one that you don’t feel is 
as good as you can get, and a better one comes along, you can’t divorce yourself 
from the lower status of the festival your film premiered at. Start higher and move 
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down from there. You have a better chance for success if your documentary is 
premiered at a top festival rather than Podunk, USA. But if you can’t get into the 
big festivals, get into something. Getting your documentary into a film festival 
means it’s good. How much do you think you can gamble on your film’s merits? 
That will be up to you. It all depends on what goals you have for your film. 
 
Ask, “What is the Focus of Each Festival?” 
What kind of incentive do you have to attend this festival?  

Prestige? Money? A distribution deal? 
How well does this festival market your film?  

While it’s almost free publicity, you still have to  
 pay the entry fee and get yourself there. 
What kind of people attend this event?  

Mostly filmmakers?  
Distributors?  
Celebrities? 

What Festivals Look For: 
• Did you give them what they want? 
• Are you too slick? You are there to get a distribution deal right? So why did 

you spend a ton of money upfront on design? That great design will most 
likely need to be redone anyway when a distribution deal is struck. Then you 
will probably want to put the buyer’s logo and information on your 
packaging. Make your pre-festival packaging nice, but not “too” nice. 

• Does your DVD play? Check it out in several machines. If it doesn’t play, 
you’re out. You don’t get 3 strikes in film festivals. 

• For digital submissions, make sure the film plays all the way through on 
several computers. 

• Label everything clearly. Again do it the way the festival asks for it. Label 
the disk too. It probably will get separated from the case. Count on it. 

• Some festivals don’t even want DVD cases. They will just take them out of 
any packaging you send. Some festivals prefer amaray cases, which are the 
regular DVD cases for most movies. Some festivals will toss your bulky 
packaging because of storage considerations. 

• Try not to send in a homemade looking package though. If you can, get your 
DVD professional duplicated with printing on the disk. 

 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
If you can find out who is on the festivals panel of judges it will be helpful to you 
 

4. Your Press Kit: 
5.  

Press kits will vary with any festivals you want to submit to and you have to follow 
their guidelines precisely to be accepted however there are some general items 
that almost everyone needs to have in a press kit. 
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1. Cover letter. Give a hook that promotes your film here. Put all contact info 
and the title an time of your film. Take some reviews or quotes from #6 
below and include any awards you’ve already won or kudos you’ve 
garnered. (i.e.)you have a half million followers of your film etc.. 

2. Summary.  Do a short long and medium version of a synopsis. Sometime 
this is all someone will read or glance at. Make it interesting. 

3. Bio for cast, crew and talent. Simple bios will do. Make them interesting. 
Only do the key people and any main actors. Keep this around 3 or so 
pages. 

4. A flyer with facts about your production. You can do this as an interview 
highlighting key points you want to make sure the media knows about. 

5. Production Notes You could put this in your flyer. List any notes, unique 
stories or interesting facts about your production and especially any 
prominent people.  

6. Publicity stills from your shoot. Make sure they are high resolution and 
intriguing.  They should be as poignantly representative of your film as 
possible.  Be sure to get the crew and talent as well. And possibly a shot of 
you producing or directing 

7. Any reviews and testimonials that you’ve received on the film. Most 
journalists will use some of these if they write or talk about your film. And 
unless they are already top level journalists , they will want the article or TV 
spot to catch attention and go even further giving “them” more notoriety. 

8. Be sure to do a digital version – make it very easy to find and download. 
And broadcasters love these EPK – because it is FREE content for them 

9. Format of the finished film 
10. Credits. Print out a list of your credits. This will list your cast and crew. 
11. CONTACT INFO!!!!!  Put every way possible to contact you. 

 
You may also need the following: 

• Executive Summary. A little more extensive than the Cover letter above. 
• Graphics, if you have them,  Flyers posters etc. including your film logo 
• Cast and crew listings: More extensive than in credits.  
• A film trailer (this topic is covered in the Screening Section)  

 
What you also may need to include: 
You may need to have hard copies or DVDs available too. 
You can also include any stories that are interesting about how the film got 
made or what happened on the shoot. 
Folder or glossy cover if a hard copy 
Poster 
T shirts – if you have the budget 
Film Trailer. 
 
By preparing these materials along with your film you will have a beautiful set of 
tools to market and sell your film. Keep it simple and put your focus on what makes 
your film outstanding. 
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Hire a PR Firm or Agent 
If you can do it, hire a PR agent or rep. They will submit your film to the festivals. 
You’ve got to get the attention of the festival’s director. The more good things that 
happen or are said about your film, the more buzz it will create and will help you 
get into more festivals. Most large festivals acquire their films through reps. 
 
6. Make Copies on DVD  
You may need to get copies made of your finished project. Find a reasonable 
duplication house and have the DVDs professionally made. Include printing directly 
on the disk. If you have determined how many film festivals you are going to 
submit your documentary to, that’s how many DVDs you should get a quote on. 
Always do a few extra. I always do a DVD backup even in they request digital 
submission. 
 
Sometimes you will send in a HD copy to one festival. Then perhaps another 
festival also asks for a digital screener. You have to make the decision how many 
of these higher cost formats to print but never give away all your copies. Always 
have an extra copy. 
 
7. Send out the Press Kit Submission 
Send out the kits. Use the guidelines in the Screening Section. Be meticulous in 
making sure you have everything included in the right order. Start with your first 
festival on your priority list and keep sending to the festivals on your list until you 
reach your budget limit. 
 
How to Get Your Film Ready for a Film Festival 

• Determine the output needed for festival submission. A DVD or high quality 
digital version of your film is a pretty safe bet 

• On the DVD print (professionally)  
o The Title of your documentary,  
o The TRT (Total running time) 
o The producer and/or director 
o The contact number 
o And possibly the festival entry number.  
o Use a clear easy to read font like Arial or Verdana. 

• The Case if needed. Some festivals have a preference. They will tell you 
this upfront if they have a preference for packaging. If not, it is usually safe 
to use a plain paper case. Label it the same as the DVD 

• The cover letter. Briefly describe your submission. The festival will tell you  
• Get Photos in various resolutions 
• Postcards  

 
When to Send Your Documentary to the Festivals 
The answer? As soon as you can. Don’t wait until the deadline. Most festivals will 
have some sort of time range where you can submit your film for that year, Get 
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your film in early. It saves you money and you get a better chance of not being in 
the last minute deluge of films. That’s when film screeners are swamped and 
looking for any reason to throw your film in the rejected pile. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
This is worth repeating. Follow each festival’s instructions to the “T”. This is even 
more important than getting a fancy package, or cool looking press materials 
 
8. Follow up 
Call the festival if they allow calls. If not, make sure you have gotten some form of 
delivery confirmation. Again do not make anyone at the festival have to sign 
anything. They might not. They are VERY busy. When you call, just ask if they got 
your packet and then say “thank you.” “This is Jane Filmmaker. Producer/Director 
of the documentary “Your Great Doc Title.” I am very pleased to submit my film to 
your festival. I sent it last week. Has it arrived yet?” Or just do tracking and be done 
with it. 
 
9. Attend the Festivals That Invite You and Work to Market Your 
Doc 
This is the fun part. Yes, it’s still a lot of work to do but this is the moment where 
success can find you and you will get to see how an audience reacts to your film. 
 
They Like You! 
If you do get accepted by a particular festival, immediately send a letter of thanks 
and start preparing. Notify the press, local bookstores, everyone you can. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
Be aware of the timing and scheduling of the festival and your promotion. Make 
sure they will all meet up the day of your event. 
 
GENERAL FESTIVAL TIPS: 

• Get your film in early 
• Again, be sure to watch your DVD or screener all the way through to make 

sure there are no technical difficulties 
• If you need to, have your film cued to start, unless it’s a DVD 
• Have a printed label, not a stick-on paper label which may stop your DVD 

from playing when a critical screener is viewing it 
• Send your documentary in the format requested 
• Package your materials properly. Do not send in mailers with gray material 

inside. It can wreck DVD if the package is damaged 
• You can get delivery conformation but don’t make anyone sign for it. They 

are too busy. You can also send a SAS postcard addressed to you with a 
note confirming the arrival of your Submission. 

• If you send in a film include a SAS if you want your film back. If festivals 
don’t want to screen your doc, they will be happy to get it out of the way and 
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send it back to you. (Some festivals do not do this. They will let you know 
this in the submission materials.) 

• If submitting overseas, write, “no commercial value” on the customs fee so 
the festival is not charged for your submission 

• Write any tracking numbers or festival numbers on the package 
• Send in your entry fee. Put it in the front of your package materials. Make 

sure your check is in the correct funds for the country you are submitting to 
• Send stills for promotion. You can also send a CD of photos. Use high 

quality photos. Send this only if the film festival requests it 
• Label the DVD itself and any case or sleeve you put it in with the title, TRT 

(length or total run time), name of filmmaker, the format, (DVD etc.) and the 
genre of the film. 

• Check if the festival has a scholarship program. Sometimes they can waive 
or lower fees for students. If they don’t have a scholarship program, pay the 
fee 

• Have a great eye-catching title and opening. The first five minutes or so of 
your film will determine if people will watch the rest. Make sure after all this 
work that you have done that people are going to be intrigued by your 
opening scene. Make sure it is interesting and unique. 

 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIP: 
On your documentary package cover and in your cover letter, you can put your 
best points and benefits about your film but realize they probably won’t be read 
here. Make sure you include them in your initial phone calls to film festivals. 
 
When You Get To the Festival 

• Find out where you will pick up materials and your festival package. When 
you check in, you usually get a packet of materials and a badge.  

• Find out if there are any parties they expect you to be at  
• Find out where you will be speaking (if you are) 

o At the Mountain Film Festival in Telluride Colorado, we had a 
wonderful filmmaker party at a ranch way out of town in some of the 
most spectacular mountains I have ever seen. This is where I met 
several authors who had climbed Everest. I loved their books and 
stories. I also met an Iditarod racer, the 1600 mile dog sled race held 
in Alaska, a descendant of Earnest Shackelton, the famous Artic 
Explorer, and Peter Yarrow of the group Peter Paul and Mary. It 
seems every person I sat next to was someone famous or a great 
adventurer. It was blissful just being there. The scenery was stunning 
and I met some of the most interesting and courageous people I have 
ever met. 

• Talk to someone who has been to the festival you are interested in 
attending. Research the producers of past films and contact them. 
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The Day of Your Screening 
Like in the Screening Section, make sure you have a full audience. Get everyone 
you can to attend. At my first festival I was very lucky. I was so green I only invited 
one person and she couldn’t make it. To my credit, the festival was held out of 
state and most of my friends didn’t want to or couldn’t travel that far. Luckily, the 
room was full. 
 
Before the film was shown, I had to say a few words about the film. Then I 
answered a few questions afterwards. My film had been one of the featured films 
for this festival. It was plastered all over their posters that Stein Eriksen would be 
appearing at the Festival. Stein had initially agreed. He backed out at the last 
minute due to a family event. The film director was livid and I can understand that. 
However, I think that explained why there was a good crowd attending my 
premiere. They wanted to see Stein. Get yourself a Stein if you can. 
 
Meet People 
Meet the other filmmakers. It’s great fun and you may do some possible 
collaboration in the future. I met Gale Ann Hurd of Valhalla Productions. Producer 
of The Terminator, The Abyss, a movie I loved and the hit TV show, The Walking 
Dead. We got to talk when the chair lift to our rooms broke down.  You never know 
who will be there. 
 
Find Out Who Can Buy Your Film 
Talk to them. Will it be a Cable TV deal, DVD sales, Theaters, Foreign rights? 
 
Accept a Certain Amount of Technical Difficulties 
Remember there are a lot of films being shown and shuffled around on different 
formats. It takes a huge amount of coordination to get everything to work properly 
at a film festival. Festivals often have volunteers running the equipment, so it 
doesn’t always often work perfectly. If the sound on your documentary sounds 
garbled, your images a bit out of focus, do your best to help correct the problem 
but keep your cool. Bring your own technical people along but don’t offend the 
staff. Offer to help if there is a problem and be grateful for the opportunity to show 
your film. 
 
Festival Awards and Prizes 
Winning an award at a festival is by no means a guarantee of a sale. There are 
awards for directors, editing, screenplays, short and the coveted Audience Awards. 
For Sundance it is the Grand Jury Prize and Special Jury Prize. Some awards are 
for the US awards and some are International awards. If you win an award at a 
festival or elsewhere, by all means put this on your website and your future 
packaging. Always be a gracious winner and note the wonderful efforts of the other 
filmmakers there in your acceptance speech. Be sure to thank the festival.  
 
I had a ball attending film festivals. I recommend you at least try one or two. You 
might just get hooked. 
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As a last resort, you could put a couple stalks of bent wheat with some nice 
lettering and create your own film festival. Many have done it 
 
Some Sites for Film Festivals 
 

• www.docfest.org     
• A premiere festival held in New York 
• www.documentaryfilms.net/festivals 
• www.documentaryfilmfestivals.net 
• www.filmfestivals.com 
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Leverage the Internet 
 
The internet is a fabulous place for your documentary to be listed. Many film 
websites have been very successful in this new arena for film promotion. A very 
successful hit was the marketing efforts of the movie “The Secret” which was first 
released solely through the internet, resulting in high DVD sales. The success of 
that movie opened the doors for a huge new distribution channel. The internet lets 
films that have chosen not to go the traditional film release routes, or were by-
passed by the big boys, have a chance at the big time. On the internet all the bytes 
are the same size. Everyone can have equal access to you throughout the world 
through the web’s electronic power. 
 
I created a website specifically for my ski films but because I did the website so 
much later than the films, I didn’t do as much online publicity for an advance 
showing of this film as I would have for an upcoming release. Those screenings 
and festivals had already happened. But I still think it is very important to get that 
site up because the DVD is still selling. 
 
The benefits to having a website for your documentary are great. 

• The cost is very low to buy a domain name and hosting. Even design 
needn’t cost much. 

• It is working for you 24/7  
• Your site will be available to everyone. 
• People can view your film’s site in privacy of their homes at whatever time 

they choose. 
 
The key to the internet is making it easy for people to find you. Let everyone you 
can know about your documentary and its website. When you speak anywhere, 
you can tell your live audiences about your website. You can send emails to your 
lists and your friend’s lists. You can get your film indexed on Google and Alexa. 
You can place a section of your documentary on Youtube and Facebook. The point 
is… get the word out. 
 
There is a huge amount of information on creating your website in the Screening 
Section of this Guide. Follow the guidelines there for constructing your film 
website. There is a list of 33 great ideas for your film’s website.  
 
We will be showing you that process with Tom’s documentary so you will go 
through it step by step. 
 
Keywords 
Keywords are the words and phrases that people search for on the internet to find 
your film. The right keywords will enable someone searching for your film or your 
topic to be found quickly. If your film has a catchy and easy to remember title like 
“The Secret,” you can use those keywords in the text on your site and in the meta 
tags of your html code after your website title. It’s right near the top of your code. 
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Your designer will know how to do this. To see it, go to a website, click on your 
toolbar - View- Source. It looks like this. 
 
<meta NAME="keywords" 
CONTENT="Stein Eriksen, Ski lessons, Ski advice, Ski Films, Ski movies, Ski tips. 
Ski lessons, Stein, Olympic skier, best ski advice, Ski champion,  
Terri Marie, White Wing Entertainment"> 
 
No Flash Please 
Use as many relevant keywords as you can but avoid flash displays. They clog the 
system. Furthermore Google doesn’t count anything included in flash designs so 
as far as the search engines go you are wasting your money. 
 
DOCUMENTARY QUICK TIPS: 
1. Do your website as early as you can get the information about your film 
together. Your film doesn’t have to be completed in order to get the website up and 
running. 
2. Make sure people can easily find your contact numbers. 
 
In addition to your own website, here are a few more web sources to consider 
listing your documentary on. 
 

• Amazon.com 
• Youtube.com 
• IMDB.com 
• Vimeo.com 
• Veoh.com 
• Metacafe.com 
• Grouper.com or crackle.com 
• Dailymotion.com 
• Your friend’s websites 
• Any associations or groups you belong to 

 
Get your website up fast. You want it working for you and your film! 
 
. 
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How to Use Social Media to Promote Your Film 
 
 
With a whole new breed of marketing opening up in sites like Facebook, you can 
creatively use these new media sources to quickly spread the word about your 
documentary in channels that weren’t even around a few years ago. 
 
It’s all about being interactive with your potential audiences and getting support 
from fans who will be the workhorses and spread the virtual word of mouth about 
your film. You want to grow an audience and these sites provide social and 
relationship nutrients to make that happen. 
 
You will be building relationships with your audiences and your goal is to get 
Facebook users etc. to click to your website and learn even more about your 
documentary. 
 
Here is just a brief list of some of the ways to take advantage of the social media 
sites. 
 

1. START: Open accounts at all the major social media players. Start with 
Facebook, Linkedin, etc. These sites are great for video, uploading photos, 
and updates about your projects.  Twitter is great for quick updates and 
getting a following. 

 
2. POST AND USE THEM: Make sure to use the sites and post frequent 

updates on your film. Let people know you just got Celebrity Z to give you a 
testimonial, or that you got an exclusive interview with Celebrity N, or your 
crew discovered a fossil of a new type of dinosaur. 

 
3. GET ACTIVE: Participate in and start groups. Find similar or related groups. 

Invite them to join your doc group. Give them an incentive to join. See if you 
can provide information that they can post on their main websites that will 
help both of you. Perhaps they can do a page on their website about your 
film.  

 
4. LINK: Make sure you link between all your sites. Link your website to 

Facebook, your blog to your website and so on. As soon as you get your 
film underway, get your website up and build a spiderlike web to catch 
everyone that flies by on the internet. 

 
5. BECOME THE EXPERT: Make sure people know you are the expert to go 

to on the topic of your documentary.  
 

6. USE VIDEO: You can use all the video you’ve just created to your 
advantage by showing some production scenes or short clips of your best 
footage to get people interested in how your film is coming along. 
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7. STRATEGIZE: Figure out a strategy for how you will use these sites. Will 

you list yourself and your film on all these sites, or a few? Will you post 
three times a week or every day? Are you going to add articles to sites like 
Digg.com to cross promote? 

 
8. PROFILE YOURSELF: Make sure your profile on these sites has you come 

across in a way that is consistent with your film’s image. If you are doing a 
documentary on raising llamas and your photo shows you in a three-piece 
vested suit and you discuss your religious views, you might not get any 
followers. However if you are doing a doc on llamas and your photo shows 
you with a baby llama and you give tips on little known facts about llamas, 
etc, people are going to trust you. 

 
9. USE SEO: The more your film is mentioned on any site, the better your 

ranking should get in the larger search engines like Google. Use Google 
Analytics so that you can track where your visitors come from and tailor your 
website and strategies to this audience. 

 
10. OFFER HELP: Offer to answer questions people may have on your 

documentary. Start a dialogue about topics related to your film. 
 

11. BLOG YOUR HEART OUT: Blogger, wordpress.com, and sites like 
tumblr.com are good for blogging or journaling about your film. Link your 
blog into your Youtube.com videos. Use links to all your sites and RSS 
feeds whenever possible. Blogs are a great way to reach and interact with 
your audiences because of the comment capabilities. 

 
12. PROMOTE: You can promote your documentary by giving excellent tips or 

giving away a free DVD, or give away a pass to your screening through an 
online contest for the best review of your documentary trailer. There are 
unlimited ideas here. Some filmmakers have T-shirts, mugs and more to sell 
or give-away. If you are doing a documentary on the bald eagle, maybe you 
could give away white feathers – not from a real eagle of course, that’s 
illegal, but you get the idea. 
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Specialty DVD Sales 
 

How do you find other avenues to market and sell your film? There are many 
places you can start including stores and trade journals. I’ve sold my DVD’s and 
my CDs in stores as well as through large distributors. 
 
Selling to Stores 
The topic of your documentary will determine which type of stores you can contact. 
If you have an educational film, you can also contact schools, universities or 
organizations that deal with that area. 
 
The ski films I made were easy to decide which stores to approach. Ski shops and 
sporting goods stores were the likely outlets for these films. I went to local sporting 
goods stores and offered to split the sales on consignment. I left a few DVDs along 
with a nice card and a flyer. The flyer was an advertisement for the film, which 
people could look at or take home with them. It listed some great reviews on the 
film. 
 
Every Bit Helps 
I have a friend who sells my CD in her store. It’s not a lot of money that comes in to 
either of use but that money pays off a few of my bills. 
 

Some Ideas 
 

In thinking about how to get a list of names that might be interested in your film, 
take these ideas from the ski films I’ve done and adapt them to your documentary. 
 
I contacted a ski and boot manufacturing company and asked them for their list of 
stores. The list I got back was hundreds of qualified store names that had already 
bought and were interested in this topic. Then I printed out an enticing sales letter 
and called every store on that list to tell them about the film. Immediately after the 
call, I followed up with the sales actual letter, an order form and a beautiful graphic 
card of the show. I got many sales from stores this way. Stores buy in larger 
quantities than individuals, but don’t expect a single store to order more than 6-12 
units at a time. However, if you can break into a chain, those numbers I just gave 
you are pocket change. 
 
I also contacted a ski-clothing manufacturer and was able to get their mailing list of 
stores that carried their clothing line. Since the film featured Stein Eriksen in the 
luxurious Bogner ski outfits, (at least $1,000 each) this was a perfect tie in for 
them. People shopping for Bogner outfits had lots of cash. They also had an 
interest in wearing the same top of the line ski-wear that was worn by the famous 
skier promoting them.  
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The Last One Wins 
You keep more of the sales price per DVD if you sell them directly to the 
consumer, as in your website. Stores discount DVDs at least 50%. Distributors 
give you even less. Amazon takes 55% off. You get 45% of the sale. 
 
Distributors 
On the CDs I produced, I obtained many large distributors including Rock Bottom 
Music, Music Design, Newleaf, Ladyslipper, and many others. Getting a monthly 
check from them was great. The tough part is that you have to pay for the 
manufacturing costs upfront. Most distributors do not pay for 3 months after they 
order your product. One or two small distributors never paid.  
 
Fulfillment Houses 
If you can find a reputable fulfillment house and work out a lucrative deal for both 
of you, one where you don’t pay an arm and a leg, they can save you so much 
time, energy and efficiency on orders for your documentary, whenever anyone 
places an order. Some of them will even do your printing of the covers. If not you 
may have to get an outside source (which they probably will have contacts for) and 
then send or bring in your covers, which they store at their location. 
 
Here’s the Beauty of Fulfillment Houses 

• You set up the deal 
• You work out the price you pay for each DVD they manufacture. Some have 

a sliding scale, the more you order the less expensive they are 
• You get them the covers or order the covers through them 
• You get an order. You send it to them. They duplicate and ship 
• (They either take from the stock they already made, or make the DVDs, ship 

them to the customer and bill you for them. You can work out credit terms.) 
• The customer pays you. 
• Beautiful. 
• You don’t touch the product. Just the money. 

 
In looking for a good source for fulfillment I choose the company that did the 
fulfillment on the largest producer of ski films, Warren Miller. I called them, met with 
them in the Southern California area and set up my account. I suggest you look for 
a couple of the largest fulfillment houses in the topic of your documentary and 
contact them for prices and details.  
 
A good way to find places to sell your film or get a distributor is to go to the trade 
shows for the industry your documentary addresses or is most closely associated 
with. As you get established into the niche associated with your documentary, it’s 
not too hard to find someone who goes to these shows. That’s where you meet 
contacts and get information that could lead to the sale or distribution of your film. 
For example, when I was speaking for the International Ski Historical Association 
at the Utah Olympic Center premiering one of my ski films, I met a wonderful ski 
supporter and trade show promoter, Bernie Weichsel. Bernie holds several ski 
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trade shows every year, so not only can I sell my films there, but Bernie also 
knows of other shows and contacts I can look into. This happened by sitting next to 
him at the dinner before the event.  
 
An internet search will provide the names of the largest trade shows for your topic. 
For skiers it is SIA, the Snowsports Industries of American show, which held yearly 
in late winter or early spring.  
 
Don’t overlook the huge source of potential contacts and sales through other 
sources. There are many more than I have listed here, but if you start with these 
and nail them, you should have a very nice source of income coming in for many 
years. 
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RECAP 
Trade Secrets From an Award-Winning Producer 

 
 
Plan 

• Research 
• Pick your theme and goal 
• Do storyboards and scripts 
• Get a good team 
• Scout and choose location 
• Budget 
• Obtain rights and releases 
• Buy/rent equipment 

 
Production 

• Your camera, lighting and microphones 
• Shoot your scenes, B-roll, and interviews 
• Log in your footage 

 
Post – Edit 

• Edit your video, or film 
• Add narration and voice-overs 
• Add music and graphics 
• Do credits 
• Output your project 

 
After 

• Thank everyone involved 
• Screen, market and sell 
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You Did It! 
 

 

 
 
Documentary making is a wonderful expression of your freedom of speech. It’s 
your gift to help increase awareness, to communicate, and to leave a record of 
something that will be useful. In creating your documentary you got to use 
elements of light and sound but also time, imagination and cooperation.  
 
Making your documentary was something that was important to someone very 
special – you!  Many others with that same interest will thank you for making your 
film. 
 
Congratulations and much success to you, 
 
 
 
Terri Marie 
 
P.S. Now that you’ve completed your first documentary, are you ready for another 
one? 
 
 
 


